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OVERVIEW OF THE COLLECTION

Dates: circa 1899-1967

Extent: 21 linear feet

Language and Scripts: The collection is in English.

Name of creator(s):
The following list includes photographers identified on negatives or prints in the collection, but is probably not a complete list of all photographers whose work is included in the collection:
Alaska Shop
Bornholdt
Robert Bragaw
Nellie Brown
E. Call
Guy F. Cameron
Basil Clemons
Lee Considine
Morris Cramer
Don Cutter
Joseph S. Dixon
William R. Dahms
Julius Fritschen
George Dale
Lucien Liston was a longtime Alaskan businessman and artist, and has been described as the last of a long line of drug store photographers who provided images for sale to the traveling public. He was born in 1910 in Eugene, Oregon, and came to Alaska in 1929, living first in Juneau, where he met and married Edna Reindeau. He served with the Alaska Territorial Guard in 1942-1943. In 1944, he relocated to Anchorage and in 1948, he and Francis Bowden purchased Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue in downtown Anchorage. The Bevers & Pfeil building was damaged in the 1964 Good Friday earthquake and Hewitt’s relocated to Spenard. Liston sold the store in 1978; he died in 1993.

Hewitt’s Drug Store was an old-school drug store and newsstand that also had a lunch counter. A purveyor of photographic supplies and services, the store provided passport and portrait photographs, did a brisk business in postcards, and sold copies of paintings by Alaskan artists such as Sydney Hamilton. The proprietors often purchased photographs from
Anchorage residents and others, adding them to Hewitt’s stock image library. Some of the prints in the collection include notations on locations and events provided by the photographer for captioning purposes. Some of the stock images are copies of older work by well-known photographers such as the Lomen Brothers and E. A. Hegg. The collection also includes original work by photographers who had major careers of their own, including Sydney Laurence and Bradford Washburn. Evidence from the collection suggests that Hewitt’s had also purchased the library of Bragaw’s Studio, probably when Robert S. Bragaw, Jr., left Alaska in 1944.

Scope and Content Description:
The collection consists of the portrait and stock image libraries of Hewitt’s Drug Store through 1978. There are passport photographs of approximately 805 individuals, circa 1933-1942, and portrait photography of approximately 145 subjects, circa 1960s.

The stock library includes 6,983 sheet, pack, and roll film negatives and transparencies in a variety of sizes, on nitrate, acetate, and polyester film bases. The images are primarily black-and-white, with some color negatives (1870.1a-5a, 2062, 2070, 2334) and transparencies (2308-2309, 2324, 2332-2333, 2047.3.11). There are also 42 35mm color slides, most circa 1960s. Some of the negatives have corresponding print photographs in various sizes. There are also several hundred prints without negatives, only one in color (.2664).

The subjects, locations, and time periods documented in the collection are wide-ranging. Many of the photographs chronicle business and daily life in Anchorage, especially on Fourth Avenue. Of particular note are Matanuska Colony photographs taken for the first annual report on the colony, documenting agriculture and homesteading in the valley in the 1930s. Other major subjects include early aviation and mining, with several hundred photographs of the Gold Zone and Hatcher Pass area mines. Notably absent (or unidentified is much early work by Lu Liston; his World War II-era work in Juneau and Anchorage is represented by only a handful of prints (2777 et seq.)

The collection also provides some evidence of Hewitt’s sales and services, including greeting card and postcard mats; cut negatives used in card mats; advertisements; and negatives and copy prints of paintings by artists such as Sydney Laurence, which would have been hand-colored and sold as reproductions.

Arrangement: Arranged in five series: 1. Passport photographs. 2. Portraits. 3. Stock negatives and transparencies. 4. Stock prints. 5. 35mm slides. Passport Photos and Portraits series arranged alphabetically. There is no apparent order to the remainder of the collection.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING ACCESS AND USE

Restrictions on Access: The collection is open for research use.

Technical Access: No special equipment is needed to access the materials. A light box may be used to view transparencies.

Conditions Governing Reproduction and Use:
The Anchorage Museum is the owner of the materials and makes available reproductions for research, publication, and other uses. Written permission must be obtained from the Anchorage Museum before any reproduction use. The Anchorage Museum does not necessarily hold copyright to all of the materials in the collections. In some cases, permission for use may require seeking additional authorization from the copyright owners.

Preferred Citation:
Lu Liston Collection, Anchorage Museum, B1989.016

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
Purchased from Lu Liston in 1989.

Processing Note
Stock negatives scanned in 2013. Many prints seem to have been removed from albums; some are torn.

Some prints numbered prior to 2013 actually had negatives. These have been renumbered to reflect negative numbering. Numbering for prints without negatives (.2600-) is unsequential as a result. Prints without negatives numbered after 2013 were given sequential numbers after the last previously assigned number.

Separated Materials
Nitrate and deteriorated acetate removed to freezer. Passport photograph negatives scanned 2014 and all removed to freezer.

35mm slides housed in first box of 8 x 10 prints.

Note
Unbracketed information found on image; parenthetical information found on original envelope; bracketed information supplied by archives staff. “Copy neg” indicates a copy negative created by Hewitt’s staff. Collection characteristics in 2013 suggest that many missing numbers may represent deteriorating negatives that were discarded prior to 2011.
RELATED MATERIALS
B1976.082 Sidney Hamilton Collection
B1983.146 Pyatt-Laurence Collection

SUBJECTS
Dunkle, Wesley Earl
Eielson, Carl Benjamin, 1897-1929
Hubbard, Bernard Rosecrans, 1888-1962
Hewitt’s Drug Store (Anchorage, Alaska)
Hewitt’s Photo Shop
Matanuska Valley Colony (Alaska)
Alaska Rural Rehabilitation Corporation
Alaska Railroad
Golden Zone Mine, Inc.
Eklutna Industrial School
International Business Machines Corporation
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers
Lions Club (Anchorage, Alaska)
Fur Rendezvous (Anchorage, Alaska)
Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race, Anchorage, Alaska
Agriculture—Alaska
Agricultural exhibitions—Alaska
Animal culture—Alaska
Animals—Alaska
Airplanes—Alaska
Aircraft accidents—Alaska
Mines and mineral resources—Alaska
Business enterprises—Alaska
Fur farming—Alaska
Fisheries—Alaska
Hunting—Alaska
Reindeer herding—Alaska
Glaciers—Alaska
Banks and banking—Alaska—Anchorage
Roadhouses—Alaska
Roads—Alaska
Dogsledding—Alaska
Greeting cards—Alaska
Computers—Alaska
Churches—Alaska
Schools—Alaska
Log cabins—Alaska
Fraternal organizations—Alaska
Sports—Alaska
Festivals—Alaska
Anchorage (Alaska)
Palmer (Alaska)
Matanuska River Valley (Alaska)
Kenai Peninsula (Alaska)
Akutan (Alaska)
Alyeska, Mount (Alaska)
Bristol Bay (Alaska)
Broad Pass (Alaska)
Chevak (Alaska)
Chitina (Alaska)
Chugiak (Alaska)
Copper Center (Alaska)
Cordova (Alaska)
Council (Alaska)
Curry (Alaska)
Denali National Park and Preserve (Alaska)
Eek (Alaska)
Eklutna (Alaska)
Elim (Alaska)
Eureka (Alaska)
Fairbanks (Alaska)
Gulkana (Alaska)
Hatcher Pass (Alaska)
Healy (Alaska)
Holy Cross (Alaska)
Homer (Alaska)
Hope (Alaska)
Juneau (Alaska)
Kenai (Alaska)
Ketchikan (Alaska)
Kodiak (Alaska)
Kotzebue (Alaska)
Koyuk (Alaska)
Koyukuk (Alaska)
McKinley, Mount (Alaska)
Mountain Village (Alaska)
Naknek (Alaska)
Nenana (Alaska)
Ninilchik (Alaska)
Noatak (Alaska)
Nome (Alaska)
Noorvik (Alaska)
Nulato (Alaska)
Nushagak (Alaska)
Platinum (Alaska)
Point Hope (Alaska)
Port Althorp (Alaska)
Ruby (Alaska)
Seldovia (Alaska)
Seward (Alaska)
Shungnak (Alaska)
Sitka (Alaska)
Solomon (Alaska)
Skagway (Alaska)
Tunnel (Alaska)
Valdez (Alaska)
Wales (Alaska)
White Mountain (Alaska)
Whittier (Alaska)
Wrangell (Alaska)

Detailed Description of the Collection

**Passport photographs**

Abernathy, L., Mr. and Mrs.
Actip, Dan
Aims, Jiggs
Albert
Alexander, Betty
Allen, Ed
Allen, Walter
Allington, W. R.
Alsworth, L. R.
Amundsen, Iver
Andersen, C. F., Mr. and Mrs.
Andersen, J. P.
Andersen, Oscar
Anderson, Hilding
Anderson, Jens
Anderson, Lawrence
Anderson, Mrs.
Andresen, Mrs. C.
Andrews, Mrs. J. D.
Annabel, Russell
Anthony, Frank
Arcand, M.
Argros
Aster
Atkins, Lee
Aurdol, Nels
Ayers, Herbert
Bagoy, Eileen
Baker, G. H.
Balabanoff, Nick
Balls, Alfred, Mr. and Mrs.
Balzano, John
Barber, Willie
Barge, Eddie
Barrager
Barrnerman, Walt
Bass, M. T.
Bassing, Bill
Beard, H. W.
Beckhorn, C. J.
Beers, G. V., Mr. and Mrs.
Beltz, Harry
Bennett, Clifton
Berg, A. S.
Berg, Jacob
Berg, John E.
Berger, Capt.
Bergman, Mrs. H.
Besser, William
Bigeff, Dan (Danbigabb)
Billis, Frank
Biogg, Leonard [Bragg?]
Bisson, John A.
Blackburn, H. T.
Blankenship, W. N.
Blumke, H.
Bogosian, Paul
Boirch, Ely
Bokson, Hans
Borg, Peter
Borsant, George
Boskovich, Martin
Bourdon, J. T.
Bowdle, C. M.
Bowman, Ed
Bowman, Fred
Bowman, Harry
Bowser, D. L.
Boyd, W. A.
Boyum, Earl
Bragetes, Louis
Brandenberg, L
Branham, Bud
Braswell, Orville
Brayford, Cecil, Mrs.
Braystad, S.
Brazil, H. D. [Mr. and Mrs.]
Bridges, Louis
Britch, Joseph
Brown, Bud
Brown, Bud
Brown, Chet
Brown, E. H.
Brown, Herb
Brown, Nat
Brown, Raynor
Brown, Vic
Brownson, T.
Bryne, Jim
Bullard, N. P.
Bullish, Frank
Bunee, Roy E. [Bunce]
Burglund
Burlesen, C. G.
Burleson, Lynn
Burns, Robert
Butler, C. W.
Butorac, Antone [Anton]
Byfield, R. E.
Byrtus, Phillip
Caesar, George O.
Call, E. [Caul?]
Camp, C.
Campert, George
Cannon, John
Cannon, W.
Capillo, Raphael
Caras, George
Carlson
Carlson, Mr. and Mrs.
Carlson, Bob
Carson, C. M.
Chabot, Emil
Chambers, T. J.
Chesbro, M. V.
Chorovitch, Stephen
Christensen, H.
Christiancy, Jeanne, Miss
Church, Mike
Ciaccia, D.
Clark, C. M.
Clark, Tom
Claypool, Bob
Cody, O.
Coleman, D. T.
Colins, Glen
Colwell, Mrs.
Conklin, Marie
Conrad, J. H.
Copple, J. L.
Cook, Mr. and Mrs.
Cook, John
Counter, V., Mr. and Mrs.
Crabb, Ernest
Crocker, Mrs.
Crukvitch, Eli
Crumrine, Mrs., daughter [Josephine Crumrine Liddell]
Cucilich, John
Cuffel, Henry
Cunningham, W. C.
Currie, L. F.
Curtis, D., Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis, E. F.
Dalberg, J. S.
Dalls, John
Davis, Chas
Davis, D. C.
Davis, Herbert
Davis, J. A.
Davis, W. C.
Davlopulau, Nic
Day, Ward
Dempsey, Jack
Diamond, Steve
Dickens, Roy
Dillard, Glen
Domenick, S.
Domser, R. W.
Donavon, Mr. and Mrs.
Donohoe, Tom
Dorf, R. S.
Dotson, Uriah
Dowling, C. W.
Dreghorn, L. B.
Drosses, Gust
Dritsolis, C.
Dudneff, V. U.
Dundas, Andrew
Dunkle, John Hull
Dunkle, Wesley Earl [has print]
Dyer, A. H.
Dyer, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed
Edmonds, M. E., Mr. and Mrs.
Edmundson, G.
Egge, Albert
Ehlers, George
Eikemo
Eklund, W.
Elder
Eltz, E.
Engleng, Gus
Erbacher, Jake
Erickson, Albert
Erickson, Ernest
Erickson, Oscar
Ernest, Canomico
Evans, Mrs. B.
Evenoff
Farro
Farwater, E. R.
Fencich, R.
Fennimore, George
Fingerser, R. F.
Fischer, John
Fish, Howard
Fisher, James
Fiskan, Hugo
Flensberg, Matt
Fondevold, P. A.
Ford, M. A.
Forester, W.
Fossette, Walter
Fournier, Mr.
Frandsen, L.
Frawlet, E.
Fredricksen, Velda
Fredrickson, Magnus
Freeman, M
French, E. A.
Frerice, C. A.
Fulton, Tom
Furniotis, Pete
Gabrielson
Gaitonis, A. M.
Gallemore, W. A.
Gallemore
Gandofo, M. L.
Gay, Ward
Geittiths, Jack
George, Steve
Gitas, Gust J.
Gilbert
Gill, Bill
Gistas, Gust J.
Glover, Laura
Gooddall, O. P.
Goodman, Lloyd
Goodrich, Mr. and Mrs.
Gomason, J. A.
Graham, Mrs.
Graham, Ed
Granvold, E.
Gray, Frank
Green, R. C.
Greenholm, Sigard
Gresham, Mrs. E. V.
Grey, Mrs. B
Guenther, Wm. J.
Guffin, E. S.
Gustafson
Gusterfson, Shorty
Haaga
Hacan, Al
Hagen, L.
Haglona, Harold
Haglund, W.
Hadman, Henry
Hakala, Gust
Hall, Carl
Hamalalnin, Henry
Hand, Mrs.
Hansen, Oliver
Hanson, H.
Harder, Al
Harrington, H. C.
Harrington, J. J.
Harrington, Joe
Harris, Lowell
Harper, Bliss
Hart, Harry
Hartig
Haugue, H. T.
Healy, R. R.
Hearst, Ruth
Heaton, D. E.
Heikklia
Hendrick, Grotveld
Hendrickson, Albert
Herman
Herod, W. G.
Herren, Arthur, Mrs.
Herrmann, Chas. (Naknek)
Herzoy, Erick
Hettelid, Theodore
Hewitt, Russ
Hicks, F. J.
Higgins, C. L.
Higley, Robert
Higley, Mrs. R.
Hildamen, Frantz
Hildonen
Hill, A. J.
Hill, Leo
Himango, Roy W.
Himshow, F. F.
Hitchcock, B. and K.
Hickett, Wesley
Hoog, Otto
Holmes, La Roe
Holmes, Oreal, Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes, Mrs.
Holt, Georgie
Holton, Cecil
Horn, Paul
Horton, F. R.
Howard, C. R.
Huddlra, Axel
Huggins, J. D.
Hugh, Rea, Mr. and Mrs.
Hulan, Bradley
Hunt, Lillian
Ingalls, Cy
Irick, Frank
Isaason
Isaacson, A.
Jackson, Bob
Jacobson
Jacobson, J. R., Mr. and Mrs.
Jalis, Gust
Jeannot, R. O.
Jefferey, Edmund
Jefford, Jack
Jelich, George
Jensen
Jensen, Emil
Jensen, S. A.
Johnson, A. A.
Johnson, Alf
Johnson, Carl
Johnson, Edwin
Johnson, Fred
Johnson, Gus
Johnson, Helen
Johnson, Herman
Johnson, J. S.
Johnson, Jean
Johnson, Louis
Johnson, O.
Johnston [was with Smith 1942]
Johnston, R. C.
Jonas, Antila
Jones, Al
Jones, Al, Mrs.
Jones, Robin, M.
Jones, Mrs. W.
Jones, M. W.
Jordet, Irene
Judd, Fred C.
Jugloff, Tom
Kalinick, Pete
Kangas, A.
Kangin, Alex
Karalis, John
Kareen, L.
Karilas
Kellaway, George
Kelleher, James, E.
Kenny, K. E.
Kerr, Cecil
Kiel, Paul
Kicsinko
Kincaid, H. R.
Kircher, Emil
Kirkpatrick, M. B.
Kissinger, A. W.
Klem, Carl
Kjosen
Kling
Knutson
Koneczni, Anton
Kongin, Alec
Konoff, Sam
Kordash, Alex
Kotoff, Walter
Kraskoff, Sam
Krueger, Mrs.
Kvasnikoff, Alex
Kylma, David
Lahti, boy
Lahti, Andrew
La Jambe, Lester
Lane, Harold
Larson
Larson, Fritz
Lasek, Jack
Laughlin
Leaf, George
Lee, Alfred
Leighton, R.
Leonard, L. H.
Leonard, Mrs.
Leselle, Matt
Lesh, S. C.
Liebel, Vera
Lindean, E. A.
Lindsey, Mrs.
Linkkonen, John
Linsstrong, Mini
Loberg
Lombard, Larry
Lott, Frank
Ludahl, Herman
Lukens, A. W.
Lundberg, A.
Lundberg, W.
Lundheim, Wm.
Lundwick, Chris
Lunsten, Dora
Lutter, George
Lynch, J. J.
McAnerney, J. M.
McAtee, Louise
McClafferty, Miss
McClelland, M. J.
McCord, R. M.
McCormick
McCrony, E. R.
MacDonald, C. W.
MacDonald, Don
McDonald, J. N.
McDonald (Talkeetna)
McGillis, J. J.
McGinly, Jim
McIlworth, R.
MacInnis, S. L.
Mack, C. W.
Mack, Jack
McKenzie, Gordon
Mackey, John
McLafferty, Pat
McLean, Pilot
Madison, M.
Mahle, Mrs.
Maine, Ed
Majeans, M., Mr. and Mrs.
Maki, John
Maki, John F.
Malek, Nick
Manfor, John
Mansfield, Brownsen
Mansfield, W., Mr. and Mrs.
Marino, Joe
Markstrom, John
Marrs, Beulah
Martin, Carl
Martin, Curly
Martinovich
Martinson, Wm.
Martinsen, Peter (Naknek)
Masuch, Walter
Matson, W.
Mattchi, Mrs.
Mayberry, Ralph
Mayfield
Mellinger, Sam
Mely
Meyrowitz, Nat
Michael, W. H.
Michaels, L. J.
Milila, Matt
Miller, Dick
Miller, Harold
Miller, Oscar
Miller, Robert
Mills, Lillian
Mills, Steve
Mills, W. J.
Miner, E. J.
Miskovich, Andrew
Mize, Ralph
Moe, W. J.
Moeman, V, Mr. and Mrs.
Moffitt, V. P.
Moliton, Mereman
Mooney, Joe
Moore, Jim
Moore, Johnny
Moran, Lt.
Moran, Myron
Morgan, Charles
Morgan, Davis
Morgan, E. L.
Morloed
Morrisen, J. W.
Mourens
Mueller, William
Mullally, Mrs. George
Munger, Dick
Munson
Murphy, E. V.
Mundt, Mary
Nappe, L. E.
Nee, Mr.
Nelson
Nelson, W.
Nelson, Wm.
Ness, Andrew
Neville, Mrs. L. E.
Newton, A. L.
Nichol, Lyle
Nicholson, Elmer
Nick, Gust
Niemi, Gust
Noggle, Hal
Norton, William
Nowicki, Al
Nuggard, O. K.
Nygarrd
Oberg, Rasmus
Odermat, Charlie
O’Dermatt, E.
O’Dermot, Chas., J.
O’Geih, John
Ohlin
Oja, Jack
Olson, C.
Olson, Carl
Olson, Conrad, Mr. and Mrs.
Olson, Ingvar
Olson, Jack (Palmer)
Olson, Pete
Olson, R.
Opdal, Herman
Opdehl, Sig
Osborne, R.
Osterland, Carl
Otterson, John
Padgett, W. N.
Paine, Tom
Paitlo, Fred
Paris, E. G.
Parsons, F. S.
Pastel, Steven
Pastro
Pastro, J.
Parkinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Parks, Beulah
Parr, Mr. and Mrs.
Patterson, M. J.
Paul, Mrs. W.
Paulovich, Mike
Pearson
Pearson, A. E., Mr. and Mrs.
Peck, Jack
Pederson
Pellander, John
Pennington, L. L.
Percich, Gene
Peretti, John
Perkinds, A. J.
Pete, Nick
Peters, George
Peterson, Al
Peterson, C. E.
Peterson, Carl
Peterson, George
Peterson, Herman
Peterson, Ray
Petitte, R. J.
Pettersson, Carl
Pfeiffer, Jim
Pierce, Vera
Pigott, A. W.
Pinch, Harry
Pinckney, B.
Pineo, Don
Pitt, D. L.
Platis
Pocaratidio, Andreas
Porter, Morris
Powell, George
Powers, Miss
Probert, Mrs. H. S.
Putman, W. R.
Pyle, T. J.
Pym, Mrs. J. A.
Radivich, Eli
Ramlo
Ramlo, A.
Ray, F. R.
Reardon, T. J.
Reb, Ernie
Reed, Frank
Reekie
Rees, O. P.
Reeve, Nellie
Reike, Mrs. Arthur
Reikie, Mrs. John
Reiley, J. D.
Reilly, J. B.
Reiten, Bernard
Rengara
Rhode, C. C.
Riaskowski, Robert
Richardson, Julius
Richmond, C. R.
Riedel, R.
Riggs, T. C.
Riss, Henry
Rocco
Roduit
Roe, F. E.
Roe, R. A.
Rogers, L. A.
Rogers, L. P.
Romig, Howard, Dr. and Mrs.
Roop, Minor, Mr. and Mrs.
Roseneau, Mr. and Mrs.
Rowan, R. B.
Roys, Jerry
Ruatti, S. S.
Rubio, R.
Russian, Jim
Ruttan
Ryan, J. R.
Safianac, C.
St. Lawrence, David
Salazar, Dr. L.
Sanders, Victor
Sandholm
Sandisen, L. E.
Sandvik, Dale
Sandvik, Mrs. J.
Sandwick, Mrs.
Santalucia
Sarsa, Gus
Sassen (Sasseeen, Murrell?)
Saunders, Miles
Savola, Anna [identified by John Bagoy]
Schackle, C.
Schmidt, D. R.
Schmidt, Ralph
Schoeppepe, W. D.
Schroeder, R.
Shckoeter, W. A.
Schultz, C.
Scott, E. R.
Scott, Roma
Scott, Mrs. V.
Sedille
See, A. B.
Seeds, C. H.
Seely, Dr.
Seeley, W. E.
Seeley, W. T.
Sellers, Harry
Seltenveich, Bud
Sepoff, Nick
Seveholm, Frank
Shafer, E. H.
Shelton, Don
Shiell, C. E.
Showers, Mrs. R.
Shultz, R.
Simkins, Roy
Skog, John
Sloan, Kermit
Smith [with Johnston, refiled with J’s]
Smith, Alt
Smith, Alwyon
Smith, Boras
Smith, Lt. Carmen
Smith, H. A.
Smith, Morle, K.
Smith, Theron A.
Soman, E. B.
Sorki, V.
Sorle, V.
Soulis, Nick
Soumela, Albert
Southgate
Spadafora
Spadaforo, Frank
Sparks, R.
Spaulding, Bob
Spears
Spears, Clyde
Spero
Spicer, Ed
Spiro, Gus
Stanton, Morton
Steinbrecher, Bob
Steiner, A. L.
Stephenson
Storch, Aldred
Stovall, Wm.
Stradley, H. P.
Stranberg, Oden
Strand, Alexander
Strickland, Margaret
Sulivan, O. S., Mr. and Mrs.
Sutherland, Walter
Swalley, Edgar
Swanson
Swanton, H. W.
Swensen (naturalization)
Syvenson, Pete
Tallman, Mr. and Mrs.
Tally, Mrs.
Telland, Walter
Telquist
Tencich, R.
Thayne, Sidney
Theisen, Del
Thesman, R. H.
Thomas, W. N.
Thompson, Paul
Thonney, Wm. P.
Throasre, Roussis
Tolden, W. W.
Tom (cook at Grill)
Torkelson, Osmund
Trafton, Mabel
Trepte
Trutsch, Louis
Tucker, Joe
Turner, F. J.
Ulrich, C. R.
Ulrich, Mike
Unknown, Women, 1942
Unknown
Vaipan, George
Vaipon
Vanaja, Slim
Van Curler, D.
Van Ettan, Mrs. C. A.
Van Zanton, Mrs.
Varra [Vaara], George
Vasanoja, Dorothy
Vernon, Mrs.
Voos, Mrs. J. B.
Voratorvich, Milan
Voss, Jack B.
Waddell, Lee
Wahlen, Helmar
Walatka, John
Walcott, W. E.
Walker, Pilot [McGrath]
Walker, Nelson
Walkinshow
Walkowski, Dr.
Wamser, A. P.
Wamser, Bernard
Warden, Matt
Warner, Adam, Mrs.
Waterworth
Waterworth, Jack
Watson, Betty
Watson, H. J.
Watt, Naomi
Wayer, C. F.
Webb, J. B.
Weir, Henry
Weinberg, V.
Weiss, John
Welch, T. C.
Welsh, E.
Wendler, Mr. and Mrs.
Whitman, Jack
Wik, Andy
Willharth, E.
Williams, Mrs. and baby
Williams, G. S.
Willits, Cliff
Wilson, Mrs. Mr. Don
Wilson, C. R.
Wilson, H. A., Sgt.
Winchell, A.
Winchell, Oscar
Wodlinger, L. K.
Wood, Ken, Mr. and Mrs.
Woodley
Woodley Art
Wren, Donald
Wright, H. G.
Wright, O. F.
Wuicicih, Todor
Xounas
Yavonis, Ed (Naknek)
Yvonis
Zakula, Mike
Zulich

**Portrait photographs**
Abalama, Jack – 12/26/64
Acoman, Kenneth – 1/10/?
Ader, Patricia – 3/27/65?
Ader, (Patricia?) – 6/4/65
Anderson, Sven
Anselm, Bill – 8/18/64
Armstrong, Keith
Arndt, R – 8/4/64
Ashcraft, Murl
Atkinson
Backford, Helen
Bailey, B. J.
Barnes
Barr, Lisa – 1/17/66
Bartlett, Senator Bob – 3/47[?]1965 [has oversize print]
Baskoffsky, Paul
Batt, Viola
Begay, Daisy Bellin – 1/31/64
Beham, William – 12/18
Bert’s Drug employees
Bell, Joe
Bichsel, Tom – 8/31/64
Bird, Dorothy – 1/15/?
Bishop, Bill – 4/19/65
Bojden, I. L.
Boroughs, Lois
Brady – 8/11/64
Brach, Charles C. – 8/20/?
Braun, Mrs. Harold – 12/4/?
Breeding, Paula
Bugarin, [Fred Sr.] – 4/4/?
Bynum, [Charles G?] – 8/20/?
Cain, Ken – 3/20/64
Cawdery
Chance, Jean
Chapman, [Grant] – 7/28/64
Chapman, Jerry – 6/4/65
Cherry, L – 12/8/?
Choy, Allen – 8/26/?
Christenberry, C. A. – 8/11/64
Christensen, T. O. – 8/19/?
Christianson – 3/2/64
Clark, Alice – 12/28/64
Clark, Pat
Cole, Jack 7/7/?
Collier, Barbara – 7/13/?
Connell, G. – 8/15/64
Contreras, H.
Cooper, Cliff – 9/29/64
Cooper, Nancy – 11/6/65
Corley, Clyde – 9/17/?
Cotton, [Mrs.?]
Cotton, Mr.
Countryman, Max
Crawford, A – 9/24/64
Crawford, Earl – 12/4/?
Criner, Betty – 5/25
Criswell – 10/31/?
Croxton – 11/14/?
D., Mary
Dale, Patricia, L Sister
Davis, D.
Davis, Mrs. Jack – 8/6/63
Dechantsreiter, John
Dick, Margarite – 1/27/64
Dill (Dile?), R. – 2/19/?
Dill, Rufas – 2/14/66
Dimond, Tony [nitrate scanned and removed to freezer]
Dishaw, Dave and Mrs. [Mae] – 2/14/66
Dodson, Jim
Donna – Hewitts Employee?
Dotty ? 6/19/64
Droege, Robert E. – 6/24/?
Eaten, Dave – 10/9/?
Ekholm, [Loretta M.] – 12/24/?
Erwin, Winn
Essert, Joe
Falconer, Dr.
Farmer, Leota – 6/14/64
Fewell, Gene – 8/25/?
Flora, Gunda – 11/28/?
Fischer, Helen – 5/14/65
Fortier, Diane – 8/14/65
Foster, B. G. – 2/19/?
Frison, Ron – 1/8/66
Gilbertson, Ken – 9/27/?
Gill, Vic – 9/19/64
Goodwill, Floyd F. – 5/1/65
Goodwin, Terry – 9/24/64
Gorosplaque, P. L.
Green, Lowell
Greeson, Sgt. Vance
Gronnestad, A. S. – 2/20/?
Gruening, Ernest [oversize print only]
Guerrero, Jesus – 9/3/?
Guthrie, [Cheryl?] 
Gularte, Jerry – 6/8/56
Haldeman, Bill
Hall, Terry – 10/13/65
Hambrick, F. E.
Hamilton, W. D. – 11/16/?
Hamm [Hanm?], Mrs. Henry – 1/21/?
Hanson, Bob – 2/7/66
Harmon, Barbara
Harret, Evy – 8/25/?
Harris, Peter
Harrison, Dr. Thoma – 2/26/64
Hart, Jack
Haugen, Beverly – 8/8/?
Heath, Karen – 9/14
Heath, Lee – 5/7/65
Hedberg, “Moosemeat” John [print only]
Hellenthal, Mark – 10/16/?
Hewitt’s Costumes, 2/22/62
Hoerter, Mrs. Harry
Hogan, W. C. – 6/12/?
Hosler, Ann
Howat, D. – 12/28/63
Hyde, Billy
Imlach, Nancy
Jackson, Allen – 12/12/?
Jaco, E.
Jimie
Johnson, Chester – 12/17
Kapella, Patricia and Joseph – 7/27/63
Kendall, Sherrod H. – 3/12/64
Kessler, Mynard – 7/15/?
Ketz, Jim
Kupers, Pat – 6/4/65
Laughlin, Mrs. Lee
Lecker, Pam – 9/21/?
Leclair, L. 3/26/64
Leidiger – 2/9/?
Leonard, Lisa – 7/15/64
Leitner, CAB office
Leudke – 12/3
L’Hiarondell
Manders, John [print only]
“Older Lady in Fur Coat”
Pat? (Hewitts Employee?)
Salvation Army
Spencer, Kenneth, basso [print only]
Strash, Professor
Two Small Boys
Wade, Hugh [oversize print only]

Stock Negatives and Transparencies
.1.1 - (The rock at the Fishhook Inn. Hatcher Pass) [has print]
.1.2 – (The rock at the Fishhook Inn. Hatcher Pass)
.1.3 – 37 (The rock at the Fishhook Inn. Hatcher Pass)
.1.4 – (The rock at the Fishhook Inn. Photographer’s number 14. Hatcher Pass) [With O’Harra Bus Lines bus]
.2.1 - (Dog team) [musher and team on winter trail. copy neg]
.2.2 – (Dog team) [musher and team on winter trail. copy neg]
.3.1 - Last Frontier [log cabin and mountain in winter. copy neg]
.3.2 - Last Frontier [log cabin and mountain in winter. copy neg]
.3.3 - Last Frontier [log cabin and mountain in winter. copy neg]
.3.4 – (Last Frontier) [log cabin in winter]
.4 – (Dog team) [two men with team stopped on winter trail. damaged neg; has print with caption “Christmas Day Dog Team”]
.5 – (Eklutna Lake) [photographer’s shadow visible in foreground]
.6 – (Two dogs)
.7 – (Mt. Susitna sunset) [view over Cook Inlet]
.8 – (Bragaw’s Hill) [bird’s eye view with Cook Inlet in distance]
.9.1 - Alaska’s Brown Bombers. c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. (Photographer’s number 1222) [brown bear in woods; has print]
.9.2 – (Brown Bombers) [brown bear in woods]
.9.3 - 33. Arguments. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [two brown bear]
.9.4 - 34. Alaska Brown Bear. Bragaw’s. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.
.9.5 - 36. “September Morn.” Mt. McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [bear cub]
9.6 - A Little Secret Between Friends. RCL 38 Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [bear cub and dog next to railroad tracks]


9.8 - Charging Brown Bear and Two Cubs. Hewitt’s Photo [copy neg; has print with caption Brownies, McKinley Park. Hewitt’s]

9.9 - Brown Bears. Hewitt’s Photo [two grizzlies on tundra. copy neg; has print]

10.1 - (The Lido Barbers. Fur Rendezvous Earl Blinzler, Ken) [two barbers and two customers]

10.2 - (The Lido Barbers. Fur Rendezvous Earl Blinzler, Ken) [two barbers and two customers]

11 - (Wasilla Lake from south shore. Photographer’s number 12) [has print with stamp of Sidney Hamilton]

12 - (Bootlegger, frosted road) [Bootleggers’ Cove road in winter]

13.1 – (Wonder Lake, Mt. McKinley Park)

13.2 – (Wonder Lake, Mt. McKinley Park)

13.3 – (Wonder Lake, Mt. McKinley Park)

13.4 – (Wonder Lake, Mt. McKinley Park)

13.5 – (Airplane. Photographer’s number 13A) [U.S. Navy 41-P-1 amphibious airplane]

13.6 – (Airplane. Photographer’s number 13A) [U.S. Army R-71]

13.7 – (Airplane. Photographer’s number 13A) [Star Air Service Beech Staggerwing NC 19473. Copy neg]

13.8 – (Airplane. Photographer’s number 13A) [Star Air Service Beech Staggerwing NC 19473]

13.9 – (Christensen Air Service. Photographer’s number 13A) [Waco ZKS-7 NC2335]

13.10 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. (Travelair 4000, Anchorage Air Transport, Matt Nieminen, pilot, circa 1930-33) [man next to airplane with tail number NC-193 in winter; has print]

13.10.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. (Travelair 4000, Anchorage Air Transport, Matt Nieminen, pilot, circa 1930-33) [man next to airplane with tail number NC-193 in winter]

13.11 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. (Travelair 4000, Anchorage Air Transport, Matt Nieminen, pilot, circa 1930-33) [man next to airplane with tail number NC-193 in winter]


13.13 - Furs bought by James Kennedy for Goldstein Co., Juneau, Alaska, Woodley Airways. [two men standing next to airplane draped with furs]

13.14 – [Furs bought by James Kennedy for Goldstein Co., Juneau, Alaska, Woodley Airways, two men standing next to airplane draped with furs]

13.15 - [Furs bought by James Kennedy for Goldstein Co., Juneau, Alaska, Woodley Airways, two men standing next to airplane draped with furs]

13.16 – Furs bought by James Kennedy for Goldstein Co., Juneau, Alaska, Woodley Airways [two men standing next to airplane draped with furs]

13.17 – (Photographer’s number 13A) [Two Sikorsky amphibious planes on Anchorage Park Strip in 1939, R-71, R10]

14 - Mrs. [dog portrait]

15 – (Bragaw’s Hill with road) [bird’s eye view, with Cook Inlet in distance]
15.1 – 1 (Jim Farley, Anchorage 1938) [spectators gathered in parking area with trees near fence posts]
15.2 – 2 (Jim Farley, Anchorage 1938) [man in suit holding fedora]
15.3 – 3 (Jim Farley, Anchorage 1938) [man and two women near parked automobiles]
15.4 – 4 (Jim Farley, Anchorage 1938) [two men and three women near parked automobile]
15.5 – 5 (Jim Farley, Anchorage 1938) [man walking near parked automobiles]
15.6 – 6 (Jim Farley, Anchorage 1938) [spectators gathered on Alaska Railroad depot tracks next to parked automobiles]
16 – (Montana Creek fisherman)
17 – (Eklutna winter road)
18.1 – (Cache with clouds) [log cache and drying tent in summer]
18.2 – (Cache) [log cache in summer]
19 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. (Pond with reflections. Photographer’s number 54[?])
20.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop. (Pond with lily pads. Photographer’s number 54) [has print]
20.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop. (Pond with lily pads. Photographer’s number 54)
21 – (Winter, Ship Creek) [copy neg]
22 – (Eklutna iris field)
23 – (Moose in water. Photographer’s number 64) [copy neg; has print]
24 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. / Hewitt’s, Anchorage (Loop Road in winter shadows. Fairyland Trails, photographer’s number 47) [double caption]
26.1 – (Fireweed Lake) [actually view of gravel road with mountain in distance, Fireweed Lane?]
26.2 – (Fireweed Lake) [actually view of gravel road with mountain in distance, Fireweed Lane?]
26.3 - Mt. McKinley from the Railroad. 500. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, 66. [with Alaska Railroad tracks and utility poles. Has print]
27 – (Wasilla lake scene. Photographer’s number: 11)
28.1 – (Summer cache)
28.2 – (Summer cache)
28.3 – (Summer cache)
28.4 – (Summer cache) [has print]
28.5 – (Summer cache)
29 - Alaska’s Skyscraper - Mt. McKinley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, 69. [Damaged negative; has print with caption Mt. McKinley [copyright symbol]]
30 – (Fireweed)
31 – (Palmer Highway Scene, 1944) [copy neg, original neg in oversize; has print]
32.1 – (Knik Bridge)
32.2 – (Knik Bridge)
32.3 – (Knik Bridge)
32.4 – (Knik Bridge)
33.1 – (Anchorage winter vista) [overlooking Cook Inlet]
33.2 - Anchorage winter vista. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [view across Cook Inlet. copy neg]
.34 – (Summer Eklutna road. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.35.1 – (Sunset on Cook Inlet with docks) [actually Lake Spenard?]
.35.2 - 13. Anchorage Summer Sunset. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [view over Lake Spenard with docks at left]
.35.3 - 11. Anchorage Sunset. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [view over Lake Spenard with docks at left]
.35.4 – 12. (Sunset on Cook Inlet with docks)
.36 – (Sunset on Lake Spenard. Photographer’s number: 36)
.37 – (Castle Mountain) [view over Lake Spenard with docks at left]
.38 - Night on Yukon. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two dog sleds next to log roadhouse. copy neg]
.39 – (Sunset on Lake Spenard. Photographer’s number: 39)
.40 – 3. (Skiers at Independence Mine)
.41 – 28. (Skiers at Independence Mine) [photographer Sidney Hamilton; has hand-colored print]
.42 – (Winter cache)
.43 – Joy riding in Alaska. Bragaw’s 81. [Dog team on winter trail. copy neg; has print]
.44 – (Romig’s dog team) [dogs in harness lying in snow near small cabin in winter. Has print with stamp of Sidney Hamilton. Similar image attributed to George L. Johnson, captioned “Waiting”]
.45 – (Dog team) [team stopped on winter trail. damaged neg; has print with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.46 – (Strawberry Lane) [view down dirt road in summer]
.47 – (Last Frontier) [log cabin in winter]
.48 – (Peterkin winter harvest) [hay stacks covered in snow with mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.49.1 - (Palmer winter harvest) [hay stacks covered in snow with mountains in distance. has print]
.49.2 - (Palmer winter harvest) [hay stacks covered in snow with mountains in distance]
.49.3 – (Palmer winter harvest) [hay stacks covered in snow with mountains in distance]
.50 – (Palmer winter harvest) [hay stacks covered in snow with mountains in distance]
.51.1 - 11. Knik Glacier, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial; has hand-colored print]
.51.2 – (Knik Glacier. Photographer’s number: 51) [aerial]
.52 – [missing]
.53.1 - “The Loop” Alaska Railroad. Bragaw’s (Photographer’s number: 33) [bird’s eye view of Loop district on Alaska Railroad line]
.54 – (Scene, Palmer Highway – new)
.55.1 – (Knik Bridge)
.55.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. (Knik Bridge) [actually Eagle River Bridge]
.56 – (Town of Palmer) [bird’s eye view down dirt road to buildings in middle distance with water tower at left, mountains in distance]
.57 – (Campbell Creek Road) [view down gravel road in summer]
.58 – (Fireweed Lane) [view down gravel road in summer]
.59 – [bear cub sleeping on table with baby bottle, grass basket, and two small totems]
.60 – (Matanuska Experiment Farm) [homestead with barns and outbuildings in middle distance, cultivated fields at right next to dirt road, mountains in distance]
.61.1 – (Summer cache)
.61.2 – Old cabin, Palmer Highway [log cabin in winter. copy neg]
.62.1 – (Crouching Lion) [rock outcropping along road]
.62.2 – (The Crouching Lion) [view down gravel road]
.62.3 – (Crouching Lion [rock outcropping along road]. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.63.1 – (Road and mountain. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [Palmer Road in winter]
.63.2 – (Pioneer Peak from Palmer Road, taken in the winter of 1942. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.64.1 – (Wildflowers [sic], Glenn Highway. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [actually trees and gravel road, with embankment leading to riverbed on left, autumn]
.64.2 – (Iris and shooting stars at Eklutna. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.65 – (Knik Bridge and Palmer Road, August 1945. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.66.1 – (Matanuska Farm, summer. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [Matanuska Colony barn and outbuildings with mountains in background]
.66.2 – (Matanuska Farm, winter. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [Matanuska Colony barn and outbuildings with mountains in background. Has print]
.67 – (Winter hills, Mt. McKinley in center, 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.68.1 – (Liberty Falls between Copper Center and Chitina, June 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.68.2 – (Liberty Falls between Copper Center and Chitina, June 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.68.3 – (Liberty Falls between Copper Center and Chitina, June 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [has print signed by Sidney Hamilton]
.69 – (Pink Mountain. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.70.1 – (Glacier ice blocks, Portage Glacier, taken in Oct. 1944. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [has print]
.70.2 – (Glacier ice blocks, Portage Glacier, taken in Oct. 1944. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.70.3 – (Glacier ice blocks, Portage Glacier, taken in Oct. 1944. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.70.4 – (Glacier ice blocks, Portage Glacier, taken in Oct. 1944. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [has print]
.70.5 – (Glacier ice blocks, Portage Glacier, taken in Oct. 1944. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.70.6 – (Glacier ice blocks, Portage Glacier, taken in Oct. 1944. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.71.1 – (Bull moose, end of trail on the Seward Highway. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [has print]
.71.2 – (Three moose. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.71.3 – (Grand view of Bartlett Glacier. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.71.4 – (Grand view of Bartlett Glacier. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.72 – (Frost, taken near Fire Lake, Nov. 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.73 – (Turnagain Arm with Red Nelson, Oct. 1944. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.74 – (Palmer Highway with Pioneer Peak, shadows across road. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [has print with caption Palmer, Alaska, Hi-way. Hewitt’s]
.75 – (Presbyterian Church, winter) [exterior with children outside]
.76.1 – (Winter, frost on trees. March 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.76.2 – (Winter, frost on trees. March 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.76.3 – (Winter, frost on trees. March 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.76.4 – (Winter, frost on trees. March 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.77 – [missing]
.78.1 – (Mt. Susitna, Sleeping Lady. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [sunset over Cook Inlet]
.78.2 – (Mt. Susitna joins Alaska Range, August 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [sunset over Cook Inlet]
.79.1 – (Drum Mt. from Copper River near Happy’s camp. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [view down gravel road]
.79.2 – (Drum Mt. from Copper River near Happy’s camp. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.79.3 – (Drum Mt. from Copper River near Happy’s camp. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [river in foreground]
.80.1 – (Smity, dog at Happy’s Camp, June 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.80.2 – (Smity, dog at Happy’s Camp, June 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.80.3 – (Smity, dog at Happy’s Camp, June 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [outside log dog kennel]
.80.4 – (Louise’s dog, cream-colored. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.80.5 – (Louise’s dog, cream-colored. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.80.6 – (Louise’s dog, cream-colored. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.80.7 – (Louise’s dog, cream-colored. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.80.8 – (Louise’s dog, cream-colored. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.80.9 – (Louise’s dog, cream-colored. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.81 – (Fish wheel near Copper River, June 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [has print signed by photographer and labeled “Native fish wheel, Copper River”]
.82.1 – (Frost, Clawson’s, taken in winter of 1945. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.82.2 – (Frost, Clawson’s, taken in winter of 1945. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.83 – (Mud flats, taken in summer of 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [Cook Inlet view with Mt. Susitna]
.84 – (Trees taken back of Clawson’s house. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.85.1 – (Fishing boats, Anchorage, taken at Emard’s dock, 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.85.2 – (Fishing boats, Anchorage, taken at Emard’s dock, 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.85.3 – (Baranof Ship at Seward. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.85.4 - S.S. Admiral Watson. Bragaw. [ship at dock. Has print]
.86.1 – (Knik Bridge, horizontal. August 1945. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.86.2 – (Knik Bridge, vertical. August 1945. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [has print with stamp “Credit Line Lu Liston,” and caption “Steel bridge over Knik River”]
.87 – (Frost on telephone wires, taken at F and 2nd Street in Anchorage, Nov. 1946. Photo by Eve Hamilton)
.88 – (Curry trees, Susitna River, taken at Curry, Sept. 1946. Photo by Eve Hamilton)
.89 – (Silhouette on Fish Lake at mile [blank], June 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [two men and dog in foreground]
.90 – (Mud flats, taken in summer of 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [view across Cook Inlet to Mt. Susitna]
.91 – (Mrs. Cunningham’s garden path, Anchorage, August 1945. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.92 – (Two soldiers and fine clouds. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [view over Cook Inlet]
.93 – [missing]
.94.1 – (Mt. Susitna and snow bank on 3rd Ave., 1945. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [has prints, one with stamp of Sidney Hamilton]
.94.2 – (Mt. Susitna and snow bank on 3rd Ave., 1945. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [copy neg]
.95.1 – (Northern Lights, Feb. 20, 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.95.2 – (Northern Lights, Feb. 20, 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.96 – (Ice blocks left on mud flats by high tide. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.97 – (Fine clouds and Mt. Susitna (vertical), 1946. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.98 – (Campbell Creek cabin, winter 1945. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.99 – (Portage Glacier gateway, “The Broken Arch.” Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.100.1 – (Grandview, Sidney’s first trip. Glacier. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.100.2 – (Grandview, Sidney’s first trip. Loop on Alaska Railroad. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.100.3 – (Grandview, Sidney’s first trip. Skiers. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.102 – (Fine clouds, fence & flowers. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.103.1 - Madonna of the North. [copy neg]
.103.2 - Madonna of the North. [copy neg]
.104.1 – (Mt. Susitna, winter, taken from railroad tracks. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.104.2 – (Mt. Susitna, winter, taken from railroad tracks. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.105 - Miss Dawson and Miss Yukon with Miss Alaska, 1950. Hewitt’s 18. [three women on wood thrones. Has print]
.106 – (Dog, Yutu. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.107 – (Native food cache, summer 1946. Photo by Eve Hamilton)
.108 – (Native food cache, summer 1946. Vertical. Photo by Eve Hamilton)
.109.1 – Alaskan Cache. Hewitt’s. [copy neg]
.109.2 – (Alaskan Cache. Hewitt’s) [copy neg]
.110 – (Native cemetery at Eklutna, summer of 1946. Photo by Eve Hamilton)
.111 – (Ski racing at Grandview, AK, 1945, 11 ft. of snow. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.112 – [missing]
.113 – (Spencer Glacier. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.114.1 – (Peony from Mrs. Cunningham’s garden, Anchorage. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.114.2 – (Peony from Mrs. Cunningham’s garden, Anchorage. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.115.1 – (Pansies from Mrs. Cunningham’s garden, Anchorage. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.115.2 – (Peony from Mrs. Cunningham’s garden, Anchorage. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.115.1 – (Winter, Lazy Mountain)
.116.1 – (Winter, Lazy Mountain)
.116.2 – (Lazy Mountain, winter) [Lazy Mountain Road]
.117.1 – (Knik Bridge, spring 1948. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.117.2 – (Knik Bridge, spring 1948. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.117.3 – (Knik Bridge, spring 1948. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.118.1 – (Dog team, Tazlina Lodge. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [copy neg at .288.37; has print]
.118.2 – 1 (Dog team, Tazlina Lodge. Photo by Sidney Hamilton) [racer?]
.118.3 – 3 (Dog team, Tazlina Lodge. Photo by Sidney Hamilton)
.118.4 - “Buck” Tazlina Glacier Lodge [dog. copy neg]
.119.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, house by road)
.119.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, cabin and boat)
.119.3 – (Sydney Laurence painting, cabin and boat)
.120 – (Sydney Laurence painting, fish cache)
.121.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, winter cabin)
.121.2 - Seasons Greetings [Christmas card with sketch of man pulling child and Christmas tree in sled with Sydney Laurence painting from .121.1]
.122 – (Sydney Laurence painting, winter sun and boat)
.123 – [missing]
.124 – (Sydney Laurence painting, cloud cache, storm cache)
.125 – (Sydney Laurence painting, birch and camp fire, 1920, late spring)
.126.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, moose horn cache)
.126.2 - Greetings from the Northland, Alaska [Christmas card with sketch of totem pole and holly leaves with Sydney Laurence painting from .126.1]
.127.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Bragaw cache)
.127.2 - Merry Christmas and Happy New Year, Alaska [Christmas card with sketch of musher and dog team with Sydney Laurence painting from .127.1]
.127.3 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Bragaw cache)
.127.4 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Moonlight Cache, circa 1919)
.127.5 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Moonlight Cache, circa 1919)
.128 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Hewitt’s cache)
.129.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, tree & Mt. McKinley)
.129.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, tree & Mt. McKinley)
.129.3 – (Sydney Laurence painting, tree & Mt. McKinley)
.129.4 – (Sydney Laurence painting, tree & Mt. McKinley)
.129.5 - Seasons Greetings [Christmas card with sketch of fir tree and holly leaves with Sydney Laurence painting from .129.1]
.129.6 - Merry Christmas, Alaska [Christmas card with sketch of man next to tent and campfire with Sydney Laurence painting from .129.1]
.130.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Winter Creek right)
.130.2 - Northland Greetings [Christmas card with sketch of caribou and holly leaves with Sydney Laurence painting from .130.1]
.130.3 - Merry Christmas [Christmas card with sketch of winter creek with Sydney Laurence painting from .130.1]
.131 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Winter Creek left)
.132.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley)
.132.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley)
.132.3 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley)
.132.4 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley)
.132.5 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley)
.133 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley, 1919)
.134.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Rock Mt. McKinley)
.134.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Rock Mt. McKinley)
.134.3 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Rock Mt. McKinley)
.134.4 – Greetings from the Northland, Alaska [Christmas card with sketch of totem pole and holly leaves with Sydney Laurence painting from .134.1]
.134.5 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Rock Mt. McKinley)
.135 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley canyon, 1919)
.136 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley and camp fire_)
.137 – (Sydney Laurence painting, North star)
.138.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Winter Mt. McKinley, vertical)
.138.2 – Merry Christmas [Christmas card with sketch of creek in winter with Sydney Laurence painting from .138.1]
.139.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Winter Mt. McKinley, horizontal)
.139.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Winter Mt. McKinley, horizontal)
.139.3 – Alaska, Seasons Greetings [Christmas card with sketch of mountains with Sydney Laurence painting from .139.1]
.140 – (Sydney Laurence painting, summer Mt. McKinley, Misty Mountain)
.141 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Cape St. Elias and boat)
.142.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Off to the potlatch. M.F. Dodd)
.142.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Off to the potlatch. M.F. Dodd)
.142.3 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Off to the potlatch. M.F. Dodd)
.143.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Necking the sled, end of the trail)
.143.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Necking the sled, end of the trail)
.143.3 – Best wishes for Christmas and the New Year [Christmas card with sketch of cache and holly leaves with Sydney Laurence painting from .143.1]
.144.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights)
.144.2 – [Christmas card mat with sketch of skier under Northern Lights with Sydney Laurence painting from .144.1]
.145.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, S.S. Yukon at dock)
.145.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, S.S. Yukon at dock)
.146.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights and cabin)
.146.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights and cabin)
.146.3 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights and cabin)
.146.4 – Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, Alaska [Christmas card with sketch of Alaskan husky with Sydney Laurence painting from .146.1]
.146.5 – [Christmas card mat with sketch of skier under Northern Lights with Sydney Laurence painting from .146.1]
.147.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights and cabin)
.147.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights and cabin)
.147.3 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights and cabin)
.147.4 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights and cabin)
.147.5 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights and cabin)
.147.6 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern lights and cabin)
.148 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Winter Sunset, house on beach).
.149 – (Sydney Laurence painting, ocean and mountains, seascapes)
.150 – (Sydney Laurence painting, ocean and clouds, seascapes)
.151 – Cape St. Elias. By Laurence [painting]
.152 – The Northern Lights. By Sydney Laurence [painting]
.153.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Venice)
.153.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Venice)
.153.3 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Venice)
.154.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Venice)
.154.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Venice)
.155.1 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Venetian boats)
.155.2 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Venetian boats)
.155.3 - Alaska’s artist, Sydney Laurence [portrait circa 1930s; has prints]
.155.4 - Alaska’s artist, Sydney Laurence [portrait circa 1930s]
.156 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Venetian boat. Off the Alaskan Coast, copyright 1920)
.157 – (Sydney Laurence painting, Venice)
.158 – (Eustace Ziegler painting. Horse in stream. Z-44)
.159 – (Eustace Ziegler painting. Prospector on horse. Z-45)
.163 – (Eustace Ziegler painting. Indian head)
.164 – (Eustace Ziegler painting. Alaskan Indian. Z-5)
.165.1 – [tree]
.165.2 – [tree]
.165.3 – [tree]
.166 – (Hollender’s fish) [still life with trout, rod and creel]
.167 - Federal Building. Hewitt’s 141.
.169.1 - Entrance to writing room, Anchorage Hotel, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 103.
.169.2 - Entrance to writing room, Anchorage Hotel, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 103. [copy neg]
.170 - South side of lobby, Anchorage Hotel, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 106. 170.
.171 - East side of ladies lounge, Anchorage Hotel, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 104. 171.
.174 - Hotel Parsons, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 120. 174. (Dated 2/7/1942) [has print]
.175.1 – Curry Hotel, McKinley Park Route
.175.2 – Curry Hotel [view down railroad tracks to hotel and Alaska Railroad depot]
.175.3 – (Curry Hotel, dining room)
.175.4 – (Curry Hotel, dining room)
.175.5 – (Curry Hotel, dining room)
.175.6 – (Curry Hotel, lobby)
.175.7 – (Curry Hotel) [exterior with platform and railroad tracks]
176.2 - Curry Hotel, dining room, A.R.R. Hewitt’s 27. [copy neg]
176.3 - Curry Hotel, dining room, A.R.R. Hewitt’s 26. [copy neg]
176.4 - Curry Hotel, lobby, A.R.R. Hewitt’s 25. [copy neg]
177.1 - 87 (Palmer, Alaska) [aerial. copy neg; has print]
177.2 – 87 (Palmer, Alaska) [aerial. copy neg]
178.1 – School Bldg., Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 94. (Dated 2/2/1942) [copy neg]
178.2 – (Palmer School. Dated 2/2/1942)
179.1 - Anchorage Public Schools. Hewitt’s 17.
179.3 - Hewitt’s 12. [Anchorage Grade School. Cf. .210]
180 - Catholic Hospital and Church, Fairbanks, Alaska. Hewitt’s 7. (Dated 1/7/1942) [view across frozen Chena River, with bridge at left]
182 – (Matanuska Farm) [cultivated fields in foreground, with barn and outbuildings, mountains in distance. has print]
183 – (Palmer farm and gate) [cf. .185]
184 - Matanuska Colony home. Hewitt’s Photo, 138. [homestead with log house, barn, outbuildings, mountains in distance]
185 - Matanuska Colony farm. Hewitt’s Photo, 137. [homestead with gate and Pioneer Peak. cf. .183. has print dated 1/7/42]
186.1a - [Alaska Native man and boy on river bank with fish wheel. Positive transparency.]
186.1b – [Man helping two women walk out on boards to reach small fish wheel along river bank. Positive transparency]
186.2 – (Fish wheel)
187.1 – (The Discoverer) [fishing boat, possibly on Knik Arm of Cook Inlet, with float plane in foreground, Travel Air S-6000B NC628H. Has print]
187.2 – (The Discoverer) [fishing boat, Cook Inlet]
187.3 – (The Kasilof) [fishing boat in Cook Inlet]
187.4 – (The Kasilof) [fishing boat in Cook Inlet]
187.5 – (Princess Pat, Cordova) [fishing boat Princess Pat out of Seldovia in Cook Inlet, with Mt. Susitna behind. Has print]
188 – (Eagle River hill) [view down road in winter, mountains in distance; has print]
189 - Seldovia, Alaska. Hewitt’s 57. [view across water to village. Has print dated 1/2/42 with caption Seldovia, Alaska. Bragaw]
190.1 - Trading post at Chevak, Alaska. (Dated 1/30/1942) [copy neg]
190.2 – (Trading post at Eek, Alaska. Dated 1/30/1942) [street scene with H.W. Nagley store. Sign for post office lying on ground]
191 - Fairbanks, Alaska. Hewitt’s 14. (Carnival scenes) [street view with sign “Where’s Erwin?” cf. .207.1-.207.5.]
192 – (Dog head) [copy neg]
193.1 - EF-7 Elmendorf Field, August 8, 1940. Hewitt’s. [aerial. has print]
193.2 - EF-6. Elmendorf Field, July 8, 1940. Hewitt’s. [aerial. has print]
193.3 - [Elmendorf Field, aerial, 1940?]
.193.4 - [Elmendorf Field, aerial, 1940?]
.194 - The salmon fleet in Bristol Bay. Hewitt’s 21, B.B. [sailboats in bay]
.195 – (Newhalen fishing) [group standing in water next to Star Airways float plane]
.196 - Matanuska Valley grain, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, P-298 [boys in wheat field. Has print]
.197 - Harvesting in the Matanuska Valley, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, P-361, 8/7/36 [bird’s eye view of man riding horse-drawn farming equipment in hayfield. Has print]
.198 - Hewitt’s Photo, P-385, 8/31/36 (Matanuska Farm) [hay stacks in field in foreground, large building in middle ground, mountains in distance. Has print]
.200 - Anchorage, Alaska, from Providence Hospital Pent-house. Hewitt’s Photo Shop 19. [bird’s eye view looking northeast, circa 1940?]
.201.1 - City Hall. Hewitt’s, Anchorage.
.201.2 - 80. City Bldg. of Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [City Hall]
.202.1 - (Crocker’s Department Store Red Cross window. Feb. 28, 1945) [store display]
.202.2 – (Crocker’s Department Store Red Cross window. Feb. 28, 1945) [store display]
.202.3 – (Crocker’s Department Store Red Cross window. Feb. 28, 1945) [store display. Has print]
.203 – (Moose in water) [copy neg; has prints with Hewitt’s stamp and handwritten caption “Alaska Moose”]
.204 - Bristol Bay fishing. 23 B.B. [sailboats in bay]
.205.1 – (Ship Creek) [winter]
.205.2 – (Ship Creek) [winter]
.205.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [Ship Creek in winter. Has print]
.206 - No. 50. Airport and town of Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [aerial of Merrill Field and townsite to Cook Inlet]
.207.1 - Fairbanks, Alaska. Hewitt’s 15. (Carnival series) [spectators on frozen Chena River under bridge]
.207.2 - Fairbanks, Alaska. Hewitt’s 11. (Carnival series) [street scene with businesses including John F. Lonz Furnishings, Fairbanks Cigar Store, Gerald’s, Wien Alaska Airlines, Montgomery Ward Order Office, Lacey St. Theater]
.207.4 - Fairbanks, Alaska. Hewitt’s 6. (Carnival series) [street scene with automobiles parked outside businesses including Nord and Drs. Hall & Hughes Dentists]
.207.5 – Fairbanks, Alaska. Hewitt’s 10. (Carnival series) [street scene with automobiles parked outside businesses including Tivoli Café, Zapel’s Cottage Bar, Peerless Bakery and Coffee Shop, Lacey St. Theater]
.208.1 – (Anchorage street scene, 4th Avenue) [bird’s eye view in winter, looking east to Chugach Mountains, with businesses including Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Cheechako Tavern]
.208.2 – (Anchorage street scene, 4th Avenue) [bird’s eye view in winter, looking east to Chugach Mountains, with businesses including Hotel Gitchell, H. Seidenverg, Ship Creek Meat Co., J. Vic Brown & Sons, Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Hotel. Has print]
.208.3 – (Anchorage street scene, 4th Avenue) [bird’s eye view in winter, looking east to Chugach Mountains, with businesses including Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Cheechako Tavern. Has print]
.208.4 – (Anchorage street scene, 4th Avenue) [bird’s eye view in winter, looking west, with businesses including U.G. Crocker and Alaska Transfer Co. Has print]
.209 – (Anchorage, air view) [aerial looking west from 8th Avenue to Cook Inlet in winter, with Anchorage Grade School in center, Anchorage Hotel at right, Elks Lodge at left. Has print]
.210 – (Anchorage Grade School) [exterior, shortly after construction. cf. .179.3. Has print]
.211 – (City Hall building from the air, Anchorage) [bird’s eye view in winter, looking east towards Chugach Mountains]
.212.1 – (Fairbanks ice carnival, Carnival series) [dog team under bridge]
.212.2 – (Fairbanks ice carnival, Carnival series) [dog team under bridge]
.212.3 – (Fairbanks ice carnival, Carnival series) [dog team under bridge]
.212.4 – (Fairbanks ice carnival, Carnival series) [scenery]
.212.5 – (Fairbanks ice carnival, Carnival series) [Miss Dawson, Miss Alaska, Miss Yukon seated on wood thrones]
.212.6 – (Fairbanks ice carnival, Carnival series) [Miss Alaska, young girl seated on wood throne]
.212.7 - (Fairbanks ice carnival, Carnival series) [young girl in fur parka outdoors]
.212.8 – (Fairbanks ice carnival, Carnival series) [young girl in fur parka outdoors]
.213 – (Tap Room, McKinley Park Hotel) [copy neg]
.214.1a – (May Day dance, 1940, Elk’s Hall) [Anchorage, women in plantation era ball gowns on stage]
.214.1b – (Curry Hotel, A.R.R.) [hotel exterior and Alaska Railroad depot platform. Has print]
.214.2a – (Curry Hotel, A.R.R.) [exterior in winter. Has print]
.214.2b – (May Day dance, 1940, Elk’s Hall) [Anchorage, women in plantation era ball gowns on stage]
.214.3a – (May Day dance, 1940, Elk’s Hall) [Anchorage; portrait of couple. Identified in 2015 as Ernest Peterkin and Rosemary O’Neal. Has print]
.214.3b – Curry Hotel, A.R.R. Hewitt’s [room interior with two beds, carpet, side table with lamp. cf. 175.1-176.4. Has print]
.214.4 – (May Day dance, 1940, Elk’s Hall) [Anchorage, men and women in plantation era ball dress on stage]
.214.5 – (May Day dance, 1940, Elk’s Hall) [Anchorage, minstrel show in blackface]
.214.6 – (May Day dance, 1940, Elk’s Hall) [Anchorage, minstrel show in blackface]
.215.1 - (Moose Baseball Team) [group portrait of team in uniform on ball field with spectators in stands behind]
.215.2 – (Moose Baseball Team) [group portrait of team in uniform on ball field with Chugach Mountains in background]
.215.3 – (Jaycees Baseball Team) [group portrait of team in uniform on ball field with Chugach Mountains in background. Has print]
.216 – (Mt. McKinley from highway) [has print]
.217 – (City Hall building at night) [Christmas time. Has print]
.218.1 – (Independence Mine circa 1939) [mine complex. Has prints]
.218.1b – (Independence Mine circa 1939) [mine complex. copy neg]
.218.2 – (Independence Mine) [mine complex in winter]
.218.3 – (Independence Mine from the top of the hill) [winter]
.218.4 – (Independence Mine) [mine complex in winter]
.219.1 – (Forest fire, 1940)
.219.2 – (Forest fire, 1940) [has print]
.219.3 – (Forest fire, 1940)
.219.4 – (Forest fire, 1940)
.220 – (Otter Lake) [cabin on lakeshore in winter]
.221 – (Billie’s cabin, Green Lake) [cabin and small dock in winter. Has print]
.222 – (Reflections at Green Lake) [cabin on lakeshore in winter. Has print]
.223 - School Bldg, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, P-265 [has print
.224 - New dormitory, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, P-272 [has print]
.225.1 - Colonists Hospital, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo, P-263 [has print]
.225.2 - Colonists Hospital, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, P-263B.
.227 – (Kitchen at Providence) [interior of hospital kitchen. Has print]
.228 – (Delivery room at Providence) [interior with bed and equipment. Has print]
.229 – (Providence from the air) [winter aerial, looking west to Cook Inlet. Has print]
.230 – (Providence Hospital, night scene) [exterior entrance. Has print]
.231 - Providence Hospital at Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [has print]
.232 - Wild currants picked by Colonists in Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, P-294 [has print]
.233.2 – [negative missing. Has print with caption “Hewitt’s Photo P-466”, still life with vegetables and exhibit tag, fair display]
.234.1 - Hewitt’s Photo, P-509B. (Prize potatoes) [still life with coin]
.234.2 - 16 1/2 lbs. of potatoes. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, P-509 [still life with coin]
.235 - Hewitt’s Photo, P-472. (Palmer) [celery. Has prints]
.236.1 - Matanuska Valley homesteads from the butte, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, M-24 [bird’s eye view of valley. has prints]
.236.2 – (Matanuska Valley homesteads) [bird’s eye view of settlement in the valley, 1937?]
.237 - (Harvest at the Butte) [hay stacks in field with mountains in background. Has print]
.238 - Matanuska farming. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 73. [horse team in field in foreground, lake in middle, mountains in distance]
.239.1 - Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, Feb. 1938, No. 1. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [furs]
.239.2 - Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, 1938, No. 2. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [furs]
.239.3 - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, 1938, No. 3. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [men with furs. Has print]
.239.4 - Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, Feb. 1938, No. 4. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [men with furs; in 2014, man at left facing camera tentatively identified as August Frankfourth]
.239.5 - Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, Feb. 1938, No. 5. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [men with furs]
.239.6 - Fur Rendezvous Display, Anchorage, Alaska, 1938, No. 6. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [display with furs and photographs]
.239.7 - Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, 1939, No. 7. Hewitt’s Photo. [display with furs and exhibits. 1938?]
.239.8 - Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, 1938, No. 8. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [furs]
.239.9 - Fur Rendezvous at Anchorage, Alaska, No. 9. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [furs. Has print]
.239.10 - Alaska furs at Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, 1939, No. 10. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [1938?]
.239.11 - Alaska furs at Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1938, No. 11. Hewitt’s Photo Shop.
.239.12 - Furs at Fur Rendezvous, No. 12. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage, Alaska.
.239.14 - [Fur Rendezvous Display, Anchorage, Alaska, 1938, Hewitt’s Photo Shop]
.239.15 - [Furs at Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1938. Hewitt’s Photo]
.240.1 - Hewitt’s Photo, P-482. (Fair Exhibit, Palmer) [root vegetables. Has print]
.240.2 - Hewitt’s Photo, P-482B. (Fair Exhibit, Palmer) [root vegetables]
.241 - D-27. [George Dale, photographer? Has prints, one with typed description on back “Ice covered crosses in the White Mountain cemetery”]
.242 - D-73. (Eskimo sewing class) [George Dale, photographer? Cf. .2141.68. Has prints, one with caption “Native women teaching girls skin-sewing class in Office of Indian Affairs School at Nome”]
.243 – (Elizabeth and Helen Kee, Tanana, Alaska, displaying mukluks)
.244 – Sewing mukluks. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, D-59 [George Dale. Has print]
.245 – [missing]
.246 – (Bertha) [studio portrait of young girl in fur parka]
.247 – (Alec Meliki, Point Hope) [studio portrait of young man in fur parka. Has print with name “Alec Melik” on back]
.248.1 – (Lottie Audlaksroak, Wainwright) [studio portrait of young woman in fur parka]
.248.2 – (Lottie Audlaksroak, Wainwright) [studio portrait of young woman in fur parka. Has print]
.249.1 – (Silas Negovanna, ivory carver, Wainwright) [man with saw in workshop]
.249.2 – (Silas Negovanna, ivory carver, Wainwright) [man in fur parka in workshop. Has print]
.250 – (Finished ivory, Silas Negovanna) [still life with carved pieces]
.251 - D-79. [George Dale, photographer? Has prints, one with caption “Native ivory carver using a bow drill, frame of drill made of seal rib. Nome”]
.252.1 – (Eklutna portraits) [Studio portrait of Native woman in parka]
.252.2 – (Eklutna portraits) [Studio portrait of Native woman in parka]
.252.3 – (Eklutna portraits) [Studio portrait of Native woman in parka]
.252.4 – (Eklutna portraits) [Studio portrait of three Native women in fur parkas]
.253.1 – (Preparing walrus intestines) [boy working intestines outdoors, with small child on ground. copy neg. has print]
.253.2 – (Preparing walrus intestines) [three children working intestines outdoors. copy neg. has print]
.253.3 – (Preparing walrus intestines) [two children working intestines outdoors. copy neg]
.253.4 – (Preparing walrus intestines) [boy blowing into intestine. copy neg. has print]
.254 – (Bootleggers Cove) [cabin with large woodpile in winter, Mt. Susitna in distance. has print]
.255 – (Arctic church) [kids sliding off snow on building roof]
.255.2 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Sydney Laurence painting of cache. Copy neg. 8 x 10 nitrate negative]
.256.1 – (Breakup at Nenana, 1940) [Nenana Ice Pool]
.256.2 - The Tanana River clearing of ice at Nenana after the 1940 break-up. Photo by Charles Wilson.
.256.3 – (Breakup at Nenana, 1940) [tripod for Nenana Ice Pool]
.256.4 – (Breakup at Nenana, 1940) [Nenana Ice Pool]
.256.5 - Tripod moving at Nenana, 1940. Photo by Charles Wilson. (Breakup at Nenana) [has print]
.256.6 - The ice break-up at Nenana, 1940. Photo by Charles Wilson. [Nenana Ice Pool shack at right, tripod at left. Has prints]
.257.1 - C-7. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [Episcopal Church, Anchorage]
.257.2 - Episcopal Church, Anchorage. C-7, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.
.257.3 - C-7, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [Episcopal Church, Anchorage]
.257.4 - C-8, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [Episcopal Church, Anchorage]
.258 - C-1, Anchorage, Alaska, 258. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [Fourth Avenue, The Gitchell Hotel, Seidenverg’s, Kennedy’s, Anchorage Grill, A. Niemi, Koslosky’s, Alaskan Airways]
.259 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Anchorage aerial]
.261 - Presbyterian Church & parsonage, Anchorage, Alaska. C-6, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.
.262 - Harbor, Anchorage, Alaska. C-3, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. [view overlooking Alaska Railroad yards at mouth of Ship Creek, with docks, ship in Cook Inlet, “Bragaw’s” scratched off negative; has print]
.263 - Anchorage, Alaska. C-4, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [B.P.O.E. Building]
.264 - “Lucky Shot” Mine. B-71, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. [mine complex in winter. Copy neg. has print with caption “Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage”]
.265.1 - Anchorage peonies. B-1, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.
.265.2 - Alaska peonies. B-1B, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [has print]
.266.1 - B-2B, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [peonies in basket, still life. Has print with no caption and stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.266.2 - Anchorage peonies. B-2, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [peonies in basket, still life]
.267.1 - Anchorage pansies. B-4, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [still life. Has print with caption “Anchorage pansies” and stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.268 - Sweet peas, Anchorage, Alaska. B-5, Hewitt’s Photo Shop.
.269 - Alaska red currants. B-6, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska.
.270 - Alaska roses. B-7, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [negative deteriorated. Has print with caption “Alaska Roses”]
.271 – Alaska iris [negative destroyed 8/92. Has print]
.272 - Alaska yellow lily. B-9, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [negative deteriorating, silvered. Has print with caption “Alaska yellow lily”]
.273 – Alaska aster’s [still life with flowers in vase. neg missing. Has print]
.274 - Alaska fireweed. B-12, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [negative silvering]
.275 - Alaska daisies. B-13, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [has print with caption “Alaska Daisies. Bragaw”]
.278 – [missing]
.280 - Alaska grown. B-19, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [cauliflower]
.281 - Potato ranch along the Alaska R.R. B-20, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [two men working cultivated field along Alaska Railroad, Matanuska Colony? Bragaw’s scratched off neg. cf. .2933]
.283 - Anchorage streets. B-22, Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [path through gardens]
.284 – [missing]
.285 - Alaska strawberry plant. B-26, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [has print with caption “Strawberries, Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw”]
.286.1 - Col. O.F. Ohlson residence, Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [near Second Avenue and Christianson Road]
.286.2 - Col. O.F. Ohlson residence, Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [near Second Avenue and Christianson Road]
.286.3 - Col. O.F. Ohlson residence, Anchorage. B-30, Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [near Second Avenue and Christianson Road]
.287.2 - Eklutna Industrial School. B-74B, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [building complex with mountains in background]
.288.1 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [interior with stairway, chairs in seating area. neg silvering; has copy print]
.288.2 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [interior sitting room]
.288.3 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [interior dining room]
.288.4 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [interior with fireplace]
.288.5 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [interior with fireplace]
.288.6 – Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [interior with fireplace]
.288.7 – (Tonsina Road House) [interior with fainting couch. Negative silvering]
.288.8 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [interior sitting room]
.288.9 – (Tonsina Road House) [Porch. Negative silvering]
.288.10 - (Tonsina Road House) [Porch. Negative silvering]
.288.11 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [interior sitting room]
.288.12 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [Rest Room, outhouse]
.288.13 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [exterior with bridge, from across river]
.288.14 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [exterior with bridge, from across river]
.288.15 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [exterior with bridge at left; has copy print]
.288.16 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [exterior with automobile]
.288.17 - Tonsina Road House. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [exterior with bridge, from across river. Caption is printed backwards, on emulsion side of negative]
.288.18 - Tonsina Lodge, Mile 80 Richardson Highway [roadhouse exterior with automobiles]
.288.19 - Tonsina River [with bridge. Has print with no caption and Hewitt’s stamp, handwritten description “1944 Copper River Bridge, Copper Center, AK, Tazlina River”]
.288.20 - Tate, Tazlina Glacier Lodge. (PC Negs, mile 156 Glenn Highway) [dog portrait]
.288.21 - “For Rent” - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [puppy in small cache]
.288.21b - [puppy in cache. Cf. .288.21]
.288.22 - [Tazlina Glacier Lodge exterior with sign. Copy neg]
.288.23 - [Tazlina Glacier Lodge exterior with sign. Copy neg]
.288.24 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [dog team pulling away from lodge. Copy neg. has print marked “14”]
.288.25 - [Dog team at rest near Tazlina Glacier Lodge. Copy neg]
.288.26 - [Dog team next to airplane N7168K near Tazlina Glacier Lodge. Copy neg]
.288.27 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge, mile 156 Glenn Highway, Alaska [bus at gas pump in front of lodge. Copy neg]
.288.28 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge, mile 156 Glenn Highway, Alaska [three log cabins. Copy neg. has postcard]
.288.29 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge. [two log cabins. Copy neg. has print]
.288.30 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [sitting room with rock fireplace. Copy neg. has postcard]
.288.31 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [sitting room with rock fireplace. Copy neg. has postcard]
.288.32 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [bar with stools, furs hanging on wall. Copy neg]
.288.33 - [Tazlina Glacier Lodge sign and small cache on pole. Copy neg]
.288.34 - [Tazlina Glacier Lodge exterior with sign. Copy neg]
.288.35 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [dog team next to airplane. Copy neg. has print marked “10”]
.288.36 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [dog team near lodge. Copy neg. has print marked “2”]
.288.37 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [dog team pulling away from lodge. Copy neg of .118.1]
.288.38 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [dog team pulling away from lodge. Copy neg]
.288.39 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [glacier. Copy neg. has print]
.288.40 - Tazlina Glacier Lodge [glacier. Copy neg. has print]
.288.41 - “Buck” Tazlina Glacier Lodge [dog. Copy neg]
.288.42 - Smokey Joe, Tazlina Glacier Lodge [dog portrait]
.288.43 – Sunset, Fish Lake, Alaska [copy neg]
.289.1 – (Black Rapids Roadhouse) [bird’s eye view of roadhouse with automobile parked in yard, woodpile against wall, river valley and mountains in distance; has print]
.289.2 – [missing]
.289.3 – (Black Rapids Roadhouse) [sign reads Rapids Hunting Lodge]
.289.4 – (Black Rapids Roadhouse)
.289.5 – (Black Rapids Roadhouse)
.290.1 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [cabin and cache]
.290.2 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [roadhouse]
.290.3 – (Valdez Highway scenes) [train rolling through small town]
.290.4 - (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [log buildings next to gravel road]
.290.5 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [log cabin, fire wood pile, mountains in distance]
.290.6 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [log buildings next to gravel road]
.290.7 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [church, flagpole, buildings]
.290.8 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [cabin with sod roof]
.290.9 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [cabin and cache]
.290.10 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [church, flagpole, buildings]
.290.11 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [three caches]
.290.12 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [cache]
.290.13 – (Valdez Highway scenes, log buildings) [cache]
.291.1 – (Gulkana Roadhouse) [view from across river, with bridge in foreground; has print with caption Gulkana River Bridge]
.291.2 – (Gulkana Roadhouse) [exterior]
.291.3 – (Gulkana Roadhouse) [exterior with outbuildings, automobiles]
.291.4 – (Gulkana Roadhouse) [exterior with outbuildings, automobiles]
.293.1 - Legion Convention, 1937, Anchorage [group portrait, men and women, some in marching band uniforms and holding instruments, American Legion. Has print; in 2014, man in front row second from right identified as Sidney Raynor, manager of theater]
.293.2 – Legion Convention, 1937, Anchorage [group portrait, women, American Legion. Has print]
.294.1 - Anchorage, Alaska, Nov. 18, 38. Hewitt’s. (Cement pouring at 10 degrees) [workers at construction site with houses in background. Has print]
.294.2 - Anchorage, Alaska, Nov. 18, 38. Hewitt’s. (Cement pouring at 10 degrees) [construction site]
.294.3 - Anchorage, Alaska, Nov. 18, 38. Hewitt’s. (Cement pouring at 10 degrees) [construction site]
.294.4 - Anchorage, Alaska, Nov. 18, 38. Hewitt’s. (Cement pouring at 10 degrees) [construction site]
.294.5 - Sub zero. Anchorage, Alaska, Nov. 18, 38. (Cement pouring at 10 degrees) [construction site]
.294.6 - Anchorage, Alaska, Nov. 18. Hewitt’s. (Cement pouring at 10 degrees) [construction site]
.295.1 – (Copper Center Roadhouse) [exterior of log building with signs for Copper Center Trading Post and Post Office; has copy print]
.295.2 – (Copper Center Roadhouse) [exterior]
.296.1 – Mt. McKinley [aerial]
.296.2 – (Captain Gibson’s Mt. McKinley) [aerial]
.296.3 – (Captain Gibson’s Mt. McKinley) [aerial]
.296.4 – (Captain Gibson’s Mt. McKinley) [aerial]
.297.1 – (Church, Fairbanks, mixed Catholic)
.297.2 – (Church, Fairbanks, mixed Catholic)
.297.3 – (Church, Fairbanks, mixed Catholic)
.297.4 – (Church, Fairbanks, mixed Catholic)
.297.5 – (Church, Fairbanks, mixed Catholic)
.297.6 – (Church, Fairbanks, mixed Catholic) [negative silvering]
.297.7 – (Church, Fairbanks, mixed Catholic) [negative silvering]
.298 – (Fairbanks depot) [Alaska Railroad]
.299.1 – (Fairbanks 4-H Club) [group outside building with sign Dining Room]
.299.2 – (Fairbanks 4-H Club) [group outside building with sign Dining Room]
.299.3 – (Fairbanks 4-H Club) [group outside building with sign Dining Room]
.299.4 – (Fairbanks 4-H Club) [group outside building with sign Dining Room]
.300.1 – (Wait staff at Curry) [Curry Hotel staff in dining room. Has copy print]
.300.2 – (Wait staff at Curry) [Curry Hotel staff in dining room]
.301.1 – (Curry Hotel interiors) [cf. 175.6. Copy neg]
.301.2 – (Curry Hotel interiors) [cf. 175. Copy neg]
.301.3 – (Curry Hotel exterior) [cf. 175.1-.175.2, 175.7, 214.1-214.3. Copy neg]
.303.1 – (Game in park. Bear)
.303.2 – (Game in park. Bear)
.303.3 – (Game in park. Bear)
.303.4 – (Game in park. Fox)
.303.5 – (Game in park. Moose)
.303.6 – (Game in park. Moose)
.304.1 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [man and woman stand on dirt road next to cabins, possibly in McKinley Park]
.304.2 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [man and woman stand on dirt road next to cabins, possibly in McKinley Park]
.304.3 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [two men stand on dirt road next to cabins, possibly in McKinley Park]
.304.4 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [man and woman stand on dirt road next to cabins, possibly in McKinley Park]
.304.5 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [two men stand on dirt road next to cabins, possibly in McKinley Park]
.304.6 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [passengers debarking from bus, Mt. McKinley Tourist & Transportation... at McKinley Park Hotel front entrance]
.304.7 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [passengers near buses and automobile, with McKinley Park Hotel in background]
.304.8 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [passengers near buses and automobile, with McKinley Park Hotel in background]
.304.9 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [passengers near Alaska Railroad train car and truck. Has print]
.304.10 – (Transportation, Alaska R.R.) [Mt. McKinley aerial]
.305.1 - Hellzapoppin! Hewitt’s 3. (Bristol Bay) [bottling facility. copy neg of postcard. Has print]
.305.2 - Bristol Bay boats. Hewitt’s 7. [copy neg of postcard. Has print]
.305.3 - Bristol Bay fishing boats. Hewitt’s 8. [copy neg of postcard. Has print]
.306 – (Newhalen fishing) [man with string of fish next to Star Airways float plane]
.307 - Eskimo Choir. D-47, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. (George Dale) [cf. 2141.36. identified in 2013 as (top row, left to right): Frank Oksoktaruk, Sam Alexine, Andrew Napouk, Mrs. Johnson, Mary Lincoln, Nora Ahwinona (bottom row, l to r): Mrs. Anaruk, Mrs. Apok, Mrs. Mary Aschenfelter, Mrs. Kowchee, Mrs. Agloinga, Mrs. Alexine, Mrs. Yacoff, Mrs. Lena Panuk, Mrs. Egilak; White Mountain, circa 1920s]
.308 - 81. Grazing Lands, Hope, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [i.e., Grazing Lands. Horses grazing in field]
.309.1 - 45. Lake George and Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [aerial]
.309.2 - 3. “The Self Dumping” Lake George. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [aerial; has print with stamp “Credit Lu Liston Photo Collection”]
.310 - D-24. Breakfast at Forty Below. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (George Dale). [log cabins in settlement. Has prints, one with caption “D-24” and typed description on back “Forty below and early in the morning. Every families breakfast fire adds a smoke plume to the horizon”]
.311 - D-51. Eskimo Girl and Snow Parka (George Dale) [studio portrait of girl in kuspuk, Nome? Has print with caption “D-51” and typed description on back “An Eskimo school girl wearing snow parka which she has made in sewing class”]
.312 - D-45. Got a Bite? Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (George Dale) [Alaska Native man ice fishing. Has print with caption “D-45” and typed description on back “Tom-cod fishing, Koyuk”]
.314 - 7. Eklutna Lake, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial. 5 x 7 nitrate negative, warping.]
.316 – [missing]
.317 - Central Building, Anchorage, Alaska. [taken from lawn of Federal Building looking across E Street to businesses, parking meters on street; in 2014, Quonset hut partially visible at left identified as old roller rink]

.321.1 – (Anchorage from Cook Inlet) [barge in foreground]

.321.2 – (Anchorage from Cook Inlet) [line of fishing dories being pulled in foreground]

.322.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [Fishing boats Discoverer and Kasilof out of Seward]

.322.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [Fishing boat Discoverer out of Seward]

.322.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [boat on mud flats near Anchorage]

.322.4 - [Fishing boat Discoverer out of Seward]

.322.5 - [Ships at Anchorage docks, automobiles on barge, Cook Inlet Knik Arm in background. Possibly the boat Discoverer coming in to dock]

.322.6 - [Ships at Anchorage docks, automobiles on barge, Cook Inlet Knik Arm in background. Possibly the boat Discoverer coming in to dock]

.323.1 – (Fox furs, blue fox, wolverine) [man holding string of pelts]

.323.2 – (Fox furs, blue fox, wolverine) [man holding string of pelts]

.323.3 - 44. Wolverine. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [in trap]

.323.4 - 48. Blue fox. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wolverine in trap]

.324.1 – (Alaska Mountain Sheep) [Dall sheep on hillside]

.324.2 – (Alaska Mountain Sheep) [Dall sheep on ridge]

.325 - 60. Beluga Whale, Cooks Inlet, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dead whale on beach]

.326 – (Alaska reindeer) [animals in pen. damaged negative]

.327 – [missing]


.329 – (Discoverer in Cook Inlet) [fishing boat on water. see also .322 et seq.]

.330.1 - (Beaver camp in trees) [trapper’s camp in trees, with tarp, cut timber]

.330.2 – (Beaver camp in trees) [trapper’s camp in trees, with traps, tarp, supplies]

.331 – (Beaver set) [man setting trap for beaver]

.332 - 21. Record Mt. Sheep, Chickaloon-Nelchina District. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [still life with two trophies]

.333.1 – (First National Bank, July 1939) [bird’s eye view looking southeast, with gravel roads]

.333.2 – (First National Bank, July 1939) [bird’s eye view looking southeast, with road being paved. Has copy print]

.333.3 - Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s. (July 1939) [Fourth Avenue scene looking east, with Northern Commercial Co., Bert’s Drugs, First National Bank, 4th Avenue Theater. Date probably between 1945-1947]

.333.4 – (Fourth Avenue street scene looking east, July 1939) [1st National Bank, Eckmann’s Furniture, 4th Avenue Theater. Date probably between 1945-1947]

.334.1 - [Aerial of downtown Anchorage at Fourth Avenue and E Street looking northwest to mud flats, with Anchorage Hotel and Hewitt’s Drug Store, circa 1939?]

.334.2 – [Aerial of downtown Anchorage looking north to Knik Arm, circa 1939?]

.335 - R.R. Station, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. 79 [Alaska Railroad depot]

.336.1 – (Aged Eskimo Woman. George Dale) [woman sitting on floor indoors, sewing. Has print]

.336.2 - Women knitting fish nets [Alaska Native women making baskets and fish nets. copy neg]
.337.1 - 76. Along Turnagain Arm. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [view down side of Alaska Railroad train as it passes along coastline]
.337.2 - 78. Tide flats of Turnagain Arm. Tides sometimes rise over 40’ along the Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.
.338 - Alaskan Moose. Hewitt’s, 132.
.339 - D.56. [studio portrait of woman in fur parka. Has print with typed description on back “White woman at Fairbanks wearing an unusually fine parka”]
.340 - Eskimo Rooting Section. 45. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Natives on hillside, one with skin drum]
.341 - 42. An Eskimo Mother’s Pride. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. Bragaw’s [mother and young child next to grass basket, both wearing fur parkas. neg cracked, deteriorated]
.342.1 - 68. Loop on the Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [caption doubled on image]
.342.2 - 74. Spencer Glacier as seen from train. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.
.342.3 - 80. The Alaska Railroad. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [train passing over trestle over creek somewhere along Turnagain Arm]
.342.4 - 75. Glacier bed along railroad. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [scenic with riverbed, mountains]
.343.1 - Arctic Limited. Hewitt’s Photo [dog team with sled and musher]
.343.2 - Alaska’s Christmas Day. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [musher on sled, dog team on trail]
.344 – Grizzly Bears, McKinley National Park, Alaska. 65, Geo. Lingo photo. [three bears on gravel road near small bridge. copy neg. has print with no caption and stamp of Hewitt’s Photo Shop]
.345.1 – McKinley Park [Dall sheep. copy neg. has print]
.345.2 - #66. The fox and the sheep, McKinley Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [copy neg. has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.346 – Rainbow trout. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [still life with fish and creel. copy neg. has print]
.349 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Shishaldin Volcano, Father Hubbard Expedition) [men near steaming fumarole]
.350.2 - 84. Beautiful Cold. Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [tree with hoar frost]
.351 – (Native child on Richardson Highway) [fish wheel in background]
.352 - Alaskan bather. Hewitt’s, 129. [bear cub in pool]
.353 – [missing]
.354.1 – (Murrell Sasseen crack-up, Mirow April 16th) [Mirow Airlines Lockheed Vega 5B NC162W aircraft accident]
.354.2 – 2 (Murrell Sasseen crack-up, Mirow April 16th) [Mirow Airlines Lockheed Vega 5B NC162W aircraft accident]
.358.10 – (Matanuska depot, Alaska Railroad) [motor railcar on tracks]
.358.11 – (Anchorage depot, Alaska Railroad) [motor railcar on tracks, passengers on platform]
.359.1 - 220. Road house near Fire Lake. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [The Shack, Blow Horn for Service]
.359.2 – Lake Brigham. Hewitt’s [boat near cabin; actually Green Lake?]
.359.3 – (Cabin at lake) [winter scene, cabin at edge of partially frozen lake, mountains in background; Otter Lake or Mirror Lake?]
.359.4 – (Cabin in winter) [log cabin with truck parked outside, Chugach Mountains in background]
.359.5 – (Cabin in winter) [log cabin with pine trees]
.359.6 – (Cabin in winter) [with fence, Cook Inlet in background. Cf. .254]
.359.7 – (Cabin in winter) [cf. .359.4]
.359.8 – (Cabin with wood pile)
.359.9 – (Cabin with wood pile) [Cook Inlet in background]
.360.1 – (Mrs. Schadde’s rose)
.360.2 – (Mrs. Schadde’s rose)
.360.3 – (Mrs. Schadde’s rose)
.360.4 – (Mrs. Schadde’s rose)
.360.5 – (Flower)
.360.6 - 6. Anchorage peony. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Alaska.
.360.7 – (Flower) [dahlia]
.361.1 - Anchorage new school building. Hewitt’s #1 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.2 - Anchorage new school building. Hewitt’s #2 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.3 - Anchorage new school building. Hewitt’s #3 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.4 - Anchorage new school building. Hewitt’s #4 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.5 - Anchorage Grade School construction [outbuilding with doors labeled City Inspector and PWA Engineer]
.361.6 - Anchorage new school building. Hewitt’s #6 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.7 - Anchorage new school building. Hewitt’s #7 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.8 - Anchorage school construction. Hewitt’s #8 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.9 - Construction on Anchorage School Building. Hewitt’s #9 [Anchorage Grade School]
.361.10 - Anchorage High School Bldg. Hewitt’s #10 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.11 - Construction on Anchorage School Building. Hewitt’s #11 [Anchorage Grade School]
.361.12 - Anchorage school construction. Hewitt’s #12 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.13 - Anchorage school construction. Hewitt’s #13 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.14 - Anchorage school construction. Hewitt’s #14 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.15 - Anchorage school construction. Hewitt’s #15 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.16 - Anchorage school construction. Hewitt’s #15 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.361.17 - Anchorage school construction. Hewitt’s #16 [Anchorage Grade School construction]
.362 - Cannery in ice. Hewitt’s 37. [cannery building on dock with blocks on ice below. Sign reads “[?] Fish Co. Inc. Warehouse.” Tenakee on envelope; actually Emard’s Cannery in Anchorage?]
.363.1 – (Snow covered car, Anchorage) [E Street, Anchorage Hotel in background]
.363.2 – (Snow covered car, Anchorage) [E Street, Anchorage Hotel in background]
.364.1 - 173. Farming at Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view of hay fields with mountains in distance]
.364.2 – (Farming at Palmer) [woman and children in field with hay stacks]
.364.3 - 164. Hay drier, Shonbeck Farm, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [exterior of building]
.364.4 - 56. Matanuska Valley grain. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [still life with sheaves of grain]
.364.5 - 124. Fields of spuds, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [potato fields under cultivation]
.364.6 - Seeder at work. Matanuska Project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man on tractor pulling seeding equipment]
.366.1 - 142. Palmer home. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log building, horse and carriage]
.366.2 – (House construction) [man outside wood frame house under construction]
.366.3 - #150. Children of the valley, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [sitting on wooden rail next to Alaska Railroad car]
.367.1 – (Gold at the Bank of Alaska) [pans set on small table outside bank building, two men standing on either side of table]
.367.2 - (Gold at the Bank of Alaska) [specimen on table]
.367.3 – (Gold at the Bank of Alaska) [specimen on table next to small camera]
.367.4 – (Gold at the Bank of Alaska) [specimen on table next to small camera]
.368.1 - (Hugh Brewster with plane) [man in fur parka, mukluks, and snowshoes standing next to airplane with skis]
.368.2 – (Hugh Brewster with plane) [man in fur parka, mukluks, and snowshoes standing next to airplane with skis]
.368.3 – (Hugh Brewster with plane) [man in fur parka, mukluks, and snowshoes standing in front of airplane with skis]
.369.1 – (Ivan’s Gift Shop, Anchorage) [sign in window for G-E Mazda Lamps, sign outside for Tru-Test Tires]
.369.2 - (Ivan’s Gift Shop, Anchorage) [store interior]
.369.3 - (Ivan’s Gift Shop, Anchorage) [store interior]
.369.4 – (Ivan’s Gift Shop, Anchorage) [store interior]
.370.1 - #1. (Bill Hunt’s sheep heads) [three men with trophies next to float plane]
.370.2 - #2. (Bill Hunt’s sheep heads) [three women with trophies next to float plane]
.370.3 - #3. (Bill Hunt’s sheep heads) [four men with trophies next to float plane]
.370.4 - #5. (Bill Hunt’s sheep heads) [trophy resting on airplane float]
.370.5 - #6. (Bill Hunt’s sheep heads) [man with trophy next to float plane]
.370.6 - #7. (Bill Hunt’s sheep heads) [trophy resting on airplane float]
.370.7 - #8. (Bill Hunt’s sheep heads) [man with trophy next to float plane]
.370.8 - #10. (Bill Hunt’s sheep heads) [man with trophy next to float plane]
.370.9 - #11. (Bill Hunt’s sheep heads) [man with trophy next to float plane]
.371.1 – (Episcopal Church, Anchorage)
.371.2 – (Episcopal Church, Anchorage)
.372 - [missing]
.373 – (Airplane and mountain) [copy neg; image of airplane superimposed on image of mountain]
.374.1 – (Bristol Bay Air Service, Lake Spenard, in formation: John Walatka, Bert Rouf) [float planes including NC16585]
.374.2 – (Bristol Bay Air Service, Lake Spenard) [float planes including NC16585, NC8111]
.374.3 – (Bristol Bay Air Service, Lake Spenard) [float planes at dock, three men on floats of NC16585]
.374.4 – (Bristol Bay Air Service, Lake Spenard) [float planes including NC16585]
.374.5 – (Bristol Bay Air Service, Lake Spenard) [float planes including NC16585, NC8111]
.374.6 – (Bristol Bay Air Service, Lake Spenard) [float planes at dock, three men on floats of NC16585]
.374.7 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [Bristol Bay Airways, Anchorage, Alaska. Bellanca NC165N with skis on snow]
.375.1 - (General Fish docks, Anchorage) [view from water of General Fish, Inc.]
.375.2 - (General Fish docks, Anchorage) [view from water of fishing boat at General Fish, Inc. dock]
.375.3 – (General Fish docks, Anchorage) [view from water of General Fish, Inc.]
.375.4 - (General Fish docks, Anchorage) [actually view from water of bluff along Cook Inlet with houses; Bootleggers Cove? Turnagain?]
.375.5 - (General Fish docks, Anchorage) [actually view from water of bluff along Cook Inlet with houses; Bootleggers Cove? Turnagain?]
.376.1 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [men inside at deli counter; Hewitt’s?]
.376.2 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [men inside at deli counter or bar]
.376.3 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [mother and daughter inside booth at diner or luncheonette]
.376.4 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [men inside at bar]
.376.5 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [mother and daughter inside booth at diner or luncheonette]
.376.6 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [customers inside at deli counter; Hewitt’s Drug Store?]
.376.7 - (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [men inside at bank counter]
.376.8 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [men inside at bank counter]
.376.9 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [waiting in line at the General Delivery counter, post office]
.376.10 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [men inside at bar counter]
.376.11 - (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [women and men inside dress shop]
.376.12 - (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [woman and men inside dress shop]
.376.13 – (Boomtown, Old Anchorage) [women inside dress shop]
.377.1 - (Bertha) [young woman in fur parka, student at Eklutna Vocational School? has print; in 2014, identified as Bertha Schaeffer]
.377.2 – (Bertha) [young woman in fur parka, student at Eklutna Vocational School? has print]
.378 – (Bertha and Silas) [young woman and man in fur parkas, students at Eklutna Vocational School?]
.379 – (Raw ivory, Eklutna)
.380.1 – (Walt’s Transfer, Anchorage) [flatbed truck carrying Darigold Milk]
.380.2 – (Walt’s Transfer, Anchorage) [flatbed truck carrying Darigold Milk]
.381.1 – (Ice hockey team, Anchorage, 1939) [Anchorage Aces?]
.381.2 – (Ice hockey team, Anchorage, 1939) [Anchorage Aces?]
.381.3 – (Ice hockey team, Anchorage, 1939) [Anchorage Aces?]
.381.4 – (Ice hockey team, Anchorage, 1939) [Fairbanks-Dawson]
.381.5 – (Ice hockey team, Anchorage, 1939) [Fairbanks-Dawson]
.381.6 – (Ice hockey team, Anchorage, 1939) [Fairbanks-Dawson]
.381.7 – (Ice hockey team, Anchorage, 1939) [Fairbanks-Dawson]
.381.8 – (Ice hockey team, Anchorage, 1939) [Anchorage Aces? on ice]
.382.1 – (Mrs. Harrison’s chorus) [Christmas chorus on stage with harpist]
.382.2 – (Mrs. Harrison’s chorus) [Christmas chorus on stage]
.383.1 – (River boat Nenana)
.383.2 – (River boat Nenana)
.384.1 – (Testing skis at Star Airlines) [airplane skis on testing device]
.384.2 – (Testing skis at Star Airlines) [airplane skis on testing device]
.384.3 – (Testing skis at Star Airlines) [airplane skis on testing device]
.384.4 – (Testing skis at Star Airlines) [airplane skis on testing device]
.385.1 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [log cabin set back off road with trees]
.385.2 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [trees along road]
.385.3 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [trees along road, mountains in distance]
.385.4 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [trees along road, mountains in distance]
.385.5 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [dirt road along treed hillside]
.385.6 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [trees along muddy road, mountains in distance]
.385.7 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [trees along road, mountains in distance]
.385.8 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [Knik Bridge with snow-covered mountains]
.386.1 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [fir trees and mountains]
.386.2 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [fir trees and mountains, homestead in center distance]
.386.3 – (Scenes along the Palmer Highway) [trees along road, mountains in distance]
.387 – (Boy with potatoes) [young man in field with box of potatoes, Matanuska Colony. Has print]
.388.1 – (Willow Creek District) [bird’s eye view of mining operations]
.388.2 – (Willow Creek District) [aerial of mining operations]
.388.3 – (Willow Creek District) [aerial of mining operations]
.388.4 – (Willow Creek District) [aerial of mining operations]
.388.5 - 12. (Willow Creek District) [aerial of mining operations]
.388.6 - 14. (Willow Creek District) [aerial of mining operations]
.388.7 - 15. (Willow Creek District) [aerial of mining operations]
.388.8 – [missing]
.388.9 – 17. (Willow Creek District) [aerial of mining operations]
.388.10 – 18. (Willow Creek District) [aerial of mining operations]
.388.11 – [missing]
.388.12 – (Willow Creek District) [man and woman standing on road near cabins; cf. other images filed under Mt. McKinley]
.389.1 - #1 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.2 – 2 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.3 – 3 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.4 – 4 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.5 – 5 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.6 – 6 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.7 – 7 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.8 – 8 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.9 - (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [mine complex]
.389.10 – 10 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.11 – 11 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [aerial]
.389.12 – 27 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla)
.389.13 – 29 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [road through pass, winter]
.389.14 - (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [mine buildings in foreground]
.389.15 - (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [mine buildings in foreground]
.389.16 – 16 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [two small buildings on mountainside]
.389.17 - (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [mine complex]
.389.18 – 30 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [small building in foreground]
.389.19 – 32 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla)
.389.20 – 33 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [mine buildings with stacked lumber]
.389.21 – 34 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [mine buildings with stacked lumber. Has print identified as Hatcher Pass, Denny Hewitt, 1930s]
.389.22 – 22 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla) [bird’s eye view of road through pass, winter]
.389.23 – 23 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla)
.389.24 – 24 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla)
.389.25 – 25 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla)
.389.26 - 26 Hewitt’s (Fern Mine, Wasilla)
.390.1 – (The Canteen Bar, 10/28/1940) [group portrait of six men outside Anchorage Grill]
.390.2 – (The Canteen Bar, 10/28/1940) [two men outside Anchorage Grill]
.390.3 – (The Canteen Bar, 10/28/1940) [five bartenders behind bar]
.390.4 – (The Canteen Bar, 10/28/1940) [five bartenders behind bar]
.390.5 – (The Canteen Bar, 10/28/1940) [interior of bar with patrons]
.391.1 – (Loading heavy machinery, Star Airlines, Anchorage) [equipment in airplane doorway. has print]
.391.2 – (Loading heavy machinery, Star Airlines, Anchorage) [two men loading machinery into airplane. has print]
.391.3 – (Loading heavy machinery, Star Airlines, Anchorage)
.392.1 – (Pioneer Sheet metal Works, Anchorage) [winter street scene with automobile and truck parked outside Pioneer Sheet Metal W’ks, Stoves & Ranges]
.392.2 – (Pioneer Sheet metal Works, Anchorage) [winter street scene with automobile and Pioneer Sheet Metal W’ks, Stoves & Ranges]
.392.3 – (Pioneer Sheet Metal Works, Anchorage) [winter street scene with Dutch Boy Paints sign]
.393.1 – (Juneau Lumber Mills office) [man in doorway]
.393.2 – (Juneau Lumber Mills office) [man in doorway. double exposure]
.393.3 – (Juneau Lumber Mills) [office, railroad siding, lumber shed]
.393.4 – (Juneau Lumber Mills) [office, railroad siding, automobiles]
.393.5 – (Juneau Lumber Mills) [office, railroad siding, lumber shed]
.393.6 – (Juneau Lumber Mills) [railroad siding with stacked lumber]
.393.7 – (Juneau Lumber Mills) [two men near lumber shed]
.394.1 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. Harriet V. Schaeffer)
.394.2 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. Bertha Schaeffer)
.394.3 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. Hazel E. Aveoganna)
.394.4 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. No signature)
.394.5 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. No signature)
.394.6 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. Harry Apodruk)
.394.7 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. Bertha Schaeffer?)
.394.8 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. No signature)
.394.9 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. No signature)
.394.10 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. Bertha Schaeffer)
.394.11 – (Copies of Eklutna student drawings, 1940. Bertha Schaeffer)
.394.12 – (Eklutna Vocational School) [building complex with driveway gate in foreground]
.394.13 – (Eklutna Vocational School) [building complex with train on Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground]
.395 – (Jack Chisholm turkey market) [storage room interior with dead turkeys and sign “Farbest Order Now”]
.396.1 – (Fire Department boys, Anchorage) [group portrait outside Fire Station. Has print]
.396.2 – (Fire Department boys, Anchorage) [group portrait outside Fire Station]
.397.1 – (Dredge, Ester Creek, Goldstream)
.397.2 – (Dredge, Ester Creek, Goldstream)
.397.3 – (Dredge, Ester Creek, Goldstream)
.397.4 – (Dredge, Ester Creek, Goldstream) [wide view of mining operation]
.398 – (Mrs. Chet Brown’s dog)
.399.1 - (Lyle’s Airport, Bents Bro.? [aerial of landing strip, settlement, Interior Alaska]
.399.2 – (Lyle’s Airport, Bents Bro.? [aerial of landing strip, settlement, Interior Alaska]
.400.1 - (Lido Hotel) [summer exterior]
.400.2 – (Lido Hotel) [summer exterior]
.400.3 – (Lido Hotel) [winter exterior]
.400.4 – (Lido Hotel dining room)
.400.5 – (Lido Hotel dining room)
.400.6 – (Lido Hotel dining room)
.400.7 – (Lido Hotel dining room)
.401.1 - (Mrs. Lee sewing mukluks) [woman at table sewing fur boots, Eklutna Vocational School? cf. .725]
.401.2 - (Mrs. Lee sewing mukluks) [woman at table sewing fur boots, Eklutna Vocational School?]
.401.3 – (Mrs. Lee sewing mukluks) [woman at table sewing fur boots, Eklutna Vocational School?]
.402 – (Anchorage Hotel) [exterior, workman with lumber]
.403.1 – (Anchorage street scene) [Ship Creek and Government Hill area, bird’s eye view from roof of Anchorage Hotel]
.403.2 – (Anchorage street scene) [Ship Creek and Alaska Railroad yards, bird’s eye view, possibly from roof of Anchorage Hotel]
.403.3 – (Anchorage street scene) [Ship Creek, Anchorage docks and Cook Inlet, bird’s eye view, possibly from roof of Anchorage Hotel]
.403.4 – (Anchorage street scene) [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue, including KFQD, Byrne Building, Bendoral Hotel, Kennedy’s, City Cash Grocery]
.403.5 – (Anchorage street scene) [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue, including Ship Creek Meat Co., J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs]
.403.6 – (Anchorage street scene) [bird’s eye view including Bank of Alaska on corner, Karl Drager Lawyer Notary Public, sign for Used Cars]
.403.7 – (Anchorage street scene) [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue looking west, including IOOF Bldg., Eckmann’s Furniture, U.G. Crocker, The Gitchell, Seidenverg Clothier]
.404.1 – (Emard’s Cannery) [Anchorage docks, with Cook Inlet behind and Mt. McKinley in distance]
.404.2 – (Emard’s Cannery) [Anchorage docks, with Cook Inlet behind and Mt. McKinley in distance]
.404.3 – (Emard’s Cannery) [Anchorage docks, with Cook Inlet behind and Mt. McKinley in distance]
.405.1 – (City Hall, Anchorage, 1939)
.405.2 – (City Hall, Anchorage, 1939) [bird’s eye view from across Fourth Avenue]
.405.3 – (City Hall, Anchorage, 1939)
.405.4 – (City Hall, Anchorage, 1939)
.405.5 – (City Hall, Anchorage, exterior, with flag pole)
.405.6 – (City Hall, Anchorage, exterior)
.405.7 – (City Hall, Anchorage, exterior)
.406.1 - (Food Center) [Anchorage Fourth Avenue business, van parked outside, next to Seidenverg’s and The Gitchell]
.406.2 – (Food Center) [Anchorage Fourth Avenue]
.406.3 – (Food Center) [Anchorage Fourth Avenue business, van parked outside, next to Seidenverg’s]
.407.1 – (Anchorage Grade and High School) [under construction, with sign P.W.A. Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, School Building for Anchorage, Project No. Alaska... Has prints]
.407.2 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [summer exterior]
.407.3 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [summer exterior]
.407.4 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [summer exterior]
.407.5 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [summer exterior]
.407.6 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [summer exterior]
.407.7 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [summer exterior with trees]
.407.8 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [summer exterior]
.407.9 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [summer exterior]
.407.10 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [summer exterior]
.407.11 - (Anchorage Grade and High School) [winter exterior]
.407.12 – (Anchorage Grade and High School) [winter exterior]
.407.13 – (Anchorage Grade and High School) [winter exterior]
.407.14 – (Anchorage Grade and High School) [under construction, with sign P.W.A. Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, School Building for Anchorage, Project No. Alaska...]
.408 – (Providence Hospital) [summer exterior]
.409.1 – (Eklutna Lake, 1939)
.409.2 – (Eklutna Lake, 1939)
.409.3 – (Eklutna Lake, 1939)
.409.4 – (Eklutna Lake, 1939)
.409.5 – (Cabin at Eklutna Lake, 1939)
.409.6 – (Cabin at Eklutna Lake, 1939)
.410 – (Knik Bridge)
.411.1 - (Eklutna Power Plant) [exterior]
.411.2 - (Eklutna Power Plant) [interior]
.411.3 – (Eklutna Power Plant) [interior]
.411.4 – (Eklutna Power Plant) [interior]
.411.5 – (Eklutna Power Plant) [interior]
.412.1 – (Anchorage flower gardens)
.412.2 – (Anchorage flower gardens)
.412.3 – (Anchorage flower gardens)
.412.4 – (Anchorage flower gardens)
.412.5 – (Anchorage flower gardens)
.412.6 – (Anchorage flower gardens)
.413 – (Fred Hollander trout) [still life with creel basket. Has print with caption “Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage and name on back “Fred Hallander”]
.414.1 – (Making Potlatch) [boy preparing whale intestine. Copy neg]
.414.2 – (Making Potlatch) [children preparing whale intestine. Copy neg]
.415.1 - 39. (Rendezvous skiing) [skier at end of downhill course with spectators in background, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.2 – (Rendezvous skiing) [group of skiers on hillside, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.3 - 41. (Rendezvous skiing) [crowd near parked automobiles, Anchorage Girl Scouts tent in parking area, Fur Rendezvous]
.415.4 - 45. (Rendezvous skiing) [skier headed down downhill course with spectators on ridge, Cook Inlet in background, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.5 - 57. (Rendezvous skiing) [skier coming down ski jump, spectators lining course, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.6 - 59. (Rendezvous skiing) [skier coming down ski jump, spectators lining course, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous. neg silvering]
.415.7 - 60. (Rendezvous skiing) [skier coming down ski jump, spectators lining course, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.8 - 38. (Rendezvous skiing) [downhill course with spectators, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.9 - 56. (Rendezvous skiing) [skier coming down ski jump, spectators lining course, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.10 - 43. (Rendezvous skiing) [skier being pulled on tow rope, another starting down hill, spectators on ridge, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.11 - 35. (Rendezvous skiing) [skier being pulled on tow rope, spectators on ridge, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.12 - 37. (Rendezvous skiing) [woman and young man being pulled by tow rope, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.13 - 44. (Rendezvous skiing) [female skier on downhill course with spectators, logo, possibly of Anchorage Ski Club, in snow in background, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous. Neg deteriorated]
.415.14 - 55. (Rendezvous skiing) [male skier on course with spectators, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.415.15 - 40. (Rendezvous skiing) [crowd near parked automobiles, Anchorage Girl Scouts tent in parking area, Fur Rendezvous]
.415.16 - 36. (Rendezvous skiing) [downhill course with spectators, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]

.416.1 – (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939)
.416.2 - 39. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage]
.416.3 - 23. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage]
.416.4 - 8. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage with totem]
.416.5 – (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939)
.416.6 – (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939)
.416.7 – (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939)
.416.8 - 19. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage]
.416.9 - 12. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage with totem]
.416.10 - 21. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage]
.416.11 - 6. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage with totem]
.416.12 - 25-A. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage]
.416.13 - 17. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [has print with no caption and name on back “Mary Margaret (Mickey) Abercrombie”]
.416.14 - 24-A. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage]
.416.15 - 20. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage]
.416.16 - 22. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage. Has print with stamp of Lu Liston]
.416.17 - 3. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [has print with no caption and name on back “Mary Margaret (Mickey) Abercrombie”]
.416.18 - 10. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [throne covered in furs on stage]
.416.19 - 5. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939)
.416.20 - 15. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage]
.416.21 - 24. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [court on stage with Native dancers]
.416.22 - 11. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [man with throne covered in furs on stage]
.416.23 - 13. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [polar bear furs on stage]
.416.24 - 14. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [polar bear furs on stage]
.416.25 - 16. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [polar bear furs on stage]
.416.26 - 7. (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [throne on stage with furs, totem]
.416.27 – (Rendezvous Queen Mary Margaret Abercrombie, 1939) [throne on stage with totem. copy neg]
.417.1 - 46. (Rendezvous Hockey Team, 1939) [group portrait of team in uniform on ice, Anchorage Aces? Fur Rendezvous]
.417.2 - 47. (Rendezvous Hockey Team, 1939) [hockey game underway in outdoor rink, advertisements on boards for businesses including City Hotel, Eckmann’s, and Piggly Wiggly, Chugach Mountains in distance, Fur Rendezvous]
.417.3 - 48. (Rendezvous Hockey Team, 1939) [group portrait of team in uniform on ice, Anchorage Aces? Fur Rendezvous. In 2015, man at left front tentatively identified as Buddy Bunalo, man second left front as Andy Wick]
.417.4 - 49. (Rendezvous Hockey Team, 1939) [hockey game underway in outdoor rink, advertisements on boards for businesses including City Hotel, Eckmann’s, Piggly Wiggly, Fur Rendezvous. Neg deteriorated]
.417.5 - 50. (Rendezvous Hockey Team, 1939) [hockey game underway in outdoor rink, advertisements on boards, Chugach Mountains in background, Fur Rendezvous. Neg deteriorated]
.417.6 - 62. (Rendezvous Hockey Team, 1939) [hockey game underway in outdoor rink, advertisements on boards for businesses including Frisco Café, North Star Liquor, City Hotel, Eckmann’s, Piggly Wiggly, Kennedy Hardware, W.J. Boudreau, and Reed’s, Chugach Mountains in background, Fur Rendezvous]
.418.1 - 58. (Rendezvous skiing, 1939) [skier coming down hill with crowd of spectators, Fur Rendezvous. Has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.418.2 - 61. (Rendezvous skiing, 1939) [view up ski jump, spectators lining course, Fur Rendezvous]
.419.1 - 51. (Rendezvous Dog Teams, 1939) [boy sitting on sled with dog, children in background, Fur Rendezvous]
.419.2 - 52. (Rendezvous Dog Teams, 1939) [children gathered next to several boys with dogs and sleds, City Hall in background, Fur Rendezvous]
.419.3 - 53. (Rendezvous Dog Teams, 1939) [boy with dog, Fur Rendezvous]
.419.4 - 54. (Rendezvous Dog Teams, 1939) [boy with two dogs, Fur Rendezvous]
.420.1 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of homestead and cultivated fields, ca. 1939]
.420.2 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of homestead and pond, ca. 1939]
.420.3 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial with clouds, mountains, ca. 1939. Neg deteriorated]
.420.4 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of roads and cultivated fields, ca. 1939]
.420.5 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of forest, road, buildings, ca. 1939]
.420.6 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of homesteads and cultivated fields, ca. 1939]
.420.7 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of roads and homestead, ca. 1939]
.420.8 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of homesteads and clear-cut land, ca. 1939]
.420.9 - (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of Matanuska Colony buildings, ca. 1939]
.420.10 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of Matanuska Colony buildings, ca. 1939]
.420.11 – (Air view of Palmer) [aerial of Matanuska Colony buildings, ca. 1939]
.420.13 - P-20. Nov. 1st, 1938. Hewitt’s (aerial of Palmer) [homesteads, pond and cultivated fields]
.420.14 – (Air view of Merrill Field) [winter aerial. ca. 1938]
.420.15 – (Air view of Anchorage) [aerial, ca. 1938]
.420.16 - Palmer, Matanuska Valley, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [bird’s eye view of road leading into town, buildings in middle ground, mountains in distance]
.420.17 – Shore line, center line of proposed dam [aerial noting proposed Chester Creek Dam]
.420.18 - Merrill Field, proposed landing lake [aerial noting proposed Chester Creek Dam. copy neg]
.421 – (Flower, lily) [still life of flower in pot]
.422 – (Painting of Bodles by M. Colliard) [photograph of painting]
.423 - Native cabin at Eek, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 36. [copy neg. has print]
.424 - Eskimos, Chevak, Alaska. Hewitt’s 41. [copy neg. has print]
.425.1 - Sunset on Cooks Inlet, Alaska. 106. G.L. Johnson, Anchorage, Alaska. [copy neg]
.425.2 - Alaska sunset [George L. Johnson? copy neg]
.426.1 – (Mt. McKinley Reflections) [painting by Sydney Laurence. Copy neg]
.426.2 – Mt. McKinley, Alaska, Sydney Laurence (Mt. McKinley Reflections) [photograph of painting. copy neg.]
.426.3 – Mt. McKinley, Alaska. Sydney Laurence (Mt. McKinley Reflections) [photograph of painting. copy neg.]
.426.4 – (Mt. McKinley Reflections) [painting by Sydney Laurence. Copy neg]
.426.5 – (Mt. McKinley Reflections) [painting by Sydney Laurence. Copy neg]
.427 – (Native net weavers) [two Alaska Native women weaving nets and baskets. copy neg.]
.428.1 - 146. Palmer Hay Fields. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hay stacks in field in foreground, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.428.2 - 129. Valley Hay Fields, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [rows of hay stacks]
.428.3 - 160. Matanuska Valley Fields. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hay stacks in field in foreground, mountains in distance]
.428.4 - 165. Valley Hay Fields, Palmer in distance. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
[termination dust on mountains in distance]
.429 - 163. The Spud Crop, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [workers picking potatoes in field, Matanuska Colony]
.430 – (Sunset) [painting by Sydney Laurence. copy neg]
.431 – (Freda’s McKinley) [painting by Sydney Laurence. copy neg]
.432 - Winter time, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [buildings buried in snow, unidentified location]
.433.1 – (Susitna from apartment window) [view of Cook Inlet at sunset]
.433.2 – (Susitna from apartment window) [Mount Susitna, view across Cook Inlet]
.433.3 – (Susitna from apartment window) [view of Cook Inlet at sunset]
.433.4 – (Susitna from apartment window) [Mount Susitna, view across Cook Inlet]
.433.5 – (Susitna from apartment window) [view of Cook Inlet at sunset]
.434 - 34. (Eskimo dance, Eklutna) [possibly box dance, or Messenger Feast, being performed outdoors by men and women with drums, headdresses and fur parkas. Lights strung on wire over frozen surface. Anchorage?]
.435.1 - 25. (Blanket Toss, Ball Park) [Chugach Mountains in background. Neg deteriorated]
.435.2 - 26. (Blanket Toss, Ball Park) [business advertisements and Chugach Mountains in background. Neg deteriorated]
.435.3 - 26-A. (Blanket Toss, Ball Park) [business advertisements and Chugach Mountains in background]
.435.4 - 30. (Blanket Toss, Ball Park) [spectators on bleachers in background. Has print with stamp of Lu Liston]
.435.5 - 31. (Blanket Toss, Ball Park) [business advertisements and Chugach Mountains in background]
.435.6 - 32. (Blanket Toss, Ball Park) [jumper upside down, spectators on bleachers in background]
.435.7 - 33. (Blanket Toss, Ball Park) [spectators on bleachers in background]
.436.1 - 27. (Eskimo Games, Eklutna) [jumping on board, spectators in background. Anchorage? Neg deteriorated]
.436.2 - 28. (Eskimo Games, Eklutna. “Joey Brown”) [girls jumping on board, spectators in background; has print with caption “Fur Rendezvous”]
.436.3 - 29. (Eskimo Games, Eklutna) [boys jumping on board, spectators in background]
.437.1 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior with displays. Has copy print]
.437.2 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior, with displays in glass cabinets]
.437.3 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior with scrapbook and album display]
.437.4 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior, with displays. Rusty Heurlin painting 1995.075.019 in top left corner]
.437.5 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior, with displays in glass cabinets]
.437.6 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior with displays]
.437.7 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior with displays, customer at lunch counter]
.437.8 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior, Christmas display]
.437.9 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior, with displays in glass cabinets. Has copy print]
.437.10 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior, perfume counter]
.437.11 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior, with customer and displays]
.437.12 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior, display with mukluks. Has copy print]
.437.13 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior with lunch counter. Has copy print]
.437.14 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [bird’s eye view of display cases. Laurence painting 1995.075.005 possibly in top right corner]
.437.15 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior, bird’s eye view of lunch counter]
.437.16 – (Hewitt’s Drug Store, 1939) [interior with lunch counter]
.438.1 – (B.P.O.E. Fourth of July float, 1938) [elk statue draped in streamers outside Elks building, man standing near steps in background]
.438.2 – (B.P.O.E. Fourth of July float, 1938) [elk statue draped in streamers outside Elks building]
.438.3 – (B.P.O.E. Fourth of July float, 1938) [outside Elks building]
.438.4 – (B.P.O.E. Fourth of July float, 1938) [float being pulled by automobile parked outside Elks building]
.438.5 – (B.P.O.E. Fourth of July float, 1938)
.439 – (Nenana railroad station, 1939) [train and passengers outside Alaska Railroad depot]
.440 – (Healy railroad station, 1939) [Alaska Railroad depot, locomotive 115 on tracks]
.441.1 – (Teikhel Road House, 1939) [automobile parked next to Tiekel Roadhouse]
.441.2 – (Teikhel Road House, 1939) [automobile and two men outside Tiekel Roadhouse]
.441.3 – (Teikhel Road House, 1939) [Women’s outhouse at Tiekel Roadhouse]
.441.4 – (Teikhel Road House, 1939) [Women’s outhouse at Tiekel Roadhouse]
.442.1 – (Road through mountains, trees, 1939)
.442.2 – (River bridge, 1939)
.443.1 - 1. Death and Dismay. Glass and Hewitt. [moose fight. copy neg. has print]
.443.2 - 2. Confusion. Glass and Hewitt. [moose fight. copy neg. has print]
.443.3 - 3. Desperation. Glass and Hewitt. [moose fight. copy neg. has print]
.443.4 - 4. Liberation. Glass and Hewitt. [moose fight. copy neg. has print]
.443.5 - 5. Deliberation. Glass and Hewitt. [moose fight. copy neg. has print]
.443.6 - 6. Homeward Bound. Glass and Hewitt. [moose fight. copy neg. has print]
.443.7 - 7. Remorse. Glass and Hewitt. [moose fight. copy neg. has print]
.444.1 - Seppalla’s Racing Team. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. Geo L. Johnson, Anchorage. [Leonhard Seppala and team stopped on trail. Copy neg.]
.444.2 - Seppalla’s Racing Team. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [Leonhard Seppala and team stopped on trail. Not same as .444.1. copy neg]
.444.3 - Leonhard Seppala entry, self, driver, Eighth All Alaska Sweepstakes, Nome, Alaska, April 14, 1915. Lomen Bros [written over on negative by:] Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [copy neg]
.444.4 - Winner Second Place, Fox Ramsay’s entry, 3rd All Alaska Sweepstakes, Fox Ramsay, driver. Lomen Bros [written over on negative by:] Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [1910? copy neg]
.444.5 - An Arctic Taxi. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. G.L. Johnson. [two mushers with dog team and sled, stopped on winter trail]
.444.6 - The Lake Crossing. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [dog team with sled. negative silvering, deteriorated]
.444.7 - Northland Transportation. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [musher with dog team and sled stopped on winter trail]
.444.8 - The North Pole Limited. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two men with dog team stopped on winter trail]
.444.9 - Army Team on Yukon. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [musher with sled and dog team on frozen river]
.444.10 - Alaska’s Winter Sport. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dog team on winter trail]
.444.11 - The Malamute Limited, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. Bragaw’s [musher with dog team and sled stopped on winter trail]
.444.12 - Hitting the Trail in Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [musher with dog team and sled]
.444.13 - 50. Trapper’s Cabin. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dog team resting outside of log cabin with furs and snowshoes, winter]
.445.1 - “Kiss Me Papa.” Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [puppy and dog. Has postcard with caption “Kiss me papa, Geo. L. Johnson”]
.445.2 - Malemutes. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [puppies]
.445.3 – Alaska Malamute Babies. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [dog with puppies]
.446 - 37. Cliff Dwellers, King Island. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg]
.447.1 - Ship Creek in Winter. Hewitt’s Photo
.447.2 – (Winter scene) [Ship Creek?]  
.447.3 – (Winter scene) [Ship Creek?]  
.447.4 – (Winter scene) [Ship Creek?]  
.448 – (Dense frost) [stream flowing past banks with ice buildup, no snow on ground. Ship Creek?]  
.449.1 - (Mountains en route to Newhalen, aerial) [Aleutian Range or Alaska Range]
.449.2 - (Mountains en route to Newhalen, aerial) [Aleutian Range or Alaska Range]
.449.3 – (Mountains en route to Newhalen, aerial) [Aleutian Range or Alaska Range]
.449.4 – (Mountains en route to Newhalen, aerial) [Aleutian Range or Alaska Range]
.450.1 – (Independence Mine) [mine complex, construction materials piled next to building. copy neg]
.450.2 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [bird’s eye view of road leading to mine]
.450.3 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mine building at base of mountain peak, winter]
.450.4 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [building in left foreground, mountain peak in distance]
.450.5 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mine building at base of mountain peak, winter]
.450.6 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mountain peak, winter]
.450.7 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mine complex in winter]
.450.8 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [valley with mine buildings at right]
.450.9 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mountain peak]
.450.10 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mining complex, construction materials piled next to buildings]
.450.11 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mining complex in winter]
.450.12 - Hewitt’s 31 (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mining complex in winter, worker driving bulldozer up road]
.450.13 – Hewitt’s 36 (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mining complex in winter. Has print]
.450.14 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mining complex in winter. Has print]
.450.15 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mining complex, road, mountains in winter]
.450.16 – Independence Mine. #21, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [winter view]
.450.17 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mountain peak with buildings in left foreground]
.450.18 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mining operation buildings in middle ground, mountains in background]
.450.19 - Willow Creek District. #28, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [mining operation buildings in middle ground, mountains in background]
.450.20 – Hewitt’s 35 (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mine complex]
.450.21 - (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mine complex in winter. Has print]
.450.22 - (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mine complex in winter]
.450.23 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mine complex]
.450.24 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mine complex]
.450.25 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mountain peak in winter. Has print]
.450.26 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [bird’s eye view of mine complex]
.450.27 – (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [mountain peak in winter. Has print]
.450.28 – Hewitt’s, 38 (Independence Mine and Willow Creek) [view down gravel road between rock outcroppings. Has print]
.451.1 – (Newhalen Fishing) [Star Airlines float plane NC 10795, with anglers on beach]
.451.2 – (Newhalen Fishing) [Probably Star Airlines float plane NC 10795, with anglers and their catch]
.452.1 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [looking out front entrance]
.452.2 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [patient room with bed, table, drawers, chairs, telephone, windows]
.452.3 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [hallway]
.452.4 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [stairs at entrance, with Sydney Laurence painting]
.452.5 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [obstetrics ward]
.452.6 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [two hospital beds]
.453.1 – (Providence Hospital, exterior) [field in foreground]
.453.2 – (Providence Hospital, exterior)
.453.3 – (Providence Hospital, exterior) [field in foreground]
.453.4 – (Providence Hospital, exterior) [field in foreground]
.453.5 – (Providence Hospital, exterior) [close-up of front entrance]
.453.6 – (Providence Hospital, exterior)
.453.7 – (Providence Hospital, exterior)
.453.8 – (Providence Hospital, exterior)
.453.9 – (Providence Hospital, exterior)
.453.10 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska [exterior]
.454.1 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [surgical table and instrument tray]
.454.2 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [autoclave and water sanitizer]
.454.3 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [hospital bed with tray]
.454.4 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [hospital bed]
.454.5 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [woman seated in waiting area, beneath Sydney Laurence painting]
.454.6 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [woman seated in waiting area, beneath Sydney Laurence painting]
.454.7 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [stairway at entrance]
.454.8 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [stairway at entrance, with Virgin Mary statue]
.454.9 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [sink and counter area]
.454.10 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [stairway at entrance, with clock and Virgin Mary statue]
.454.11 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [stairway at entrance]
.455.1 – (Providence Hospital, exterior) [construction nearing completion]
.455.2 – (Providence Hospital, exterior) [with American flag over entrance]
.455.3 – (Providence Hospital, aerial) [looking north to Mount Susitna]
.455.4 – (Providence Hospital, exterior) [construction nearing completion]
.456.1 - 11. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, priests and nuns on small platform with spectators]
.456.2 - 5. Hewitt’s [nuns and other spectators, Providence Hospital construction. Neg deteriorated]
.456.3 - 12. Sep. 8, 38. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, priests and nuns on small platform with spectators]
.456.4 - 6. Hewitt’s [priests arriving, Providence Hospital construction, with automobile. Neg deteriorated]
.456.5 - 10. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, priests and nuns on small platform with spectators. Neg deteriorated]
.456.6 - 2. 9-38. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, priests and nuns on small platform with spectators]
.456.7 - 7. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, nuns greeting spectators near small platform]
.456.8 - 3. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, priests and nuns on small platform with spectators]
.456.9 - 9. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, priests on small platform with nuns at left, spectators]
.456.10 - 1. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, priests and nuns on small platform with spectators]
.456.11 - 4. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, priests and nuns on small platform with spectators]
.456.12 - 8. Hewitt’s [construction of Providence Hospital, priests on small platform with nuns at left, spectators]
.457 – (Gate and mountain, Palmer Butte) [wooden fence and gate with buildings beyond, snow-capped mountain in distance, Matanuska Colony. cf. .185]
.458 - A Restful Haven - Idle Hour. Hewitt’s 98 [interior with fireplace]
.459.1 – (Taylor Cub, Larry Larson) [Piper Cub NC 21585]
.459.2 – (Taylor Cub, Larry Larson) [Piper Cub NC 21585. Neg deteriorated]
.459.3 – (Taylor Cub, Larry Larson) [Piper Cub NC 21585. Neg deteriorated]
.459.4 – (Taylor Cub, Larry Larson) [Piper Cub NC 21585]
.459.5 – (Taylor Cub, Larry Larson) [Piper Cub NC 21585]
.459.6 – (Taylor Cub, Larry Larson) [Piper Cub NC 21585]
.459.7 – (Larry Larson) [in parka, without his Piper Cub NC 21585]
.459.8 – (Larry Larson) [in parka, with unidentified woman and his Piper Cub NC 21585. Identified in 2015 as Kenneth Orville “Larry” Larson and his wife Ruth]
.460 – (Frost) [with fence along road, farm house in distance]
.461.2 - #223b. Ketchikan, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [waterfront]
.462.1 – (Lingo Apartments) [winter, exterior, Anchorage]
.462.2 – (Lingo Apartments) [winter view, exterior with automobiles, Anchorage]
.463.1 – (Providence Hospital chapel) [interior with pews and altar]
.463.2 – (Providence Hospital chapel) [crèche]
.464.1 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [instrument sterilizer and water sterilizer similar to Scanlon-Morris equipment types]
.464.2 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [sink and scale for washing and weighing newborns]
.464.3 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [bassinets and wash tub]
.464.4 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [sinks]
.464.5 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [surgery]
.464.6 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [surgery or birthing room, with nurse standing next to table]
.464.7 – (Providence Hospital, interior) [infant ward, with Virgin Mary statue on wall, baby cribs, wash tub]
.465 – (Loussac’s Drug Store, Anchorage, Alaska) [exterior showing window displays]
.466.1 – (Korhonen Farm) [woman standing in front of cabin at end of rutted driveway, Matanuska Colony]
.466.2 – (Korhonen Farm) [Matanuska Colony homestead, with fenced field, hay stacks, outbuildings]
.466.3 – (Korhonen Farm and hayfield) [hay stacks in front of homestead with outbuildings, Matanuska Colony]
.466.4 – (Korhonen Farm and hayfield) [hay stacks in front of homestead, Matanuska Colony]
.467.1 – (Woodley Trimotor Stinson-A airplane) [Merrill Field, Woodley Airways hangar in background]
.467.2 – (Woodley Trimotor Stinson-A airplane) [Merrill Field]
.468.1 – (Hood Canal-Lake Spenard) [winter aerial of Lake Hood and Lake Spenard connector]
.468.2 – (Hood Canal-Lake Spenard) [winter aerial of Lake Hood and Lake Spenard connector]
.468.3 – (Hood Canal-Lake Spenard) [winter aerial of Lake Hood and Lake Spenard connector]
.468.4 – (Hood Canal-Lake Spenard) [actually winter aerial of Merrill Field, Anchorage?]
.468.5 – (Hood Canal-Lake Spenard) [actually aerial of mud flats in Cook Inlet? Alaska Range in distance]
.468.6 – (Hood Canal-Lake Spenard) [actually aerial of Cook Inlet? Mountains in distance]
.469.1 – (McKinley Park Hotel, exterior. Alaska Railroad)
.469.2 – (McKinley Park Hotel, exterior. Alaska Railroad)
.469.3 – (McKinley Park Hotel, exterior. Alaska Railroad)
.469.4 – (McKinley Park Hotel, exterior. Alaska Railroad)
.469.5 – (McKinley Park Hotel, exterior. Alaska Railroad)
.469.6 – (McKinley Park Hotel, exterior. Alaska Railroad)
.469.7 – (McKinley Park Hotel, exterior. Alaska Railroad)
.469.8 – (McKinley Park with railroad bridge)
.469.9 – (McKinley Park bus on road)
.470.1 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [lounge area with chairs, tables]
.470.2 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [hallway with hat rack, couches, chairs, tables, lamps, parquet floor]
.470.3 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [hallway]
.470.4 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [stairwell and hallway]
.470.5 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [elderly couple in hallway with hat rack, couches, chairs, tables, lamps, parquet floor]
.470.6 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [lounge area, with couches and chairs]
.470.7 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [small tables in bar area near fireplace]
.470.8 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [restaurant]
.470.9 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [small table in corner of bar area]
.470.10 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [bar area with stools, refrigerator]
.470.11 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [restaurant]
.470.12 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [restaurant]
.470.13 – (McKinley Park Hotel, exterior) [entrance]
.470.14 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [small table in corner of bar area]
.470.15 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [lounge/reception area with couches, tables]
.470.16 – (McKinley Park Hotel, interior) [bar area with stools, refrigerator]
.470.17 – (McKinley Park mountain scene) [with buildings]
.471.1 – (View of Fairbanks, 1939. Chena River Bridge) [with Samson Hardware & Machinery; has prints, one with stamp of Lu Liston dated 1945]
.471.2 – (View of Fairbanks, 1939. Chena River Bridge) [with Model Cafe]
.471.3 – (View of Fairbanks, 1939) [street scene with the Fashion Mark]
.471.4 – (View of Fairbanks, 1939) [street scene with Soft Water Baths, Lillian’s Beauty, Fairbanks Variety]
.471.5 – (View of Fairbanks, 1939) [oblique street scene with road construction, Model Cafe, Lavery’s, John F. Lonz Clothing and Furnishings]
.471.6 – (View of Fairbanks, 1939) [oblique street scene with Thrifty Market]
.471.7 – (View of Fairbanks, 1939) [residential area. Has copy print]
.471.8 – (View of Fairbanks, 1939) [automobile on hoist in garage. neg deteriorated]
.472 - [missing]
.473 - The Silver Trail, Anchorage, Alaska. c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dog team postcard. copy neg]
.474 - The Idle Hour. Hewitt’s, 97
.475 - The Idle Hour. Hewitt’s, 100
.476 - Igloo. Hewitt’s 46. (01/23/1942) [snow igloo in Anchorage baseball field in winter, Chugach Mountains in background]
.477.1 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane landing on mud flats]
.477.2 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.3 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.4 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.5 – (Christensen Air Service, 3 WACO airplanes, Westchester Lagoon area, Anchorage) [in flight over Cook Inlet mud flats]
.477.6 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.7 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.8 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.9 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.10 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.11 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.12 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.13 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [float plane NC2335 landing on mud flats]
.477.14 – (Christensen Air Service, WACO on Westchester Lagoon, Anchorage) [aerial of float plane on mud flats]
.477.15 - [Aerial of mud flats in Westchester Lagoon - Cook Inlet area]
.477.16 - [Aerial of mud flats in Westchester Lagoon - Cook Inlet area]
.477.17 - [Aerial of mud flats in Westchester Lagoon - Cook Inlet area. Has print]
.478.2 – (Hope, Alaska) [buildings along gravel road]
.479 - [missing]
.480 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 14.
.481 - Anchorage Base Hospital. Hewitt’s 25. (01/24/1942) [has prints]
.482 - Where good fellows get together, card room, Anchorage Hotel, Alaska. Hewitt’s 108
.483.1 - Providence Hospital, Christmas, 1940.
.483.2 - Providence Hospital, Christmas, 1940.
.484.1 - Inside Passage to Alaska. [Bragaw?]
.484.2 - Gulf of Alaska scene. Bragaw
.485 - Cantwell, A.R.R. Hewitt’s 9 (Carnival series) [winter street scene with man, Carlson’s House and Store]
.486 - Hewitt’s 8. Views of Alaska Railroad, Carnival series. 01/02/1942 [winter, trees, mountains]
.487 - Gill netting salmon, Bristol Bay. Hewitt’s 22. [copy neg]
.488.2 - Winner 2nd prize 1940 Dog Derby, Fairbanks, Alaska. Hewitt’s 20. (Ice Carnival, 02/14/1942)
.489.1 - Hewitt’s 5. (Parade, Fairbanks Ice Carnival series, 1955) [float with 1940 Dodge Coupe and Caterpillar tractor]
.489.2 - Hewitt’s 17. (Parade, Fairbanks Ice Carnival series, Miss Fairbanks 1955) [float passing Model Cafe]
.489.3 - Hewitt’s 25. (Parade, Fairbanks Ice Carnival series, 1955) [Girl Scouts float passing Northern Commercial Co.]
.490 - Dog team, Fairbanks, Alaska. Hewitt’s 26 (Ice carnival series) [passing under foot bridge]
.491 - Wonder Lake and Mt. McKinley. Hewitt’s 60.
.492 - Mt. Illiamna from Seldovia Harbor. 65, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (01/19/1942) [Mount Illiamna in far distance, seagulls on rocks in foreground. has print with caption “Mt. Illiamna from Seldovia Harbor, Bragaw’s]
.493 - Mt. McKinley seen from the Hotel Parsons. Hewitt’s 67.
.494 - Mt. McKinley Nat. Park Hotel. Hewitt’s 18 [copy neg, original 470.1]
.495 - Tap room, McKinley Nat. Park Hotel [copy neg, original .470.10]
.496.1 - Dining room, McKinley Nat. Park Hotel [copy neg, original .470.11]
.496.2 - The Dining Room, McKinley Nat. Park Hotel. Hewitt’s 11 [copy neg, original .470.8]
.497.1 - Lobby, McKinley Nat. Park Hotel. Hewitt’s 12 [copy neg, original .470.6]
.497.2 - The Lobby, McKinley Nat. Park Hotel. Hewitt’s 13 [copy neg, original .470.2]
.498 - The Lounge, McKinley Nat. Park Hotel. Hewitt’s 15 [copy neg, original .470.15]
.499 - Interior of the Mt. McKinley Park Hotel. Hewitt’s 18. [copy neg, original 470.4]
.500 - [missing]
.501 - Mt. McKinley and Wonder Lake. Hewitt’s 73. (P.C. 12/29/41)
.502 - [missing]
.503 - Arctic Seal Hunter. Hewitt’s 40. (P.C. 01/24/1942) [person with rifle on ice]
.504 - Snug Harbor, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. 62
.505 - [missing]
.506.1 - Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, No. 28. Anchorage, Alaska #5 [aerial. double caption. copy neg. Has prints, one with caption “Anchorage, Alaska” and stamp of Bragaw’s Studio, one dated 1928]
.506.2 - Anchorage, Alaska, from the air. Hewitt’s 133 [aerial looking south, with federal building, Anchorage Grade School, Elks Lodge, landing strip or park strip, fields in South Addition]
.507 - Mile 332 U.S.R.R. Hewitt’s 142 [Alaska Railroad, between Windy and Carlo]
Motorships “Discover” and “Kasilof.” Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (01/23/42) [at anchor, Cook Inlet?]


- The Shack at Fire Lake, Alaska. Hewitt’s #113 [with dog on fender of automobile parked next to building. neg severely damaged]

- [missing]

- The Bliss Apartments, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 115

- Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 17. #30 Anchorage, Alaska, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial looking east to Chugach Mountains. double caption. copy neg]

- Anchorage, Alaska. 28 [aerial. copy neg]

- Naknek, Alaska. Hewitt’s 50 [aerial, winter]

- Juneau, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. 56

- Alaska Juneau Mine. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, 55.

- Fishing at Bristol Bay. Hewitt’s [sailboats in bay. copy neg]

- Bristol Bay Fishing Fleet. Hewitt’s [sailboats under sail and at anchor]

- (Bristol Bay fishing boats) [copy neg]

- (Bristol Bay fishing boat) [copy neg]

- (Anchorage airport) [aerial of Merrill Field]

- (Sleeping Bear (painting) copy) [bear cub drinking from baby bottle. copy neg]

- [missing]

- (Remodeling the Anchorage Hotel, exterior) [with scaffolding and Anchorage Hotel passenger bus. neg damaged; has print]

- (Remodeling the Anchorage Hotel, exterior) [with scaffolding. neg damaged]

- (Remodeling the Anchorage Hotel, exterior) [E Street side view. neg damaged]

- (Remodeling the Anchorage Hotel, exterior) [with scaffolding. neg damaged]

- (Remodeling the Anchorage Hotel, exterior) [E Street side view. neg damaged]

- (Remodeling the Anchorage Hotel, exterior) [with scaffolding. neg damaged]

- (Remodeling the Anchorage Hotel, exterior) [E Street side view with workmen and automobiles]

- (Remodeling the Anchorage Hotel, exterior) [E Street side view with automobiles]

- (Remodeling the Anchorage Hotel, exterior) [E Street side view with automobile]

- (Totem pole) [copy neg?]

- (Eklutna Vocational School) [winter scene with Alaska railroad tracks in foreground, school buildings in middle ground, and mountains in distance. has copy print]
.525.1 - (Camp Eielson) [group of small cabins with mountains in distance, Mt. McKinley National Park]
.525.2 – (Camp Eielson) [group of small cabins with mountains in distance, Mt. McKinley National Park]
.525.3 – (Camp Eielson) [group of small cabins with mountains in distance, Mt. McKinley National Park]
.525.4 – (Camp Eielson) [Mt. McKinley National Park. Passengers debarking from Mt. McKinley Tourist & Transportation bus at McKinley Park Hotel]
.525.5 – (Camp Eielson) [group of small cabins with mountains in distance, Mt. McKinley National Park. neg deteriorated]
.525.6 – (Camp Eielson) [group of small cabins with mountains in distance, Mt. McKinley National Park]
.525.7 – (Camp Eielson) [Mt. McKinley National Park. Passengers next to Mt. McKinley Tourist & Transportation Company bus at Camp Eielson]
.525.8 – (Camp Eielson) [Mt. McKinley National Park. Passengers next to Mt. McKinley Tourist & Transportation Company bus at Camp Eielson]
.525.9 – (Camp Eielson) [group of small cabins with mountains in distance, Mt. McKinley National Park]
.525.10 – (Camp Eielson) [Mt. McKinley National Park. Passengers next to Mt. McKinley Tourist & Transportation Company bus at Camp Eielson]
.525.11 – (Camp Eielson) [Mt. McKinley National Park. Passengers next to Mt. McKinley Tourist & Transportation Company bus at Camp Eielson]
.525.12 - (Camp Eielson) [group of small cabins with mountains in distance, Mt. McKinley National Park]
.525.13 – (Camp Eielson mountains) [road through hills, Mt. McKinley National Park]
.526.1 - (Bridge near Camp Eielson) [Mt. McKinley National Park, Savage or Toklat Bridge; has print]
.526.2 – (Bridge near Camp Eielson) [Mt. McKinley National Park, Savage or Toklat Bridge]
.527 – (Fairbanks church and clouds)
.528.1 – (Army plane) [airplane with tail number R 71, possibly at Merrill Field]
.528.2 – (Army plane) [airplane with tail number R 71, possibly at Merrill Field, with Anchorage Hotel bus and passengers]
.528.3 – (Army plane) [airplane with tail number R 10, possibly at Merrill Field, with passengers]
.528.4 – (Army plane) [airplane with tail number R 71, possibly at Merrill Field, with passengers]
.528.5 – (Army plane) [airplane, possibly at Merrill Field, with military personnel]
.528.6 – (Army plane) [airplane with tail number R 10, possibly at Merrill Field, with vehicles, crewmen, tower]
.528.7 – (Army plane) [airplane with tail number R 71, possibly at Merrill Field, with military personnel]
.529.1 – (The Rock, Willow Creek)
.529.2 – (The Rock, Willow Creek) [with woman]
.529.3 – (The Rock, Willow Creek) [with woman]
.530 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [moose swimming. copy neg. cf. 532.1. Has print]
.531.1 – (Green Lake, reflection of cabin in lake, now Elmendorf Air Force Base)
.531.2 – (Green Lake cabin, now Elmendorf Air Force Base)
.532.1 - [moose swimming. copy neg]
.532.2 - [moose running. copy neg]
.532.3 - [moose. copy neg]
.533 - The Log Cabin [Anchorage Log Cabin Visitors’ Center, next to City Hall, circa 1948]
.534.1 - Motorship Discoverer [crew on deck, sea ice in water, Cook Inlet?]
.534.2 - Motorship Discoverer [crewmen on deck, docking with barge, Cook Inlet?]
.534.3 - Motorship Discoverer [with barge Cordova at dock, Cook Inlet?]
.534.4 - Motorship Discoverer [docked next to barge, Cook Inlet?]
.535.1 - #69. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. City Building, interior [Anchorage City Hall. Has print]
.535.2 - No. 14-B. New City Bldg. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Anchorage City Hall. Has print]
.535.3 - #71. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. City Building, interior [Anchorage City Hall. Has print]
.535.4 - #63. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. City Building, interior [Anchorage City Hall. Has print]
.535.5 - #72. Hewitt’s Photo. City Building, interior [Anchorage City Hall. Has print]
.535.6 - #68. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. City Building, interior [Anchorage City Hall. Has print]
.535.7 - #67. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. City Building, interior [Anchorage City Hall. Has print]
.535.8 - No. 14. City Bldg. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Anchorage City Hall. Has print with caption #65 Hewitt’s Photo Shop]
.535.9 - #51. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. City Building, interior [Anchorage City Hall. Has print]
.536 - No. 35 Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [street scene with building 1917 McKinley Block, including McPhee & Taylor Reliance Grocery, Kennedy Hardware Co., The Dental Clinic]
.537.1 - No. 1. The Clean-up. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [birds at salmon cannery]
.537.2 - No. 2. Salmon Cannery, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Emard’s?]?
.537.3 - No. 3. Anchorage Dock & Cannery. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Emard’s? with fishing boats North Cape and Giant II]
.538 - No. 16. Along the Anchorage-Palmer Highway. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [The Shack]
.539 - No. 17. Alaska Rutabaga. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [man holding vegetable in front of porch to house]
.540.1 - 20. Anchorage Garden, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [dog on path, residences in background]
.540.2 - No. 26. Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [garden]
.541.2 - No. 22. A home in Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [in 2014, tentatively identified as southwest corner of Second Avenue and F Street]
.541.3 - No. 23. Summer in Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [garden in front of a residence in Anchorage]
.541.4 - No. 24. An Alaskan summer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [garden in front of a residence in Anchorage]
.541.5 - No. 9. Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [house in Anchorage, with boardwalk; in 2014, identified as 920 W 6th Avenue. cf. .541.9]
.541.6 - No. 31 Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [house in Anchorage]
.541.7 - No. 32 Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [house in Anchorage; in 2014, tentatively identified as Second Avenue near F Street east of Christensen Road looking north. Cf. .541.2, .786.6]
.541.8 - [house, residence in Anchorage; in 2014, identified as west side of L Street between Fourth and Fifth Avenues]
.541.9 - [house, residence in Anchorage; in 2014, identified as 920 W 6th Avenue. cf. .541.5]
.541.10 - [house, residence in Anchorage]
.542.1 – (Air view of Anchorage, 1942) [aerial of Point Woronzof? With Chugach Mountains in background]
.542.2 - 29. Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial of downtown and Ship Creek area, port of Anchorage, Knik Arm. Has print]
.543 - No. 86. Eskimo bead workers. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Eklutna Vocational School? caption printed on negative backwards, or, printed correctly on emulsion side]
.544 - No. 18. U.S. Experimental Station, Matanuska, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.545.1 - Merrill Field, Anchorage, Star Airlines [modern copy neg]
.545.2 - Merrill Field, Anchorage, Star Airlines [modern copy neg]
.546 - [missing]
.547 - No. 37. Anchorage School Buildings. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
.548 - No. 84. Father Hubbard in Aniakchak Crater. Hewitt’s Photo Shop.
.550 - [missing]
.551.1 - Mt. McKinley, elev. 20,300 ft. A-10 c. Sydney Laurence, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg, damaged]
.551.2 - A-14. Mt. McKinley, el. 20,300 ft. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg, damaged]
.551.4 - [missing]
.551.5 - A-7. Mt. McKinley, elev. 20,300 ft. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [neg damaged]
.552 - [missing]
.553 - [missing]
.47. McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [douple caption. has print with caption McKinley National Park]
.555.3 - A-24. McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw [neg deteriorated; has print with stamp of Bragaw’s]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.555.4</td>
<td>A-30. The McKinley Park Route. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. [view along Alaska Railroad route]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.555.5</td>
<td>A-25. “Headquarter’s” Mt. McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabins, walled tent, automobiles, park employees]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.556</td>
<td>A-22. Toklat River McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [5 x 7 nitrate negative, cracked, discarded after scanning]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.557.1</td>
<td>A-31. Hotel Curry (McKinley Park Route). Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Alaska Railroad depot at Curry]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.559</td>
<td>A-51. Seward, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage / 65. Harbor, Seward, Alaska [original nitrate neg discarded 9/97; has copy print]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.560</td>
<td>A-64. Port Althorp. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [neg deteriorated]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.561.1</td>
<td>A-61. Ketchikan, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [waterfront]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.561.2</td>
<td>A-61 B. Ketchikan, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [waterfront]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.562</td>
<td>A-60. Wrangle, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [waterfront of Wrangell]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.564.1</td>
<td>A-56 B. Seldovia, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.564.2</td>
<td>A-56 C. Seldovia, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.565</td>
<td>A-55 Valdez, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view of town and docks from water, sign on building at right reads “Valdez, Terminus of a Great Scenic Road, the Richardson Highway”; has print]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.567</td>
<td>A-50B. Water front, Seward, Alaska [original nitrate neg discarded 9/97; has copy print]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.570.2</td>
<td>A-46 B. Placer River, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad trestle bridge]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.571</td>
<td>A-63. Shelter Cove for halibut fishing boats. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.572.1</td>
<td>A-35. Five Finger Rapids. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [has prints]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.572.2</td>
<td>A-36. Five Finger Rapids. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [copy neg. has print]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.573</td>
<td>74. Sun over Susitna. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.574.1</td>
<td>A-74. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. [hoar frost on trees along road]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.574.2</td>
<td>A-74 B. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. [hoar frost on trees along road]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.575.1</td>
<td>A-45. Suspension bridge, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.575.2</td>
<td>Suspension bridge, Alaska. G.L. Johnson, Anchorage, Aaa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.576</td>
<td>A-71. Snow-bound, Tunnel, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [snow on cabin. Tunnel was a siding along the Alaska Railroad]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
.577- 48. McKinley National Pk. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [river with mountains]
.578.2 - 58. Along the Alaska Railroad. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [scenery]
.579.2 - A-38. Tanana River, Nenana, Alaska. Johnson & Tyler, Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. 15 [sternwheelers at Nenana dock, the Tanana on right]
.579.3 - A-43. Tanana River Bridge, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad]
.580.2 - Nenana River, Alaska Railroad. A-40, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.581.2 - 2. Spencer Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [glacier on Alaska Railroad route]
.582 - [missing]
.583 - 26. Sunset on Lake Spenard, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.584.2 - 28. The McKinley Park Route. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Turnagain Arm sunset. Has print with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.584.3 - 26. Anchorage Sunset. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.586.2 - 27. Anchorage sunset. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [negative deteriorated; has print with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.586.3 – 27. Anchorage Sunset. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [sunset over Cook Inlet. 5 x 7 nitrate negative cracked. Has print with no caption]
.587.2 - 8. Nuka Bay Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [not same as .587.1]
.587.4 - 8. Nuka Bay Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [not same as .587.1]
.588.2 - 4. Bartlett Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [negative deteriorated]
.589.1 - 55. Lake Tustemena. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. [Tustumena Lake]
.589.2 - Base camp, Lake Tustemena. Bragaw [walled tents at Tustumena Lake]
.589.3 - Base camp, Lake Tustemena. Bragaw [walled tents at Tustumena Lake]
.589.4 - 55. Reflections, Lake Tustemena. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. [Tustumena Lake. Has print with caption Reflections, Lake Tustemena, Bragaw]
.590.1 - 30. Healy River Coal Mines. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.590.2 - 30. Healy River Coal Mines. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.590.3 - 30. Healy River Coal Mines. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad train with engine No. 614, with banners including one for “Frank Reed’s National [?]”]
.590.4 - 30. Coal veins along the Alaska Railroad. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Healy]
.591.3 - 21. Alaska snow blossoms. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hoar frost. copy neg]
.593 - 40. Indian burial ceremony. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. Bragaw. [Dena’ina funeral customs. Has copy print]
.594.1 - 40. Indian graves, Eklutna, A.R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.595.2 - 39. Native baskets. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [neg deteriorated]
.596 - 33. Alaska Gold. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [nugget with coin for size comparison and flags “Anchorage” and “Alaska”]
.597.1 - #1. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [construction of City Hall. Has print]
.597.2 - #2. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [construction of City Hall]
.597.3 - #3. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [construction of City Hall, including Fire Department and Wells Garage]
.597.4 - #4. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [construction of City Hall, including Fire Department]
.598 – Depot, Seward, Alaska. Bragaw’s. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad station. original nitrate negative discarded 9/97; copy print only]
.599 - D-22. [Engine No. 1 at Fairbanks depot of Alaska Railroad. neg deteriorating. Has print with typed description “Old Number One at Fairbanks. This is the first engine that was in service over the Alaska Railroad.”]
.599.2 – (U.S. Post Office and courthouse, Fairbanks) [exterior at night. original nitrate negative discarded 9/97; copy print only]
.599.3 – Fairbanks depot, Alaska R.R. Bragaw’s / 42. Fairbanks depot, Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Alaska Railroad station. double caption. original nitrate negative discarded 9/97; copy print only]
.600 - 54. Foot bridge, Curry, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [horizontal. neg damaged. Has copy print]
.600.2 - 54. Foot bridge at Curry, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [vertical. original nitrate negative discarded 9/97; copy print only]
.601.2 - 53. Corner of lobby, Curry Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [has copy print]
.602.2 - 53. Curry Hotel greenhouse. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.603 - An Alaskan Food Cache. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska
.605.2 - 46. Broad Pass District, Alaska R.R. Bragaw’s [mountain scenery on Alaska Railroad. neg damaged; has print]
.606 - 69. Girdwood, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [street scene]
.607 - Municipal Building for the City of Anchorage, Alaska. E. Ellsworth Sedille, architect [drawing based on photo of City Hall, #73 Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. H.M. Wolfe, del. Has print]
.608 - [missing]
.609 - U.S. School of Mines, Fairbanks, Alaska. 41. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg. neg damaged; has print with caption “U.S. School of Mines, Fairbanks, Alaska. Bragaw’s”]
.610 - [missing]
.611.1 - #20. Mt. McKinley from the trail. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [woman on horseback]
.611.2 - #20. Mt. McKinley from horse trail. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [woman on horseback]
.612.2 - 62. Latouche, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [beach in foreground, buildings along waterfront in background]
.612.3 - 62. Latouche Copper Mine, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [buildings on waterfront]
.614 - 29. Riley Creek Bridge, Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [railroad bridge seen through trees]
.615 - 69. A sleeping beauty. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [chained husky dog]
.616 - Sunset on Mt. McKinley. #11, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.617.1 - Mt. McKinley Park. Bragaw [neg bears numbers 26 and 49. Has print]
.617.2 - #8. Mt. McKinley, elev. 20,300 ft. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.
.617.3 - #9. Mt. McKinley, el. 20,300 ft. From Anchorage, Alaska, 152 miles. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [photo by Bragaw. copy neg. cf. 1861.1]
.618 - D-38. In harness we will be bye and bye. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [husky dog puppies. Has print with caption D-38 and typed description on back “They will be in the harness bye and bye.”]
.619 - Caribou herd, Sable Pass, McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [has print with caption Caribou herd, Sable Pass, McKinley National Park, Bragaw]
.620 - Spencer Glacier on the McKinley Park Route. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad]
.621 - McKinley National Park Scene. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.
.622 - [missing]
.623 - Moose [bull moose in brush. copy neg. 5 x 7 negative, warping; has print with stamp of Hewitt’s]
.624 - Gateway to Mt. McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [with automobile]
.625 - Alaska Totem. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Sitka?]
.626 - Mile 52, The McKinley Park Route. Bragaw [Alaska Railroad Engine No. 606 at siding north of Tunnel, Alaska]
.627 - [missing]
.628 - Pack train, McKinley Park District. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg]
.629 - After the storm on Cooks Inlet, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [boat beached on Cook Inlet]
.630 - Repairing ivory sled runners. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Solomon, Alaska) [Alaska Native man in shop using tools. Has print with caption D-48 on image and typed description: “Repairing ivory sled runners preparatory to a seal hunt in the spring, Solomon, Alaska. The one room cabin also serves as a work shop, abbatoire, and nursery.”]
.631 - A beautiful Eskimo parka. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [person wearing fur parka, showing back of parka, standing next to log cabin in winter]
.632 - Glacier Creek, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [neg cracked]
.633 - Alaska snow drifts. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [trees with mountains in distance]
.634 - Port O’Brien Cannery, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.635 - Port Althorp Cannery, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Port Althorp, Chicagof Island, near Hoonah]
.636 - Kodiak. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [city in distance, scenery in foreground]
.637.1 - Wrangel Narrows. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Wrangell Narrows, Inside Passage]
.637.2 - Wrangel Narrows. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Wrangell Narrows, Inside Passage]
.638 - Cable crossing, Chickaloon. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [also has numbers 53 and 384]
.639 - Turnagain Arm, Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad tracks along the Arm. Has print]
.640 - The “Loop,” Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad Loop]
.641 - [missing]
.642.1 - Siberian husky. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [dog portrait]
.642.2 - Siberian husky. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [dog howling. copy neg]
.643 - Eskimo dog igloos, Point Hope, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dog yard with drying rack. copy neg]
“Mushing” along. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [George L. Johnson? dog team on trail with two sleds]

Going over into Broad Pass, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dog teams with sleds on trail]

The Northland Limited. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [dog team. neg damaged]

An Alaskan Malamute. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dog on chain. neg damaged]

Kenai Alaska Malamute. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dog portrait. Cf. .651, .2961]

Alaska Malemute’s. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [dogs in harness with automobile behind]

Alaska Pack Dogs. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dog with pack at lead in ice. 4 x 6 nitrate negative. Cracked.]

A Malemute Sled Dog. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska / Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Malamute dog. double caption. 5 x 7 nitrate negative. Cracked]

Alaska pals. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two puppy dogs]

“Patty” of Nome. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [dog portrait]

“Dynamite,” McKinley Park team. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [chained dog]


Considering the source. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [dog and puppy]

Anchorage from the air. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial looking northwest from park strip to Government Hill, with Ship Creek area, port, and downtown, 1930s]

“All same.” So St Paul, Matanuska Colonist Project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [tent city next to Alaska Railroad tracks, with men, lumber, and automobiles at Matanuska Colony]

Serving hot “coffee AND” S.E.R.A. Anchorage en route to Matanuska Valley. #1, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [passengers and crew on station platform with rail cars on tracks, State Emergency Relief Agency]

Arrival of S.E.R.A. at Anchorage en route to Matanuska Valley. #2, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [passengers on Anchorage depot platform with rail cars on tracks, station and other buildings on C Street Hill in background, State Emergency Relief Agency]

Come and get it! S.E.R.A. at Anchorage en route to Matanuska Valley. #3, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [passengers and crew serving coffee on station platform with rail cars on tracks, State Emergency Relief Agency. Has copy print]

Bound for Matanuska Valley, “S.E.R.A.,” at Anchorage. #4, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [passengers on depot platform next to parked automobiles with rail cars on tracks and buildings on C Street Hill in background, State Emergency Relief Agency. Has copy print]

Colonials from Wisconsin stop over at Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Matanuska Colony settlers at Alaska Railroad depot]

A city in the making, Matanuska Valley Project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [tent city and train tracks at Matanuska Colony site]

[tent city and train tracks at Matanuska Colony site, cf. 659.1]
.660.2 - 74. Home at Colony Project, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin house at Matanuska Colony]
.660.3 - 93. Colonist home, Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wooden frame house at Matanuska Colony]
.660.4 - 98. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin home at Palmer, Matanuska Colony]
.660.5 - 68. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wooden frame homes at Palmer, Matanuska Colony]
.660.6 - 95. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two men outside log cabin home at Palmer, Matanuska Colony]
.660.7 - 69. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wooden frame homes at Palmer, Matanuska Colony]
.660.8 - 64. Another new home at Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin next to walled tent at Matanuska Colony]
.660.9 - 63. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin next to walled tents at Matanuska Colony]
.660.10 - 100. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin home at Palmer, Matanuska Colony]
.660.11 - 73. A Colonist’s new home, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin next to walled tent at Matanuska Colony]
.660.13 - 91. Matanuska Valley home. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin at Matanuska Colony, Palmer]
.660.14 - 99. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wooden frame home at Palmer, Matanuska Colony]
.661.2 - 93. A road in the Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Matanuska Valley road near Palmer in summer]
.661.3 - 87. A Valley road. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Matanuska Valley road near Palmer in summer, buildings in distance]
.662.2 - 66. RR Station at Matanuska, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Matanuska depot, Alaska Railroad, with train and automobile]
.662.3 - 70. Matanuska, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Matanuska depot, Alaska Railroad, with parked automobiles and other buildings visible behind station]
.662.4 - 38. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Railroad Station, Palmer, Alaska) [men on tracks next to Alaska Railroad passenger car 108]
.663 - 51. Knik Glacier in background. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [three men standing next to airplane]
.664 - 79. Home of “The Law” at Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [walled tent with signs for U.S. Commissioner Mr. Carr and U.S. Marshal Mr. Sheely]
.665 - 46. Warehouse nearing completion, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wooden frame building under construction in Matanuska Colony]
.667.1 - Palmer, Alaska. 43, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [boy on bicycle outside wooden frame building with sign Valley City Cafe and Horluck’s Ice Cream. Matanuska Colony]
.667.2 - 82. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [men working on addition to wooden frame building with sign Valley City Cafe and Horluck’s Ice Cream. Matanuska Colony]
5. Palmer, Alaska from the air. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.669.2 - 4. Assembling Colonist power, Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [tractors, construction equipment parked along gravel road, Matanuska Colony]
.671 - 1. [Exterior of Hewitt’s Drug Store at night in winter. Street scene with Star Airlines, automobiles]
.672 - 2. [Anchorage City Hall exterior at night in winter with Christmas decorations]
.673 - 73. [Alaska Railroad train on The Loop, with Spencer Glacier in background]
.674.1 - 87. The “Loop” in winter, Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [snow on the Alaska Railroad Loop area]
.674.2 - Snow plow on Alaska Railroad. [copy neg]
.675.2 - 70. Snow-shed along “Loop”. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [snow shed over tracks on Alaska Railroad in Loop area]
.676 - 79. Along the Alaska Railroad. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad train on tracks, Turnagain Arm?]
.677.1 - [Hewitt’s Drug Store exterior, with sign for Hewitt’s Fountain Lunch. Automobiles parked at curb. Anchorage street scene]
.677.2 - [Exterior of Hewitt’s Drug Store. Anchorage street scene with Star Airlines and Cheechako Tavern]
.678 - 82. Alaska Winter Blossoms. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hoar frost on trees]
.679.1 - 1929 Ford Trimotor, Star Airways, NC8410, in winter with skis, at Seversen’s Roadhouse at Iliamna circa 1937-1940. Loading plane, with man and dogs. Has copy print]
.679.2 - 1929 Ford Trimotor, Star Airways, NC8410, in winter with skis, at Seversen’s Roadhouse at Iliamna circa 1937-1940. Loading plane, with men. May have been taken by Art Lee. Has copy print]
.679.3 - [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.4 - [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.5 - [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.6 - #6 [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.7 - #8 (Lars Nelson and his flying reindeer) [Star Airways airplane and man with reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.8 - #9 (Lars Nelson and his flying reindeer) [Star Airways airplane and man with reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.9 - #11. Lars Nelson and his flying reindeer, Naknek, Alaska [Star Airways airplane with man and reindeer]
.679.10 - #15 (Lars Nelson and his flying reindeer) [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.11 - #16 (Lars Nelson and his flying reindeer) [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.12 - #17. Transporting reindeer by air. [Star Airways airplane with men loading reindeer into plane]
.679.13 - #18 [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska, one man holding camera]
.679.14 - #19 [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.15 - #20 [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.16 - #21 [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.679.17 - #50. Alaska Reindeer Transportation, Naknek, Alaska [Star Airways airplane and men loading reindeer]
.680.1 - 1 (Reindeer transportation with Star Airways at Naknek, Alaska) [men with reindeer]
.680.2 - #2 [Star Airways airplane and reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.680.3 - #4 [Star Airways airplane and reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.680.4 - #5 (Reindeer Transportation, Star Airways) [reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.680.5 - #10 (Lars Nelson and his flying reindeer) [Star Airways airplane and man with reindeer at Naknek, Alaska]
.680.6 - #12 (Lars Nelson and his flying reindeer) [men tying reindeer at Naknek, Alaska, for shipment on Star Airways]
.680.7 - #13 (Lars Nelson and his flying reindeer) [men tying reindeer at Naknek, Alaska, for shipment on Star Airways. Has print]
.680.8 - #14 (Lars Nelson and his flying reindeer) [men tying reindeer at Naknek, Alaska, for shipment on Star Airways]
.680.9 - (Reindeer transportation, Star Airways, Naknek, Alaska) [men herding reindeer]
.680.10 - (Reindeer transportation, Star Airways, Naknek, Alaska) [reindeer]
.680.11 - (Reindeer transportation, Star Airways, Naknek, Alaska) [reindeer]
.680.12 - (Reindeer transportation, Star Airways, Naknek, Alaska) [reindeer]
.680.13 - [man with reindeer]
.681 - 86. Offices and shops of the Alaska Railroad, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek area looking north to Mt. McKinley]
.682.1 - 65. Platinum, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
.682.2 - 66. Platinum, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [post office]
.683.1 - (Eskimo women in Eklutna) [students at Eklutna Vocational School]
.683.2 - (Eskimo women in Eklutna) [students at Eklutna Vocational School]
.683.3 – (Eskimo women in Eklutna) [students at Eklutna Vocational School]
.684.1 - (Native woman in fur parka) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.684.2 - (Native woman in fur parka) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.684.3 - (Native woman in fur parka) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.684.4 - (Native woman in fur parka) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.684.5 - (Native woman in fur parka) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.685.1 - (Native woman working with furs) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.685.2 – (Native woman working with furs) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.686.1 - (Native woman making fur booties) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.686.2 - (Native woman making fur booties) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.686.3 – (Native woman making fur booties) [student at Eklutna Vocational School]
.687 – (Tools, Eklutna) [Vocational School]
.688.1 - (Native ivory carver, Eklutna) [student Joe Husaik in workshop at Eklutna Vocational School]
.688.2 - (Native ivory carver, Eklutna) [student Joe Husaik in workshop at Eklutna Vocational School]
.688.3 – (Native ivory carver, Eklutna) [unidentified student in workshop at Eklutna Vocational School]
.689 - [bird’s eye view of winter scene with lake, trees, mountains]
.690 – A-27. Broad Pass Station - Alaska R.R., Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad locomotive pulling in to Broad Pass. Photo probably by Bragaw. 5 x 7 nitrate negative, warping]
.691 – (Knik Glacier) [aerial]
.693 - [missing]
.694 - B-54. Along the Inside Passage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [village seen through trees]
.696 - B-59. Cape St. Elias, Gulf of Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.697 - B-73. Eagle River. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [bridge over Eagle River]
.698 - [missing]
.699 - [missing]
.700 - B-60. Entrance to Resurrection Bay. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.701 - B-68. Alaska grain. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [hay stacks in foreground, buildings including one four-story wood frame building, in background. Matanuska Valley?]
.702 – (Eagle River) [aerial of river valley in winter]
.703 - Federal Court House, Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw’s [original building on Fourth Avenue, circa 1920s]
.705 - 27. Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop /Anchorage, Alaska [aerial. double caption. has prints, one with caption “#1 Anchorage, Alaska” and stamp of Bragaw’s Studio; in 2014,
identified as looking east down Fourth Avenue from H to E Street, with Wendler Building in foreground right]
.706 – (Planting potatoes, Palmer, May 28, 1948) [tractor in field with buildings and mountains in distance]
.707.1 - (Jade Room, June 23, 1948) [Anchorage restaurant interior]
.707.2 - (Jade Room, June 23, 1948) [Anchorage restaurant interior]
.707.3 - (Jade Room, June 23, 1948) [Anchorage restaurant interior]
.707.4 – (Jade Room, June 23, 1948) [Anchorage restaurant interior]
.708.1 – (Cannery workers) [slime line]
.708.2 – (Cannery operations) [off-loading fish from boats]
.708.3 – (Cannery operations) [off-loading fish from boats]
.708.4 – (Cannery operations) [fishing boats at dock, including North Cape, Smith, Giant. In 2014, identified as Emard’s or General Fish Company docks in Anchorage, Smith was a GFC tender that serviced Cook Inlet, and was a submarine chaser in World War II]
.708.5 – (Cannery workers) [slime line. At Emard’s in Cook Inlet, Anchorage?]
.708.6 – (Cannery workers) [At Emard’s in Cook Inlet, Anchorage?]
.708.7 – (Cannery workers) [men with machinery]
.708.8 – (Cannery workers) [slime line. At Emard’s in Cook Inlet, Anchorage?]
.708.9 – (Cannery operations) [off-loading fish from boats]
.708.10 – (Cannery workers) [At Emard’s in Cook Inlet, Anchorage?]
.708.11 – (Cannery workers) [At Emard’s in Cook Inlet, Anchorage?]
.708.12 – (Cannery workers) [At Emard’s in Cook Inlet, Anchorage?]
.708.13 – (Cannery operations) [off-loading fish from boats]
.708.14 – (Cannery operations) [fishing boat arriving at dock. At Emard’s in Cook Inlet, Anchorage?]
.708.15 – (Cannery operations) [fishing boat Tyonek arriving at dock. At Emard’s in Cook Inlet, Anchorage?]
.709 - [painting of moose by Robert Lindneux, c. 1927]
.710 - Mountain goat [painting by Robert Lindneux, c. 1929. Has print, reversed, with stamp of Hewitt’s]
.711.1 - [Pacific International Airways CH-300 Pacemaker NC-259M, called “Aquila” circa 1930-1932, possibly at Merrill Field in Anchorage. Man working on airplane marked P.I.A.]
.711.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Pacific International Airways CH-300 Pacemaker NC-259M, called “Aquila” circa 1930-1932, possibly at Merrill Field in Anchorage. Airplane marked P.I.A.]
.712.1 - [Caucasian woman in fur parka]
.712.2 - [Caucasian woman in fur parka]
.713.1 - [Fishing boat Tanak of Cordova in dry dock]
.713.2 - [Fishing boat Tanak of Cordova in dry dock]
.713.3 - [Fishing boat Tanak of Cordova in dry dock]
.714 - [two men next to McGee Airways airplane on frozen lake or river]
.715.1 - [American Pilgrim airplane crash landed on beach near Anchorage, Cook Inlet, pilot Harold Gillam]
American Pilgrim airplane crash landed on beach near Anchorage, Cook Inlet, pilot Harold Gillam.

Ptarmigan Airlines Ford Tri-Motor NC 8403 airplane, first Ford Tri-Motor in Alaska, crashed at Flat airport near Willow Creek on Oct. 26, 1934, being hoisted by crane.


Elks Club Building [B.P.O.E. Anchorage]

(Record moose horns) [woman with antlers]

(Record moose horns) [woman with antlers]

(Record moose horns) [woman with antlers]

(Record moose horns) [man with antlers]

(Record moose horns) [antlers resting atop box from Williams’ Mortuary, Anchorage]

(Record moose horns, 77 1/4”) [man with antlers]

(New Independence Mine, Oct. 4, 1939) [one of the buildings still under construction, with scaffolding. Has copy print]

(New Independence Mine, Oct. 4, 1939) [one of the buildings still under construction, with scaffolding]

(New Independence Mine, Oct. 4, 1939) [one of the buildings still under construction, with scaffolding]

(New Independence Mine, Oct. 4, 1939)

(New Independence Mine, Oct. 4, 1939) [main office]

(New Independence Mine, Oct. 4, 1939)

(New Independence Mine, Oct. 4, 1939) [has print]

(New Independence Mine, Oct. 4, 1939)

(Maurice Akre’s banjo) [Maurice Herbert Akre, 1906-1982. 17-string harp guitar]

(Homes decorated for Christmas) [night scene, Anchorage]

(Homes decorated for Christmas) [night scene, Anchorage]

(Homes decorated for Christmas) [street sign for 2nd Ave., night scene, Anchorage]

(Homes decorated for Christmas) [night scene, Anchorage. same house as in 721.2]

(Homes decorated for Christmas) [log cabin, night scene, Anchorage]

(Homes decorated for Christmas) [night scene, Anchorage]

(Homes decorated for Christmas) [night scene, Anchorage]

(Stony Pass) [dirt road]

(Stony Pass) [automobile on dirt road]

(Stony Pass) [road passing over bridge with village buildings on both sides of river, log cabins and two-story frame building. McKinley Park area?]
.722.4 – (Stony Pass) [dirt road]
.722.5 – (Stony Pass) [dirt road, Mt. McKinley in distance?]
.722.6 – (Stony Pass) [dirt road, Mt. McKinley in distance?]
.723 – (Boy collects potatoes) [Matanuska Valley?]
.724.1 – (Mr. Lee, teacher of ivory carving) [man in workshop, Eklutna Vocational School? has print]
.724.2 – (Mr. Lee, teacher of ivory carving) [man in workshop, Eklutna Vocational School?]
.724.3 – (Mr. Lee, teacher of ivory carving) [man in workshop, Eklutna Vocational School?]
.725 – (Mrs. Lee, teacher of fur sewing) [woman at table sewing fur boots, Eklutna Vocational School? cf. .401. has print]
.726 – D-74 [Native woman crimping soles] [woman in fur-trimmed parka finishing mukluk soles. Has print]
.727 - #30. Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial looking east from Cook Inlet to Chugach Mountains]
.728 – (Drake Mining property) [copy neg]
.729.1 - #11 [Peters Creek, aerial]
.729.2 - #7 [Peters Creek, mine operations, man standing next to Caterpillar equipment]
.729.3 - #4 [Peters Creek, mine operations, men standing next to Caterpillar tractor]
.729.4 - #18 [Peters Creek, aerial]
.729.5 - #3 [Peters Creek, mine operations, heavy equipment and oil barrels]
.729.6 - #16 [Peters Creek, aerial]
.729.7 - #6 [Peters Creek, mine operations, heavy equipment and pipeline]
.729.8 - #13 [Peters Creek, aerial]
.729.9 - #15 [Peters Creek, aerial]
.729.10 - #14 [Peters Creek, aerial]
.729.11 - #10 [Peters Creek, man with airplane, possibly Hakon Christensen with Christensen Air Service airplane with skis]
.729.12 - #12 [Peters Creek, man with airplane, possibly Hakon Christensen with Christensen Air Service airplane with skis]
.729.13 - #17 [Peters Creek, Christensen Air Service Waco ZKS-7 airplane NC2335 with skis]
.729.14 - #2 [Peters Creek, mine operations, men with heavy equipment]
.729.15 - #1 [Peters Creek, village or mine buildings]
.729.16 - #5 [Peters Creek, mine operations, men with Caterpillar tractor, crane, heavy equipment]
.729.17 - #9 [Peters Creek, mine operations, heavy equipment]
.729.18 - #8 [Peters Creek, mine operations, heavy equipment]
.730.1 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [man with two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.2 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [man with two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.3 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.4 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [man with two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.5 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [man with two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.6 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [man with two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.7 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [man with two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.8 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.9 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [man with two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.10 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.11 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.12 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.13 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.730.14 - Thomas Culhane’s sheep [man with two Dall sheep on fenders of Walt’s Transfer Baggage Service van]
.731.1 - Along the trail [road through river canyon]
.731.2 - Along the trail [McKinley Park scenery with road]
.731.3 - Along the trail [scenery in mountains]
.731.4 - Along the trail [Mount McKinley Park bus on road]
.731.5 - Along the trail [road bridge across river]
.731.6 - Along the trail [road along mountainside]
.731.7 - [missing]
.731.8 - Along the trail [road bridge across river]
.731.9 - Along the trail [homestead in distance]
.731.10 - Along the trail [scenery with road through mountains]
.731.11 - Along the trail [scenery with mountains]
.731.12 - Along the trail [Alaska Railroad trestle bridge]
.731.13 - Along the trail [scenery with road]
.732 - “Bingles” used by colonists at Palmer, Alaska. 72. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [coins from Matanuska Colony. Has print with stamp of Lu Liston]
.733.1 - Chris float job with sheep [Christensen Air Service float plane with Dall sheep trophies on floats]
.733.2 - Chris float job with sheep [Christensen Air Service float plane with four men holding Dall sheep trophies on floats]
.734.1 - Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw’s [Hotel Anchorage, with Brown & Hawkins truck and Cook Inlet in distance. has copy print]
.734.2 - Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw’s [copy neg of three Scarborough and Logemann panoramas]
.735.3 - Russ Merrill’s plane on the park strip [Travel Air C-194 airplane with skis, Anchorage Air Transport. Has prints]
.735.4 - [Sam O. White’s Golden Eagle Chief airplane tail number 569K near building. Has print]
.735.5 - Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw’s [first flight Anchorage - Fairbanks, July 1924. Airplane “Anchorage” with tail number T4656. Man standing on airplane is Bill Yunker. Man on left against wing is Noel Wien. Cf. .735.1 and B1965.002.13. has print]
.735.6 - New Alaska winter transportation [men around Travel Air airplane on skis. Has print with no caption and copy print]
.735.7 - [crowd gathered around Star Airways Tri-Motor NC 8410 on skis. Has prints]
.735.8 - New Alaska mail service. Bragaw’s (02/21/24, first airmail flight in Alaska, McGrath, Ben Eielson pilot, DH-4 plane) [crowd and dog team near U.S. Mail airplane. Has prints]
.735.9 - First take-off, Alaska’s airplane mail service. Bragaw’s (02/21/24, first airmail flight in Alaska, McGrath, Ben Eielson pilot, DH-4 plane) [crowd watches airplane in flight. has copy print]
.736.1 - Scenes along the road [Matanuska Valley?]
.736.2 - Scenes along the road [Matanuska Valley?]
.736.3 - Scenes along the road [Palmer Road?]
.737 - Reflections in the water [pond with lily pads, Southcentral? Cf. .20.2]
.738 - [missing]
.739 - [Road scene, winter]
.740 - Totem Poles, Ketchikan, Alaska [two people standing next to totem poles with baseball field in background. copy neg]
.741 - [missing]
.742.1 – [moose in clearing. copy neg; has print with stamp of Hewitt’s]
.742.2 – [moose walking in riverbed. Copy neg; has print with stamp of Hewitt’s]
.743 - A restful haven, Idle Hour, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 98
.744 - 23. Midnight sun on the Yukon. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg]
.746.1 - Placer River Crossing, Aaa. G.L. Johnson, Anchorage, Aaa. [Alaska Railroad trestle bridges on Kenai Peninsula]
.746.2 - [Eagle River Bridge, with log construction on either end, dog standing on riverbank. Cf. .55.2]
.747 - Mt. McKinley ram. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg. Dall sheep in pen]
.749 - 27. Anchorage sunset. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Cook Inlet. Has print with no caption]
.750.1 - 35. Spenard Lake, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (1930) [swimmers, people on beach, building; has prints]
.750.2 - 35. Spenard Lake, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (1930) [rowboats, people on docks. Has prints]
.751 - 52. Beaver dam. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg]
.752 - Alaska Silver Fox. 50, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [fox in pen at farm, probably Anchorage. has print with stamp of Hewitt’s, one with caption “Alaska Silver Fox” and no stamp]
.753 - [missing]
.754 - Nenana Ice Pool, 1937 [copy neg]
.755 – [missing]
.756 - Snow scene [Ship Creek?]
.757 - No. 79. Anchorage R.R. terminal by moonlight. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Alaska Railroad yards at Ship Creek]
.758.1 - 17. Moose and sheep trophies, Lake Tustemena Camp. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Lake Tustumena. Has print with caption “Moose and sheep trophies, Lake Tustumena Camp, Bragaw” and penciled identifications of Tom Odale, cook Andy Lelande, Jonas Bros (Coleman) and Jonas Bros]
.758.2 - 20. Kenai Peninsula sheep. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. [two men with rifles, Dall sheep]
.759 - A-47. Snow guage at summit. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [snow gauge, Southcentral?]
.760 - Holy Cross, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [bird’s eye view of village]
.761.1 - P-408. Face of Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [aerial]
.761.2 - P-409. Knik Glacier break-up from Lake George, Alaska. Overflow [arrow]. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [aerial]
.761.3 - P-411. Knik Glacier spillway. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [aerial]
.761.4 - P-412. Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [aerial]
.761.5 - P-413. Knik Glacier spillway. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [aerial; has print with stamp “Credit Lu Liston Collection”]
.761.6 - P-416. Shore ice from Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.762.1 - P-403. Palmer, Alaska, 1936. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.762.2 - P-405. Palmer, Alaska, Aug. 1936. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.762.3 - P-406. Palmer, Alaska, 1936. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.762.4 - P-423. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.762.5 - P-424. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.762.6 - P-425. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.762.7 - P-426. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial. has print with tentative date 1936]
.762.8 - [Two men holding crops, standing outside building with signs “Irwin,” “Mr. Cronin,” “Finance Office. Matanuska Colony?”]
.762.9 - [Man holding crops, standing outside building with signs “Irwin,” “Mr. Cronin,” “Finance Office. Matanuska Colony?”]
.762.10 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Group portrait of men and women standing outside building with signs “Mr. Irwin,” “Mr. Cronin,” “Finance Office. Matanuska Colony?”]
.763.1 - P-433. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [still life]
.763.2 - P-434. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [indoor display. Has print]
.763.3 - P-435. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [indoor display]
.763.4 - P-460. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [indoor display with sign for Four-H Club]
.763.5 - P-461. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [indoor display with flowers, potatoes, sign for Four-H Club]
.763.6 - P-462. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [indoor display with sign for Wasilla 4-H Club. Has print]
.763.7 - P-467. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [vegetables for judging, beets with “1st Prize” tag]
.763.8 - (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [vegetables for judging, potatoes with exhibit tag]
.763.9 - P-468. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [vegetables for judging, root vegetables with exhibit tag]
.763.10 - P-469. Matanuska Valley produce. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [vegetables for judging]
.763.11 - P-470. Vegetables raised by a Colonist, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [vegetables for judging, some with exhibit tags]
.763.12 - P-471. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [vegetables for judging, cauliflower with “1st Prize” tag]
.763.13 - P-474. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [vegetables for judging]
.763.14 - P-475. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [vegetables for judging. Has print]
.763.15 - P-478. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [vegetables for judging. Has print]
.763.16 - P-483. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [vegetables for judging, some with exhibit tags]
.763.17 - P-484. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [indoor display]
.763.18 - P-485. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [indoor display. Has print]
.763.19 - No. 8. Alaska head lettuce. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [on scale]
.764.1 - P-445. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm animals, Matanuska Valley) [goat]
.764.2 - P-446. The Matanuska Valley Fair, 9/7/36. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [boy with calf covered with blanket reading Midnight Sun 4-H Club, Lily of the Valley, Palmer]
.764.3 - P-447. Future pork chops. Hewitt’s Photo [sow and piglets in pen. Has print]
.764.4 - P-448. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm animals, Matanuska Valley) [boy with horse. Has print]
.764.5 - P-449. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm animals, Matanuska Valley) [boy with horse. Has print]
.764.6 - P-449B. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm animals, Matanuska Valley) [boy with horse]
.764.7 - P-454. The Matanuska Valley Fair, 9/7/36. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [boy with calf covered with blanket reading Midnight Sun 4-H Club, Matanuska Maid, Palmer]
.764.8 - P-454B. The Matanuska Valley Fair, 9/7/36. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [boy with calf covered with blanket reading Midnight Sun 4-H Club, Matanuska Maid, Palmer]
.764.9 - P-455. The Matanuska Valley Fair, 9/7/36. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [boy with horse]
.764.10 - P-446. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm animals, Matanuska Valley) [goat]
.764.11 - P-458. Hewitt’s (Farm animals, Matanuska Valley) [goat. Has print]
.764.12 - P-459. Hewitt’s Photo (Farm animals, Matanuska Valley) [goat. Has print]
.764.15 - 42. Livestock at the Colony, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [horses and cattle next to covered hay pile]

.765.1 - P-486. Hewitt’s (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [quilt display, Palmer fairgrounds?]

.765.2 - P-487. Hewitt’s (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [crafts display, Palmer fairgrounds? Has print]

.765.3 - P-488. Hewitt’s (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [crafts and canning display, Palmer fairgrounds?]

.765.4 - P-490. Hewitt’s Photo (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [Mountain View Homemakers’ Club display, Palmer fairgrounds? Has print]

.765.5 - P-493. Hewitt’s (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [crafts display, Palmer fairgrounds? Has print]

.765.6 - P-494. Matanuska Valley Fair (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [Palmer Homemakers’ Club display]

.765.7 - P-495. Hewitt’s (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [“Clothing the Child for Health” display, Palmer fairgrounds? Has print]

.765.8 - P-496. Hewitt’s Photo (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [Boys & Girls Department crafts and canning display, Palmer fairgrounds?]

.765.9 - P-497. Hewitt’s (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [crafts display, Palmer fairgrounds?]

.765.10 - P-498. Hewitt’s (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [crafts display, Palmer fairgrounds? Has print]

.765.11 - P-499. Hewitt’s Photo (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [quilt display, Palmer fairgrounds?]

.765.12 - P-500. Hewitt’s Photo (Sewing Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [Handicrafts Department display, Palmer fairgrounds?]

.766.1 - P-489. Hewitt’s Photo (Woodwork Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [display with sign Matanuska Valley Wood Products hand-turned and finished. Has print]

.766.2 - P-491. Hewitt’s Photo (Woodwork Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [crafts display area, Palmer fairgrounds?]

.766.3 - P-492. Hewitt’s Photo (Woodwork Exhibit, Matanuska Valley) [two men in crafts display area, Palmer fairgrounds? Has print]

.767.1 - P-402. Alaska Colonization, Palmer, Alaska, 1936. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial of homesteads]

.767.2 - P-419. Matanuska, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial of Colony development near Palmer, circa 1936]

.767.3 - P-420. Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial, circa 1936?]

.767.4 - P-420B. Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial, circa 1936?]

.767.5 - P-421. [aerial of farm and homestead near Palmer, circa 1936?]

.768 - P-428. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage, Alaska (Farm products, Matanuska Valley) [cultivated fields near Palmer. Has print]

.769 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [exterior with utility poles. Has copy print]

.770 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Fourth Avenue street scene with automobiles and businesses including Schodde’s Green Front, Frisco Cafe, Koslosky’s, W.E. Hand Taxidermist, A. Niemi Hardware, a drug store, Paris Dry Cleaners, Anchorage Grill &
Restaurant, Sultan Building, North Pole Bakery, Watson’s Baby Shop, Star Air Lines, Logemann Building, Kennedy’s
.771 - [Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, winter street scene with snow piles, businesses including a laundry, George’s Tailor Shop, Terminal Cafe, Hotel Nevada, Kenai Rooms, Jo’s Place]
.772 - Anchorage fire, Feb. 7th, 1922 [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue looking east, fire in business next to Brown & Hawkins, spectators and goods piled on street. cf. B1965.002.4. has prints]
.773 - Kenai moose [copy neg of painting by Robert Lindneux. Has prints, one with stamp of Hewitt’s]
.775 – [missing]
.776 - 2. Knik Glacier and Lake George from the air. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial]
.778 – [missing]
.779 - Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s [copy neg]
.780 - Alaska grain field. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [hay ricks and wagon, Matanuska Valley]
.781 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Martin B-10 bomber tail number 145 in Cook Inlet, Bootlegger’s Cover, ran out of fuel, July 1934. Airplane was salvaged. Men in rowboat and rope tied to tail of plane. Has print]
.782 - Alaska furs. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [McGee Airways airplane draped with furs. copy neg; has copy print]
.783.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [McGee Airways airplane NC211W draped with furs, with two men]
.783.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [McGee Airways airplane NC211W draped with furs, with two men]
.783.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [McGee Airways airplane NC211W draped with furs, with two men and two women; in 2014, people identified as, left to right, Robert “Bob” Weimer, Catherine “Katy” Weimer, ?, and Oscar Winchell]
.783.4 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [McGee Airways airplane NC211W draped with furs, with two men]
.784.1 - [Star Air Lines airplanes with skis parked at Merrill Field in Anchorage in winter, hangar with wind sock and Chugach Mountains in background]
.784.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Mary Barrows, first woman pilot licensed in Alaska, standing next to Star Air Service Flight Instruction airplane at Merrill Field, 1932]
.784.3 - [Star Air Lines airplane NC168N at Merrill Field, Chugach Mountains in background]
.784.4 - [Star Air Lines airplane NC781W with boxes of Garrett’s Virginia Dare wine at Merrill Field, Chugach Mountains in background]
.784.5 - [Star Air Lines airplane NC781W with boxes of Garrett’s Virginia Dare wine at Merrill Field, Milt Odom loading boxes into plane]
.784.6 - [Star Air Lines airplane NC781W with boxes of Garrett’s Virginia Dare wine at Merrill Field, Milt Odom loading boxes into plane]
.784.7 - [Star Air Lines airplane NC781W with boxes of Garrett’s Virginia Dare wine at Merrill Field, Milt Odom loading boxes into plane]
.784.8 - [Star Air Lines airplanes with skis parked at Merrill Field in Anchorage in winter, hangar with wind sock and Chugach Mountains in background]
.784.9 - [Star Air Lines airplanes with skis parked at Merrill Field in Anchorage in winter, hangar with wind sock and Chugach Mountains in background, dog in foreground. neg mirroring]
.784.10 - [Star Air Lines airplanes with skis parked at Merrill Field in Anchorage in winter, hangar with wind sock and Chugach Mountains in background]
.784.11 - [Star Air Service CH-300 Pacemaker NC259M “Aquila” with skis in winter]
.784.12 - [Star Air Lines airplanes with skis parked at Merrill Field in Anchorage in winter, hangar with wind sock and Chugach Mountains in background]
.784.13 - [Two Star Air Lines planes with skis in winter at Merrill Field, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.784.14 - [Star Air Lines airplanes with skis parked at Merrill Field in Anchorage in winter, hangar with wind sock and Chugach Mountains in background]
.784.15 - [Eight men and dog next to Star Air Lines airplane at Merrill Field, hangar in background; in 2014, airplane identified as Bellanca Pacemaker or Skyrocket CH300]
.784.16 - [Eight men and dog next to Star Air Lines airplane at Merrill Field, hangar and Chugach Mountains in background]
.784.17 - [Eight men and dog next to Star Air Lines airplane at Merrill Field, hangar and Chugach Mountains in background. Has copy print]
.784.18 - [Eight men and dog next to Star Air Lines airplane at Merrill Field, Chugach Mountains in background]
.785.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Sam O. White’s Golden Eagle Chief airplane tail number 569K in flight, takeoff/landing]
.785.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Sam O. White’s Golden Eagle Chief airplane tail number 569K parked in front of building, same airplane as .785.1]
.785.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Cecil Higgins and his plane, Merrill Field)
.785.4 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Cecil Higgins and his plane with furs, Merrill Field) [rust spots on neg]
.786.1 - [home, Anchorage, corner of Second Avenue and F Street]
.786.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [home, Anchorage, with winter hoar frost; in 2014, identified as Leopold Davis residence on Second Avenue]
.786.3 - [home, Anchorage, with birch trees]
.786.4 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [home, Anchorage]
.786.5 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [home, Anchorage, same house as .786.4]
.786.6 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [homes, Anchorage; in 2014, tentatively identified as Second Avenue and F Street or Christensen Street]
.786.7 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [home, Anchorage, winter, night]
.786.8 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [home, Anchorage, log cabin in birch grove; in 2014, tentatively identified as Browning residence on Ingra]
.787.1 - P-441. Palmer Fair. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Matanuska Valley Rodeo) [fairgoers, many sitting on enclosure fence, in front of outbuilding with sign for Wells Garage]
.787.2 - P-442. Matanuska Valley Rodeo, 9/7/36. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [men on horses in front of outbuildings, one with sign for Wells Garage]
.787.3 - P-442B. Hewitt’s Photo [Matanuska Valley Rodeo, 9/7/36. Men on horses in front of outbuildings, one with sign for Wells Garage]
.787.4 - P-443. The Matanuska Valley Fair, 9/7/36. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [rodeo, man on bucking horse in front of spectators. Has print]
.787.5 - P-443B. Matanuska Valley Rodeo, 9/7/36. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [man on bucking horse in front of spectators]
.787.6 - P-444. Hewitt’s Photo [Matanuska Valley Rodeo, 9/7/36. Men on horses in front of outbuildings. Has print]
.787.7 - P-444B. Hewitt’s Photo [Matanuska Valley Rodeo, 9/7/36. Men on horses in front of outbuildings]
.788.1 - P-426. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage, Alaska (Matanuska Valley corn, Palmer)
.788.2 - P-432. Corn & husker. Hewitt’s Photo (Matanuska Valley corn, Palmer) [man standing in corn field. Has print]
.788.3 - P-432B. Matanuska corm, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [man standing in corn field]
.789 - P-422. The Matanuska Valley Experimental Farm. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [aerial]
.790 – [missing]
.791.1 - [Fishing boats with sails, Bristol Bay]
.791.2 - [Fishing boats with sails, Bristol Bay]
.791.3 - [Fishing boats with sails, grouped near barge, Bristol Bay]
.791.4 – [Fishing boats with sails, grouped near barge, Bristol Bay]
.791.5 - [Alaska Packers’ Association fishing boats tied up near cannery, Bristol Bay]
.791.6 - [Fishing boats with sails, approaching barges, Bristol Bay]
.792 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [crowds next to Martin B-10s at Merrill Field, July 1934, with tower and hangars in background. Has copy print]
.793 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [home, Anchorage, log cabin in winter with hoar frost on trees]
.794 - 85. “Horsefeathers to you, ma fran” from Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [team of horses in harness]
.795 - P-387. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Valley Homes) [homes with hay stacks in foreground, mountains behind, Matanuska Valley]
.796 - P-384. A Matanuska Valley home. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [log home and garden. Has print]
.797 - P-379. Hewitt’s (Valley home) [log and wood frame house with outbuilding, cultivated field, clothesline, Matanuska Valley]
.798 - P-367 (Valley home) [home, Matanuska Valley]
.799 - P-363. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Valley home) [log and wood frame house with outbuilding, cultivated field, automobile, Matanuska Valley]
.800 - P-357. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Valley Homes) [bird’s eye view of homes with mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.801 - P-354. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Valley Home) [home in Matanuska Valley]
.802 - P-349. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Valley home) [log and wood frame house with automobile, Matanuska Valley]
.803 - P-347. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s. (Valley Homes, folio 9) [three-plex, middle unit with pole and sign for Barber Shop, Matanuska Valley]
.804 – [missing]
.805 – [missing]
.806 - P-313. Hewitt’s. (Valley Homes) [truck parked next to log home under construction, with cultivated field in foreground, Matanuska Valley]
.807 - P-302. Hewitt’s (Valley Homes) [wood frame home with cultivated field, Matanuska Valley]
.808 - P-342. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s. [Matanuska Valley farm with barn, silo. Has print]
.809 - P-352. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s [barn under construction, Matanuska Valley]
.810 - P-307. Hewitt’s [log and wood frame barn in Matanuska Valley]
.811 - P-350. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s [cow]
.812 - P-369 [cow]
.813 - P-314. Hewitt’s (Valley Product) [man holding cauliflower, Matanuska Valley]
.814 – [missing]
.815 – P-301. Hewitt’s [cabbage]
.816 – [missing]
.817.1 - P-371 [man and woman, both holding horses, lumber and automobile fender visible, Matanuska Valley]
.817.2 - P-371B [woman holding horse, lumber and automobile fender visible, Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.817.3 - P-371C Hewitt’s [man and woman, both holding horses, lumber and automobile fender visible, Matanuska Valley]
.818 - P-372C. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Valley Animals) [horse team being righted, Matanuska Valley]
.819 - P-306. Hewitt’s [pigs in enclosure]
.820.1 - P-338. 8-7-36. Hewitt’s (Store in Palmer, Folio 26) [interior of store with produce display, canned goods on shelves]
.820.2 - P-338B. 8-7-36. Hewitt’s (Store in Palmer, Folio 26) [interior of store with produce display]
.820.3 - P-368. (Store in Palmer, Folio 26) [interior of store, two men standing next to produce display, July 7, 1936]
.821 - (Valley Farm) [cows in field with homestead buildings in background and mountains in distance. Possibly not Matanuska Valley, per Jim Fox, may be Kenai Peninsula]
.822 - P-365. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Valley Farm) [homestead and greenhouse in foreground, with field and mountains in distance]
.823.1 - P-330. Hewitt’s (Construction of Buildings, Palmer, 1936, folio 29) [men working on floor joists for large structure. Has copy print]
.823.2 - P-331. Hewitt’s (Construction of Buildings, Palmer, 1936, folio 29) [large wood frame building under construction. Has copy print]
.823.3 - P-332. Hewitt’s (Construction of Buildings, Palmer, 1936, folio 29) [large wood frame building under construction, with pickup truck and crewmen. Has copy print]
.823.4 - P-333. Hewitt’s (Construction of Buildings, Palmer, 1936, folio 29) [large wood frame building under construction. Has copy print]

.823.5 - P-334. Hewitt’s (Construction of Buildings, Palmer, 1936, folio 29) [large wood frame building under construction, with shed and water tower. Has print]

.824 - P-329. Hewitt’s (Construction of Buildings, Palmer, 1936, folio 29) [large wood frame building under construction, with water tower and walled tents in background]

.825 - P-328. Hewitt’s (Construction of Buildings, Palmer, 1936, folio 29) [large wood frame building under construction, with water tower and walled tents in background]

.826 - P-386. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo [hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley. Has print]

.827 - P-380. Farming in Matanuska Valley, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [homestead with greenhouse, hay stacks in field, mountains in distance]

.828 - P-386B. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo [hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley]

.829 - P-374B. Hewitt’s [hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley]

.830 - P-375. Hewitt’s [hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley]

.831 - P-374. Hewitt’s [hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley]

.832 - P-364. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s [hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley]

.833 - P-362. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s [bird’s eye view of homestead with man and horse team plowing, hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley]

.834 - P-360. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [homestead and greenhouse in foreground, with field and mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]

.835 - P-359. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s [man and horse team working hay field, Matanuska Valley]

.836 - P-391. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [homestead with hay field in foreground, Matanuska Valley]

.837 - P-391B. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [homestead with hay field in foreground, Matanuska Valley. Has print]

.838 - P-346. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (School) [View of buildings housing school auditorium and lodge in Palmer]

.839 - P-381. Shopping Center of Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Folio 45) [street scene with automobile at gas pump, Koslosky’s General Store, Sally’s Cafe, Valley City Cafe, Alaska Greyhound Lines]

.840.1 - P-348. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Buildings at Palmer, chicken coops) [buildings under construction with water tower behind]

.840.2 - P-353. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Buildings at Palmer, chicken coops) [buildings under construction]

.840.3 - P-366 (Buildings at Palmer, chicken coops) [buildings under construction]

.841 - P-344. Matanuska Experimental Farm, 8/7/36. Hewitt’s [field, farm buildings, mountains in background]

.842 - P-35. Hewitt’s (Palmer Days with Governor Troy) [spectators and Gov. John Weir Troy at outdoor event, circa 1935-1939. Has print]

.843 - P-32. Hewitt’s (Palmer Days with Governor Troy) [Gov. John Weir Troy and other men possibly at Palmer railroad station, circa 1935-1939]

.844 - P-33. Hewitt’s (Palmer Days with Governor Troy) [Gov. John Weir Troy and other men possibly at Palmer railroad station, circa 1935-1939]
.845 - P-31. Hewitt’s (Palmer Days with Governor Troy) [Gov. John Weir Troy and other men possibly at Palmer railroad station, circa 1935-1939. Has print]
.846 - P-34. Hewitt’s (Palmer Days with Governor Troy) [picnickers and Gov. John Weir Troy at outdoor event, circa 1935-1939]
.847 - P-30. Hewitt’s (Palmer Days with Governor Troy) [Gov. John Weir Troy and other men possibly at Palmer railroad station, circa 1935-1939]
.848 - P-29. Hewitt’s (Palmer Days with Governor Troy) [Gov. John Weir Troy and other men possibly at Palmer railroad station, circa 1935-1939]
.850 - P-27. Hewitt’s (Palmer Days with Governor Troy) [Gov. John Weir Troy and other men at Palmer railroad station, circa 1935-1939]
.852 - P-25. Hewitt’s (Palmer Days with Governor Troy) [Gov. John Weir Troy and other men at Palmer railroad station, circa 1935-1939]
.853 – [missing]
.854.1 - P-47. Hewitt’s (Animals) [pig sow and piglets]
.854.2 - P-49. Hewitt’s (Animals) [pig sow and piglets]
.855.2 - P-48B. Hewitt’s [horse rearing in front of building, Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.855.3 - P-48C. Hewitt’s [man with horse rearing in front of building, Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.856.1 - P-44. Hewitt’s [man feeding chickens in yard]
.856.2 - P-45. Hewitt’s [man feeding chickens in yard next to coop]
.857 - P-46. Hewitt’s [bull in field with mountains behind, Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.858.1 - P-16. Hewitt’s (Clearing the land) [men clearing brush from yard next to building, oil barrels and machinery visible, Matanuska Valley?]
.858.2 - P-17. Hewitt’s (Clearing the land) [man on Caterpillar tractor clearing brush, mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.858.3 - P-18. Hewitt’s (Clearing the land) [man burning brush piles in clearing, Matanuska Valley]
.858.4 - P-60. Hewitt’s (Clearing the land) [man on tractor grading yard next to building, wheelbarrows on right, walled tent with sign for Gasoline in background, Matanuska Valley?]
.859 - P-15. Hewitt’s (Farming machinery) [seeders and wheeled rakes next to building, Matanuska Valley?]
.860 - P-14. Hewitt’s (Farming machinery) [seeder next to building marked Harness Shop, Matanuska Valley?]
.861 - P-13. Hewitt’s (Farming machinery) [pile of equipment next to building, Matanuska Valley?]
.862 - P-12. Hewitt’s (Farming machinery) [harrow, Matanuska Valley?]
.863 - P-66. Hewitt’s (Farming machinery) [man on tractor pulling man on harrow or seeder, Matanuska Valley?]
.864 - P-64. Hewitt’s (Farming machinery) [man on tractor pulling harrow, Matanuska Valley? Has print]
.865 – P-65B. Hewitt’s (Farming machinery) [man on tractor pulling plow, Matanuska Valley?]
.866 – [missing]
.867 – [missing]
.868 - P-19. Hewitt’s (Farming machinery) [tractor, Matanuska Valley?]
.869 - P-65. Hewitt’s (Farming machinery) [man with tractor and harrow, Matanuska Valley?]
.870.1 - P-23. Hewitt’s [horse team hitched to wagon, Matanuska Valley? Has print]
.870.2 - P-24. Hewitt’s [horse team hitched to wagon, Matanuska Valley?]
.870.3 - P-51. Hewitt’s [horse team pulling man with seeder, Matanuska Valley? Has print with stamp of Lu Liston]
.870.4 - P-50. Hewitt’s. [man with horse pulling wagon next to building, Matanuska Valley?]
.871.2 - P-52B. Hewitt’s [man with horse team pulling roller or other equipment in field, Matanuska Valley?]
.872 - Colonists at work. P-54, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [man on tractor pulling man on harrow, Matanuska Colony]
.873 - P-53. A Colonist’s farm, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [horse team pulling man on harrow in field next to log home, Matanuska Colony. Has print with caption “P-53 Hewitt’s” and stamp of Lu Liston]
.874 - P-95. Palmer Business Section. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [bird’s eye view of buildings, roads. Has print]
.875 - P-70. Hewitt’s (Hayfield) [field in foreground, homestead in back, Matanuska Valley]
.876 - P-100. Hewitt’s [bird’s eye view of buildings, roads in Palmer Business Section]
.877 - P-67. Hewitt’s [scenic view of Matanuska Valley field with clouds, mountains in distance. neg torn]
.878 - P-75. Hewitt’s [scenic view of Matanuska Valley with junction of road and railroad tracks, log cabin in foreground, mountains in distance]
.879.1 - Matanusk [sic] Valley Colonist’s Home. P-137, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [two story log home in Matanuska Colony. Has print with caption P-137, Hewitt’s]
.879.2 - A Colonist’s Cabin, Matanuska Valley. P-143, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [log home in Matanuska Colony. Has print with caption “P-143, Hewitt’s” and stamp of Lu Liston]
.882.1 - P-190. Hewitt’s (Farm Animals) [chickens in crates for transport]
.882.2 - P-191. Hewitt’s (Farm Animals) [men next to truck bed with chickens in crates for transport]
.883 - P-179. Hewitt’s (Farm Animals) [cows in yard next to building]
.884 - P-180. Hewitt’s (Farm Animals) [man with pigs and cows in yard next to building. Has print]
.885 - P-178. Hewitt’s (Farm Animals) [pig]
.886 - P-176. Hewitt’s (Farm Animals) [pigs and cows in yard next to building]
.887 - P-184. Hewitt’s [log cabin in clearing, Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.888 - P-177. [log and wood frame home in Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.889 - P-142. Hewitt’s [log cabin with large front overhang, moss on roof, next to walled tent, Matanuska Valley]
.890 - Community Hall, Palmer, Alaska. P-139, Hewitt’s Photo Shop (890 Community Hall Postcard, folio 96) [log building. Has print with caption “P-139, Hewitt’s” and stamp of Lu Liston]
.891 - Palmer, Alaska, 1936. School, Dormitory, Officials’ Homes, Hospital. P-133, Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Folio 97)
.892 - P-132. Hewitt’s [Palmer School under construction]
.893 - P-119. Hewitt’s [Palmer School under construction]
.894 - P-118. Hewitt’s [distant view of Palmer, Alaska, with mountains behind. has print.]
.895 - P-501. Palmer Hospital Display. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [still life with skull, x-rays. Has print]
.896 - P-502. Hewitt’s Photo (Health Fair Display, Valley) [booth with table, chair, and American Red Cross posters, Matanuska Valley]
.897 - P-503. Hewitt’s Photo (Health Fair Display, Valley) [booth with table, clean milk display, Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.898 - P-504. Hewitt’s Photo (Health Fair Display, Valley) [booth with table, immunization and vaccination display, Matanuska Valley]
.899.1 - P-505. Hewitt’s Photo [Sourdough Homemakers Club canning display, Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.899.2 - P-505B. Hewitt’s Photo [Sourdough Homemakers Club canning display, Matanuska Valley]
.900.1 - P-507 (Raffle display) [booth display; Matanuska Valley? blurry]
.900.2 - P-506. Hewitt’s Photo (Raffle Display) [booth with canned goods and sign for Matanuska Valley’s First Annual Fair and Alaska’s 58th New Salmon Pack Festival. Has print]
.901 - [Palmer School dormitory and hospital, with mountains behind]
.902 - P-510. Trading Post, School, Dormitory, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo
.903 - P-511. Hewitt’s Photo (Raffle Display) [two women at booth with canned goods and sign for Matanuska Valley’s First Annual Fair and Alaska’s 58th New Salmon Pack Festival]
.904 - P-514. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Lobby at the Dormitory) [interior of sitting room, Palmer? Has print]
.905 - P-517. 9/22/36. Hewitt's Photo (Hayfield at Palmer) [hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley]
.906 - P-519. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Hayfield at Palmer) [horse team with wagon among hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley]
.907 - P-518. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Hayfield at Palmer) [hay stacks in field, Matanuska Valley]
.908 - A Matanuska Valley Farm, Palmer, Alaska. P-522, 9/22/36, Hewitt’s Photo [barn and other buildings on homestead with hay stacks in field in foreground]
.909 - P-520. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo [barn and other buildings on Matanuska Valley homestead with hay stacks in field in foreground]
.910 - P-523. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo [barn and other buildings on Matanuska Valley homestead with hay stacks in field in foreground]
.911 - P-524. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo [Matanuska Valley homestead with hay stacks in field in foreground, mountains in distance]
.912 - P-527. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo [barn and other buildings on Matanuska Valley homestead with brush piles in clearing in foreground, mountains in distance]
.913 - P-526. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo [barn and outbuilding on Matanuska Valley homestead with cultivated field in foreground, mountains in distance]
.914 - P-527. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Haying Time) [two men with horse-drawn wagon gathering hay from field in Matanuska Valley]
.915 - P-527B. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Haying Time) [two men with horse-drawn wagon gathering hay from field in Matanuska Valley]
.916 - P-528. Matanuska Valley Farming. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [horse team pulling man on plough or seeder]
.917.1 - P-529B. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Clearing Land) [brush pile in clearing, man on equipment in background]
.917.2 - P-11. Hewitt’s (Clearing Land) [men clearing field with axes and equipment, water tanks in background, Matanuska Valley?]
.918 - P-530. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Grading Potatoes) [men outside barn with sacks and crates]
.919 - P-531. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Grading & Sorting Potatoes) [men outside log building with conveyor belt and crates]
.920 - P-532. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Grading & Sorting Potatoes) [men outside log building with conveyor belt and sacks and crates]
.921 - P-533. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Grading & Sorting Potatoes) [men outside log building with conveyor belt and sacks and crates]
.922 - P-534. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Grading & Sorting Potatoes) [men outside log building with conveyor belt and sacks and crates]
.923 - P-535. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Grading & Sorting Potatoes) [four men next to building with sacks and crates]
.924 - P-536. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Grading & Sorting Potatoes) [two men sorting potatoes on conveyor belt next to barn]
.925 - P-537. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Grading & Sorting Potatoes) [man sorting potatoes on conveyor belt next to barn]
.926 - P-539. Palmer Day, 5/15/37. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Queen and court on stage with woman at piano leading other children]
.928.2 - P-36. Hewitt’s [Celebrating Palmer Day, Palmer, Alaska, 5/15/37, with spectators in yard next to buildings]
.929 - P-542. Queen of Palmer Day, Palmer, Alaska, 5/15/37. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Queen and court on patio area with other children, outside school building?]
.934 - P-542B. Queen, Palmer Day, Palmer, Alaska, 5/15/37. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Queen and court on patio area with other children, outside school building?]
.935 - P-546. Dedication of hospital, Palmer Day, Palmer, Alaska, 5/15/37. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [crowd gathered to listen to speaker at hospital entrance]
.936 - P-546-B. Dedication of hospital, Palmer, Alaska, 5/15/37. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [crowd gathered to listen to speaker at hospital entrance on Palmer Day]
.937 - P-547. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Palmer Day) [young boy on horse in clearing, with brush pile and buildings behind, 1937?]
.938 - P-548-B. Palmer Day, Palmer, Alaska, 5/15/37. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man at flagpole addressing crowd, including two boys on bicycles]
.940 - P-551-B. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (School Bus) [child in uniform standing on school bus bumper, parked next to A.R.R.C. bus, Matanuska Colony?]
.941 - P-551. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (School Bus) [child in uniform standing in front of school bus, parked next to A.R.R.C. bus, Matanuska Colony?]
.942 - P-550. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (School Bus) [row of buses marked The White Cab Co., Inc., Matanuska Colony?]
.943 - P-549. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (School Bus) [group portrait of four men and one woman, sitting on bumper or standing next to school bus, Matanuska Colony?]
.944 - P-552. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial of Palmer]
.945.1 - P-554. Palmer, Alaska, 5/15/37. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Folio 51) [aerial of Palmer]
.945.2 - P-555. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial of Palmer]
.946 - P-556. Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.947 - P-557. Matanuska Valley, 5/15/37. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.948 - P-558. Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.949 - P-553. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial of Palmer]
.950 - P-564-B. A Matanuska Valley Farm. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [homestead with barn and outbuilding, with cultivated field in foreground]
.951 - P-564. Matanuska Valley Farm. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [homestead with barn and outbuilding, with cultivated field in foreground]
.952 - P-563. Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [homestead with log and wood frame house, barn and outbuilding]
.953 - P-565. Matanuska Valley Farm. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [homestead with barn and outbuildings, with cultivated field in foreground]
.954 - P-568. Matanuska Valley Farm. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [homestead with barn and outbuildings, with cultivated field in foreground]
.955 – [missing]
.956 - P-567. Matanuska Valley farm land. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [cultivated field with hills behind]
.957 - (Valley Farming, Strawberries) [man crouched in cultivated field, homestead buildings in background, Matanuska Valley]
.958 - (Valley Farming, Strawberries) [man crouched in cultivated field, homestead buildings in background, Matanuska Valley]
.959 - P-569. Matanuska Valley raised. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Poultry of Matanuska) [geese and chickens in yard]
.960 - P-570. Colonist’s Home, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [log house and barn in Matanuska Colony]
.961 - P-571. First crop of hay, 1937, 2800 lbs. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [truck loaded with hay parked on scale next to building]
.962 - P-566. (Valley Farming, Strawberries) [man crouched in cultivated field, homestead buildings in background, Matanuska Valley]
.963 - M-41. A Matanuska Valley Farm. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [homestead with hay field in foreground, mountains in distance]
.964 - (Church at Palmer) [Christian church in log building, with cross]
.965 - (Churches at Palmer) [church in log building, United Protestant Church?]
.966 - P-581. Churches of Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [two log churches, including United Protestant Church at right? Has copy print]
.967 - (Church at Palmer) [Christian church in log building, with cross]
.968 - (Churches at Palmer) [church in log building, United Protestant Church?]
.969 - (Churches at Palmer, Presbyterian Church of 1000 Logs) [church in log building. Has copy print]
.970 - (Churches at Palmer) [Christian church in log building]
.971 - (Churches at Palmer) [two churches, United Protestant Church at right?]
.972 - (Hay drier at Palmer) [truck loaded with hay at drier, with stacks of hay and tractor visible]
.973 - (Hay drier at Palmer) [men working with machinery]
.974 - (Hay drier at Palmer) [truck loaded with hay at drier, with workman and tractor visible]
.975 - (Hay drier at Palmer) [men forking hay into machinery]
.976 - P-167. Hewitt’s (Handicraft Exhibit) [mittens, scarves, socks on display, Matanuska Valley fair? Has print]
.977 - M-34. Harvest in Alaska, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [hay stacks in field in foreground, mountains in distance]
.978 - M-30. Matanuska Valley grain fields. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [hay stacks in field in foreground, mountains in distance. has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.979 - M-25. Section of the Matanuska Valley, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [bird’s eye view. Has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.980 - M-27. Matanuska spud patch, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [man standing in potato field with mountains in background]
.985 - M-40. Harvest time, Matanuska Valley, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [horse team pulling man on reaper]
.986 - M-43. Cutting the grain in the Valley, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [horse team pulling man on reaper, mountains in background]
.987 - M-33. Harvest time in the Matanuska Valley, Sept. 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [hay stacks in field, mountains in background]
.988.1 - The Colonists’ first crop, Palmer, Alaska. P-308, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [three workers in cabbage field, Matanuska Colony]
.988.2 - P-311. Hewitt’s [woman and two boys in cabbage field, Matanuska Colony]
.989 - M-32. A Matanuska Valley colonists home. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [home and barn with mountains in background, Matanuska Colony]
.990 - M-14. Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [University of Alaska Experimental Station display]
.992 - M-12. Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Christmas Seals display. Has print]
.994 - M-16. The Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [produce display. Has print]
.995 - P-120. Hewitt’s [bird’s eye view of Palmer, with railroad tracks and depot in foreground, water tower and school in middle ground, and mountains in distance. has print]
.996 - No. 41. Homesteader’s cabin. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [log cabin with sod roof, Matanuska Valley? Has print]
.997 - P-558-B. Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial of river]
.998 - No. 89. Eskimo graves. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [seven burial mounds with wood piles covered in snow, man standing atop one grave]
.999 - Knik Bridge. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
.1000 - P-559. 5/15/37 Knik Glacier and Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]
.1001 - Knik Bridge & Pioneer Peak. Hewitt’s
.1001.1 - [Knik Bridge and Pioneer Peak]
.1001.2 - [Knik Bridge and Pioneer Peak]
.1001.3 - [Knik Bridge and Pioneer Peak]
.1002 - M-38. Matanuska Valley-Anchorage highway. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [dirt road with trees, mountains in distance]
.1003 - 154. Harvest at Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [two workmen in field filling sacks, with mountains in distance]
.1004 - #203. Knik Bridge. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
.1005 - Interior of a Matanuska Valley home. P-515, 9/22/36, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [couch, table, rugs, fireplace]
.1006.1 - GZ-101. (Plane, Winter, Golden Zone) [airplane in snow bank, Curtiss Robin?]
.1006.2 - GZ-102. (Plane, Winter, Golden Zone) [man standing next to airplane in snow bank, Wesley Earl Dunkle’s Curtiss Robin? Has copy print]
.1007.1 - (Plane, Winter, Golden Zone) [child identified as Bruce Dunkle with Curtiss Robin airplane NC778M with skis in snow. Has copy print]
.1007.2 - (Plane, Winter, Golden Zone) [child identified as Bruce Dunkle at tail of Curtiss Robin airplane NC778M in snow]
.1007.3 - GZ-115 (Plane, Winter, Golden Zone) [child identified as Bruce Dunkle with Curtiss Robin airplane NC778M with skis in snow]
.1007.4 - GZ-123 (Plane, Winter, Golden Zone) [man and child identified as Bruce Dunkle with Curtiss Robin airplane NC778M with skis in snow]
.1008 - GZ-172 (Plane, Winter, Golden Zone) (U.S. Air Corp Curtiss P-37 Hawk, 1st fighters in Alaska, Dale Gaffney, commander, Nov. 1940? Record run Fairbanks to Anchorage, crashed at Golden Zone) [airplane on back in snow. Has copy print]
.1009.1 - (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [man with snowshoes in field with mountains in distance]
.1009.2 - GZ-105 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [mountains and trees in winter]
.1009.3 - GZ-108 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [mountains and trees in winter]
.1009.4 - GZ-109 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [mountains and trees in winter]
.1010 – [missing]
.1011.1 - GZ-169 (Snowbound, Golden Zone) [cabin covered in snow]
.1011.2 - GZ-192 (Snowbound, Golden Zone) [man on skis on roof of cabin covered in snow]
.1011.3 - GZ-191 (Snowbound, Golden Zone) [cabin covered in snow]
.1011.4 - GZ-193 (Snowbound, Golden Zone) [man on roof of cabin covered in snow]
.1011.5 - GZ-194 (Snowbound, Golden Zone) [man on skis on roof of cabin covered in snow]
.1011.6 - GZ-195 (Snowbound, Golden Zone) [man on skis on roof of cabin covered in snow]
.1011.7 - GZ-199 (Snowbound, Golden Zone) [cabin covered in snow]
.1011.8 - GZ-200 (Snowbound, Golden Zone) [man on roof of cabin covered in snow]
.1012.1 - GZ-183 (Snowbound, Golden Zone) [cabin covered in snow]
.1012.2 - GZ-189 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [mountains and trees in winter]
.1013.1 - (Snow Scene) [two skiers under utility poles along power line from hydro plant to mill near Bryn Mawr Creek near Healy]
.1013.2 - (Snow Scene) [road along power line from hydro plant to mill near Bryn Mawr Creek near Healy]
.1014.1 - GZ-163 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [walled tents in winter]
.1014.2 - GZ-164 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [walled tent and house in winter]
.1014.3 - GZ-173 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [cabin in winter. Has copy print]
.1015.1 - GZ-128 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [mountains and trees in winter, looking sw from Dunkle Hills area across West Fork of Chulitna. Has copy print]
.1015.2 - GZ-129 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [mountains and trees in winter near area shown in .1015.1]
.1016 - GZ-168 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [squirrel on porch]
.1017 - GZ-110 (Testing snowshoes, Golden Zone) [man in fur parka and mukluks outdoors in winter testing snowshoes. Probably George M. Campbell, bookkeeper and manager of Sawmill Camp. Campbell was also associated with A.A. Shonbeck. Has copy print]
.1018.1 - (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [man in fur parka and snowshoes next to a hydro ditch, identified as George M. Campbell, bookkeeper and manager of Sawmill Camp. Campbell was also associated with A.A. Shonbeck]
.1018.2 - GZ-104 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hydroelectric supply ditch excavated across West Fork of Chulitna]
.1018.3 - GZ-162 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hydroelectric supply ditch, valley, and West Fork of Chulitna. Has copy print]
.1018.4 - GZ-181 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hydroelectric supply ditch, valley, and West Fork of Chulitna, near area shown in .1018.3]
.1018.5 - GZ-196 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hydroelectric supply ditch near West Fork of Chulitna, near area shown in .1018.3]
.1018.6 - GZ-197 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hydroelectric supply ditch near West Fork of Chulitna, near area shown in .1018.3]
.1018.7 - GZ-174 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hydroelectric supply ditch near West Fork of Chulitna]
.1018.8 - GZ-182 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hydroelectric supply ditch near West Fork of Chulitna]
.1018.9 - GZ-198 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hydroelectric supply ditch near West Fork of Chulitna]
.1019.1 - GZ-130 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [snow field with hill beyond]
.1019.2 - GZ-131 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hillside]
.1019.3 - GZ-132 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hillside]
.1019.4 - GZ-132 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hillside]
.1019.5 - GZ-134 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [hillside]
.1020.1 - GZ-143 (Hiking in the Golden Zone) [woman in hat and boots walking across snow field with mountains beyond]
.1020.2 - GZ-144 (Hiking in the Golden Zone) [woman in hat and boots walking across snow field with stream and hills beyond]
.1020.3 - GZ-150 (Hiking in the Golden Zone) [woman standing on hillside, with river, possibly Chulitna, and mountains in distance]
.1020.4 - GZ-151 (Hiking in the Golden Zone) [woman in hat and boots posed in snow field with hills beyond]
.1021.1 - GZ-119 (Homes in Golden Zone) [Looking southwest in Bryn Mawr Creek, lower building with cache is Cecil Wells-W.H. Greene cabin; building to left is steam plant; building to far right is Dunkle house; large building is bunkhouse. Probably 1940s. has copy print]
.1021.2 - GZ-120 (Homes in Golden Zone) [aerial of Gold Zone Camp; small building in front is Dunkle house, three buildings above probably residences, large buildings are bunkhouse complex, top of mill visible in canyon. Post 1940]
1.021.3 - GZ-122 (Homes in Golden Zone) [aerial of Gold Zone Camp; shows bunkhouse complex, power plant/boiler, shop buildings]
1.021.4 - GZ-156 (Homes in Golden Zone) [Upper camp at Golden Zone; upper bunkhouse in left center; “old” log cabin to left; meathouse on ridge behind bunkhouse; building at far right is Transfer Raise - ore dropped to mill-level tunnel. Has copy print]
1.021.5 - GZ-188 (Homes in Golden Zone) [bunkhouse area, Cecil Wells-Bill Greene cabin foreground]
1.022.1 - GZ-136 (Working in Golden Zone) [construction of hydroelectric ditch; two tractors in lake or streambed]
1.022.2 - GZ-137 (Working in Golden Zone) [construction of hydroelectric low head ditch across West Fork of Chulitna; two tractors in streambed. Probably 1938-1939]
1.022.3 - GZ-137A (Working in Golden Zone) [construction of hydroelectric low head ditch across West Fork of Chulitna; two tractors in streambed. Probably 1938-1939. Has copy print]
1.022.4 - GZ-138 (Working in Golden Zone) [construction of hydroelectric low head ditch across West Fork of Chulitna; workman and three tractors in streambed. Probably 1938-1939]
1.022.5 - GZ-139 (Working in Golden Zone) [construction of hydroelectric low head ditch across West Fork of Chulitna; tractor in streambed. Probably 1938-1939]
1.022.6 - GZ-140 (Working in Golden Zone) [construction of hydroelectric low head ditch across West Fork of Chulitna; tractor in streambed. Probably 1938-1939]
1.022.7 - GZ-165 (Working in Golden Zone) [hydroelectric plant in West Fork of Chulitna; penstock to left, power line right]
1.023.1 - GZ-166 (Working in Golden Zone) [hydroelectric plant in West Fork of Chulitna. Plant dedicated August 1940. Has copy print]
1.023.2 - GZ-167 (Working in Golden Zone) [hydroelectric plant in West Fork of Chulitna. Plant dedicated August 1940]
1.024 - GZ-118 (Scenes in the Golden Zone) [winter scene with hole in ice over river]
1.025.1 - GZ-204 (Winter Trail Breaking in Golden Zone) [man on vehicle with sled. Has copy print]
1.025.2 - GZ-207 (Winter Trail breaking in Golden Zone) [road in winter]
1.025.3 - GZ-231 (Winter Trail breaking in Golden Zone) [West Fork Valley. Men, possibly digging to uncover something, possibly airplane crash? snowshoes set in snow]
1.026 - GZ-223 [Golden Zone mill, not stamp mill, jaw crusher; interior. Has copy print]
1.027.1 - G. Zone 33 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [Golden Zone main camp looking northeast from near carpentry shop. Has copy print]
1.027.2 - GZ-153 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [Golden Zone mill building construction, with Billie Dunkle. Has copy print]
1.027.3 - G-Z 243 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [Golden Zone main camp looking west across Bryn Mawr Creek; large bunkhouse buildings in foreground; next left building without windows is water storage; far left is assay building. Has copy print]
1.028 - G-Z 11 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [walled tents, cache, lumber pile]
1.029 - GZ-135 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [workmen constructing log building at Golden Zone Mine]
1.030.1 - G-Z 38 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [men with heavy machinery, probably stripping for water intake in West Fork of Chulitna River. Has copy print]
.1030.2 - GZ-66 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [aerial of Golden Zone Mine camp in winter]
.1030.3 - GZ-91 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [heavy equipment and oil barrels at Golden Zone Mine, supplies for water intake for hydroelectric plant on West Fork of Chulitna River, may be Bryn Mawr Pelton wheel. Has copy print]
.1030.4 - GZ-93 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [truck and heavy equipment at Golden Zone Mine, constructing water intake for hydroelectric plant on West Fork of Chulitna River]
.1030.5 - GZ-94 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [truck and heavy equipment at Golden Zone Mine, constructing water intake for hydroelectric plant on West Fork of Chulitna River]
.1030.6 - GZ-95 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [heavy equipment constructing water intake for hydroelectric plant across valley of West Fork of Chulitna River. Probably 1938-1939. Has copy print]
.1031.1 - Golden Zone 14 (Road Building in Golden Zone) [man and dog with truck and tractor]
.1031.2 - GZ-22 (Road Building in Golden Zone) [man with heavy equipment on hill overlooking river valley]
.1031.3 - GZ-85 (Road Building in Golden Zone) [tractor, wood pile, walled tent, at sawmill camp of Golden Zone Mine. Has copy print]
.1031.4 - GZ-92 (Road Building in Golden Zone) [man operating bulldozer in road construction]
.1031.5 - GZ-185 (Road Building in Golden Zone) [tractor pulling workmen on sled, winter freighting, probably Paul Ellis in cat. Has copy print]
.1032 - GZ-45 [airstrip in valley of West Fork of Chulitna River near Golden Zone Mine, with two men near airplane on skis and wind sock. Has copy print]
.1033 - GZ-65 [airstrip in valley of West Fork of Chulitna River near Golden Zone Mine, with man cleaning wings of airplane]
.1034 - GZ-100 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [man in parka behind snow pile]
.1035 - GZ-76 [lumber pile in foreground, bulldozer piling logs, sawmill near West Fork of Chulitna River, Golden Zone Mine. Has copy print]
.1036 - GZ-24 (Scenes in Golden Zone) [ptarmigan]
.1037 - GZ-54 (Arctic Wasteland, Scenes in Golden Zone) [man on skis]
.1038 - GZ-103 (Miner in Winter, Scenes in Golden Zone) [man in parka and mittens outside door of walled tent at Golden Zone Mine. Has copy print]
.1039 - G-Z-200 (Cabin in Golden Zone) [cabin in winter]
.1040 - GZ-12 (Mountains in Golden Zone) [view across river valley with river or road and power line in valley, possibly mine in foreground]
.1041.1 - GZ-214 (Winter Scenes in Golden Zone) [mine camp in winter]
.1041.2 - GZ-201 (Winter Scenes in Golden Zone) [bird’s eye view of valley with trail, bridge, possibly over West Fork of Chulitna River]
.1041.3 - GZ-202 (Winter Scenes in Golden Zone) [mine camp in winter]
.1041.4 - GZ-206 (Winter Scenes in Golden Zone) [man next to tree in snow, setting trap?]
.1042 - P-66. Matanuska Valley hay crop, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (1936) [hay stacks in foreground, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1043.2 - P-11. Palmer, in the heart of Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [1936?]
.1044.1 - (Chickens, early Palmer) [chickens feeding in fenced enclosures]
.1044.2 - (Chickens, early Palmer) [chicken coop with fenced enclosures]
.1044.3 - (Chickens, early Palmer) [chicken coop with fenced enclosures]
.1045.1 - (Horse, early Palmer) [man with horse in field]
.1045.2 - (Horse, early Palmer) [man with horse in field]
.1046.1 - P-15-0, 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Palmer School, exterior]
.1046.2 - [Palmer School, exterior, Sept. 22, 1936?]
.1046.3 - [Palmer School, exterior, Sept. 22, 1936?]
.1046.4 - [Palmer School, exterior, construction, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1046.5 - [Palmer School, exterior, construction, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1047.2 - P-12A. The Palmer School. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [exterior of completed school, Sept. 1936?]
.1048 - [Copy neg of architectural rendering, United Protestant Church, Palmer, Alaska, Rev. B.J. Bingle, Pastor, Harry K. Wolfe, Architect]
.1049 - [Copy neg of architectural rendering, Saint Michael’s Church, Palmer, Alaska, Rev. Merrill Sulzman, Pastor, Leo B. Jacobs & Harry K. Wolfe, Architects]
.1050.1 - [Palmer school, dormitory, and other buildings]
.1050.2 - P-20-0, 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Palmer School and other buildings, with mountains behind]
.1050.3 - [Palmer School, exterior, mountains in distance]
.1051 - 106. U.S. Experiment Farm, Matanuska, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [barns, silos, field. Has postcard]
.1052 - 26. Hospital A.R.R.C. Matanuska Colonist Project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [four walled tents and flagpole, graffiti on tent at left reads “Will You?” has postcard]
.1055.1 - [Town of Palmer in distance at left, Knik Glacier at right, Matanuska Valley]
.1055.2 - [Town of Palmer in distance at left, Knik Glacier at right, Matanuska Valley]
.1056.1 - P-244. Hewitt’s (Unloading Horses, early Palmer) [men on top of and next to Alaska Railroad train car, horses coming down ramp from car]
.1056.2 - P-236. Hewitt’s (Unloading Horses, early Palmer) [men on top of and next to Alaska Railroad train car, horses coming down ramp from car]
.1057.1 - #215. Palmer Gym. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [man on horse passing building under construction, Palmer School gymnasium]
.1057.2 - #213. Palmer’s new school. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [school building under construction]
.1057.3 - #214. Palmer dormitory. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [school dormitory under construction]
.1058 - #211. The Colony’s Trading Post, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
1059 - #209. Palmer hay. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [large stack of hay bales partially covered with tarp]
1060 - #202. Knik Bridge. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [bridge under construction]
1061.1 - P-300. A Colonist’s home & garden. Hewitt’s [cabbage patch in foreground, wood frame house behind, Palmer/Matanuska Colony]
1061.2 - P-299. Hewitt’s [homestead with garden, wood pile, wood frame house and outbuilding, Palmer/Matanuska Colony. Has print]
1062.1 - P-292. Hewitt’s (Picking Berries, early Palmer) [boy with bucket picking berries in Matanuska Valley]
1062.2 - P-293. Hewitt’s (Picking Berries, early Palmer) [four people with bucket picking berries in Matanuska Valley]
1062.3 - P-293B. Hewitt’s (Picking Berries, early Palmer) [group of children with buckets picking berries in Matanuska Valley]
1062.4 - P-295. Hewitt’s (Picking Berries, early Palmer) [group of children with buckets picking berries in Matanuska Valley]
1063.1 - P-290C. General view of Corporation Bldgs., Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [road in foreground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
1064 - A Colonist’s crop, Matanuska Valley, Alaska. P-287, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [distant view of man working field, Matanuska Colony. Has print]
1065.1 - P-286. Hewitt’s [tomatoes]
1065.2 - P-289. Hewitt’s [tomatoes. Has print]
1066.1 - Palmer School. P-269, Hewitt’s Photo [school building under construction. Has print]
1066.2 - P-271. Hewitt’s [Palmer School with mountains behind. Circa Sept. 1936?]
1066.3 - P-277. Hewitt’s [side view of Palmer School with utility pole, mountains behind. Circa Sept. 1936? Has print]
1066.4 - [Palmer School, exterior, mountains in distance, circa Sept. 1936?]
1066.5 - P-279. Hewitt’s [side view of Palmer School, circa Sept. 1936?]
1067.1 - #204. Palmer depot. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Alaska Railroad station]
1067.2 - 206. Power plant, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
1067.3 - #208. New post office, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
1068 - Signal Corps, Palmer. P-264, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [walled tent with sign Alaska Telegraph System, Signal Corps, U.S. Army, Telegrams Accepted]
1069 - P-260. Hewitt’s (Matanuska Garden, Palmer) [small cabin on edge of cultivated fields]
1070 - P-268. Hewitt’s Photo [Matanuska Valley scenery, with wagon wheels in foreground and mountains and clouds in distance]
1071 - #205. Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [street scene with railroad tracks in foreground, parked automobiles and pedestrians, businesses including Bert’s, Koslosky’s, Sally’s Cafe, Valley City Cafe]
1072 - Corporation Bldgs., Palmer. P-266, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Palmer School and other buildings with mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
1073 - School bldgs. & athletic field, Palmer. P-267, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [includes water tower at left, mountains in distance]
.1074.1 - P-271B. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [street scene with Koslosky’s, Sally’s Cafe, Valley City Cafe, parked automobiles, gas pump]
.1074.2 - Matanuska, Alaska. P-270, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [street scene, wagon wheels in foreground, buildings including O.O. Krogh General Merchandise, Post Office, Hotel Allen]
.1075 - P-285. Hewitt’s (Colonist’s Crop, Palmer) [cultivated fields, Matanuska Valley]
.1076 - P-281. Hewitt’s (Tent in Woods, Palmer) [small tent with clothesline, wash basin. Has print]
.1077.1 - P-274. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Palmer Homes) [wood frame building with mountains behind]
.1077.2 - P-275. Hewitt’s (Palmer Homes) [two automobiles parked in front of wood frame building with mountains behind. Has print]
.1077.3 - P-273. Hewitt’s (Palmer Homes) [log cabin and walled tent along road]
.1078.1 - P-243. Hewitt’s (Palmer Horses) [man with two horses]
.1078.2 - P-242. Hewitt’s (Palmer Horses) [man holding two horses, more horses and cow in field]
.1079 - M-42. Grain fields in valley, Palmer in distance. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1080 - M-31. A Matanuska Valley country road, Sept. 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [hay stacks in field in foreground, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1081 - #210. Norton Ave., Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [street scene with Koslosky’s General Store, Sally’s Cafe, Valley City Cafe, parked automobile, gas pump, pedestrian]
.1082 - #212. Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [walled tent housing Matanuska Valley Pioneer, Jack Allman Publisher & Editor, with ad for Hills Bros Coffee and flyer for Bible lecture on post at left]
.1083 - P-284. Hewitt’s (Hothouse, Palmer) [glass greenhouse with roof vents open]
.1084.1 - P-230. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [spectators watching automobile procession, lead car with young girl and sign “Matanuska Maid,” Palmer School in background]
.1084.2 - P-231. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [group of men drawing lots from a hat]
.1084.3 - P-232. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [group of men standing around a wheelbarrow, one writing on a paper, another holding a hat - same as in .1084.2. has print]
.1084.4 - P-233. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [crowd on platform at Palmer depot with Alaska Railroad passenger train on tracks, one man in crowd holding a tuba, American flags hanging from station]
.1084.5 - P-234. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [man on dais speaking to crowd in front of Palmer School, American flags on stage, man with accordion behind speaker. Has print]
.1084.6 - P-234B. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [man on dais speaking to crowd in front of Palmer School, American flags on stage, man with accordion behind speaker. Has print]
.1084.7 - P-235. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [crowd gathered around stage in front of Palmer School. has print]
.1084.8 - P-237. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [men carrying American flag and wearing pith helmets marked “Palmer CVFD” in procession down street]
.1084.9 - P-238. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [group of men crowded around man writing on paper, or possibly looking at map]
.1084.10 - P-239. Palmer, July 3, 1936. Hewitt’s [passengers on platform at Palmer depot next to Alaska Railroad train, two holding cameras. Has print]
1084.1 - P-240. Palmer, July 3, 1936. Hewitt’s [passengers on platform at Palmer depot next to Alaska Railroad train, one man wearing clerical collar, Rev. Bingle? Has print]

1084.12 - P-241. Hewitt’s (Palmer, July 3, 1936) [men raising American flag outside Palmer School]

1085.1 - M-20. Horse racing, Matanuska Valley Fair. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (1937) [has print]

1085.2 - M-21. The Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Horse racing)

1085.3 - M-22. Ball game, Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [baseball game, water tower in background. Has print]

1086.1 - M-1. Plenty of “This” up here. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937, Prize Stock) [bull]

1086.2 - M-2. Brown Swiss Alpine bull, blue ribbon winner of the Matanuska Valley Fair. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Prize Stock, 1937) [man holding bull with nose grips next to barn]

1086.3 – M-3. Brown Swiss Alpine bull, prize winner at the Matanuska Valley Fair. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Prize Stock, 1937) [man holding bull with nose grips next to barn. Has print]

1086.4 - M-4. Brown Swiss Alpine calf, prize winner at the Matanuska Valley Fair. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Prize Stock, 1937) [man holding calf with halter next to barn. Has print]

1086.5 - M-8. Prize Holstein bull and direct descendant of the famous “Carnation Brand” stock, Eklutna School stock. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Matanuska Valley Fair, Prize Stock, 1937) [boy holding calf with halter next to barn. Has print]

1086.6 - M-5. A prize winning Brown Swiss Alpine cow, Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Prize Stock, 1937) [man holding cow with halter next to barn. Has print]

1086.7 - M-6. A first prize winner brown Swiss Alpine heifer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Matanuska Valley Fair, Prize Stock, 1937) [man holding cow with halter next to barn with “Matanuska Valley Fair” painted on it. Has print]

1086.8 - M-7. A prize bull of the original “Carnation Brand” Holstein sire. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Matanuska Valley Fair, Prize Stock, 1937) [man with boy holding calf by halter next to barn painted with “Matanuska Valley Fair”. Has print]

1086.9 - M-19. 4-H Club, Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [six boys with cows next to barn, mountains in distance. has print]

1087.1 - M-17. The Matanuska Valley Fair. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (1937) [floral display, with wall signs reading No Smoking Allowed and Children Must Be Quiet and Remain Seated. Has print]

1087.2 - M-18. The Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937 [floral display, with wall sign reading Children Must Be Quiet and Remain Seated. Has print]

1088.1 - M-15. The Matanuska Valley Fair, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [vegetable display]

1088.2 - M-23. Matanuska Valley Fair. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (1937) [Sourdough Club canning display. Has print]

1089 - M-37. Colonists’ Post Office. [automobile parked next to building, Palmer water tower in background, Matanuska Colony. Has print with Hewitt’s stamp]

1090.1 - P-124. Hewitt’s [Knik Bridge under construction. Has print]
.1090.2 - P-126. Hewitt’s [Knik Bridge under construction, automobile in foreground. has print]
.1090.3 - P-127. Hewitt’s [Knik Bridge under construction, automobile in foreground]
.1091 - (Valley Home and Garden, early Palmer) [homestead with wood frame house, log and wood frame barn, and small outbuildings, garden in foreground, Matanuska Colony]
.1092 - M-35. Palmer-Anchorage Highway. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [trees along road with mountains in distance]
.1093 - P-290B. Hewitt’s [General view of Corporation Bldgs., Palmer, with road in foreground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1094.1 - P-156. Hewitt’s (Clearing Land for Farming, Palmer) [smoke through trees, burning brush]
.1094.2 - Clearing land for farming. P-157, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [field of tree stumps, smoke from brush fires, building and walled tent in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1095.1 - P-169. Hewitt’s (Leather craft, Matanuska Valley Fair, 1936) [wallet or pocketbook]
.1095.2 - P-170. Hewitt’s (Leather craft, Matanuska Valley Fair, 1936) [wallets, pocketbooks, gloves, mittens. Has print]
.1096.1 - P-159. Hewitt’s (Wood craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [desk with drawers, small bench]
.1096.2 - P-160. Hewitt’s (Wood craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [drop-leaf table]
.1096.3 - P-161. Hewitt’s (Wood craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [drop-leaf table]
.1096.4 - P-162. Hewitt’s (Wood craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [desk with drawers, small bench]
.1096.5 - P-163. Hewitt’s (Wood craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [table with clocks, lamp, shelf]
.1096.6 - P-163b. Hewitt’s (Wood craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [table with clocks, lamp]
.1096.7 - P-164. Hewitt’s (Wood craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [desk with drawers, small bench, dresser]
.1096.8 - P-165. Hewitt’s (Wood craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [drawers]
.1096.9 - P-166. Hewitt’s (Wood craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [dressers]
.1097.1 - P-168. Hewitt’s (Sewing craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [scarves, mittens, socks]
.1097.2 - P-172. Hewitt’s (Sewing craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [afghan. Has print]
.1097.3 - P-171. Hewitt’s (Sewing craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [scarves, mittens. Has prints]
.1097.4 - P-173. Hewitt’s (Sewing craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [has print]
.1097.5 - P-174. Hewitt’s (Sewing craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [scarves, mittens, socks. Has print]
.1097.6 - P-175. Hewitt’s (Sewing craft, Matanuska Valley Fair) [quilt on bed]
.1098 - P-125. Hewitt’s [Knik Bridge construction. Has print]
.1099.1 - The Colony’s Workshop. P-149, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [five men standing in shop with equipment and tools, Matanuska Colony. Has print]
.1099.2 - P-150. Hewitt’s [work table and tools in workshop at Matanuska Colony. Has print]
.1099.3 - P-152. Hewitt’s [interior of workshop at Matanuska Colony. Has print]
.1100.1 - P-131. Hewitt’s (Palmer School auditorium) [empty hall, covered piano on stage]
.1100.2 - P-131-b. Hewitt’s (Palmer School auditorium) [empty hall, covered piano on stage]
.1101.1 - P-111. Hewitt’s (Dormitory interior) [interior of dormitory at Palmer School, with fireplace, chair, other furnishings. 1936?]
.1101.2 - P-128. Hewitt’s (Dormitory interior) [single bed and lamp in dormitory at Palmer School. 1936?]
.1101.3 - P-129. Hewitt’s (Dormitory interior) [seating area with couches and armchairs in dormitory at Palmer School. 1936? Has print]
.1101.4 - P-144. Hewitt’s (Dormitory interior) [single bed, dresser, bench, mirror in dormitory at Palmer School. 1936? Has print]
.1101.5 - P-130. Hewitt’s (Dormitory interior) [interior of dormitory at Palmer School with fireplace and rocker. 1936? Has print]
.1101.6 - Living room of the dormitory, Palmer, Alaska. P-146, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Palmer School dormitory interior, man and woman in seating area with couches, armchairs, rocker, fireplace. Has print]
.1102.1 - [two men at cash register with canned goods, store displays, Koslosky’s store in Palmer, 1936. Men identified on original print as Bud and Harry Koslosky. Identification challenged by John Bagoy. Has print]
.1102.2 - P-105. Hewitt’s [interior of Koslosky’s store, with cash register, canned goods and produce displays]
.1103.1 - P-140. Hewitt’s (Cache along Palmer Highway)
.1103.2 - Cache along Palmer Highway. P-141, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1104 - P-116. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [rushing river in foreground, cabin in background, Matanuska Valley?]
.1105 - P-136. Hewitt’s [log cabin with cleared front area, walled tent behind, mountains in distance, Palmer. Has print]
.1106 - P-145. Hewitt’s (Palmer Post Office interior) [has print]
.1107.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Independence Mine)
.1107.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Independence Mine)
.1108.10 P-1. Hewitt’s (Buildings in early Palmer) [tree stumps in clearcut in foreground, automobiles and buildings in middle ground, mountains in distance]
.1108.2 - P-3. Hewitt’s (Buildings in early Palmer) [automobiles and buildings with mountains in distance]
.1108.3 - P-4. Hewitt’s (Buildings in early Palmer) [automobile parked near homes, utility pole]
.1108.4 - P-7. Hewitt’s (Buildings in early Palmer) [automobile, homes, utility pole, water tower, mountains in distance]
.1108.5 - P-20. Hewitt’s (Buildings in early Palmer) [two two-story wood frame buildings]
.1108.6 - P-22. Hewitt’s (Buildings in early Palmer) [two two-story wood frame building]
.1108.7 - P-55. Hewitt’s (Buildings in early Palmer) [man and tractor next to building in foreground, walled tents in background, including gasoline tent]
.1108.8 - P-59. Hewitt’s (Buildings in early Palmer) [man on bulldozer leveling land next to wood frame garage or barn, with second building in background]
.1108.9 - P-68. Hewitt’s (Homes in early Palmer) [house under construction, outbuildings, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1108.10 - P-73. Hewitt’s (Homes in early Palmer) [wood frame house with small greenhouse in birch trees, Matanuska Colony]
.1108.11 - P-74. A Matanuska Valley Colonist’s home. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two-story wood frame house in clearing, with clouds]
.1108.12 - P-74-b. Hewitt’s (A Matanuska Valley Colonist’s home) [two-story wood frame house in clearing]
.1108.13 - P-80. Hewitt’s (Homes in early Palmer) [wood frame house with small greenhouse, Matanuska Colony]
.1108.14 - P-81. Hewitt’s (Homes in early Palmer) [log and wood frame home under construction, Matanuska Colony]
.1108.15 - P-82. Hewitt’s (Homes in early Palmer) [wood frame house under construction, Matanuska Colony]
.1108.16 - P-83. Hewitt’s (Homes in early Palmer) [log and wood frame home, Matanuska Colony]
.1108.17 - P-84. Hewitt’s (Homes in early Palmer) [wood frame house, Matanuska Colony]
.1108.18 - P-87. Hewitt’s (Homes in early Palmer) [log and wood frame home under construction, Matanuska Colony]
.1108.19 - P-88. Hewitt’s (Homes in early Palmer) [wood frame house, Matanuska Colony. Has print]
.1108.20 - P-89. Hewitt’s (Buildings in early Palmer) [two-story wood frame building under construction, Matanuska Colony]
.1108.21 - P-355. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (ARRC Buildings in early Palmer) [people, automobiles, buses outside building, garage? Water tower behind. Matanuska Colony]
.1109.1 - P-393. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Machinery in early Palmer) [The Iron Fireman automatic coal burner. Cf. 2869]
.1109.2 - P-393B. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Machinery in early Palmer) [The Iron Fireman automatic coal burner]
.1109.3 - P-395. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Machinery in early Palmer) [pipes and valves in building]
.1110.1 - P-37. Hewitt’s (Hot boxes, Palmer) [vegetables growing in small greenhouse spaces]
.1110.2 - P-38. Hewitt’s (Hot boxes, Palmer) [small greenhouse spaces]
.1110.3 - P-39. Hewitt’s (Hot boxes, Palmer) [truck with barrels parked next to small greenhouse spaces in clearing]
.1110.4 - P-40. Hewitt’s (Hothouse in Palmer) [interior of greenhouse. Has print]
.1110.5 - P-41. Hewitt’s (Hot boxes, Palmer) [workmen with truck near small greenhouse spaces in clearing]
.1111.1 - P-69. Hewitt’s (Home and field, Palmer) [clearcut field in foreground, one tree standing, wood frame house and outbuilding in middle ground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1111.2 - P-69. Hewitt’s (Home and field, Palmer) [clearcut field in foreground, wood frame house and outbuilding in middle ground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1112.1 - P-93. Hewitt’s (Palmer Buildings from Air) [railroad car on siding near buildings in foreground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.1112.2 - P-96. Hewitt’s (Palmer Buildings from Air) [smokestack in foreground, construction material on ground, buildings and fields beyond. Has print]
.1112.3 - P-97. Hewitt’s (Palmer Buildings from Air) [construction site in foreground, Palmer School in middle ground, mountains in distance]
.1112.4 - P-99. Hewitt’s (Palmer Buildings from Air) [smokestack in foreground, buildings in middle ground, mountains beyond. Has print]
.1112.5 - P-388. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [cabins, Matanuska Colony]
.1113 - P-390. 8/31/36. Hewitt's Photo Shop [Matanuska Valley scene, cultivated fields with mountains in distance]
.1114.1 - P-382. Lucky Shot Mine. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [two men outside mine building. Has print]
.1114.2 - P-382B. Lucky Shot Mine. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [mine complex in distance, with mountains behind]
.1115 - P-77. Hewitt’s (Leveling the Land for Farming, Palmer) [man and horse team in clearing, Matanuska Colony]
.1116.1 - P-397. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo [desks in a Palmer School room, chalkboard on wall]
.1116.2 - P-398. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo [stool and desk in the Palmer School]
.1116.3 - P-399. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo [tables with drawers and vises in Palmer School, shop class?]
.1117 - P-76. Hewitt’s (Matanuska Valley Farm) [man sowing field, mountains in background]
.1119 - P-356. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s [Matanuska Valley scene with cultivated fields and Pioneer Peak]
.1120 - Palmer, Alaska. #1 - Gym. 2 - School. 3 - Hospital. 4 - Commissary. P-94, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [bird’s eye view of Matanuska Colony]
.1121.1 - P-78. Hewitt’s (Colonist’s Crop, Palmer) [cultivated field in front of homestead with wood frame house and walled tent, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1121.2 - P-373. Hewitt’s (Colonist’s Crop, Palmer) [cultivated field, mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.1122 - P-310. Hewitt’s [boy on shore holding fish, dog at his side]
.1123 - P-98. Hewitt’s (Palmer from Air) [group of buildings in clearing, mountains in distance]
.1124 - [Copy neg. A Bride’s Prayer / Alice A. Clark. Copyright Good Housekeeping]
.1125.1 - Juneau Alaska Airport (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.2 - West Ruby, Alaska (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.3 - West Ruby, Alaska (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.4 - Nome, Alaska (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.5 - Nome, Alaska (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.6 - Bishop Mtn., Yukon River (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.7 - Bishop Mtn., Yukon River, Bishop Slough (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.8 - Proposed runways for Cordova Airport (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.9 - Proposed runways for Cordova Airport (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.10 - Big Delta, Alaska (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1125.11 - Big Delta, Alaska (CAA Airfields Surveys, copied Apr. 7, 1941) [aerial, with markings. copy neg]
.1126.1 - (Vic Brown’s store, watch) [gold watch with initials E.C.F. on band, J. Vic Brown and Sons Jewelers, Anchorage]
.1126.2 - (Vic Brown’s store, watch) [gold watch with initials E.C.F. on band, J. Vic Brown and Sons Jewelers, Anchorage]
.1127.1 - [Friedman’s Jewelers, exterior, night, with neon sign, Anchorage?]
.1127.2 - [Friedman’s Jewelers, exterior, night, window display, Anchorage?]
.1127.3 - [Friedman’s Jewelers, exterior, night, window display, Anchorage?]
.1128.1 - [Anchorage Cold Storage Co. trucks in parking lot]
.1128.2 - [Group of six men and one woman posed in front of Anchorage Cold Storage Co. trucks in parking lot in front of Arctic Room and Snow White Cleaners. Has copy print; in 2014, man at far left identified as Milt Odom]
.1129 - [4th Avenue Theater under construction, with posters for Empress Theatre showings in foreground, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage. Has print]
.1130.1 - [Juneau Lumber Mills, with railroad tracks in center, office at right, other buildings in distance]
.1130.2 - [Juneau Lumber Mills, with office at right, other buildings and truck]
.1130.3 - [Juneau Lumber Mills, with lumber pile in foreground, warehouse in background with two men on roof]
.1130.4 - [Juneau Lumber Mills, with lumber pile in foreground, warehouse in background with man next to truck, houses visible on bluff above yard]
.1130.5 - [Juneau Lumber Mills, with lumber pile at left, man in business suit in center next to wheeled cart, lumber shed and warehouse at right]
.1131.1 – (April 18, 1941) [View of 4th Avenue Theater construction site from across Fourth Avenue, with four men in group on sidewalk, Eckmann’s store on right, parked automobiles, signs for Empress Theatre showings, Anchorage]
.1131.2 - (April 18, 1941) [View of 4th Avenue Theater construction site looking towards Fourth Avenue, with federal building in background, parked automobiles, Anchorage]
.1132 - Anchorage, Alaska. 143, Hewitt’s [aerial looking west towards Cook Inlet and Mt. Susitna]
.1133.1 - (Glenn Cupp’s Barber Shop) [barbers Jack Campbell, Roy Nigh, and Glenn Cupp posed cutting men’s hair, Fairbanks? has print]
.1133.2 - (Glenn Cupp’s Barber Shop) [barbers Jack Campbell, Roy Nigh, and Glenn Cupp posed cutting men’s hair, Fairbanks?]
.1134.1 - (Glover’s Garage, 1941) [automobiles parked in front of Glover’s Super Service Dodge-Plymouth Sales & Service, with sign Cars for Hire You Drive]
.1134.2 - (Glover’s Garage, 1941) [two men in service area wearing Glover’s Super Service coveralls, tires on wall at right, automobile in bay]
.1134.3 - (Glover’s Garage, 1941) [man in service area wearing coveralls, working on automobile using Echlin Moto-Lab machine]
.1134.4 - (Glover’s Garage, 1941) [man and woman in reception area of Glover’s Super Service, man at shelves of supplies and woman at cash register]
.1134.5 - (Glover’s Garage, 1941) [two men at workbench in service area of Glover’s Super Service with automobiles in bays]
.1134.6 - (Glover’s Garage, 1941) [man in service area wearing coveralls, working at workbench using Echlin Moto-Lab machine]
.1134.7 - (Glover’s Garage, 1941) [man in service area wearing coveralls, working on repairing tires]
.1135.2 - [Anchorage Baking Company, “Anchorage Maid” Bread, Cakes, Demanded by Thousands]
.1136.1 - (Presbyterian Choir, 1941) [group portrait of choristers on stage, piano at left, Christmas decorations]
.1136.2 - (Presbyterian Choir, 1941) [group portrait of choristers on stage, piano at left, Christmas decorations]
.1137.1 - (Presbyterian Church, 1941) [side view, Fifth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage?]
.1137.2 - (Presbyterian Church, 1941) [front view, Fifth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage?]
.1137.3 - (Presbyterian Church, 1941) [front view, Fifth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage? Photographer’s shadow visible]
.1138.1 - (Ski Jump, Feb. 28, 1949) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1138.2 - (Ski Jump, Feb. 28, 1949) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1138.3 - (Ski Jump, Feb. 28, 1949) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1138.4 - (Ski Jump, Feb. 28, 1949) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1138.5 - (Ski Jump, Feb. 28, 1949) [view from near top of jump as skier heads down, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1138.6 - (Ski Jump, Feb. 28, 1949) [view from near top of jump as skier heads down, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1138.7 - (Ski Jump, Feb. 28, 1949) [view from near top of jump as skier heads down, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1138.8 - (Ski Jump, Feb. 28, 1949) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1139.1 - (Ski Jump, March 24, 1945) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1139.2 - (Ski Jump, March 24, 1945) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1139.3 - (Ski Jump, March 24, 1945) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1139.4 - (Ski Jump, March 24, 1945) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1139.5 - (Ski Jump, March 24, 1945) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1139.6 - (Ski Jump, March 24, 1945) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1139.7 - (Ski Jump, March 24, 1945) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1139.8 - (Ski Jump, March 24, 1945) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1139.9 - (Ski Jump, March 24, 1945) [spectators watching a skier come off the ski jump, City Ski Bowl, Anchorage]
.1140.1 - (McKinley Region, Mt. McKinley) [aerial]
.1140.2 - (McKinley Region, Mt. McKinley) [aerial]
.1140.3 - E. Call No. 1 (McKinley Region, Mt. McKinley) [aerial with mountain peaks and glacier]
.1140.4 - Mt. McKinley Approach. E. Call No. 2. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (McKinley Region, Mt. McKinley) [aerial with mountain peaks. Has prints with caption “E. Call No. 2” and Hewitt’s stamp]
.1140.5 - E. Call No. 3 (McKinley Region, Mt. McKinley) [aerial with mountain peaks]
.1140.6 - Mt. McKinley Region. E. Call No. 4. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (McKinley Region, Mt. McKinley) [aerial with mountain peaks and glacier]
.1140.7 - E. Call No. 5 (McKinley Region, Mt. McKinley) [aerial with mountain peaks and glacier. Has prints with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1140.8 - E. Call No. 6 (McKinley Region, Mt. McKinley) [aerial. has print]
.1140.9 - Mt. McKinley Peak. E. Call No. 8. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (McKinley Region, Mt. McKinley) [aerial]
.1140.10 - McKinley Park Route. Bragaw [mountains and lake along Alaska Railroad route]
.1140.11 - The McKinley Park Route. RB [mountains and lake along Alaska Railroad route]
.1141.1 - P-217. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [log cabin in wooded area]
.1141.2 - [homestead with log cabin and outbuildings in treed area]
.1142 - (Snow Scene) [river or creek in winter, possibly Ship Creek? Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1143.2 - 7. Reindeer near McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
.1144 - #222. Home gardening in Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [includes two homes, gardens, utility poles]
.1145.2 - P-117. Hewitt’s (River Drive, Palmer)
.1146.1 - #3. Hewitt’s Drug, ‘39 (Building Federal Building, July 18, 1939) [two men stand near construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with Alaska Transfer Co. truck. Includes Herman Johnson Carpenter Shop, The Gitchell, and original post office building on Third Avenue]
.1146.2 - #1 (Building Federal Building, July 18, 1939) [worker with wheelbarrow and construction materials at Federal Building site on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.3 - (Building Federal Building, July 18, 1939) [bird’s eye view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking west toward Knik Arm, with workmen and machinery. Includes original post office building and a two-story building on Third Avenue, as well as U.G. Crocker Economical Shopping Center]
.1146.4 - #4 (Building Federal Building, July 28, 1939) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.5 - (Building Federal Building, Aug. 14, 1939) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.6 - (Building Federal Building, Aug. 19, 1939) [bird’s eye view of walls going up at construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking west toward Knik Arm, with workmen and piles of supplies. Includes original post office building and a two-story building on Third Avenue, as well as U.G. Crocker Economical Shopping Center]
.1146.7 - (Building Federal Building, Aug. 19, 1939) [bird’s eye view of walls going up at construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking northeast, with workmen and piles of supplies]
.1146.8 - (Building Federal Building, Aug. 24, 1939) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.9 - (Building Federal Building, Steel Construction, Sept. 14, 1939) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.10 - (Building Federal Building, Steel Construction, Sept. 14, 1939) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.11 - (Building Federal Building, Sept. 20, 1939) [walls going up at new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.12 - (Building Federal Building, Sept. 20, 1939) [walls going up at new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.13 - (Building Federal Building, Steel Construction, Oct. 23, 1939) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.14 - (Building Federal Building, Steel Construction, Oct. 23, 1939) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.15 - (Building Federal Building, Steel Construction, Oct. 23, 1939) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.16 - (Building Federal Building, Steel Construction, Oct. 23, 1939) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.17 - (Building Federal Building, Oct. 23, 1939) [walls with scaffolding and piles of supplies in foreground, construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.18 - (Building Federal Building, Oct. 23, 1939) [walls with scaffolding and parked automobile in foreground, construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.19 - (Building Federal Building, Nov. 25, 1939) [walls with scaffolding and piles of snow-covered supplies in foreground, construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.1146.20 - (Building Federal Building, Inside Construction, Dec. 25, 1939) [construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with wheelbarrows, supplies, and a string of lights down a hallway]

.1146.21 - (Building Federal Building, Inside Construction, Dec. 25, 1939) [construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, finishing walls in a hallway]

.1146.22 - (Building Federal Building, Inside Construction, Jan. 20, 1940) [construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, finishing walls in rooms]

.1146.23 - (Building Federal Building, Jan. 20, 1940) [construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage in winter, showing some scaffolding, small outbuilding and shed, supplies]

.1146.24 - (Building Federal Building, Jan. 20, 1940) [bird’s eye view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage in winter, showing scaffolding, parked automobiles, with Mt. Susitna and Knik Arm in background]

.1146.25 - (Building Federal Building, Inside Construction, Feb. 27, 1940) [construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, interior of lobby space]

.1146.26 - (Building Federal Building, Inside Construction, Feb. 27, 1940) [construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, finishing walls in room]

.1146.27 - (Building Federal Building, Inside Construction, Mar. 26, 1940) [construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, interior of lobby space with bank vault at left]

.1146.28 - (Building Federal Building, Mar. 26, 1940) [view across corner of 4th and F Street of construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, showing pedestrians, parked automobiles, utility poles, and U.G. Crocker store]

.1146.29 - (Building Federal Building, Mar. 26, 1940) [winter view of construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, showing some scaffolding, parked automobile, small sheds]

.1146.30 - (Building Federal Building, Mar. 26, 1940) [view of construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, showing some scaffolding, parked automobiles, small sheds, pedestrians]

.1146.31 - (Building Federal Building, Apr. 23, 1940) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, showing scaffolding]

.1146.32 - (Building Federal Building, Inside Construction, Apr. 23, 1940) [construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, finishing walls in hallway]

.1146.33 - (Building Federal Building, Inside Construction, May 25, 1940) [construction of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, post office boxes in lobby area]

.1146.34 - (Building Federal Building, June 22, 1940) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, seen from Second Avenue and G Street, showing scaffolding, houses, parked automobiles, unpaved streets]

.1146.35 - (Building Federal Building, July 23, 1940) [rear view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]

.1146.36 - (Building Federal Building, Inside Construction, Aug. 21, 1940) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, showing interior of courtroom]

.1146.37 - (Building Federal Building, Nov. 23, 1940) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, showing parked automobile and small shed]
.1146.38 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Nov. 23, 1940) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking out from site to buildings on Third Avenue]
.1146.39 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Nov. 23, 1940) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage in winter, with lines laid out in snow for annex walls]
.1146.40 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Dec. 7, 1940) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage in winter, with supplies and sign on small shed “L.B. James General Contractor”]
.1146.41 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Dec. 21, 1940) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage in winter, view from Third Avenue of walls going up, U.G. Crocker store in background]
.1146.42 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Dec. 21, 1940) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage in winter, walls going up for postal annex]
.1146.43 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Jan. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, steel construction of postal annex]
.1146.44 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Jan. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, steel construction of postal annex]
.1146.45 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Jan. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, view from postal annex area to Third Avenue]
.1146.46 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Jan. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage in winter, walls going up for postal annex]
.1146.47 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Feb. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage in winter, workman working on walls for postal annex]
.1146.48 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Jan. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage in winter, workman working on walls for postal annex]
.1146.49 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Mar. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, steel construction of postal annex]
.1146.50 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Mar. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking down into postal annex construction, with workmen standing near Third Avenue]
.1146.51 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Mar. 24, 1941) [rear view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, workmen working on walls for postal annex]
.1146.52 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Apr. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, steel construction of postal annex]
.1146.53 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Apr. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, walls going up for postal annex]
.1146.54 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Apr. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, walls going up for postal annex, showing scaffolding and sign reading: This project being constructed under the control of the Federal Works Agency Public Buildings Administration]

.1146.55 – [missing]

.1146.56 – [missing]

.1146.57 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, May 23, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, workmen erecting postal annex, view from annex to Cook Inlet and Government Hill; has copy print]

.1146.58 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, May 23, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, walls going up for postal annex, showing scaffolding and sign reading: This project being constructed under the control of the Federal Works Agency Public Buildings Administration; has copy print]

.1146.59 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, June 23, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, steel construction of postal annex]

.1146.60 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, June 23, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, view from on top of postal annex, with workman and supplies, Cook Inlet in distance]

.1146.61 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, June 23, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, scaffolding on walls of postal annex]

.1146.62 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, July 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, steel construction in interior of postal annex]

.1146.63 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, July 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, bird’s eye view of postal annex with construction shed in foreground and Cook Inlet in distance]

.1146.64 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Aug. 23, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, view down unfinished hallway of postal annex]

.1146.65 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Aug. 23, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, view from roof of postal annex looking north]

.1146.66 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Sept. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, view down unfinished hallway of postal annex]

.1146.677 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Sept. 24, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, showing nearly completed postal annex and parked automobiles]

.1146.68 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Oct. 23, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, finishing walls in hallway of postal annex]

.1146.69 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Oct. 23, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, exterior of nearly completed postal annex with scaffolding and parked automobile]
.1146.70 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Nov. 27, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, view through several open doorways in completed postal annex]

.1146.71 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Nov. 27, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, interior of bathroom in completed postal annex]

.1147.1 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Final Shots, Dec. 20, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, exterior of completed postal annex]

.1147.2 - (Building Federal Building, P.O. Annex, Final Shots, Dec. 20, 1941) [view of construction site of new federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, exterior of completed postal annex]

1147.3 - (Post Office Annex, Final Shots, Dec. 20, 1941) [Federal Building, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, exterior with automobiles, flagpole. Neg deteriorating]

.1148 - (Alaska Range joins Mt. Susitna, Aug. 1946) [sunset over Cook Inlet]

.1149 - (4th Avenue Theater, May 18, 1947) [Fourth Avenue street scene in Anchorage, with 4th Avenue Theater, Reed Bldg., Masonic Temple, Oyster Loaf Restaurant, pedestrians and military personnel on sidewalk, automobiles parked at curb]

.1150 - P-466. The Matanuska Fair, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [still life with produce and exhibit tags. Has print with caption “P-466, Hewitt’s Photo”]

.1151 – [missing]

.1152 – [missing]

.1153.1 - (Flowers) [dahlias. Has print]

.1153.2 - (Flowers) [dahlias]

.1153.3 - (Flowers) [dahlias]

.1153.4 - 5-A. Dahlias, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [has prints, one with no caption]

.1153.5 - (Flowers) [dahlias]

.1153.6 - 4. Oriental poppy. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [has prints, one with no caption]

.1153.7 - (Flowers) [Oriental poppy]

.1153.8 - (Flowers) [dahlias. Has print]

.1153.9 - (Flowers) [peonies. Has print]

.1153.10 - (Flowers) [rose. Has print]

.1154.1 - (Ship Creek, winter, Anchorage) [copy neg]

.1154.2 - “Ship Creek” Winter. Hewitt’s Photo [copy neg]

.1155 - (Mt. Redoubt from the air) [aerial. Has print]

.1156.1 - P-372. A Matanuska Settler. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [team of horses in harness, one sitting, with buildings of Matanuska Colony in background, Palmer]

.1156.2 - P-372B. A Matanuska Setter. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [man with team of horses in harness in field, one sitting, Matanuska Colony, Palmer]

.1157 - P-383. Knik Bridge. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [bird’s eye view of automobile preparing to cross bridge]
.1158.1 - P-410. Nature’s sculptor. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (1945) [aerial of Knik Glacier]
.1158.2 - P-414. Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (1945) [aerial of Knik Glacier]
.1159.1 - P-427. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage, Alaska (Palmer Valley Produce, 1945) [cabbage]
.1159.2 - Matanuska Valley Fair, Palmer, Alaska. P-464, Hewitt’s Photo (Palmer Valley Produce, 1945) [still life with produce and exhibit tags]
.1159.3 - P-479. Hewitt’s Photo (Palmer Valley Produce, 1945) [still life with produce, Matanuska Valley Fair]
.1160.1 - P-135. Pioneer Peak. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (1945) [gravel road in foreground]
.1160.2 - P-516. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Matanuska Valley) [scenic with river and mountains]
.1161.1 - P-343. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Farms and Gardens, Palmer) [Matanuska Colony homestead with barns, silo, house, cabbage field in foreground]
.1161.2 - P-344B. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Farms and Gardens, Palmer) [Matanuska Colony homestead with barn, silo, houses, Pioneer Peak in background, fields in foreground]
.1161.3 - P-376. Hewitt’s (Farms and Gardens, Palmer) [view down gravel road to Matanuska Valley homestead in .1161.2]
.1161.4 - P-525. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Farms and Gardens, Palmer) [Matanuska Colony homestead with cabbage field in foreground]
.1162 - P-351. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Farming at Palmer) [man with horse team and farming equipment in field with mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1163.1 - P-358. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s (Hayfields in Palmer) [hay stacks in field in foreground, homestead beyond, Pioneer Peak in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1163.2 - P-521. 9/22/36. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo (Hayfields in Palmer) [hay stacks in fields in foreground and in distance, homestead in middle ground, Matanuska Colony]
.1163.3 - P-385-B. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Hayfields in Palmer) [hay stacks in field in foreground, homesteads in middle ground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1163.4 - P-389. 8/31/36. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Hayfields in Palmer) [bird’s eye view of hay stacks in field with road at right, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1163.5 - (Hay on Truck, Palmer) [Dodge truck loaded with hay bales on weigh station, Matanuska Colony]
.1164.1 - [man outside Christian church in Palmer]
.1165.1 - P-278. The Colonists’ Hospital, Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Alaska [with Pioneer Peak in background]
.1165.2 - P-345. 8/7/36. Hewitt’s [Palmer School with mountains in background]
.1166 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eklutna Building) [two automobiles parked outside three-story frame building]
.1167 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Elks Building, Anchorage) [two-story frame building in winter, trees covered in hoar frost]
.1173 - P-529. 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Getting Ready for Farming, Land Clearing, Palmer) [man standing atop debris pile near utility pole, Matanuska Colony]
.1174 – Koyuk Eskimos. D-32, Hewitt’s Photo [group portrait of family and two dogs outside of log cabin; at AFN 2014, man at left identified as Napayonak, boy standing in front of him as Alfred Adams, woman holding dog at left as Beda Adams]

.1175 - Midnight Sun, Yukon River. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [copy neg]

.1176 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop [ice in Cook Inlet, winter]

.1177.1 - (G38-2488-2NDX7-28-41-10:00A) Place Lake & Glacier, Alaska [Placer Glacier. copy neg]

.1177.2 - (G35-2488-2NDX7-28-41-10:00A) Placer Glacier, Alaska [copy neg]

.1178 - A.R.R. Depot, Anchorage [view of top of Alaska Railroad headquarters looking north to Government Hill. copy neg]


.1179.2 - ARR Depot & Cook Inlet, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad headquarters looking northwest to Cook Inlet. copy neg]

.1179.3 - Alaska Railroad Depot & Cook Inlet, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad headquarters in winter, looking northwest to Cook Inlet. copy neg]

.1180.1 - Mt. Susitna. Hewitt’s [sunset over Cook Inlet, with mud flats in foreground]

.1180.2 - Mt. Susitna, Anchorage, Alaska [winter view of Mt. Susitna and Cook Inlet. Copy neg]

.1181 - [winter view of Mt. Susitna and Cook Inlet. copy neg]

.1182 - 25. Cook’s Inlet along the Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [sunset over Cook Inlet. copy neg]

.1183.1 - Mt. Foraker, Mt. McKinley, from Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw’s [neg deteriorated]

.1184 - Mt. Susitna & Cook Inlet. Hewitt’s Foto, Anchorage, Ala. [winter view of Mt. Susitna and Cook Inlet. copy neg]

.1185 - 7. Tustumena Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Tustumena Glacier]

.1186 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 35 [aerial looking west, winter]

.1187 - (Providence Hospital, Anchorage, from the rear, 9th and L Street) [copy neg]

.1188.1 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 13 [exterior, front. copy neg]

.1188.2 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Aaa. Hewitt’s 136 [exterior, front. copy neg]

.1189.1 – [missing]

.1189.2 – [missing]

.1189.3 - Mt. Susitna, Cook’s Inlet, Alaska. Bragaw’s [view of Mt. Susitna and Cook Inlet in winter. copy neg]

.1189.4 - Mt. Susitna on Cook’s Inlet, Alaska. Bragaw’s [view of Mt. Susitna and Cook Inlet in winter. copy neg]

.1190.1 - Harvesting in the Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s 93 [man with team of horses and farming machinery in hayfield. copy neg; has print]

.1190.2 - Harvesting Matanuska grain. Hewitt’s 89 [man with team of horses and farming machinery in hayfield. copy neg] [has print. Note on print: John Bugge]

.1190.3 – [missing]

.1190.4 – [missing]

.1190.5 - Mt. Susitna, Alaska. Bragaw’s [view of Mt. Susitna and Cook Inlet in winter. copy neg]

.1191.1 - Pioneer Peak. Hewitt’s 86. [hay stacks in field in foreground. Copy neg; has print]
.1191.2 - Pioneer Peak and Matanuska Grain. Hewitt’s 86. [hay stacks in field in foreground. Copy neg]
.1192 - A Matanuska Valley Farm. Hewitt’s 88 [homestead with barn, house, fields, mountains with termination dust in background, Matanuska Colony. copy neg; has print with no caption]
.1193 - 8. The Matanuska Valley from the air. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [river bed and glacier]
.1194.1 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 95 [exterior, front]
.1194.2 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [exterior, front]
.1195.1 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 23 [exterior, front, copy neg]
.1195.2 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 24 [exterior, front, copy neg]
.1195.3 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 42 [exterior, front]
.1195.4 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 41 [exterior, front]
.1196 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [exterior, side. copy neg]
.1197 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [exterior, front. copy neg]
.1198 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 128 [exterior, front, winter]
.1199.1 - Mt. McKinley from Wonder Lake [copy neg]
.1199.2 - [Mt. McKinley and Wonder Lake. Cf. .2978]
.1200.2 - Mt. McKinley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 72 [copy neg; has print]
.1200.3 - [Mt. McKinley, aerial. copy neg]
.1201 - Mt. Foraker. Bragaw’s [copy neg; has print]
.1202.1 - Mt. McKinley, 20,300 ft. #15, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1203 - Mt. McKinley. Hewitt’s 3 (Mt McKinley from Stoney Hill) [cf. 1668. 5 x 7 negative, severe warping; has prints, one with no caption]
.1204 – [missing]
.1205.1 - Mt. McKinley, 20,300, highest mountain in North America. 68, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [has print]
.1205.2 - #18. McKinley Reflection. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [has print with caption McKinley Reflection]
.1206.1 - View from Mt. McKinley Nat. Park Highway. Hewitt’s 6
.1206.2 - 70. Along the McKinley Park Route. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [scenic of lake with mountains in distance. Probably Bragaw, photographer]
.1207.1 - Mt. McKinley Park Hotel. Hewitt’s, 8 [copy neg]
.1207.2 - Mt. McKinley Park Hotel. Hewitt’s, 7 [neg torn]
.1208 - Highway, Mt. McKinley Nat. Park. Hewitt’s, 21 [copy neg; has print]
.1210 - Sunset on Mt. McKinley. Bragaw’s [has print]
.1211 - 22. Winter Sunset, McKinley Park Route. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad tracks and wooden fence in foreground. copy neg]
.1212 – [missing]
.1213 – [missing]
.1214.1 - 83. Midnight sun on the Yukon. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1214.2 - Midnight sun, Yukon River. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [copy neg]
1214.3 - Midnight sun, Yukon River. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [copy neg, same image as 1214.2]
1215 - Summer Sunset. Hewitt’s 31 / 13. Anchorage Summer Sunset. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [midnight sun over waterway with dock. Double caption. copy neg]
1216 - Alaskan sunset (Tustumena Lake)
1217 - 55. End o’ the day. Hewitt’s Photo Shop / 55. Sunset Time in Alaska. Bragaw (Tustumena Lake) [midnight sun. double caption, second caption abraded on neg; has prints, one with original caption only]
1218 - View on Alaska Railroad. Hewitt’s, 66 [winter scene of river valley]
1219 - E-23. Eskimo girl chewing a hide for mukluks. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [woman seated with finished mukluks, under sign reading; Flying Needles Club, Eklutna Vocational School, Afghan Raffle, Tickets 15 cents each or 2 for 25 cents”. Has copy print]
1220.1 - Central Lutheran Church, Anchorage, Aaa. Rev. A.O. Odegaard, pastor [copy neg of architectural rendering]
1220.2 - Central Lutheran Church, Anchorage, Aaa. Rev. A.O. Odegaard, pastor [copy neg of architectural rendering; has print]
1221.1 - Knik Glacier from air. #1, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial]
1221.2 - 10. Knik Glacier from the air. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial]
1222 - Alaska’s brown bombers. c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage / Alaska’s brown bombers. 32, c. Hewitt’s, Anchorage [mother grizzly bear and two large cubs. Double caption. copy neg]
1223 – [missing]
1225 - Winter frost, Anchorage, Alaska. c. Hewitt’s Photo [trees and houses along road. copy neg]
1226 - Pioneer Peak and Knik Bridge. Hewitt’s, 92 [copy neg]
1227.1 - Federal Building, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 134 [exterior, taken from southeast corner of Fourth Avenue and F Street, with parked automobiles]
1227.2 - Federal Bldg, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [exterior, taken from southwest corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street, with pedestrians and corner of Crocker’s store]
1227.3 - Federal Building, Anchorage. Hewitt’s Foto [view from City Hall, winter scene with parked automobile. copy neg]
1227.4 - Federal Bldg, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [exterior in winter, taken from southwest corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street, with pedestrians and corner of Crocker’s store]
1227.5 - The Federal Building, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 135 [view from southeast corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street with parked automobiles, pedestrians]
1228 - Alaskan Winter Highway [Eagle River Road in winter with mountains in distance]
1229.1 - Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Fourth Avenue street scene with parked automobiles, businesses including Kennedy’s, Logemann Bldg., North Pole Bakery, Anchorage Grill & Restaurant, Paris Dry Cleaners, A. Niemi Hardware, Koslosky’s, Green Front, Peterson’s Hotel, KFQD]
1229.2 - An historic auction. Laurence [Anchorage town lot auction. copy neg; has print]
1229.3 - Anchorage, Aug. 14th, 1915. Laurence [bird’s eye view of Anchorage town lot auction, with lumber pile, tents, and wood frame buildings. Has print]
Anchorage, Oct. 8th, 1915. The Sydney Laurence Co. [street scene with light snow, lumber piles, pedestrians, wood frame buildings with businesses including Newt W. Pilger, Anchorage Cafe, Fairbank’s Men’s Furnishings. Has print]

The first snowfall in Anchorage, Oct. 8th, 1915. Laurence [Fourth Avenue street scene with boardwalks, pedestrians, wood frame buildings and a walled tent, businesses including Mrs. T.D. Corlew, California Pool Room, Finkelstein & Sapiro Clothiers, Inside Inn, Miss Mac’s Lunch Room, Cosy Inn, Riverside, Alaska Clothing Co. Has print]

4th Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [street scene of Fourth Avenue with pedestrians and automobiles, federal building, The Gitchell, Anchorage Jewelers, L. Seidenverg Clothier. copy neg; has print]

[Anchorage, Fourth Avenue street scene looking west to Cook Inlet, 1930s, with automobiles, pedestrians, gasoline pump, and businesses including Greyhound Stage Depot, Owl Cocktail Bar, No U Turn, Lucky Shot Cafe, Rex Liquor Store, Frisco Cafe, D & D Cafe, Koslosky’s, Walt’s Transfer, Engebreth Hardware, I. Bayles Clothier, Piggly Wiggly, U.G. Crocker. copy neg]

Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 22 [1940s street scene looking northeast with lawn and tree in foreground, pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, Star Air Service, North Pole Bakery, Anchorage Grill, and Restaurant, A. Niemi Hardware, Walt’s Transfer]

City Hall. Hewitt’s [Anchorage, exterior]

Anchorage City Hall. Hewitt’s, 26 [exterior in winter, with small outbuilding at left and sign “Please Keep Off the Lawn”]

Anchorage winter beauty. Hewitt’s Photo, 139 [homestead with trees and fence covered in hoar frost. Has print]

Lake Tustemena. Bragaw [Lake Tustumena]

Lake Tustemena. Bragaw [Lake Tustumena]

Mt. Susitna, “The Sleeping Lady,” from Anchorage, Alaska [sunset over Cook Inlet. copy neg]

Old timer’s cabin and cache near Anchorage, Alaska [winter scene with log cabin and cache. copy neg]

Anchorage in the winter. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Alaska, 51 / Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view from residential area looking east, with houses, road, fences, and utility poles with hoar frost and snow. Double caption. Cf. .1404; in 2014, location identified as Second Avenue and Christensen Drive]

[missing]

Alaska Malamute puppies. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [dog with five puppies. copy neg]

N-2. Moose calf feeding on willow boughs - neck is too shory to reach the ground while erect. Photo by Geo. Nelson. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska

Anchorage Grade School, exterior

Anchorage Grade School. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 1 [side view with tree]

Anchorage Grade School. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 2 [front view with trees, sidewalk, fence]

3. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, A.A.A. [Anchorage Grade School, front view with trees]
Anchorage Grade School. Hewitt’s, 5 [oblique view of front]
Anchorage Grade School. Hewitt’s, 7 [oblique view of front]
Hewitt’s, 8 [oblique view of front of Anchorage Grade School, with trees]
Anchorage High School. Hewitt’s, 9 [exterior, oblique front]
Anchorage Public Schools. Hewitt’s, 6 [side view]
Anchorage High School and Auditorium. Hewitt’s, 11 [exterior, front, oblique]
Anchorage High School, oblique view of front with street, parked automobiles
Anchorage High School, oblique view of front with street
Anchorage High School, young man throwing slop bucket out top floor window
Anchorage High School, young man throwing slop bucket out top floor window
Anchorage High School, exterior showing fire damage, with passersby, parked automobile and school bus
Anchorage High School, exterior showing fire damage
#67. Sentinel of McKinley Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Dall sheep. Has prints, two with stamp of Sidney Hamilton, one with caption “#67, Sentinel of McKinley Park”]
Mt. Drum. Hewitt’s [road in foreground]
Alaskan mt. goat. Hewitt’s [mountain goat. copy neg; has postcard and print with Hewitt’s stamp]
Bear Glacier. Hewitt’s [copy neg]
Cache. “Hewitt’s” [log cache. copy neg; has print]
Old church, Eklutna. Hewitt’s [copy neg]
(Rear of old Providence Hospital) [copy neg]
Eskimo seal hunters, Alaska. No. 88. Lomen Bros, Nome, #1141 [copy neg; has postcard]
(Eskimo hauling reindeer meat to market, Nome, Alaska. Lomen Bros., Nome, #885. 47.
Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [stil life with four retort sponges and label reading “Bank of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska.” no negative, 2 prints]
A herd of reindeer at Port Clarence, Alaska. Copyright 1900, E.A. Hegg. 2143 / Reindeer herd, Alaska, Thomas Kodagraph Shop, Anchorage. Hewitt’s [copy neg; has print with Thomas caption only]
Loussac-Sogn Bldg., Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [Fifth and D Street, with signs for Paul’s Jewelry and Lee L. McKinley Dentist, automobiles parked on D. copy neg of .1595; has print]
Native graveyard at Eek, Alaska, lower Yukon. Hewitt’s 42 [copy neg]
Eskimo grave, Alaska. Thomas Kodagraph Shop, Anchorage. Hewitt’s [copy neg]
(Denali, Dog) [dog portrait]
D-36. Wolverine. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [dead animal posed in rocking chair; has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1258 - Broad Pass, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 27 [winter scene with Alaska Railroad sign for Broad Pass and wood frame building in snow]
.1260.1 – (Eagle River Road (old)) [negative cracked, discarded after scanning; has print]
.1260.2 - (Eagle River Road (old))
.1261 - Hewitt’s Photo, 1 (Fairchild C-825 at Elmendorf Air Force Base) [six airplanes on field]
.1262 - Copyright 1911 [E.A. Hegg?] / 12. Bering Sea. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [three ships in ice. copy neg]
.1263 - Alaska gold dredge. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
.1264.1 - 56. Seal Rocks, Gulf of Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1264.2 - 56. Seal Rocks, Gulf of Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1265.1 - 175. Colony product, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [cabbage]
.1265.2 - P-463. Hewitt’s Photo (Vegetables, Colony Produce, Palmer) [potatoes, Matanuska Colony]
.1265.3 - P-476. Hewitt’s Photo (Vegetables, Colony Produce, Palmer) [still life with vegetables, cabbage with tag for First Prize. Has print]
.1265.4 - P-477. Hewitt’s Photo (Vegetables, Colony Produce, Palmer) [still life with vegetables. Has print]
.1265.5 - P-480. Hewitt’s Photo (Vegetables, Colony Produce, Palmer) [still life with vegetables, squash with exhibit tag]
.1265.6 - P-481. Hewitt’s Photo (Vegetables, Colony Produce, Palmer) [still life with vegetables, peas with exhibit tag]
.1266 – [missing]
.1267.1 - An Alaskan “Sonny Boy.” Hewitt’s Photo Shop [dog puppy sitting in grass basket. Has prints, one with no caption]
.1268 - Street Scene, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [Fourth Avenue, with pedestrians, parked automobile, Piggly Wiggly van, federal building, and businesses New Method, Leonard Hopkins & Co., Crocker’s Department Store. Copy neg]
.1269 - Russian Orthodox Church, Kodiak, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, 52 (Jan. 7, 1942) [has print]
.1270 - Post Office, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 127 (Jan. 14, 1942) [interior with service windows and post office boxes. Has print]
.1271.1 - [Moose in winter. Has print with caption “Moose, Sid Hamilton photo”]
.1271.2 - Alaskan moose. Hewitt’s Photo [same as .1271.1. copy neg]
.1271.3 - Alaskan moose. Hewitt’s [same as .1271.1. copy neg]
.1271.4 - [moose in winter. same as .1271.1. copy neg]
.1272 - Typical Alaskan strawberries. Hewitt’s 117 [strawberries with ruler. Has print]
.1273 - The Idle Hour, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 96. [exterior]
.1274 - Mission at Chevak, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 44 [person outside mission building in winter. copy neg; has print]
.1275 - Russian Church, Kodiak, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, 54
.1276 - 61. Counting a catch of king salmon. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [two boys sitting on dock with salmon. copy neg; has print]
.1277 - “The Bore.” Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 64 [bore tide on Turnagain Arm. Has print]
.1278 - 47. Anchor Point Silver Fox Farm. Bragaw [string of pelts. copy neg]
.1279 - Summer gardens, Anchorage, Alaska. 84, Hewitt’s Photo Shop [residential area, looking east with Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1280 - White fox, Mt. Village, Alaska [men loading furs from sleds onto Woodley Airways Curtiss-Wright Sedan 6-B tail number NC14975 at Mountain Village. copy neg]
.1281 - 10. Taku Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage / Taku Glacier [double caption]
.1282 - Eagle River, Alaska. Hewitt’s [copy neg]
.1283 - 7. Tustemena Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [aerial of Tustumena Glacier]
.1284 - Anchorage flower garden. Hewitt’s Foto [house in background]
.1285 - Rendezvous time in Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [winter street scene of Fourth Avenue with Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store, parked automobiles, banner reading “Fur Rendezvous, Mining Congress.” copy neg]
.1286 - Street scene in Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue looking east, with federal building in left foreground. Copy neg]
.1287 - Fourth Avenue in Anchorage Hewitt’s Foto [view looking east, with federal building in left foreground, First National Bank on right. copy neg]
.1288.1 - Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [street scene looking west from sidewalk next to KFQD, including Logemann Building, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Rexall Drugs. copy neg]
.1288.2 - 81. Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [street scene of Fourth Avenue looking east from E Street, with pedestrians and automobiles, including Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, Star Air Service, Anchorage Airways, Kennedy’s, City Cash Grocery, Bank of Alaska. Has print]
.1288.3 - 77. 4th St., Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Fourth Avenue street scene looking west with pedestrians and automobiles, including Logemann Building, Star Air Service, Cheechako Tavern, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Rexall Drugs. Has print]
.1288.4 - No. 15. Anchorage, Alaska, approx. population 3,500. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east from E Street with pedestrians and automobiles, including Star Air Service, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Anchorage Grill & Restaurant, Paris Dry Cleaners, A. Niemi Hardware, Kennedy’s, City Cash Grocery]
.1289 - Hewitt’s, Anchorage, Alaska [Fourth Avenue and E Street scene with pedestrians, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, lawn and fence in foreground with sign “Pick Up Military Personnel Here.” copy neg]
.1291.1 - Ship Creek, Hewitt’s [winter scene]
.1291.2 - Ship Creek, Hewitt’s [winter scene]
.1292.1 - Emards Cannery in winter’s grip. Hewitt’s, 38
.1292.2 - Emards Cannery and the frozen tide. Hewitt’s, 39 [has print]
.1292.3 - Salmon cannery, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 29 / No. 2. Salmon cannery, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial. double caption. copy neg]
No. 45. Waterfront, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [cannery buildings in winter]

1292.5 - Salmon cannery and frozen Cook Inlet. Hewitt’s, 44
1293 - Roadway near Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 78 [Palmer Road with trees, mountains]
1294 - Native roadhouse, lower Yukon. Hewitt’s, 46 [barabara in winter. copy neg]
1295 - 52. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [log cache in winter]

1297 - Interior, Russian Church, Kodiak, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 53
1298 - Episcopal Church of Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 119
1299 - D-61. Proud Eskimo mother. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [woman in floral print parka with fur trim and baby belt, with infant. Has print]
1300.1 - Eskimo winter-wear. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. D-62 [woman and child in fur parkas and mittens, standing outdoors in snow, woman’s parka is Bering Sea or Norton Sound style. Cf. 2093.1. Has print with caption “D-2” and typed description: “Grandma and the baby diggin hole through four feet of ice White Mountain.”]
1300.2 - 48. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Eskimo mother, winter wear) [girl in skin parka carrying infant. copy neg]
1300.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Eskimo mother, winter wear) [same as 1300.2. copy neg]
1301 - 46. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Eskimo seal hunter) [man with spear and rifle standing next to seal on ice floe. copy neg]
1302 - Anchorage home in summer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Alaska, 80 / Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [residential area with garden in foreground and wood frame house in back]
1303.1 - Beaver slashing [several trees and stumps showing beaver damage. Has prints, one with Hewitt’s stamp, one with caption “Beaver slashing, Hewitt’s Photo Shop]
1303.2 - Alaska beaver. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [beaver chewing on tree trunk. name scratched off neg, possibly Vic Constana. copy neg; has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
1305 - 5. “Close-up” Bartlett Glacier, A.R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [scene along the Alaska Railroad route]
1306 - (G33-2488-2ND)(7-28-41-10:00A) Ice flow, Placer Lake, Alaska [three men in small boat in glacial lake. copy neg]
1307 - Gulf of Alaska, Mt. Fairweather. Bragaw
1309 - #226. Green Lake. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [homesteads on far shore, lily pads in foreground]
1310 - Home in Anchorage, Alaska. 83, Hewitt’s Photo Shop / Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [residential street with wood frame houses]
1311 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Railroad Yards) [bird’s eye view of buildings, railroad tracks, utility poles, possibly Fairbanks? One building painted “Pacific Grocery Co Wholesale.” smoke or storm clouds on horizon]
.1312 - 82. Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [wood frame home with garden on residential street]
.1313.1 - Ice breakup, Cook Inlet. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg; has print with caption “Hewitt’s Photo Shop”]
.1313.2 - Cooks Inlet. Hewitts [two women kneeling on ice in Cook Inlet, with Mt. Susitna in background. copy neg]
.1313.3 - [Cook Inlet in winter with ice. Copy neg]
.1313.4 - Cook Inlet in winter. Hewitt’s, 36
.1313.5 - [Cook Inlet in winter with large chunk of ice. copy neg]
.1314.1 - 62. Drying salmon, Yukon River. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [fish on drying racks]
.1314.2 - [Drying Salmon, Yukon River] [five fish drying racks along shore of river, with two people near small tent. copy neg]
.1315 - Eskimos standing on top of their underground home. Hewitt’s, 45 [group of people posed on barabara, with dog and small sled in foreground. copy neg]
.1316 - Curry Hotel, A.R.R. Hewitt’s, 24 [exterior of Alaska Railroad depot at Curry, with tracks in foreground. copy neg]
.1317 - Native woodpile, lower Yukon. Hewitt’s, 40 [man with mukluks and woolen cap and coat sitting next to stack of driftwood, with dog in background. copy neg]
.1318.1 - B-66. Otter Lake, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska / Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin on edge of lake, termination dust on Chugach Mountains in background]
.1318.2 - B-67. Hewitt’s Photo Shop / Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Otter Lake) [trees in foreground, view across lake to Chugach Mountains, with termination dust. Has print]
.1319 - Alaskan lupin. Hewitt’s, 85 [lupine and birch trees]
.1320 - Idle Hour Tap Room. Hewitt’s, 99 [interior of restaurant with bar and stools. Has print]
.1321 - Wine, dine, and dance at the Idle Hour, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 101 [interior of restaurant with dance floor and bar in corner]
.1322 - Seward dock. Bragaw [ship of the Admiral Line, Pacific Steamship Co., docked at Seward, with snowy mountains in background]
.1323 - [missing]
.1324 - Examining Palmer potatoes. Hewitt’s, 90 [young man kneeling in field next to crate of potatoes, Matanuska Colony. copy neg]
.1325.1 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 16 [view of exterior looking up E Street from Third Avenue, with Rexall Drugs visible on corner of Fourth and E, automobiles parked along street]
.1325.2 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 15 [view of exterior looking down E Street from Fourth Avenue, with Rexall Drugs and Lois Beauty Salon visible, automobiles parked along street. Has copy print]
.1326 - Pressure ridge, lower Yukon. Hewitt’s, 38 [ice ridge with building hidden behind. copy neg; has print with location “Eek” penciled on back]
.1327 - Where good fellows meet, Idle Hour. Hewitt’s 95 [interior of restaurant, view from bar to dance floor and fireplace]
.1328.1 - (Pretty Creek Scenes, Ship Creek) [creek in winter]
.1328.2 - (Pretty Creek Scenes, Ship Creek) [creek in winter]
.1328.3 - (Pretty Creek Scenes, Ship Creek) [creek in winter]
.1328.4 - (Pretty Creek Scenes, Ship Creek) [creek in winter. Has prints]
.1328.5 - (Pretty Creek Scenes, Ship Creek) [waterway with lily pads]
.1328.6 - (Pretty Creek Scenes, Ship Creek) [creek in winter]
.1329.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop [two moose in winter landscape with lake. copy neg; has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1330 - Sheep Hills, Lake Tustemena. Bragaw [two men on hillside near Lake Tustumena. caption written on emulsion side of neg]
.1331 - Resurrection Bay. Bragaw
.1332.1 - “North of ‘56”. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Frost Scenes) [homestead with cabin and fence, hoar frost on trees, mountains in distance. copy neg heavily retouched; has print]
.1332.2 - Hewitt’s (Frost Scenes) [trees with hoar frost]
.1332.3 - Frost. Hewitt’s, 18 (Frost Scenes) [trees along road with hoar frost]
.1333.1 - A pause and refreshments. Hewitt’s, 144 [automobile parked next to small building with signs The Shack, Stop Hot Coffee Dogs Lunches Beer]
.1333.2 - [automobile parked next to building with signs Fire Lake Roadhouse Dancing and Coca-Cola]
.1334 – [missing]
.1335 - Summer Recreation at Idle Hour. Hewitt’s, 110 [interior looking out, floatplane at dock on Lake Spenard]
.1336.1 - Fine Home in Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, 61 [wood frame house on residential street, same house shown in .1336.2; in 2014, identified as Third Avenue near G Street]
.1336.2 - Anchorage homes. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [residential street with wood frame homes, sidewalk; in 2014, building at left identified as Elks Club building, view down Third Avenue at G Street looking west]
.1337 – [missing]
.1338 – [missing]
.1339.1 - 35. Brown bear trophies. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [three bear skins on drying rack in winter]
.1340 - P-561. Along the Palmer Highway. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [trees along road with snow on mountains in distance]
.1341 - No. 13. Alaskan malemute. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage / Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Malamute portrait]
.1342.1 - P-415. Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial]
.1342.2 - P-415B. Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial]
.1342.3 - P-415C. Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial]
.1343 – [missing]
.1344.2 - (Moose in McKinley Park) [Moose in wooded area in winter with mountains in distance. Photographer probably George Nelson]
.1344.3 - (Moose in McKinley Park) [Moose lying in snow in wooded area. Photographer probably George Nelson]
.1344.4 - (Moose in McKinley Park) [two moose with cabin in background and lake and hills in distance. Photographer probably George Nelson]
.1344.5 - Moose, McKinley Nat. Park. Hewitt’s, 14 [copy neg; has print]
.1345 - Belated harvest. 27, Hewitt’s (Winter, Palmer) [snow-covered hay stacks in Matanuska Colony field in foreground, homestead in back, with mountains in distance. copy neg; has print]
.1346 - Winter sport, Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw’s. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [musher with dog team stopped on snowy trail. Has postcard with caption “Hewitt’s Photo Shop”]
.1347 - Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s [street scene of Fourth Avenue looking east, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Northern Commercial Co., Bert’s Drugs, First National Bank, and 4th Avenue Theater. Chugach Mountains in distance. copy neg; cf. .333.3]
.1348 - Sackett Harbor. Hewitt’s [SS Sackett’s Harbor, ship docked at Anchorage port on Ship Creek in winter. Circa 1946. copy neg]
.1349 - Knik Bridge. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [distant view of bridge, with Knik River and Palmer Road in foreground]
.1350.1 - Trapper’s cabin, Nushagak, Alaska. Photo by H.W. Griffin. Hewitt’s, 17 B.B. [man standing next to cabin in winter, with rifle, skis, snowshoes, crate from Orondo Brand Apples visible. Copy neg; has prints]
.1350.2 - Winter’s catch, Nushagak, Alaska. Photo by H.W. Griffin. Hewitt’s, 20 [furs including fox, mink, beaver, otter, hanging on trapper’s cabin and piled and rolled in front. copy neg; has copy print]
.1351 - 52. Alaska food cache. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [man standing on ladder to log cache]
.1352 – [missing]
.1353 – [missing]
.1354 – [missing]
.1355 - 42. Alaska lynx. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [lynx in wood pile. neg deteriorating]
.1356 - Alaska roadhouse [musher with dog team and sled stopped outside roadhouse in winter, with trees in background]
.1357 - Turnagain Arm, Cook Inlet, Anchorage, Alaska [looking east. copy neg]
.1358 - Fireweed, Anchorage, Alaska [field of fireweed. copy neg]
.1359 - Passenger depot, Anchorage, Alaska [Alaska Railroad headquarters. copy neg]
.1360 - Mt. Susitna, Anchorage, Alaska [view across Cook Inlet, with two birch trees in foreground. copy neg]
.1361 - Deserted cabin, Alaska [abandoned cabin in wooded area. copy neg]
.1362 - Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska [street scene looking west with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including KFQD, Logemann Building, Cheechako Tavern, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Rexall Drugs. copy neg]
.1363 - Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [bear cub on beach. copy neg]
.1364 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska [oblique front view from across street, with trees in foreground. copy neg]
.1365 - Salmon fishing, Trading Bay, Alaska [small boats tied along beach, snowy mountains in distance. copy neg]
.1365.1 - An Anchorage garden [garden in residential area in foreground, house visible in back. copy neg]
.1366 - An Alaskan winter garden [fir trees covered with snow in residential area of Anchorage, with fence and houses in distance. copy neg]  
.1367.1 – [missing]
.1367.2 - An Anchorage garden [garden in residential area in foreground, house visible in back. copy neg]
.1368 - Portage Glacier [copy neg]
.1369 - Federal Building, Anchorage, Alaska [front exterior with pedestrians. copy neg]
.1370 - Knik Bridge, Palmer Highway [cottonwood trees in foreground. copy neg]
.1371 - Lake Eklutna. Hewitt’s Photo
.1372 - On the trail in Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [man with dog team and sled stopped on winter trail in trees]
.1373 – [missing]
.1374 - Snowbound cache, Palmer, Alaska [log cache and cabin in winter. copy neg]
.1375 - City Hall, Anchorage, Alaska [1940s Fourth Avenue street scene looking southeast, with pedestrians, automobiles, truck, O’Harra Bus Lines bus, large scale or thermometer on City Hall Lawn, and siren or speaker atop building. cf .1399. Similar image in Hamilton Collection, B1976.082.29. copy neg]
.1376 - Eleven feet of snow in April [two skiers stand near the roof of a building in Grandview, with a signpost just visible above the snow, probably Alaska Railroad depot. Original neg in Hamilton Collection, B1976.082.861. copy neg]
.1377.1 - Street corner in Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 45 (Jan. 24, 1942) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street, with automobiles, Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Hotel, Lois Beauty Salon. Has copy print]
.1377.2 - The Anchorage Hotel, Alaska. Hewitt’s, 112 (Jan. 24, 1942) [exterior of hotel along E Street, with gravel street in foreground]
.1377.3 - (Jan. 24, 1942) [exterior of Anchorage Hotel looking up E Street, to Fourth Avenue, with signs for Dr. Egan, Dr. A.B. Jones, Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs]
.1377.4 - (Jan. 24, 1942) [exterior of Anchorage Hotel corner at E Street and Fourth Avenue, looking into Rexall Drugs windows]
.1377.5 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Jan. 24, 1942) [interior with seating area along windows, and view down hallway]
.1377.6 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Jan. 24, 1942) [interior of room, with bed, easy chair, bench, wash stand, and desk with chair and lamp]
.1377.7 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Jan. 24, 1942) [interior carpeted stairs, anchor logo and compass points with ship’s wheel on carpet in entryway]
.1377.8 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Jan. 24, 1942) [interior of Anchorage Hotel, detail showing carpet, molding along walls]
.1377.9 – Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Jan. 24, 1942) [interior carpet in hallway]
.1377.10 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Jan. 24, 1942) [interior carpet in entryway with ship’s wheel and compass rose design]
.1377.11 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Jan. 24, 1942) [interior carpet in entryway with anchor design]
.1377.12 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Jan. 24, 1942) [interior carpeted stairs, anchor logo on landing, and metal grill over radiator at right]
.1378 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Cabin in trees) [log building exterior. Cf. .786.8]
.1379.1 - 11. Caribou, McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg; has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1379.2 - 6. Reindeer herd, Cantwell, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [name Bragaw scratched off neg. copy neg]
.1380.1 - 5. Alaska sled reindeer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [reindeer in harness with loaded sled. copy neg; has print with caption “Sled Reindeer, Bragaw’s”]
.1380.2 - #1. Eskimo reindeer herder. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man in parka and mukluks with reindeer. Bragaw name scratched off neg. copy neg]
.1381 - Moose on Spencer Glacier. “Hewitt’s”
.1382 - 36. “Chummie.” Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Mt. McKinley National Park) [bear cub on hind legs, man next to walled tent in background]
.1383 - No. 72. The Kenai Salute. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [young moose in wire enclosure. copy neg]
.1384 - Anchorage fire, Feb. 7th, 1922 [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue looking east, fire in business next to Brown & Hawkins, spectators and goods piled on street]
.1385 - Igloo. Hewitt’s, 140 [igloo in baseball field, Anchorage, with Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1386.1 - 35. Lovers Lane, Sitka Nat’nl Park, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage / Lovers Lane, Sitka Natl. Park, Alaska [totem poles and walking path through trees in Sitka National Historical Park. double caption]
.1386.2 - 35. Alaska totems. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [totem poles in Sitka National Historical Park]
.1386.3 - 36. Totems, Ketchikan, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [totem pole at top of stairs between two buildings]
.1386.4 - 36. Totem pole, Ketchikan, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [totem pole at top of stairs between two buildings]
.1386.5 - Chief Johnson Pole, Ketchikan. 36, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group of men stand at base of totem pole next to building with sign for Arcade Gallery, automobile parked at left]
.1387 - 40. Indian grave, Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Aleut, Russian) [spirit house in Russian Orthodox cemetery along Alaska Railroad route]
.1388.1 - 41. Tanana Indian Chief. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. c. Geo. L. Johnson, Anchorage, Alaska [chief in regalia, standing on skin; at AFN 2013, identified as Chief Henry]
.1388.2 - 41. A Yukon mother’s pride. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. c. Geo. L. Johnson, Anchorage, Alaska [Athabascan boy in fur parka, mukluks, and mittens standing on skin]
.1388.4 - 41. Yukon Indian boy. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska. c. Geo. L. Johnson, Anchorage, Alaska [Athabascan boy in fur parka, mukluks, and mittens standing on skin]
.1388.5 - 42. Eskimo family. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska / Eskimo family. Bragaw’s [mother and five children in fur parkas, studio portrait. copy neg]
.1389 - 33. Mt. McKinley nugget, 42 oz., Kantishna District, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [with quarter for size comparison. caption written on emulsion side of neg; has print with caption “Mt. McKinley nugget, 42 oz., Kantishna District, Alaska, Bragaw”]
.1390 - The clean-up. Hewitt’s, Anchorage, 33 / The clean-up. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [flock of seagulls. double caption. copy neg]
.1391.1 - Salmons’ last roundup. Hewitt’s, 1 (Bristol Bay) [salmon on conveyor belt heading in to cannery building. Copy neg; has print]
.1391.2 - Bristol Bay fishing boat. 2, Hewitt’s, Anchorage, Alaska [two men at oars in sailboat numbered 51. copy neg]
.1391.3 - Bristol Bay fishing fleet. Hewitt’s, 4 [many boats at anchor. copy neg; has print]
.1391.4 - Look out salmon; we’re coming! Hewitt’s, 5 (Bristol Bay) [men lowering boat number 72 from dock; has print]
.1391.5 - Salmon at Bristol Bay. Hewitt’s, 6 [two crewmen near hold filled with fish. copy neg]
.1391.6 - The salmon catch at Bristol Bay. Hewitt’s 9 [crewmen in hold filled with fish. copy neg]
.1391.7 - Salmon from Bristol Bay boats. Hewitt’s, 10 [crewmen unloading fish from ship hold to dock area. copy neg]
.1391.8 - Salmon entertainment committee, Bristol Bay. Hewitt’s, 12 [barge and fleet of sailboats in bay. copy neg]
.1391.9 - Out for a day’s catch, Bristol Bay. Hewitt’s, 14 [sailboats in bay. copy neg]
.1391.10 - Bristol Bay fishing fleet. Hewitt’s, 15 [sailboats in bay. copy neg; has print]
.1392.1 - 41. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [mountain lion taking deer in wooded area. Neg deteriorated, warping; has print with no caption and Hewitt’s stamp]
.1392.2 - Reindeer herd, Alaska. Hewitt’s. Thomas Kodagraph Shop, Anchorage
.1392.3 - 2. Reindeer along the McKinley Park Route. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1393 - Hood’s Canal. Hewitt’s Photo [float plane with number NC43065 landing, Star Airlines float plane at dock at right, other airplanes on shore]
.1394 - 10. Taku Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska / Taku Glacier [double caption. Has print with second caption and stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.1395 - Moose, Kenai Peninsula, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, 76 [winter scene. copy neg. Same as B2015.028.88, signed by A. Simons]
.1396.1 - 49. Shelter tent and cache, McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [walled tent and canvas covered cache]
.1396.2 – [missing]
.1396.3 - 51. Alaska cache. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska / Alaska cache. G.L.J. / Alaska cache [log cache. captions two and three crossed out on neg]
.1396.4 – [missing]
.1396.5 - Modern Alaskan cache. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [wooden cache built around tree trunk. neg silvering]
.1397 - Fireweed in bloom near Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Foto [field of fireweed. copy neg]
.1398 - 6. Columbia Glacier, 70. c. Cameron. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg]
.1399 - City Hall, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [1940s Fourth Avenue street scene looking southeast, with pedestrians, automobiles, truck, O’Harra Bus Lines bus, and large scale or thermometer on City Hall Lawn. cf.1375. Similar image in Hamilton Collection, B1976.082.29. copy neg]
.1400 - “Federal Building,” Anchorage. Hewitt’s [winter scene, view from City Hall lawn across Fourth Avenue, with trees in foreground. copy neg]
.1401.1 - No. 7. Hewitt’s Store, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Hewitt’s Drug Store, corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, with automobile parked outside]
.1401.2 - No. 7. Hewitt’s Store, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Hewitt’s Drug Store, corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, with automobile parked outside. copy neg of 1401.1]
.1401.3 - 4th Avenue. Hewitt’s, 47 [corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, with automobiles parked outside Hewitt’s Drug Store, Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Hotel, Lois Beauty Salon, and J. Vic Brown & Son, 1940 license plate on car. Has print]
.1401.4 - 76. New Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [street scene at corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, with pedestrians, parked automobiles, and Rexall Drugs windows]
.1402 - Talley scow, Bristol Bay. Hewitt’s, 11 [sailboats near barges in bay. copy neg; has print]
.1403.1 - [Anchorage street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street looking north, with Hewitt’s Drug Store in Bevers & Pfeil Building, Cheechako Tavern, Alaska Airlines, Logemann Building, parked automobiles, stop sign. photographer’s shadow visible]
.1403.2 - [Anchorage street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street looking north, with Hewitt’s Drug Store in Bevers & Pfeil Building, Cheechako Tavern, Alaska Airlines, Logemann Building, parked automobiles, and pedestrians]
.1404 - Anchorage homes. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Alaska, 63 [residential street with houses, fencing, sidewalks. same corner as in .1236; in 2014, location identified as Second Avenue and Christensen Drive]
.1405 - 19. Anchorage, garden. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [homes with gardens, one wood frame, one log]
.1406.1 - Alaska Railroad scene. Bragaw [scenic with lake, mountains with termination dust]
.1406.2 - Alaska Railroad. R.B. [scenic with water, mountains with termination dust, Turnagain Arm? Photo by Bragaw]
.1406.3 - Alaska R.R. scene. R.B. [scenic along Alaska Railroad with water, mountains with termination dust, Turnagain Arm? Photo by Bragaw]
.1407 - Mt. Susitna, Cook’s Inlet. Hewitt’s Photo, 1 [sunset over Cook Inlet. copy neg]
.1408 - Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. “Hewitt’s” [oblique front exterior view with street and sidewalk in foreground. Copy neg]
.1409 - 1. Anchorage, Alaska. “Hewitt’s” [Fourth Avenue at E Street, looking northeast. Anchorage, 1940’s, with Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store. A military truck sits parked at the curb next to a sign reading Pick Up Military Personnel Here. Other automobiles and pedestrians can also be seen. Similar image in Sidney Hamilton Collection, B1976.082.26. copy neg]
.1410 - Diamond N.N. Cannery, South Naknek, Bristol Bay. Hewitt’s, 13 [men and boats near cannery buildings and dock. copy neg]
.1411.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [homestead in winter, with cabin, fence, and trees covered in hoar frost]
.1411.2 - Anchorage winter vista. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view over Cook Inlet with snowy trees in foreground, ice on mud flats]
.1411.3 - Nature’s winter sculpture. Hewitt’s, 43 [winter scene with ice on bushes in foreground, house in back with utility poles, probably Anchorage]
.1411.4 - 20. Winter. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Winter Scene, Anchorage) [pedestrian bridge or boardwalk with trees covered in hoar frost. Has print]
.1411.5 - 20. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Winter Scene, Anchorage) [pedestrian bridge with trees covered in hoar frost, buildings visible in background. Has print]
.1412.1 - 4. Bartlett Glacier along the Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska / Bartlett Glacier [scene along the Alaska Railroad route. double caption]
.1412.2 - (G37-2488-2ND)(7-28-41-10:00A) Ice flows, Placer Lake, Alasa [sic] (Bartlett Glacier and Mountain) [copy neg]
.1413 - No. 57. An Alaskan food cache. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [log cache in winter]
.1414 – [missing]
.1415 - [view of the Alaska Railroad depot and headquarters in Anchorage in winter, as seen from Third Avenue]
.1416 - [SS Sackett’s Harbor, ship docked at Anchorage port on Ship Creek in winter. Circa 1946. copy neg]
.1417 - 7. Alaska reindeer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [herd near fence, with mountains in distance. has postcards]
.1418.1 – [missing]
.1418.2 – [missing]
.1418.3 - McKinley Reflection / Mt McKinley. #17, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [double caption. neg warping; has print with first caption]
.1419.1 - 26. Mirror Lake. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage / Mirror Lake, the McKinley Park Route. Bragaw’s [double caption]
.1419.2 - 32. The McKinley Park Route. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Mirror Lake)
.1420 - 23. Mt. Russell. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage / Mt. Russell. c. Bragaw’s [double caption. 5 x 7 nitrate negative, cracked; “Bragaw’s” abraded on neg; has print with second caption only]
.1421 - 6. Knik Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [aerial. 5 x 7 nitrate negative, severe warping]
.1422 - 7. Spencer Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [has print with caption Spencer Glacier]
.1423 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [homestead in winter, with log cabin, fence, and trees covered in hoar frost]
.1424 - A-54. Valdez harbor scene. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [neg mirroring]
.1425 - A-42. Hurricane Bridge, Alaska Railroad. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [neg cracked and brittle, discarded after scanning]
.1426.1 - 38. Autumn near Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [scenic with lake, trees, mountains]
.1426.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Autumn Scene with reflecting pond near Anchorage) [scenic with lily pads in lake, trees, mountains]
.1426.3 - (Autumn Scene with reflecting pond near Anchorage) [scenic with lily pads in lake, trees. Cf. .20.2]
.1427 - #85. Holy Cross, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [bird’s eye view of village and river beyond]
.1428 - No. 93. Hubbard Expedition, Bering Sea. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [float plane tied on beach at sunset]
.1429 - 35. Alaska totem. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage / Alaska totem. Geo. L. Johnson Photo [double caption. copy neg of print held to wall with tacks]
.1430 - Gold panning / 32. Gold panning. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [man panning gold. double caption. Has print with first caption only]
.1431 - B-51. Lake Eklutna, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1432 - 45. Arctic transportation. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [man with dog pulling sled on ice floes. copy neg]
.1433 - 15. Caribou family. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg]
.1435.1 - 46. Whale hunting. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [whaling boat Aberdeen with several whale carcasses]
.1435.2 - 34. Arctic ice flow. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Whale Hunting) [three-masted whaling ship in ice. Copy neg]
.1436 - 53. Walrus. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1437 – [destroyed, per undated note]
.1438 - Alaskan rainbow trout. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [still life with fish, rod, creel]
.1439 - (Alaska Air in flight over mountains) [Alaska Airlines DC-3 airplane tail number NC 91007. Copy neg]
.1440.1 - (Totem poles) [two people standing near three totem poles in tall fir trees, Sitka? copy neg]
.1440.2 - Totem poles. Hewitt’s Photo [two totem poles in trees, with two girls sitting on large rock with plaque similar to a coin with a likeness. copy neg]
.1441 - [aerial view of unidentified glacier. Copy neg]
.1442 - [man standing next to hose, hydraulic mining operation. copy neg]
.1443 - (Eskimo mother and child) [Alaska Native woman carrying young child. copy neg]
.1444 - [aerial of Anchorage looking east, showing Fort Richardson, Ship Creek, downtown area south to park strip, Merrill Field and Chugach Mountains in distance. Barge on mud flats at low tide. copy neg]
.1445.1 - [two totem poles in trees, with two girls sitting on large rock with plaque similar to a coin with a likeness. copy neg. same as .1440.2]
.1445.2 - (Totem poles) [two people standing near three totem poles in tall fir trees, Sitka? copy neg. same as .1440.1]
.1445.3 - [woman standing near totem pole in clearing. copy neg]
.1446 - [man standing next to hose, hydraulic mining operation. copy neg. same as .1442]
.1447 - (Alaska Air in flight over mountains) [Alaska Airlines DC-3 airplane tail number NC 91007. Copy neg. same as .1439]
.1448 - [aerial view of unidentified glacier. copy neg. same as .1441]
.1449.1 - [reindeer herd]
.1449.2 - #3 [reindeer with rope around neck]
.1449.3 - 10. Alaska reindeer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [has print with caption Alaska Reindeer, Bragaw]
.1449.4 - #7. Transporting reindeer by plane, Naknek, Alaska [five reindeer lying in snow next to Star Airways airplane along with other cargo]
.1450 - 32. Johnson & Tyler, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Nenana cubs being fed by children) [four children with two bear cubs on chains next to town buildings. copy neg of photo being held to wall by push pins]
.1451 - 42. Alaska lynx. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [lynx forested area in in winter]
.1452 - 54. Wild Goose. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Canada goose]
.1453.1 - 43. Labrador dog and his days work. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [retriever with dead geese, possibly sitting on top of boat pilot house. Cf. 1589]
.1453.2 - 44. Hunting, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [three hunters and retriever with dead geese arranged on deck and pilot house of boat. caption written on emulsion side of negative]
.1454 - No. 90. Hubbard’s lead dog. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Father Bernard Hubbard?]
.1455.1 - 43. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Alaska Native woman with beaded headdress, labrets and nose piercings, wearing cover over parka. copy neg; at AFN 2013, identified as Yup’ik woman from Stebbins/Saint Michael area; at AFN 2014, identified by Irene Davis as being style of Mekoryuk, Nunivak Island]
.1455.2 - 43. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Alaska Native man with fur and button headdress, labrets and nose piercings. copy neg; at AFN 2013, tentatively identified as Yup’ik woman with Chevak/Scammon Bay style; at AFN 2014, identified as being style of Mekoryuk, Nunivak Island]
.1455.3 - 44. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [two Alaska Native men and one man in regalia, all with headdresses, two with labrets and nose piercings, two wearing parka covers. copy neg. cf. 2235; at AFN 2013, identified as Yup’ik women; at AFN 2014, identified as being style of Mekoryuk, Nunivak Island, and headdress with buttons as indicative of male; parka covers were common through the mid-20th century and were often made of denim]
.1456 - Eskimo Hunters. Thomas Photo / 48. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [group portrait of men on beach; at AFN 2013, location identified as Point Hope, man seated second from left as Sumaruna, father of John Evak; at AFN 2014, group tentatively identified as traditional council, men identified as, left to right, Peter Koonuyuk, Bernard Nash, Sumaruna, Barnie Oomicktoruk, Sam Rock, [unknown]. Brochure for 1974 conference “Oral History in Search of Community” identifies men as “First City Council at Point Hope, ca. 1920, top row: Henry Nash, church interpreter; Barney Omitowra, Sam Rock. Front row: Peter Koonuya; Sam Iruna; Sukanukburuk, Council Chief; Omitruk”]
.1457 - 46. Eating whale blubber. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [small boy eating muktuk. copy neg]
.1458 - [group of seven Eskimo women dancing in snow near log fence or grave markers, all dressed in white; at AFN 2015, suggested location of Shungnak reindeer fair]
.1459.2 - 44. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eskimo handicraft) [possibly grave marker, with overturned sled, two posts decorated with oars, pots, floats, and other materials, and a rack with three rifles]
.1459.3 - (Native handicraft) [young girl on wooden bench in large room sewing parka, other women sitting along the wall. Nulato. Cf. Alaska State Library, P412-11-0650]
.1461.1 - (Native dress) [young man in fur parka with dog, buildings visible in background]
.1461.2 - D-41. What the well dressed Eskimo maiden wears. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [woman in fur parka, mittens, and mukluks standing next to log building]
.1462 - (First National Bank) [street scene at corner of Fourth Avenue and Gambell in Anchorage, with First National Bank and sign for J.H. Romig, Howard G. Romig, Physicians & Surgeons]
.1463 - 151. Valley stock, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [pig in barn]
.1464 - A beaver hunter, Bristol Bay, Alaska. Photo by H.W. Griffin. Hewitt’s, 16 B.B. [man outside log cabin with sod roof, several beaver skins on drying frames. copy neg; has print]
.1465.1 – [missing]
.1465.2 - Alaska winter transportation. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [two men with dog team and sled stopped on winter trail, mountains in distance. has print with no caption]
.1465.3 - The McKinley National Park dog team. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man with dog team and sled stopped next to log building. Name Bragaw’s scratched off negative]
.1464 - (Bear and cubs) [copy neg of painting by Robert Lindneux]
.1467.2 - 31. 73 1/4” moose spread, Kenai Peninsula. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man standing next to walled tent, holding up moose antlers]
.1467.3 - 31. 73 1/4” moose spread. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man standing next to walled tent, holding up moose antlers]
.1467.4 - [moose antlers set in the snow, with ruler]
.1467.5 - World’s record moose horns, 78 3/4” spread. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [antlers set on table, with rifle propped between]
.1467.7 - Disputed world record moose antlers measured when green, 77 1/4 inches. Moose sheds antlers yearly about mo. of Dec., grows full head of horns in 5 mos. April-Sept. No. 73, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [man smoking pipe holding up antlers and ruler, building in background]
.1467.8 - 30. 73 1/4” moose spread, shot by H.F. Evans, Davenport, Iowa, Lake Tustemena, Kenai Peninsula [sic]. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hunting trophy mounted on wall. copy neg]
.1468.1 - [moose browsing brush, kneeling in snow in wooded area. copy neg; has print]
.1468.2 - 27. Moose, Kenai Peninsula [sic], Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [bull moose in trees. copy neg]
.1468.3 - Albino moose. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [copy neg]
.1468.4 - 27. Kenai Peninsula [sic] moose. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [bull moose]
.1468.5 - 27. Moose herd, Kenai Peninsula. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two moose]
.1469 - Copyright 1902 by [?] Johnson. 41, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Moose fight) [copy neg of painting by Johnson. Has print with caption “41, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage”]
.1470 - 76. Sheep raised along the Alaska R.R. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [flock of sheep near trees. name Bragaw’s scratched off neg]
.1471.1 - 54. Spruce hen. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [bird in tree]
.1471.2 - 54. Alaska spruce hen. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [bird in tree]
.1472 - 75. Hunting lodge at Lake Tustumena, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [moose standing in front of log building, two men near entrance looking at moose/camera]
.1473 - 42. Alaskan lynx. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. [two lynx in snow, with cabin visible behind. name Geo L. Johnson scratched off neg; has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1474 - 35. Brown bear, Kodiak Island. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man standing next to carcass strung up on beach, mountains in background]
.1475 - 59. Salmon wheel, Yukon River. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [fish wheel near riverbank]
.1476.1 - The Boss of the Herd. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [caribou herd. name Bragaw’s scratched off neg]
.1476.3 - 16. Alaska caribou. McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [caribou herd. Name L. Considine obscured on neg. copy neg; has print]
.1476.4 - Nushagak winter transportation. Photo by H.W. Griffin. Hewitt’s, 18 B.B. [reindeer in harness with sleds. copy neg; has print]
.1476.5 - Sept. 1914 [Alaska Native man in fur parka smoking pipe and holding reins to reindeer, with Caucasian man in Western clothing and hat. black-and-white transparency. copy]
.1477.1 - (Mountain Goat) [copy neg of painting signed by Robert Lindneux, 1929]
.1477.2 - #22. Mt. goat, boss of the mountains. Hewitt’s Photo Shop. c. by Geo. Nelson / Not fit company for [?] [monogram of George Nelson] [double caption. copy neg; has print with first caption only]
.1478 - 16. A mountain of sheep horns in Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [horns piled in front of and over small log building. name Bragaw scratched off neg]
.1479 - 46. A trappers catch on the line. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [skins or meat hanging from line in camp in winter, canvas-covered boat at right]
.1480 – 46. Seasons catch. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two men and a dog sit in front of a cabin with furs in piles and hanging from line, snowshoes in snow at right and left. name of photographer scratched off neg]
.1481 – [destroyed per undated note]
.1482 - 45. Alaska timber wolf. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two Alaska Native men with possible wolf-dog hybrid on chain in snowy field. Name Bragaw scratched off neg; has print with caption “Alaska timber wolf, Bragaw’s”]

.1483.1 - 49. Fox ranch, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [three foxes eating out of metal bowls in wire enclosure, building visible behind]

.1483.2 - 49. Fox ranch, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [four foxes eating out of metal bowls in wire enclosure, building visible behind. Has print with caption “Fox ranch, Anchorage, Alaska”]

.1483.3 - Fox, Mt. McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s, 20

.1484 - Alaska mink. 43, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [mink on bar in wire enclosure]

.1485 - Lake Spenard, Anchorage, Alaska [trees covered with hoar frost in foreground, buildings and dock visible behind, Mt. Susitna in distance at right. Has print with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

.1486 - Nenana River Canyon [scene along the Alaska Railroad route]

.1487 - Lava cone of Novarupta from Baked Mountain, Falling Mountain in background, Katmai Nat’l Monument. c. Roy Gilley, guide, Kodiak, Alaska

.1488 - Suspension bridge, Alaska. G.L. Johnson, Anchorage, Aaa [bridge over river gorge, with dead tree snag in foreground, snowy mountains in distance]

.1489 - B-44 (Blanket toss) [crowd of spectators watching blanket toss, possibly Anchorage; two photographers with backs to camera in foreground]

.1490 - (Anchorage Grade School) [oblique view of front exterior]


.1492 – [Wonder Lake with Mount McKinley]

.1493 – President Harding drives “Golden Spike” on Alaska R. R. [crowd gathered near end of bridge during ceremony. Neg destroyed, per undated note; has print only]

.1494.1 - KFQD - farthest north station in U.S., Anchorage, Alaska [winter street scene, KFQD Radio at Fifth Avenue at D Street, circa 1924-26. Neg damaged; has prints]

.1495 - Hurricane Bridge, Alaska R.R. Bragaw’s [Alaska Railroad bridge at Hurricane Gulch; has print with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

.1496 - Curry Hotel and suspension bridge, “The McKinley Park Route.” [bird’s eye view of Curry depot and hotel on Alaska Railroad route, with suspension bridge over the Susitna River]

.1497 - Seldovia, Alaska [view of bay with rocky headland]

.1498 - (Elliott and Folkenstein) [two men standing near Star Airways airplane, one in tall boots holding aviator sunglasses, the other in fur parka and fur hat, with metal can and small heaters in snow at their feet; in 2014, tentatively identified by Ted Spencer as Ralph Savory and Don Goodman, circa 1933-1938, with a Ford Trimotor a/c]

.1499.1 - (Star Airways, skis, 1936) [airplane ski set on wooden horse outside hangar or workshop in winter]

.1499.2 - (Star Airways, skis, 1936) [airplane ski set on wooden horse outside hangar or workshop in winter]

.1499.3 - (Star Airways, skis, 1936) [airplane ski set on wooden horse outside hangar or workshop in winter]
.1499.4 - (Star Airways, skis, 1936) [airplane ski set on wooden horse outside hangar or workshop in winter]
.1500.1 - [airplanes on skis in winter, Merrill Field, Anchorage, including Star Airways and McGee Airways. Has print]
.1500.2 - [Star Airways airplanes outside hangar in winter, Merrill Field, Anchorage]
.1500.3 - [Star Airways airplane outside hangar in winter, Merrill Field, Anchorage]
.1500.4 - [Star Airways airplane outside hangar in winter, Merrill Field, Anchorage]
.1500.5 - [Star Airways airplanes outside hangar in winter, Merrill Field, Anchorage]
.1500.6 - [Star Airways airplanes outside hangar in winter, Merrill Field, Anchorage]
.1501.1 - (McGee Airways, skis) [airplane ski on ground next to building, automobile visible at right]
.1501.2 - (McGee Airways, skis) [airplane ski on ground next to building, photographer visible in window facing camera]
.1501.3 - (McGee Airways, skis) [airplane ski propped to show bottom, set up next to building, photographer visible in window facing camera]
.1502.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [McGee Airways Bellanca CH-300 airplane tail number NC874M on ground at Merrill Field in Anchorage in winter, with Chugach Mountains in background. Has copy print]
.1502.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [McGee Airways Bellanca CH-300 airplane tail number NC874M on ground at Merrill Field in Anchorage in winter, with hangar and automobile in background]
.1502.3 - (McGee Airways, Kenneth Neese) [pilot in fur parka and mukluks standing next to airplane with skis in winter]
.1502.4 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (McGee Airways, Kenneth Neese) [pilot in fur parka and mukluks standing next to airplane with skis in winter]
.1502.5 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (McGee Airways) [seven men standing next to airplane with skis in winter; in 2014, Ted Spencer identified men as: Kenny Neese (3rd from left), Bill Bashim (4th from left), possibly Johnny Moore (3rd from right), airplane is 1929 Bellanca Skyrocket, location is Merrill Field in front of Star Airways hangar]
.1503 - (Native Mother and Child, Alaska Airlines Copy) [Alaska Native woman wearing head scarf and carrying young child in baby belt. copy neg of print photo]
.1504 - (Lucky Shot Mine) [has print with caption Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage]
.1505 - (Elk’s Building) [two-story wood frame building with B.P.O.E. over entrance, Anchorage]
.1506.1 - [Pacific International Airways floatplane marked PIA and U.S. Mail on shore with stack of antlers and horns]
.1506.2 - [Pacific International Airways floatplane tail number C-259M marked PIA and U.S. Mail on shore with stack of antlers and horns]
.1506.3 - [three men crouched next to Pacific International Airways floatplane marked PIA and U.S. Mail on shore with stack of antlers and horns; in 2014, tentatively identified as Branham brothers]
.1507.1 - (Otter Lake) [gravel road in foreground, cabin visible at lake edge, mountains in distance]
.1507.2 - (Otter Lake) [gravel road in foreground, cabin visible at lake edge, mountains in distance]
.1508 - (Eagle River bridge) [cf .1511]
.1509.1 - (Anchorage Storefronts) [street view with automobile parked outside businesses including Perky Peggy Shop; shop with sign “Cleaning Pressing Repairing;” and Richmond’s. circa 1930s-early 1940s]
.1509.2 - (Anchorage Storefronts) [street view with woman pushing baby carriage, automobile parked outside businesses including Anchorage Grocery, Club, Pioneer Steam Laundry, Merchant’s Cafe. Photographer’s shadow in foreground. circa 1930s-early 1940s]
.1509.3 - (Anchorage Storefronts) [street view with automobiles, truck, and taxi parked outside businesses including [?] Tailor, Richmond’s, McNally Paint Shop, Dr. Shore Physician-Surgeon, and Alaska Transfer. circa 1930s-early 1940s]
.1509.4 - (Fourth Avenue between D & C Streets, north side) [Anchorage street scene with automobiles parked outside businesses including Koslosky’s Men’s Wear, D.D. Cafe, Rheinlander, Ollie’s (?) Lunch, Frisco Cafe, [?]ex Liquor Store. circa 1930-1940. Has prints]
.1509.5 - (Fourth Avenue between F & E Streets, north side) [Anchorage street scene with truck parked outside businesses Reed’s (dress shop) and Anchorage Drug Co./Rexall Pharmacy. circa 1930-1940. Has print]
.1509.6 - (Fourth Avenue between D & C Streets, south side) [Anchorage street scene with woman walking past two Peterson’s taxis parked outside businesses including The Panhandle, Annex Liquor Store, Anchorage Laundry, Paris Dry Cleaners, Peterson’s Hotel, and Chrysler Plymouth dealer. circa 1930-1940. Has print]
.1509.7 - (Fourth Avenue between E & D Streets, south side) [Anchorage street scene with automobiles parked outside businesses including Wandling’s Fur House, KFQD, Anchorage Barber Shop. circa 1930-1940. Has prints]
.1509.8 - (Fourth Avenue and E Street, southeast corner) [Anchorage street scene with automobiles parked outside businesses including Kennedy’s, Carlquist, City Cash Grocery, Bank of Alaska. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.9 - (Fourth Avenue and E Street, north side) [Anchorage street scene with automobiles parked outside businesses including Star Air Service, Anchorage Grill & Restaurant, Paris Dry Cleaners, A. Niemi Hardware. Building on northwest corner under construction. Building on northeast corner has signs for E. Ellsworth Sedille architect and McPherson & Pongratz builders & designers. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.10 - (Fourth Avenue between E & D Streets, south side) [Anchorage street scene with pedestrians and automobile parked outside businesses including KFQD, [?] Produce, Standard Plumbing W’ks, and Kennedy’s. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.11 - (Fourth Avenue between F and E Streets, north side) [Anchorage street scene with businesses Ship Creek Meat Co., Baldwin Grocery, and J. Vic Brown. Photographer’s shadow in foreground. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.12 - (Fourth Avenue and D Street, north corner) [Anchorage street scene with pedestrian and automobile outside businesses including A. Niemi Hardware, W.E. Hand Taxidermist, Bering Sea Airways (Roy Dickson), Walt’s Transfer, [Art’s?] Taxi. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.13 - (Fourth Avenue and D Street, southeast corner) [Anchorage street scene with pedestrian and Red’s Taxi cab parked outside businesses including Chrysler-Plymouth, The Ship Retail Liquor Store, Beer Dispensary, Pastime. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.14 - (Fourth Avenue between D and E Streets, north side) [Anchorage street scene with automobiles parked outside Logemann Building and businesses Star Air Service and Helen’s Shop. Woman sweeping stoop at Helen’s. Photographer’s shadow in foreground. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.15 - (Fourth Avenue and D Street, southwest corner) [Anchorage street scene with automobile parked outside McKinley Block building and businesses including McPhee & Taylor Reliance Grocery, Kennedy Hdwe. Co. Tires, Wandling’s Fur House, and KFQD. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.16 - (Fourth Avenue and E Street, northeast corner) [Anchorage street scene with pedestrians and automobiles outside businesses including Hewitt’s Drug Store, Star Air Service, Anchorage Grill & Restaurant, Paris Dry Cleaners A. Niemi Hardware, and Koslosky’s. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.17 - (Fourth Avenue and C Street, southwest corner) [Anchorage street scene with pedestrians outside businesses including Star Bakery & Lunch Room, Panhandle Cigars-Dispensary, Annex Liquor Store. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.18 - (Fourth Avenue between D and E Streets, north side) [Anchorage street scene with North Pole Bakery and Logemann Building including Anchorage Grill & Restaurant and Economy Grocery. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.20 - (Fourth Avenue and F Street, northeast corner) [Anchorage street scene with businesses The Gitchell, Hotel Gitchell Cafe and H. Seidenverg Clothier. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.21 - (Fourth Avenue and D Street, southwest corner) [Anchorage street scene with McKinley Block building and businesses including McPhee & Taylor Reliance Grocery, Kennedy Hdwe. Co. Tires, Wandling’s Fur House, and KFQD. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.22 - (Fourth Avenue between D and C Streets, north side) [Anchorage street scene with pedestrians and automobiles parked outside businesses including Frisco Cafe, Rheinlander, and Rex Liquor Store. circa 1933-1940]
.1509.23 - (Fourth Avenue and E Street, northwest corner) [Anchorage street scene with automobile parked outside businesses including Anchorage Drug Co. Building on corner not yet occupied, workmen can be seen working on interior. circa 1930-1940]
.1509.24 - (Fourth Avenue and C Street, northwest corner) [Anchorage street scene with automobiles and Owl Car taxi parked outside businesses including Frisco Cafe, Rex Liquor Store, Owl Club, and Schodde’s Green Front. Gasoline pumps outside Schodde’s. circa 1933-1940]
.1509.26 - (Fourth Avenue and G Street) [Anchorage street scene with automobiles parked outside Bert’s Drug Store and Empress Theatre. circa 1933-1940]
.1510.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [ship Kasilof out of Seward at dock in Anchorage, with barge carrying automobiles, people visible on dock, Cook Inlet in background]
.1510.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [ship Discoverer out of Seward at dock in Anchorage, with people visible on dock and Cook Inlet in background]
.1510.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Anchorage docks, with inlet ice in foreground, ship at dock and people visible near large building]
.1511 - Eagle River Bridge. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1512 - U.S. radio station, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [small building with large antenna]
.1513.1 - New City Hall. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [bird’s eye view, looking southwest]
.1513.2 - [bird’s eye view of Anchorage City Hall under construction, looking southwest]
.1514 - (Idle Hour, Spenard, Anchorage) [exterior of log building in trees, with automobiles parked at left. Has prints]
.1515 - [exterior of Federal Building on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, with automobiles parked outside. Has copy print]
.1516.1 - #218. Eagle River Bridge. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
.1516.2 - #227. Eagle River Road. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1516.3 - Eagle River. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1517 - #224. Russian Church, Sitka. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [side view of St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral]
.1518 - (Proposed Legion Hall, by Sedille) [artist’s rendering of Jack Henry Post, American Legion, Anchorage]
.1520.1 - [house interior, with dog sitting on stool, bear skin and Dall sheep trophy on walls, rifle, chifforobe]
.1520.2 - [house interior, with stool, bear skin and Dall sheep trophy on walls, rifle case, chifforobe]
.1521.1 - [reindeer being led on rope]
.1521.2 - [reindeer being led on rope]
.1521.3 - [reindeer being led on rope]
.1521.4 - [reindeer tied to fence with rope, building visible in background]
.1521.5 - [reindeer tied to fence with rope]
.1521.6 - [men tying reindeer for transport, winter, Naknek?]
.1521.7 - [men with reindeer loaded on truck for transport, Naknek?]
.1522.1 - (Fruit and Vegetables, Anchorage, 1937) [produce market stands, with Northern Pacific calendar on wall]
.1522.2 - (Fruit and Vegetables, Anchorage, 1937) [produce market stands]
.1522.3 - (Fruit and Vegetables, Anchorage, 1937) [produce market stands, with Northern Pacific calendar on wall]
.1523.1 - [man unloading delivery truck in front of Anchorage Fruit & Produce Company, 1937?]
.1523.2 - [City Transfer Co. delivery truck in front of Anchorage Fruit & Produce Company on Fourth Avenue next to KFQD, 1937?]
.1523.3 - [City Transfer Co. delivery truck in front of Anchorage Fruit & Produce Company on Fourth Avenue next to KFQD, 1937? Has prints]
.1523.4 - [man and little girl unloading delivery truck in front of Anchorage Fruit & Produce Company, 1937?]
.1524 - (Homestead in Making, Pippels) [Pippel homestead in Matanuska Colony, with road in foreground, house and barn in middle ground, fields and mountains in distance]
.1525.1 - (Construction of City Hall Building) [street scene of Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with construction site on right, automobiles, pedestrians, and signs for businesses including Seidenverg’s and Hotel Gitchell. circa 1936]
.1525.2 - (Construction of City Hall Building) [passersby at construction site on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with sign Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works Docket No. 1002-R. circa 1936. Has print]
.1525.3 - (Construction of City Hall Building) [passersby at construction site on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with sign Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works Docket No. 1002-R. Building visible next to City Hall lot. circa 1936. Has print]
.1526.1 - (Pictures at Green Lake for Mr. Cuddy) [three log cabins in winter]
.1526.2 - (Pictures at Green Lake for Mr. Cuddy) [three log cabins in winter]
.1526.3 - (Pictures at Green Lake for Mr. Cuddy) [two log cabins and small outbuilding in winter]
.1526.4 - (Pictures at Green Lake for Mr. Cuddy) [two log cabins and small outbuilding in winter]
.1527 - (Anchorage Baseball Trophy) [cup engraved: International Baseball Challenge Trophy, presented by Discovery Day Association, Dawson, Y.T., 1936]
.1528.1 - (Abber Rd., Anchorage, with fireweed) [Abbott Road, looking east, with Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1528.2 - (Abber Rd., Anchorage, with fireweed) [Abbott Road, looking east, with Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1528.3 - (Abber Rd., Anchorage, with fireweed) [Abbott Road, looking east, with Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1529 - Anchorage Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Anchorage street scene, corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, with pedestrians, automobile, and businesses including Rexall Drugs and Dr. Egan Physician-Surgeon]
.1530 - [Anchorage street scene, corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street in winter, with automobiles and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Fred Carlquist Jeweler, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, Star Air Service]
.1531.1 - (Lucky Shot Mine, Hatcher Pass)
.1531.2 - (Lucky Shot Mine, Hatcher Pass) [aerial]
.1531.3 - (Lucky Shot Mine, Hatcher Pass)
.1531.4 - (Lucky Shot Mine, Hatcher Pass) [has print]
.1531.5 - (Lucky Shot Mine, Hatcher Pass)
.1531.6 - G.Z. 222 (Lucky Shot Mine) [mining complex in winter with mountains in distance, probably Golden Zone Mine]
.1531.7 - G.Z. 39 (Lucky Shot Mine) [mining complex in winter with mountains in distance, probably Golden Zone Mine]
.1531.8 - G.Z. 241 (Lucky Shot Mine) [mining complex in winter with mountains in distance, probably Golden Zone Mine]
.1531.9 - G.Z. 7 (Lucky Shot Mine) [men working near walled tents and log buildings at mining complex in mountains, probably Golden Zone Mine]
.1531.10 - G. Zone #32 (Lucky Shot Mine) [building under construction at mining complex with termination dust on mountains in distance, probably Golden Zone Mine]
.1531.11 - (Lucky Shot Mine, Hatcher Pass) [men standing next to Star Air Service airplane in winter near mining complex in mountains]
.1531.12 - (Lucky Shot Mine, Hatcher Pass)
.1532.1 - (Construction of City Hall Building) [construction site on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking east, with nearby buildings visible. circa 1936]
.1532.2 - (Construction of City Hall Building) [construction site on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with nearby buildings visible. circa 1936]
.1533.1 - 117. Valley hay fields, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [people working in field, Matanuska Colony]
.1533.2 - 128. Hay fields, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hay stacks, Matanuska Colony]
.1533.3 - 131. In the valley, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hay stacks with mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1533.4 - 137. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hay stacks with mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1533.5 - 140. Fields at Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hay stacks, Matanuska Colony]
.1533.6 - 131. Valley hay crop, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hay stacks with mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1534.1 - 176. Alaska cabbage at Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1534.2 - 116. Matanuska Valley beets. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.1535.1 - 172. A valley product, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [pig in pen, Matanuska Colony]
.1535.2 - 123. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [horses running in enclosure, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1536.1 - 110. Settlers home, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wood frame house in clearing, Matanuska Colony]
.1536.2 - 135. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wood frame house in clearing with mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1536.3 - 136. Palmer homes. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man working on wood frame house under construction in clearing, Matanuska Colony]
.1536.4 - 136. Palmer homes. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man standing next to front steps of wood frame house under construction in clearing, Matanuska Colony]
.1536.5 - 141. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wood frame house under construction in clearing, Matanuska Colony]
.1536.6 - 144. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin in clearing, with clothing on clothesline, walled tent, and small outbuilding, Matanuska Colony]
.1536.7 - 145. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin under construction in trees, Matanuska Colony]
.1536.8 - 147. Farm home, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wood frame house with automobiles parked in yard near outbuilding, Matanuska Colony]
.1537.1 - 112. Construction of hospital, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [men at construction site in clearing, Matanuska Colony]
.1537.2 - 113. Construction of school bldg, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [construction site with mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1537.3 - 114. Community garage construction. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [men working at construction site in clearing, Matanuska Colony]
.1538 - 115. Community center building, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [building in trees, Matanuska Colony]
.1539.2 - 132. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [men shoeing horses in yard next to outbuildings, Matanuska Colony]
.1539.3 - 133. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [men shoeing horses, with outbuildings, automobile, and animals in yard, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1540.1 - [aircraft accident, Rearwin Sportster NC 18005, Kansas City, crashed in field, with box of Fuller Paints on ground. Has print]
.1540.2 - [aircraft accident, man standing next to Rearwin Sportster NC 18005, Kansas City, crashed in field. Has print]
.1540.3 - [aircraft accident, two damaged airplanes in field with mountains in distance. Has print]
.1540.4 - [aircraft accident, men and automobile parked near two damaged airplanes in field. Has print]
.1540.5 - [aircraft accident, man standing next to damaged airplane in field]
.1540.6 - [aircraft accident, man standing next to damaged airplane in field]
.1540.7 - [aircraft accident, man standing next to damaged airplane in field]
.1540.8 - [aircraft accident, damaged airplane in field. Has print]
.1540.9 - [aircraft accident, woman and man standing next to damaged airplane in field. Has print]
.1540.10 - [aircraft accident, damaged airplane in field]
.1540.11 - [aircraft accident, damaged airplane wing. Has print]
.1541 - (Knik River Bridge and Pioneer Peak) [Knik Bridge. Has print]
.1542 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, with pedestrians and automobiles, bus, and Star Air Service truck parked outside businesses including Star Air Service, Cheechako Tavern, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Rexall Drugs, and The Gitchell Hotel. Has print]
.1543 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage, with automobiles parked outside Fire Station, with businesses including Hewitt’s Drug Store, Rexall Drugs, J. Vic Brown, and Baldwin Grocery visible. Has print]
.1544.1 - (Northwestern Fisheries Co. cannery) [cannery complex of buildings and docks in winter, with mountains behind]
.1544.2 - (Northwestern Fisheries Co. cannery) [cannery complex of buildings and docks in winter, with mountains behind]
.1545 - [winter street scene of Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage, with children running in street, one child being pulled on sled by dog, businesses include U.G. Crocker, Hotel Gitchell Cafe, H. Seidenverg Clothier. early 1930s? has print]
.1546 - (Early Palmer) [aerial of Palmer, showing tents of Matanuska Colony along Alaska Railroad track. circa 1935. Has print ]
.1547 - [three images on one copy neg: aerial view of Anchorage looking north with Ship Creek and Knik Arm, exterior of Providence Hospital, and exterior of Federal Building on Fourth Avenue]
.1548 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with Kennedy’s and Bili’s Electric Shop]
.1549 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue near H Street in Anchorage, with Empress Theatre, Anchorage Commercial Company, Inc., and Piggly Wiggly. Has print]
.1550.1 - [Shonbeck Building at Fourth Avenue and H Street in Anchorage, with automobiles parked by curbs, gasoline pumps outside store in lower level of building, and apartments in upper two stories]
.1550.2 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue in Anchorage looking east, with automobiles passing businesses including The Mint Bar, Coffee Cup, Bar Corral, Denali Theater, Aleutian Gardens, Lido Cafe, Rex Liquor Store, Blue Moon Hotel, Dick’s Lounge, Monty’s Trading Post, Aleutian Lanes Bowling. Termination dust on Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1551.1 - (Rex) [dog in water]
.1551.2 - (Rex) [dog in water]
.1552.1 - [two images on one copy neg: Eklutna Lake and Eklutna Power Plant dam]
.1552.2 - (Eklutna Powerhouse) [Eklutna Power Plant. copy neg]
.1552.3 - (Eklutna dam) [copy neg]
.1553.1 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [pilots climbing into cockpit of Star Air Service biplane “North Star.” Flight instruction?]
.1553.2 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [Star Air Service biplane NC7[09Y?]]
.1553.3 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [Star Air Service biplane on takeoff]
.1553.4 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [Star Air Service biplane in flight, Chugach Mountains behind]
.1553.5 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [Star Air Service biplane in flight]
.1553.6 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [pilot and other men standing next to Star Air Service biplane, Merrill Field]
.1553.7 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [pilot standing next to Star Air Service biplane]
.1553.8 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [Star Air Service pilot. Same man as in .1553.7. Has print]
.1553.9 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [American Airways Fairchild 71 tail number NC 9745 at Merrill Field, with communications tower and water tower visible in distance]
.1553.10 - (Early Alaska Airplane Scenes) [view from tail of American Airways Fairchild 71 number NC 9745 at Merrill Field, wings folded to side of airplane, with wind vane visible in background]
.1554 - 121. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man on Caterpillar tractor pulling a walled tent along a road, utility pole visible, mountains in background, Matanuska Colony]
.1555.1 - [boy and girl on large float or fair display of vegetables and produce, with sign “Alaska Home Products,” barn in background, Palmer or Matanuska Colony?]
.1555.2 - [still life with vegetables and flowers, Palmer or Matanuska Colony?]
.1556 - (Russian cannon at Unalaska) [four cannons on waterfront. photographer’s shadow visible. copy neg; has print and postcard]
.1557 - [Alaska Railroad depot, tracks in foreground, passengers on station platform, Palmer?]
.1558.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [three McGee Airways airplanes on skis in winter at Lake Spenard, one plane with tail number NC-478-M, possibly Stinson Junior. Has prints]
.1558.2 - [McGee Airways airplanes on skis in winter at Lake Spenard, hangar in background]
.1558.3 - [three McGee Airways airplanes on skis in winter at Lake Spenard]
.1558.4 - [three McGee Airways airplanes on skis in winter at Lake Spenard]
.1559 - Winter in Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo (Frosted Beauty) [winter scene overlooking Cook Inlet, with hoar frost on trees in foreground]
.1560 - Wiley Post and Will Rogers at Fairbanks, Alaska [Chena River at Fairbanks, August 14, 1935. Airplane is Lockheed Orion/Explorer on J5300 EDO floats, tail number NR12283. Has copy print]
.1560.1 - Wiley Post and Will Rogers plane at Fairbanks, Alaska [float plane docked on Chena Slough at Fairbanks, August 1935. Airplane is Lockheed Orion/Explorer on J5300 EDO floats, tail number NR12283]
.1560.2 - (Wiley Post After Crackup at Flat, 1933) [Post standing in front of airplane Winnie Mae on gravel]
.1560.3 - (Wiley Post’s Crackup at Flat, 1933 “The Original of a Great Classic”) [group portrait of men standing in front of airplane Winnie Mae after crash, other men setting up tripod to right plane at left. Has copy print]
.1560.4 - (The Salvage of the Winnie Mae) [man standing next to Post-Rogers Lockheed Orion/Explorer with wreck of Winnie Mae in background, including automobile and work crew]
.1560.5 - (The Salvage of the Winnie Mae) [Post standing in front of airplane Winnie Mae on gravel. cf. 1560.2]
.1560.6 - (The Salvage of the Winnie Mae) [men next to wreck of airplane Winnie Mae, tail number NR-105-W]
.1560.7 - (The Salvage of the Winnie Mae) [men working to right wrecked airplane]
.1560.8 - (The Salvage of the Winnie Mae) [men working to right wrecked airplane]
.1560.9 - (The Salvage of the Winnie Mae) [men working to right wrecked airplane]
.1560.10 - (The Salvage of the Winnie Mae) [men posed on nose of wrecked airplane]
.1561 - Anchorage, Alaska: the airport, and Cook Inlet. Hewitt’s 122 [aerial view looking west, with Merrill Field. circa 1930s. has print]
.1562 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of Star Air Service pilots standing next to biplane with open cockpit, Chugach Mountains in background. Has copy print; in 2014, Ted Spencer identified photo as: Merrill Field 1932, Star Air Service flight school, Fleet biplane, people left to right: Steve Mills, unknown, Percy Hubbard, Irene Irvine Ryan, Jinx Ames]
.1563.1 - Aviator Ben Eielson, Fairbanks, Alaska. Bragaw’s (First Airmail Flight, 1924) [pilot in cockpit of De Havilland DH-4. Has copy print]
.1563.2 - Aviator Eielson tuning-up, Fairbanks, Alaska. Bragaw’s (First Airmail Flight, 1924) [crowd gathered around De Havilland DH-4 on ground in winter. Has copy print]
.1564.1 - (First Plane Built in Alaska, with Builder Cecil Mize. 5/14/33 test, flown by Johnny Moore and sold to Vern Johnson of Anchorage) [pilot Mize standing next to airplane. Has print]
.1564.2 - (First Plane Built in Alaska) [Pietenpol Air Camper with Velie engine. Airplane on field, with mountains in background]
.1564.3 - (First Plane Built in Alaska) [Pietenpol Air Camper with Velie engine. Airplane on field, with mountains in background]
.1565.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [man in tall boots standing next to Martin B-10 bomber airplane with logo including state of Alaska, eagle, bombs, and totem. Has copy print; in 2014, Ted Spencer identified as: possibly T/Sgt. Henry Puzenski, crew chief U.S.A.A.C, Martin B-10, Cook Inlet mudflats, Arnold Flight, 1934]
.1565.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [Martin B-10 bomber airplanes, probably at Merrill Field, mountains in background]
.1565.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [crowds gathered around Martin B-10 bomber airplanes at Merrill Field, hangars and mountains visible in background]
.1565.4 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [crowds gathered around Martin B-10 bomber airplanes at Merrill Field, hangars, communication tower, and mountains visible in background]
.1566 - P-562. Palmer School. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [front exterior view, termination dust on mountains in background]
.1567.1 - P-121-b. Hewitt’s (Early Scenes, Palmer) [man standing next to small cabin made with scrap boards next to walled tent, Matanuska Colony]
.1567.2 - P-121. Hewitt’s (Early Scenes, Palmer) [man standing next to small cabin made with scrap boards, other cabins in background, Matanuska Colony]
.1567.3 - P-148. Hewitt’s (Early Scenes, Palmer) [work bench with tools in shop, Matanuska Colony. Has print]
.1567.4 - P-151. Hewitt’s (Early Scenes, Palmer) [two men, one wearing mosquito netting, operating mechanized saw to cut lumber outdoors, Matanuska Colony. Has print with stamp of Lu Liston]
.1567.5 - P-153. Hewitt’s (Early Scenes, Palmer) [two men operating mechanized saw to cut lumber outdoors, truck in background, Matanuska Colony. Has print]
.1567.6 - P-154. Hewitt’s (Early Scenes, Palmer) [men setting up mechanized saw to cut lumber outdoors, Matanuska Colony. Has print ]
.1567.7 - P-113. Hewitt’s (Early Scenes of Palmer) [two men with construction machinery outside home in Matanuska Colony; digging well?]
.1567.8 - P-114. Hewitt’s (Early Scenes of Palmer) [two men with construction machinery outside home in Matanuska Colony; digging well?]
.1567.9 - P-115. Hewitt’s (Early Scenes of Palmer) [two men with construction machinery outside home in Matanuska Colony; digging well?] [has print. Note on print: Snyder’s house]
.1568.2 - (Valley Crop - Tomatoes)
.1569 - #58 [158?]. Valley farms, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [cattle and horses in fenced pasture with hay stack, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1570.1 - (Farming in Palmer) [man with team of horses pulling plow in field, potatoes on ground, other workers in background, termination dust on mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1570.2 - (Farming in Palmer) [man with team of horses pulling plow in field next to gravel road, Matanuska Colony]
.1571.1 - 161. Grain fields in Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [man stacking hay, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1571.2 - 169. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [bird’s eye view of hay fields in foreground, homestead and walled tents of Matanuska Colony in middle ground, road running towards mountains with termination dust visible]
.1571.3 - 170. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [hay fields in foreground, Matanuska Colony in middle ground, road at right running towards mountains]
.1571.4 - (Palmer - Early Scenes) [bird’s eye view of homestead in foreground, Matanuska Colony in middle ground, mountains in distance]
.1571.5 - (Palmer - Early Scenes) [view down gravel road to homestead and walled tents, with termination dust on mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1571.6 - (Palmer - Early Scenes) [bird’s eye view of cultivated fields with Matanuska Colony homestead visible in middle ground, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1571.7 - (Palmer - Early Scenes) [scenery of Matanuska Valley, with mountains in distance]
.1571.8 - (Palmer - Early Scenes) [homestead with log cabin, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1572.1 - (Palmer - Hay Crop) [two men stacking hay, termination dust on mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1572.2 - (Palmer - Hay Crop) [man standing on hay loaded into cart drawn by horse team, Matanuska Colony]
.1573 - 101. Palmer blacksmith shop. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [small shack with men shoeing horses at right, children playing at left, Matanuska Colony]
.1574 - 162. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [workers harvesting crop in field, one man with tractor, Matanuska Colony]
.1575.1 - (Dog and bear at Curry, Alaska) [dog barking at bear on luggage cart on Alaska Railroad platform. Has copy print]
.1575.2 - (Dog and bear at Curry, Alaska) [bear on luggage cart on platform at Curry depot, Alaska Railroad]
.1576.1 - F.S. [bird’s eye view of Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot from across Susitna River, showing pedestrian bridge, Curry buildings, and walled tents]
.1576.2 - (Curry Bridge) [pedestrian bridge over Susitna River at Curry Hotel, ice in river?]
.1576.3 - (Curry Bridge) [pedestrian bridge over Susitna River at Curry Hotel]
.1576.4 - (Curry Bridge) [pedestrian bridge over Susitna River at Curry Hotel, in winter]
.1576.5 - [winter view of Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot from across Susitna River, showing pedestrian bridge, Curry buildings, walled tents, and water tower]
.1576.6 - [winter view of Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot from across Susitna River, showing pedestrian bridge, Curry buildings, and walled tents]
.1576.7 - [winter view of Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot from across Susitna River, showing pedestrian bridge, Curry buildings, and walled tents]
.1577.1 - [man feeding bear cub out of bowl on platform at Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot. Has copy print]
.1577.2 - [man feeding bear cub out of bowl on platform at Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot]
.1577.3 - [bear cub climbing over wire fence, Curry Hotel]
.1578.1 - (Alaska Grown Vegetables at Curry) [cabbages and potatoes, with depot buildings in background]
.1578.2 - (Alaska Grown Vegetables at Curry) [man squatting near cabbages and potatoes, with depot buildings in background]
.1578.3 - (Alaska Grown Vegetables at Curry) [man holding tray of vegetables, with depot buildings in background]
.1578.4 - (Alaska Grown Vegetables at Curry) [tray of vegetables, with depot buildings in background]
.1579 - [Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot]
.1580.1 - [snow removal on railroad tracks at Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot, water tower visible behind snow plow and plume of snow]
.1580.2 - [Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot, with platform at left, buildings and greenhouse at right]
.1580.3 - [winter view down railroad tracks to Curry Hotel and Alaska Railroad depot in background]
.1581 - (Building at Curry, Alaska) [antlers and sign over door, reading in part “[?]rch Val[?] Ranch”]
.1582.1 - (Air Views of Anchorage) [aerial looking east from Cook Inlet to Merrill Field, circa early 1940s. has print]
.1582.2 - (Air Views of Anchorage) [aerial looking east from Cook Inlet to Merrill Field, circa early 1940s. has print]
.1582.3 - (Air Views of Anchorage) [aerial including Providence Hospital on 9th Avenue and L Street, circa early 1940s. has print]
.1582.4 - (Air Views of Anchorage) [aerial looking east from C Street to Merrill Field, circa early 1940s]
.1582.5 - (Air Views of Anchorage) [aerial of winter landscape with river, circa early 1940s]
.1582.6 - (Air Views of Anchorage) [aerial of winter landscape with road and homestead, circa early 1940s]
.1582.7 - (Air Views of Anchorage, Camel Point) [aerial of winter landscape, circa early 1940s; Campbell Point?]
.1582.8 - (Air Views of Anchorage) [aerial looking east with cemetery and 9th Avenue on right, 13th Avenue at left, Chester Creek?, circa early 1940s. Has print dated 1940]
.1583.1 - (First Tent City, Anchorage, 5-part panorama by Sydney Laurence, part #1) [copy neg. For original panoramic print used as basis of copy negs, see B1971.071.84. has print]
.1583.2 - (First Tent City, Anchorage, 5-part panorama by Sydney Laurence, part #2) [copy neg]
.1583.3 - (First Tent City, Anchorage, 5-part panorama by Sydney Laurence, part #3) [copy neg]
.1583.4 - (First Tent City, Anchorage, 5-part panorama by Sydney Laurence, part #4) [copy neg]
.1583.5 - (First Tent City, Anchorage, 5-part panorama by Sydney Laurence, part #4) [copy neg]
.1583.6 - (First Tent City, Anchorage, 5-part panorama by Sydney Laurence, extra pic) [copy neg]
.1584 - (Yukon Sternwheeler Gen. J.W. Jacobs of Nenana)
.1585.1 - (Beaver Skins) [dried animal pelts on wall]
.1585.2 - (Beaver Skins) [dried animal pelts on wall]
.1585.3 - (Beaver Skins) [dried animal pelts on wall]
.1586 - (Beaver Skins) [dried animal pelts on wall]
.1587 - Palmer Motor Service, Palmer, Alaska. A sight-seeing Valley tour specially conducted in parties of five. $1.50 per passenger. A scenic trip of 21 miles [three men stand in front of three automobiles with a truck parked alongside, next to a wood frame building. circa late 1930s? has print]
.1588.1 - [Kennedy’s storefront on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, possibly President’s Day? Portraits of Abraham Lincoln and George Washington with flags and banners in store windows. circa 1930s]
.1588.2 - [Kennedy’s storefront on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, possibly President’s Day? Portraits of Abraham Lincoln and George Washington with flags and banners in store windows. circa 1930s]
.1589 - [boat on mud flats, dead geese arranged on deck and pilot house, Cook Inlet? cf. 1453, 2050. Has print]
.1590.1 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [three men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, sign over window reads “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.2 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [three men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, sign over window reads “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.3 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [three men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, sign over window reads “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.4 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [three men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.5 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [three men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.6 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [three men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.7 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [three men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.8 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [three men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.9 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [two men inside KFQD with equipment, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.10 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [two men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.11 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [two men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.12 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [two men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.13 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [two men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.14 - (KFQD Radio Station, Interior) [two men inside KFQD, with equipment including turntables, signs over windows read “Studio ‘A’” and “Studio ‘B’”]
.1590.15 - [Alaska Railroad yards at Anchorage in winter, looking north from downtown with Ship Creek and Government Hill, Cook Inlet at left]
.1591.1 - #11. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [ice hockey game at outdoor rink in Anchorage, with sign for Frisco Cafe on fence, houses and utility poles in background; Delaney Park Strip? Has print]
.1591.2 - #5. Fairbanks-Anchorage hockey captains [sic]. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Ice hockey team captains posing, shaking hands at outdoor rink, Anchorage Aces and Fairbanks team]
.1591.3 - No. 25. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Ski Jump, 1937) [spectators watching two ski jumpers go airborne, forested area at base of jump, Anchorage City Ski Bowl?]
.1592 - #17. Children’s Dog Derby, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [young people with dogs on winter street, Anchorage street scene looking east with automobiles and businesses including Alaska Cafe, City Hotel, Blue Ribbon Cafe, Chugach Mountains in distance, Fourth Avenue?]
.1593.1 - [bird’s eye view of residential area in northwest Anchorage with Ship Creek, Anchorage docks, ship in Cook Inlet in distance; S.S. Sackett’s Harbor at dock? Cf. 1710. Has print]
.1593.2 - Cook’s Inlet [bird’s eye view of residential area in northwest Anchorage with Ship Creek, Anchorage docks, ship in Cook Inlet in distance; S.S. Sackett’s Harbor at dock?]
.1593.3 - [bird’s eye view of residential area in northwest Anchorage with Ship Creek, Anchorage docks, ship in Cook Inlet in distance; S.S. Sackett’s Harbor at dock?]
.1594.1 - (Arctic Valley, Anchorage) [winter view of Arctic Valley Ski Bowl, with buildings and ski run in distance. has print]
.1594.2 - (Arctic Valley, Anchorage) [winter view of Arctic Valley Ski Bowl, with buildings and ski run in distance]
.1595 - (Loussac-Sogn Building, Anchorage) [with Paul’s Jewelry, automobiles parked by curb. Has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1596.1 - [Anchorage street scene, Fourth Avenue looking east, with automobiles and businesses including Carol’s, Sunshine Market, Alaskan Publishing Co. Printers, Rose Florist’s Shop, Piggly Wiggly, The Club, Tom’s Radio Service, OK Cleaners, New Method Cleaners, South Seas Club, Alaskan Surplus, 4th Avenue Theater. circa 1930s]
.1596.2 - 4th Ave., Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [Anchorage street scene, Fourth Avenue looking east, with automobiles and businesses including Carol’s, Sunshine Market, Alaskan Publishing Co. Printers, Rose Florist’s Shop, Piggly Wiggly, The Club, Tom’s Radio Service, OK Cleaners, New Method Cleaners, South Seas Club, Alaskan Surplus, 4th Avenue Theater. circa 1930s]
.1597 - [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad headquarters and depot under construction at Anchorage, with rail yards and Government Hill in distance]
.1598.1 - [airplanes on the ground in winter at Merrill Field, including Al Jones Airways and Lavery Airways, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1598.2 - [Merrill Field, with Pacific Airmotive hangar and numerous airplanes on the ground, including General Air Cargo NC41748 and airplane with tail number NC224. Has print with Hewitt’s stamp and handwritten description “Merrill Field, ANC, General Air Cargo (The Portland Rose) Non-Sked”]
.1599.1 - P-316. Hewitt’s (Gill netters) [two fishermen posed at shoreline with net containing fish. Has print]
.1599.2 - P-317. Hewitt’s (Gill netters) [two fishermen pulling net into boat]
.1599.3 - P-318. Hewitt’s (Gill netters) [two fishermen pulling net into boat]
.1599.4 - P-323. Hewitt’s (Gill netters) [two fishermen pulling net into boat, mountains in distance]
.1600 - [Hewitt’s Drug Store on the corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage, with automobiles parked at curb]
.1601.1 - [Early Palmer Home] [Matanuska Colony homestead, with wood frame house under construction, walled tent, and outbuildings]
.1601.2 - [Early Palmer Home] [Matanuska Colony homestead, with wood frame house next to gravel road, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1601.3 - [Early Palmer Home] [Matanuska Colony homestead, with wood frame house and walled tent, clothesline, termination dust on Pioneer Peak in distance]
.1601.4 - [Early Palmer Home] [Matanuska Colony homestead, with log structures, hay field in foreground, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1601.5 - 111. Power House, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Matanuska Colony]
.1601.6 - 117. Teachers Home, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [automobiles parked outside of wood frame building in trees, Matanuska Colony]
.1601.7 - 118. Palmer Homes. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin in trees, Matanuska Colony]
.1601.8 - 123. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [women hanging wash on clotheslines between walled tents, Matanuska Colony]
.1601.9 - 171. A Valley home, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two children sit on stoop outside wood frame house under construction, Matanuska Colony]
.1601.10 - 174. The Colonial home, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [wood frame house in clear cut area, Matanuska Colony]
.1602 - [Palmer, Valley Farmer] [man standing in cultivated field holding wooden crate, termination dust on Pioneer Peek in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1603.1 - [First Colonists in Palmer] [walled tents being erected in field next to dirt road, Alaska Railroad tracks at right, snow on mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony. Has print]
.1603.2 – 104. Building material at Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [lumber in piles along Alaska Railroad tracks, with dirt road and walled tents at left, Matanuska Colony]
.1604 – [destroyed 1/5/94, 3 Mt. McKinley]
.1605 – [destroyed 1/5/94, Emard’s Cannery]
.1606.1 - [Valdez docks, with fishing boat, dock buildings, town and snow-covered mountains in distance]
.1606.2 - A-53. Valdez, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view of town from water, docks at right, snow-covered mountains in distance]
.1607 - (Early Palmer Hospital) [walled tent with sign “Keep Off the Grass”, Matanuska Colony. Has print]
.1608 - (Trapper’s Cabin with Furs) [small log cabin in winter, with animal furs hanging on walls, snowshoes, loaded sled. Has print]
.1609.1 - (Early Palmer Scenes) [Matanuska Colony homestead with log house at right, barn under construction at left, stumps of clear-cut trees in foreground, mountains in background. Has print]
.1609.2 - P-185. Hewitt’s (Early Palmer Scenes) [1930s truck with crate of chickens on back, parked next to automobile, Matanuska Colony]
.1609.3 - (Early Palmer Scenes) [truck carrying horse down gravel street in Palmer, past Koslosky’s General Store and Sally’s Cafe]
.1610.1 - P-417. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial of glacial lake with creek outflow] [has print. Note on print: Lymah De Staffaney, Seattle Fur Exchange, Seattle, Wash.]
.1610.2 - P-418. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial of mountain and river valley]
.1611 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Ed Coffey) [actually pilot Kenneth Neese standing next to airplane]
.1612 - President Harding drives “Golden Spike” Alaska Railroad [copy neg; has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1613 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two pilots standing next to airplane. Has prints; in 2014, Ted Spencer identified as: Percy Hubbard and Ollie “Jinx” Ames, 1930 Alexander Eaglerock airplane, Merrill Field]
.1614 - (Dr. Walkowski Home) [Anchorage residence, with wire fence, sidewalk]
.1615.1 - (Ducks in Ship Creek) [ducks in water with riverboat and outbuildings visible on shore, Cook Inlet in distance]
.1615.2 - (Ducks in Ship Creek) [ducks on water with Anchorage docks and cannery buildings in background]
.1615.3 - (Ducks in Ship Creek) [ducks in flight over mud flats with Anchorage docks in background]
.1616.1 - (Early Hewitt’s, Interior) [Hewitt’s Drug Store, showing lunch counter, magazine racks, paintings for sale on walls. Sydney Laurence painting in top left may be 1995.075.8. has copy print]
.1616.2 - (Early Hewitt’s, Interior) [Hewitt’s Drug Store, showing lunch counter and displays, paintings for sale on walls. Sydney Laurence painting fourth from right may be 1995.075.8. has copy print]
.1617.1 - (Stranberg’s Home) [i.e. Strandberg? flat-topped wood frame building in Anchorage]
.1617.2 - (Stranberg’s Home) [i.e. Strandberg? flat-topped wood frame building in Anchorage]
.1617.3 - (Stranberg’s Home) [i.e. Strandberg, garden outside home in Anchorage]
.1617.4 - (Stranberg’s Home) [i.e. Strandberg, garden outside home in Anchorage]
.1618.1 - (Christy and Win Erwin) [Winfield Ervin and Haakon Christensen? two men on sidewalk, probably outside Hewitt’s Drug Store in Anchorage]
1618.2 - (Christy and Win Erwin) [Winfield Ervin and Haakon Christensen? three men standing next to airplane at Merrill Field, with hangar in background; in 2014, Ted Spencer confirmed Haakon Christensen in center]

1618.3 - [aerial of flock of birds flying over mud flats or river delta]

1619.1 - [group of Dall sheep. copy neg]

1619.2 - [three Dall sheep. copy neg]

1620 - (Mt. McKinley) [aerial. copy neg]

1621.1 - (Record moose horns) [moose antlers posed with rifle on small table. copy neg]

1621.2 - (Record Moose Horns) [moose antlers posed with rifle on small table. copy neg]

1622 – [destroyed in 1994]

1623 – (Old and New Transportation) [women with two dog teams and sleds posed next to airplanes on ground in winter, with hangar buildings in background. copy neg]

1624.1 - 1. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [group of soldiers wearing MP helmets marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, and Alaska Airlines, 1947]

1624.2 - 2. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [color guard and group of soldiers wearing MP helmets marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, and Alaska Airlines, 1947]

1624.3 - 3. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [Army band marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, and Alaska Airlines, 1947]

1624.4 - 4. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [view down platform at Anchorage depot, with trains and man standing on platform, 1947]

1624.5 - 6. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [spectators and group of MPs standing on platform at Anchorage train depot, with tracks visible at left, 1947]

1624.6 - 9. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [two MPs standing on platform next to Boy Scout, with train in background, 1947]

1624.7 - 10. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [group of MPs standing in formation on platform at Anchorage train depot, 1947]

1624.8 - 11. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [Army band playing at Anchorage depot, with spectators and Kiwanis Club grandstand in background, 1947]

1624.9 - 14. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [Army band playing at Anchorage depot, with spectators crowded around Kiwanis Club grandstand, Government Hill in distance, 1947]

1624.10 - 15. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [soldiers in formation on Anchorage depot platform near Lions grandstand, with spectators looking on from roof of station building, 1947]

1624.11 - 16. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand, with spectators and Aurora Train in background, 1947]

1624.12 - 17. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [Queen with fur parka and tiara with young boy standing next to Aurora Train, Anchorage depot, 1947]

1624.13 - 18. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [Army band playing at Anchorage depot, 1947]

1624.14 - 19. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [two Army MPs at attention next to Lions grandstand on Anchorage depot platform, with Boy Scout, 1947]
.1624.15 - 20. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand, with Aurora Train in background, 1947]
.1624.16 - 21. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand, with Aurora Train in background, 1947]
.1624.17 - 22. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand as soldiers look on, Aurora Train in background, 1947]
.1624.18 - 23. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand, with Aurora Train in background, 1947]
.1624.19 - 24. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand, with Aurora Train in background, 1947]
.1624.20 - 25. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand, with Aurora Train in background, 1947]
.1624.21 - 26. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand, with soldiers and Aurora Train in background, 1947]
.1624.22 - 27. (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand, with Aurora Train in background, 1947]
.1624.23 - (Dedicating the Aurora Train, Alaska Railroad) [man speaking from Kiwanis Club grandstand, photographer at left, with soldiers and Aurora Train in background, 1947]
.1625.1 - 7. (First ARR train) [Alaska Railroad locomotive #1 on tracks, with engineer leaning out to speak with uniformed man on platform. Has print]
.1625.2 - 13. (First ARR train) [Alaska Railroad locomotive #1 steaming into Anchorage depot, with spectators on train platform. Has print]
.1626.1 - (Dog Show Winners, Nov. 28, 1948) [woman holding Doberman while two men, one holding ribbon and one holding trophy, squat down next to sign “Best in Show,” spectators on gymnasium seats in background]
.1626.2 - (Dog Show Winners, Nov. 28, 1948) [women holding Irish setter, with spectators in gymnasium seats in background]
.1626.3 - (Dog Show Winners, Nov. 28, 1948) [woman with small dog and man holding trophy, with spectators in gymnasium seats in background]
.1626.4 - (Dog Show Winners, Nov. 28, 1948) [two men, one holding dog and ribbon, with spectators in gymnasium seats in background]
.1626.5 - (Dog Show Winners, Nov. 28, 1948) [woman handing trophy to uniformed man holding ribbon and small dog, with spectators in gymnasium seats in background, man with camera at left]
.1626.6 - (Dog Show Winners, Nov. 28, 1948) [man in uniform handing ribbon to woman holding two dogs, with spectators in gymnasium seats in background]
.1626.7 - (Dog Show, Nov. 28, 1948) [boy sitting with collie on wooden bench]
.1626.8 - (Dog Show, Nov. 28, 1948) [three huskies on wooden bench in kennel enclosure]
.1626.9 - (Dog Show, Nov. 28, 1948) [two dogs on wooden bench in kennel enclosure]
.1626.10 - (Dog Show, Nov. 28, 1948) [dog on wooden bench in kennel enclosure]
.1626.11 - (Dog Show, Nov. 28, 1948) [dog portrait]
.1626.12 - (Dog Show, Nov. 28, 1948) [dog portrait]
.1626.13 - (Dog Show, Nov. 28, 1948) [dog portrait]
.1627 - Cordova, Alaska. Hewitt’s [aerial. copy neg]
.1628.1 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, Interior) [with lunch counter at left, displays at right. Has prints]
.1628.2 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, Interior) [bird’s eye view of displays. Has prints]
.1628.3 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, Interior) [view of displays, people sitting at lunch counter at right. copy neg; has prints]
.1628.4 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, Interior) [with customers at lunch counter at left, displays at right. copy neg; has prints, one with stamp of Ward Wells]
.1629 - [J.S. Wood painting of man in kayak. copy neg]
.1630.1 - (Lake Eklutna) [boat on Eklutna Lake, with mountains in background. Has print]
.1630.2 - (Lake Eklutna)
.1631 - (Eklutna River)
.1632 - (Lake Spenard with sunbathers)
.1633 - (Standard Oil Tanks, Anchorage) [Anchorage port area, with tank farm overlooking Cook Inlet]
.1634 - (Cannery) [Anchorage docks on Ship Creek, with cannery complex (possibly Emard’s), S.S. Sackett’s Harbor, other boats and buildings, and Cook Inlet in distance]
.1635 - (Airplane taking off from Hood Canal, USAF Beechcraft UC 45 F)
.1636 - 25. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [sunset over Cook Inlet; has print with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.1637 - [General Airways, Inc., Douglas DC-3 airplane NC47573, with rose and “Portland, Oregon” painted on tail, parked on snow with Chugach Mountains in background]
.1638.1 - [winter scene of plowed road, hay stacks in field in distance, snow covered mountains beyond; Matanuska Valley?]
.1638.2 - [winter scene of plowed road, hay stacks in field in distance, snow covered mountains beyond; Matanuska Valley?]
.1639 - (Arctic Valley) [distant view of ski area. Has print]
.1640.1 - (Cannery) [Anchorage docks on Ship Creek, with cannery complex (possibly Emard’s), boats tied to pilings in foreground]
.1640.2 - (Cannery) [Anchorage docks on Ship Creek, with cannery complex (possibly Emard’s), S.S. Sackett’s Harbor, other boats and buildings, and Cook Inlet in distance; similar to .1634]
.1641.1 - [Anchorage Fourth Avenue, night scene, Rutherford’s Men’s Shop, exterior with lighted store windows]
.1641.2 - [Rutherford’s Men’s Shop, interior with clothing displays, Anchorage Fourth Avenue]
.1641.3 - [Rutherford’s Men’s Shop, interior with clothing displays, Anchorage Fourth Avenue]
.1641.4 - [Rutherford’s Men’s Shop, interior with clothing displays, Anchorage Fourth Avenue]
.1641.5 - [Rutherford’s Men’s Shop, interior with counter display showing clothing, hats, shoes, Santa figurine in corner, Anchorage Fourth Avenue]
.1642.1 - [Providence Hospital, night scene, exterior entrance, Christmas lights and decorations]
.1642.2 - [Providence Hospital, night scene, exterior entrance, Christmas lights and decorations]
.1642.3 - [Providence Hospital, night scene, closeup of exterior of entrance, Christmas lights and decorations. Has print]
.1643 – [missing; misnumbering of 1642.3? See print for 1642.3 with caption “Hospital Xmas Eve by Lu Liston”]
.1644.1 - [Sunset on Cook Inlet, mud flats in foreground]
.1644.2 - (Cook Inlet) [boat on mud flats in foreground, snow-capped mountains in distance]
.1644.3 - (Cook Inlet) [men in boat pulling dory near shore in foreground, snow-capped mountains in distance. Has prints]
.1645 - Yale and Harvard Glä’s, P.W. Photo D.E. Hewitt [aerial of glaciers in College Fjord, Prince William Sound]
.1646 - [Loussac-Sogn Building, with signs for (?) Renfrew Attorneys-at-Law, Barbera & Co. Public Accountants, Lee L. McK[?] Orthodontist]
.1647.1 - (Merrill Field in winter) [small airplanes covered in snow, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1647.2 - (Merrill Field in winter) [small airplane in snow, U.S. Civil Air Patrol tail number NC9511K, possibly Stinson Voyager]
.1647.3 - (Merrill Field in winter) [airplanes parked outside hangars, including Alaska Airlines hangar, with control tower in distance]
.1647.4 - (Merrill Field in winter) [airplanes parked outside hangars, including Pacific Airmotive, with CAA DC-3 King Chris tail number NC14 in foreground]
.1647.5 - (Merrill Field in winter) [snow plow on air strip conducting snow removal]
.1647.6 - (Merrill Field in winter) [snow plow on air strip conducting snow removal]
.1647.7 - (Merrill Field in winter) [man on tractor conducting snow removal, with hangar building in background]
.1647.8 - (Merrill Field in winter) [man on tractor conducting snow removal near small airplanes parked outside hangar buildings, another man walking in snow at right, control tower in background]
.1647.9 - (Merrill Field in winter) [man in suit and hat talking with man on snow plow, with buildings in background]
.1647.10 - (Merrill Field in winter) [airplane taking off from snowy runway]
.1647.11 - (Merrill Field in winter) [airplane taking off from snowy runway, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1647.12 - (Merrill Field in winter) [airplane taking off from snowy runway, control tower at right]
.1648 - [bird’s eye view of street scene on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage looking east, with automobiles and businesses including OK Cleaners, Tom’s Radio Service, Dry Cleaning, The Club, First National Bank, and 4th Avenue Theater]
.1649.1 - (Alaska Railroad Yards, Anchorage) [view of yard looking southeast, with Quonset huts in foreground, equipment and buildings including depot in middle ground, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1649.2 - (Alaska Railroad Yards, Anchorage) [view of yard looking northeast, with large building under construction at left, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1649.3 - (Alaska Railroad Yards, Anchorage) [view of yard looking southwest, with construction material in foreground, Anchorage docks, downtown buildings on bluff at left, and Cook Inlet in background]
.1650.1 - [mostly empty warehouse with sacks at left and gas canisters at right, George Vaara’s bottling works?]
.1650.2 - [man at desk with telephone and office equipment on desk, invoice book and paperwork, calendar on wall at right]
.1650.3 - [man wearing apron stacking glass bottles in Pepsi bottling plant; in 2014, identified as George Vaara]
.1651 - [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage looking north, with automobiles parked outside Hewitt’s Drug Store in the Bevers & Pfeil Building, Cook Inlet in distance]
.1652 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Lucky Shot Mine) [mine buildings in winter]
.1653.2 - 30. Healey River Coal Veins. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [man standing on coal veins at Healy River. Photo credit, probably Johnson & Tyler, scratched off negative]
.1653.3 - 30. Healey River Coal Veins, Healey, Alaska. Johnson & Tyler, Anchorage. 11, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Healy River canyon]
.1653.4 - (Healy Mine) [bird’s eye view of hydraulic mining operation, with pipelines, hoisting machinery]
.1653.5 - (Healy Mine) [view of buildings in Healy, with light snow cover]
.1653.6 - (Healy Mine) [bird’s eye view of hydraulic mining operation, with pipelines, hoisting machinery]
.1653.7 - (Healy Mine Dredge)
.1653.8 - (Healy Mine Dredge)
.1654.1 - [men holding fish, standing in water next to Star Airlines float plane. Has prints]
.1654.2 - [man holding fish on float of Star Airlines float plane, string of fish hanging from plane. Has print]
.1654.3 - 44. [three men with Dall sheep trophies on dock next to float plane]
.1655.1 - [Anchorage aerial looking east]
.1655.2 - [Anchorage aerial looking west, with Merrill Field in foreground and Mt. Susitna in distance, winter]
.1656.1 - (2-26-1953) [Anchorage Fourth Avenue street scene, with two women standing by door of U.G. Crocker, truck parked outside Alaska Transfer Co., signs for Dr. Shore Physician-Surgeon and New Method Cleaners]
.1656.2 - [street scene at corner of Fourth Avenue and Gambell in Anchorage, with First National Bank and sign for J.H. Romig, Howard G. Romig, Physicians & Surgeons. cf. 1462]
.1656.3 - (Fourth and Gambell, Dec. 26, 1953) [Anchorage, night scene, lighted sign for First National Bank, Fourth Avenue]
.1656.4 – (Fourth and Gambell, Dec. 26, 1953) [Anchorage, night scene, lighted sign for First National Bank, Fourth Avenue]
.1656.5 – (Dec. 26, 1953) [vault in First National Bank, Fourth Avenue and Gambell Street, Anchorage]
.1656.6 - (Dec. 26, 1953) [vault in First National Bank, Fourth Avenue and Gambell Street, Anchorage]
.1656.7 - (Dec. 26, 1953) [vault in First National Bank, Fourth Avenue and Gambell Street, Anchorage]
.1656.8 - (Dec. 26, 1953) [vault in First National Bank, Fourth Avenue and Gambell Street, Anchorage]
.1656.9 - (Dec. 26, 1953) [safe deposit boxes in First National Bank, Fourth Avenue and Gambell Street, Anchorage]
.1656.10 - (Dec. 26, 1953) [safe deposit boxes in First National Bank, Fourth Avenue and Gambell Street, Anchorage]
.1656.11 - (Dec. 26, 1953) [safe deposit boxes in First National Bank, Fourth Avenue and Gambell Street, Anchorage]
.1656.12 - (Dec. 26, 1953) [safe deposit boxes in First National Bank, Fourth Avenue and Gambell Street, Anchorage]
.1656.13a - (Fourth and Gambell, Dec. 26, 1953) [Anchorage, night scene, lighted sign for First National Bank, Fourth Avenue. 35mm neg]
.1656.13b - (Dec. 26, 1953) [safe deposit boxes in First National Bank, Fourth Avenue and Gambell Street, Anchorage. 35mm neg]
.1656.14 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches) [bank branch in winter]
.1656.15 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches) [bank branch in winter]
.1656.16 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches) [bank branch in winter; in 2014, location identified as Fifth Avenue and Gambell Street, with a motel at left, possibly the Red Ram]
.1656.17 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches, Spenard) [bank branch in winter]
.1656.18 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches) [bank branch in winter, Spenard?]  
.1656.19 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches) [bank branch in winter, Spenard?]  
.1656.20 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches) [bank branch in winter, Spenard? Sign in back reads “Spenard Service S_”. Not same building as .1656.16-19, cf. 1656.14-15; in 2014, location identified as Spenard Road north of Northern Lights, building later moved to 3005 Spenard Road]
.1656.21 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches) [bank branch in winter, Spenard? Similar to .1656.15]
.1656.22 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches) [bank branch in winter, Spenard? Similar to .1656.14]
.1656.23 - (National Bank of Alaska Branches) [bank branch in winter. Similar to .1656.16-19]
.1657.1 - (Fox pups with cat)  
.1657.2 - (Fox pups with cat)  
.1657.3 - (Fox pups) [litter on towel in house]  
.1657.4 - (Fox pups) [litter on towel in house]  
.1657.5 - (Fox pups) [litter on towel in house]  
.1657.6 - (Fox pups) [litter on towel in house]  
.1657.7 - (Fox pups) [litter on towel in house]  
.1658 – Not fit company for a goat. c. G.B.N. 2.19.21 [mountain goat on hillside. Signed with monogram of George Benjamin Nelson]  
.1659 – [destroyed per undated note; was red fox at Curry]  
.1661 - Alaska Pack Dogs. Bragaw. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [two dogs with packs crossing stream in winter. copy neg, original produced in reverse, flipped in scanning]
.1662 - (Merrill Field) [distant view of airfield with control tower, airplanes parked outside hangars including Pacific Northern Airlines, Jack Carr Service, and Alaska Airlines, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1663 - (Cannery at Anchorage) [Emards? cannery buildings on Ship Creek with ships at dock, Alaska Railroad on tracks behind, smoke from steamship at left]
.1664 - (Pioneer Peak)
.1665 - (Palmer) [distant view of homestead with Quonset hut in Matanuska Valley, mountains in distance]
.1666.1 - [fishermen along river, angler in hip boots in stream n foreground, others along bank, mountains in distance, Southcentral Alaska. has print with handwritten caption “Fish Creek”]
.1666.2 - [river in Southcentral Alaska]
.1667 - (Ship Creek) [river in winter, with Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1668 - (Mt. McKinley from Stony Hill) [road through Mt. McKinley National Park in foreground. cf. .1203. Has print]
.1669 - (On way to Independence Mine) [rocky river in foreground, Little Susitna? Mountains in distance. has print]
.1670.1 - (Road to Palmer) [gravel road lined with trees in foreground, mountains in distance]
.1670.2 - (Road to Palmer) [gravel road lined with trees in foreground, mountains in distance]
.1670.3 - (Road to Palmer) [gravel road lined with trees in foreground, mountains in distance]
.1671 - (CAA Station at Eklutna) [buildings and communication towers of the Civil Aeronautics Administration station at Eklutna, with mountains in distance; has print labeled Eklutna Flats with FAA towers]
.1672.1 - (Near Eklutna) [gravel road with trees]
.1672.2 - (Near Eklutna) [gravel road with trees, hills in distance]
.1672.3 - (Near Eklutna) [gravel road with trees, snow-capped mountains in distance]
.1672.4 - (Near Eklutna) [scenery with trees, mountains, log cabin just visible at left]
.1673.1 - (Eklutna Lake) [has print labeled “Eklutna Lake, Lu”]
.1673.2 - (Eklutna Lake)
.1674 - (Reflection at Knik Bridge) [scenery with Knik River, trees, mountains, clouds]
.1675.1 - (Winter Scenes along Highway) [snow covered river with mountains in background, Glenn Highway]
.1675.2 - (Winter Scenes along Highway) [snow covered river with mountains in background, Glenn Highway]
.1675.3 - (Winter Scenes along Highway) [snow covered river with mountains in background, Glenn Highway]
.1675.4 - (Winter Scenes along Highway) [steam rising from snow covered river, winter sun, Glenn Highway]
.1676 - 13. Hewitt’s (Independence Mine) [aerial of mine operation in Hatcher Pass]
.1677.1 - (Scenes of McKinley Park) [gravel road and rock outcropping]
.1677.2 - (Scenes of McKinley Park) [road winding through mountains]
.1677.3 - (Scenes of McKinley Park) [gravel road and rock outcropping]
.1678 - [hay stacks in field, homestead in middle ground, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley. Has print with handwritten caption “Harvest in Matanuska Valley, “ with Hewitt’s stamp and stamp of Lu Liston]
.1679.1 – [trees]
.1679.2 – [trees]
.1680.1 – (Matanuska River)
.1680.2 - (Matanuska River)
.1681 - (Fireweed) [scenic with gravel road in foreground, mountains in distance, probably Matanuska Valley]
.1682 - (Fire Lake) [two rowboats at small dock in foreground]
.1683.1 - (Near Goat Creek) [dirt road with trees and hills, south of Palmer in Matanuska Valley]
.1683.2 - (Near Goat Creek) [dirt road with trees and mountains, south of Palmer in Matanuska Valley]
.1684.1 - [scenic with rushing river in foreground, trees, snow-capped mountains in distance, probably Matanuska Valley]
.1684.2 - [scenic with gravel bar and river in foreground, trees, snow-capped mountains in distance, probably Matanuska Valley]
.1684.3 - [scenic with gravel bar and river in foreground, trees, snow-capped mountains in distance, probably Matanuska Valley]
.1684.4 - [scenic with rocks and river in foreground, trees, snow-capped mountains in distance, probably Matanuska Valley]
.1684.5 - [scenic with rushing river in foreground, trees, snow-capped mountains in distance, probably Matanuska Valley]
.1684.6 - [scenic with gravelly river in foreground, trees, snow-capped mountains in distance, probably Matanuska Valley]
.1685.1 - Mt. McKinley. Hewitt’s / Peak of Mt. McKinley. #5, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [double caption. Has print with caption Peak of Mt. McKinley, c. Bragaw’s]
.1685.2 - [Mt. McKinley. positive film]
.1685.3 - [Mt. McKinley. positive film. Cf. 1862.1]
.1686 - 77. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [snarling wolf. Has print]
.1687 – (1946) [Fourth Avenue street scene in Anchorage, with automobiles parked outside businesses including Eckmann’s Furniture, 4th Avenue Theater, Reed Building with sign for FotoShop & Studio, and Masonic Temple, street light in foreground. copy neg; has prints]
.1688 - Kenai. Hewitt’s [aerial. copy neg]
.1689.1 - Copper Center. Hewitt’s [Copper Center Roadhouse. copy neg]
.1689.2 - [Gulkana Roadhouse]
.1690 - Worthington Glacier. Hewitt’s [copy neg. has print with no caption and Hewitt’s stamp]
.1691.1 - Hewitt’s. Anchorage [Fourth Avenue and E Street scene with pedestrians, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, lawn and fence in foreground with sign “Pick Up Military Personnel Here.” copy neg. cf. 1289, 1409]
.1691.2 - Hewitt’s, Anchorage [automobiles parked outside Northern Commercial Co., Fourth Avenue. copy neg; has print with handwritten caption “Lu Liston Photo 1946”, also dated 1944]
.1691.3 - Hewitt’s, Anchorage [automobiles parked outside Northern Commercial Co., Fourth Avenue. copy neg]
.1692 - Matanuska Glacier. Hewitt’s [copy neg]
1693.2 - Bridalvail [sic] Falls, Keystone Canyon Valdez, Alaska [automobile on gravel road next to Bridal Veil Falls. copy neg; has print, with photographer identified as Sidney Hamilton]
1694.1 - Eureka. Hewitt’s [dirt Glenn Highway in foreground, buildings along road in middle distance, mountain in background. copy neg]
1694.2 - Glenn Highway, Eureka. Hewitt’s [scenic with glacier in mountain valley. copy neg]
1695 - Brownies, McKinley Park. Hewitt’s [brown bears. copy neg]
1696 - Eagle River. Hewitt’s [copy neg]
1697 - Mt. McKinley. Hewitt’s [park road at right. copy neg]
1698 - Worthington Glacier. Hewitt’s [copy neg]
1699 - Hewitt’s, Anchorage (Anchorage Home in Winter) [dog sitting next to mailbox in front of log cabin, small garage at right. Copy neg]
1700 - Midnight sun, Yukon River. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [copy neg]
1701 - Victor Anderson entry, winner second place. Lomen Bros., Nome #1163. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [musher with dog team in race; All Alaska Sweepstakes? copy neg. has print]
1702 - Brownie. Hewitt’s [two hunters posed outdoors with bear skin hung on frame, one man holding bear jawbone, the other holding rifle. copy neg]
1703 - (Native dancer from Nome. Mr. Frank Ellanna in Anchorage for Fur Rendezvous, Feb. 24, 1950) [studio portrait of man in fur parka. Signed permission form included with negative, also signed by Mrs. Frank Ellanna, Theresa Kutungazoe and Mrs. Bessie Berg]
1704 - (Native dancer from Nome. Mrs. Frank Ellanna in Anchorage for Fur Rendezvous, Feb. 24, 1950) [studio portrait of woman in fur parka]
1705 - (Native dancer from Nome. Mrs. Frank Ellanna in Anchorage for Fur Rendezvous, Feb. 24, 1950) [studio portrait of woman in fur parka]
1706 - (Native dancer from Nome. Theresa Kutungazoc in Anchorage for Fur Rendezvous, Feb. 24, 1950) [or Kutungazoe? studio portrait of woman in fur parka]
1707 - (Native dancer from Nome. Theresa Kutungazoc in Anchorage for Fur Rendezvous, Feb. 24, 1950) [or Kutungazoe? studio portrait of woman in fur parka]
1708 - (Native dancers from Nome. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellanna in Anchorage for Fur Rendezvous, Feb. 24, 1950) [studio portrait of man and woman in fur parkas; has print]
1709 - (Native dancers from Nome. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellanna and Theresa Kutungazoc in Anchorage for Fur Rendezvous, Feb. 24, 1950) [or Kutungazoe? studio portrait of man and two women in fur parkas]
1710.1 - (Anchorage Depot and Waterfront, June 1950) [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad yard in Anchorage with Government Hill, Ship Creek, Anchorage docks, ship in Cook Inlet in distance; S.S. Sackett’s Harbor at dock? cf. 1593]
1710.2 - (Anchorage Depot and Waterfront, June 1950) [bird’s eye view of residential area in northwest Anchorage with Ship Creek, Anchorage docks, ship in Cook Inlet in distance; S.S. Sackett’s Harbor at dock? cf. 1593]
1710.3 - (Anchorage Depot and Waterfront, June 1950) [bird’s eye view of residential area in northwest Anchorage with Ship Creek, Anchorage docks, ship in Cook Inlet in distance; S.S. Sackett’s Harbor at dock? cf. 1593]
.1710.4 - (Anchorage Depot and Waterfront, June 1950) [bird’s eye view of mouth of Ship Creek, Anchorage docks and buildings, steamship at dock. cf. 1593]
.1710.5 - (Anchorage Depot and Waterfront, June 1950) [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad yard in Anchorage with Government Hill, Ship Creek, Anchorage docks at left. cf. 1593]
.1710.6 - (Anchorage Depot and Waterfront, June 1950) [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad yard in Anchorage looking northeast, with C Street Bridge]
.1710.7 - (Anchorage Depot and Waterfront, June 1950) [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad yard in Anchorage with Government Hill, Ship Creek, Anchorage docks at left. cf. 1593]
.1711.1 - (Forest fire, Eagle River, June 5, 1950)
.1711.2 - (Forest fire, Eagle River, June 5, 1950)
.1711.3 - (Forest fire, Eagle River, June 5, 1950)
.1711.4 - (Forest fire, Eagle River, June 5, 1950)
.1711.5 - (Forest fire, Eagle River, June 5, 1950)
.1711.6 - (Forest fire, Eagle River, June 5, 1950)
.1711.7 - (Forest fire, Eagle River, June 5, 1950)
.1711.8 - (Forest fire, Eagle River, June 5, 1950)
.1712.1 - (Mt. McKinley) [copy neg]
.1712.2 - (Mt. McKinley) [copy neg]
.1713.1 - (Mother of pearl cloud, Jan. 1950, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage) [copy neg]
.1713.2 - (Mother of pearl cloud, Jan. 1950, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage) [copy neg]
.1713.3 - (Abalone sky, Anchorage, Feb. 1, 1950) [reverse original of copy negs 1713.1-.2]
.1714 - An Eskimo Mothers Pride. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [studio portrait of small boy in fur parka posed next to grass basket. neg badly deteriorated]
.1715.1 - Lake Kenai. Hewitt’s [copy neg]
.1715.2 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [original of .1715.1]
.1715.3 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [similar to .1715.2]
.1715.4 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [similar to .1715.2]
.1716 - Eskimo Woman and Child. Hewitt’s Photo [woman in fur parka carrying sleeping child in baby belt. copy neg; has print with caption Eskimo woman and child, Thomas Kodagraph, Anchorage]
.1717 - Alaska brown bear. Hewitt’s Photo [three bears, mountains behind. Copy neg]
.1718.1 - Alaska gold and platinum. Hewitt’s Photo [pans filled with ore, with hand-lettered signs indicating value of pan’s worth. copy neg]
.1718.2 - $500 gold and platinum nuggets. Hewitt’s Photo [ore arranged in small pans on platter; similar to .1748.1]
.1719 - The Loop, Alaska R.R. “Hewitt’s” [Alaska Railroad Loop district. copy neg]
.1720 - Polar bear skins, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [furs on rack outside Alaska Fur Factory. copy neg]
.1721.1 - Coyotes shot from plane, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [man holding two carcasses standing next to Christensen Air Service airplane with skis in winter. Cf. 2247. Copy neg]
.1721.2 - Wolverine shot from plane, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [man holding two carcasses standing next to Christensen Air Service airplane with skis in winter. Copy neg]
.1722.1 - Alaska caribou. Hewitt’s Photo
.1722.2 - Caribou on the shore of Medicine Lake, Circle Hot Springs, Alaska [copy neg]
.1723 - Alaska bighorn. Hewitt’s Photo [copy neg of illustrated Christmas card, with printed caption under photograph reading “Best Wishes for Christmas and the New Year.”]
.1724 - Beaty’s Dog Team, Seward-Iditarod Trail, Alaska, Hewitt’s Photo. Alaska Shop [musher with dog team stopped on trail in winter. copy neg]
.1725 - Alaskan dog team. Hewitt’s Photo [two people on sled with dog team, on trail in winter with Chugach Mountains in background. copy neg]
.1726 - Palmer, Alaska, Hi-way. Hewitt’s [Palmer Road/ Glenn Highway passing Pioneer Peak. copy neg]
.1727 – [missing]
.1728 - Gold dredge, Ester Creek. Hewitt’s Photo [copy neg]
.1729 - Ice skating, Lake Spenard, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [copy neg]
.1730 - Kodiak, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [bird’s eye view of town. copy neg]
.1731.1 - Harvest, Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo [two men with reaping equipment in field, mountains in background, Matanuska Colony. copy neg]
.1731.2 - Matanuska grain field. Hewitt’s Photo [hay stacks in field in foreground, homestead in middle, mountains in background, Matanuska Colony. copy neg]
.1731.3 - Matanuska Valley farm. Hewitt’s Photo [homestead with barn, cultivated fields, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony. copy neg]
.1731.4 - Matanuska Valley, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [bird’s eye view of Palmer road with Matanuska Colony in middle distance, mountains in background. copy neg. cf. 1767]
.1732.1 - [two mountain goats on ridge with river valley below and mountains in distance. copy neg]
.1732.2 - [mountain goat on ridge. copy neg]
.1733.1 - [brown bear. copy neg]
.1733.2 - [brown bear. copy neg]
.1734.1 - (Mt. McKinley, from colored slide) [has prints]
.1734.2 - (Mt. McKinley)
.1734.3 - (Mt. McKinley)
.1734.4 - Mt. McKinley, Wonder Lake. Hewitt’s [copy neg; has print with no caption and Hewitt’s stamp]
.1734.5 - (Mt. McKinley, Wonder Lake) [copy neg]
.1735 - [street scene looking east on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with automobiles and pedestrians and businesses including Carol’s, Sunshine Market, Alaskan Publishing Co., Alaskan Stationers, Rose Florist’s Shop, Piggly Wiggly, 4th Ave. Bldg., The Club, Tom’s Radio, OK Cleaners, New Method Cleaners, South Seas Club, Alaskan Surplus, 4th Avenue Theater, and the federal building, Chugach Mountains in distance. August, 1940s. Has print with caption Lu Liston Photo 1945, but also dated 1944.]
.1736.1 - (Sunset on mountains, Kenai Road)
.1736.2 - (Sunset on mountains, Kenai Road)
.1736.3 - (Sunset on mountains, Kenai Road)
.1736.4 - (Midnight sun on Chugach Mountains, March 1952)
.1736.5 - (Midnight sun on Chugach Mountains, March 1952)
.1736.6 - (Midnight sun on Chugach Mountains, March 1952)
.1736.7 - (Midnight sun on Chugach Mountains, March 1952)
.1736.8 - (Midnight sun on Chugach Mountains, March 1952)
.1737.1 - (Cache in summer)
.1737.2 - (Cache in winter)
.1738.1 - (Alaska Railroad shop fire, 1950)
.1738.2 - (Alaska Railroad shop fire, 1950)
.1739 - (Chugach Mountains, Mile 53 Seward Highway) [winter scene. Has print with handwritten caption “Alyeska Ski Mt., 1963, downhill trail, Lu Liston Photo”]
.1740.1 - (Winter scenes, Ship Creek)
.1740.2 - (Winter scenes, Ship Creek)
.1741 - Mt. McKinley, el. 20,300 ft., from Anchorage, Alaska, 152 miles. Bragaw’s [copy neg. cf. 1861.1]
.1742 - (Methodist Church, Anchorage, Aug. 1951) [First Methodist Church exterior. Has print]
.1743.1 - (Anchorage railroad yards, Aug. 1951) [view of Alaska Railroad yards at Ship Creek, looking west towards Cook Inlet, downtown Anchorage at left]
.1743.2 - (Anchorage railroad yards, Aug. 1951) [view of Alaska Railroad yards at Ship Creek, looking northwest towards Government Hill]
.1743.3 - (Anchorage railroad yards, Aug. 1951) [view of Alaska Railroad yards at Ship Creek, looking northeast towards water tower, Government Hill. Has prints]
.1743.4 - (Anchorage railroad yards, Aug. 1951) [view of Alaska Railroad yards at Ship Creek, looking northwest towards Cook Inlet and Government Hill, N.F. Nelson Warehouse and Henry F. Wolf Lumber in foreground. Has prints]
.1744.1 - (Anchorage skyscraper, L St. Apartments, Aug. 1951) [distant view of apartment building under construction, with scaffolding. Has prints]
.1744.2 - (Anchorage skyscraper, L St. Apartments, Aug. 1951) [distant view of apartment building under construction, with scaffolding. Has print]
.1745.1 - (Denali School, 1951) [has prints]
.1745.2 - (Denali School, 1951) [has prints, one with stamp of Lu Liston]
.1745.3 - (Denali School, 1951)
.1745.4 - (Denali School, 1951) [has prints]
.1746.1 - (Alaska Native Medical Center being built, Aug. 1951) [Alaska Native Service hospital construction, with one building largely completed and two with scaffolding, Chugach Mountains in background. Has prints]
.1746.2 - (Alaska Native Medical Center being built, Aug. 1951) [Alaska Native Service hospital construction, with one building largely completed and two with scaffolding, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1746.3 - (Alaska Native Medical Center being built, Aug. 1951) [Alaska Native Service hospital construction, with one building largely completed and two with scaffolding, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1747.1 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [three people on stage set with barabara, ice floes on painted backdrop, chairs piled in front of stage]
.1747.2 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [male and female dancers and drummers on stage, ice floes on painted backdrop, chairs piled in front of stage]
.1747.3 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [male and female dancers and drummers on stage, ice floes on painted backdrop, chairs piled in front of stage, men’s shirts read “Nome, Alaska”]
.1747.4 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [three people on stage set with barabara, ice floes on painted backdrop, chairs piled in front of stage]
.1747.5 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [male and female dancers and drummers on stage, ice floes on painted backdrop, chairs piled in front of stage, drummers’ shirts read “Nome, Alaska”]
.1747.6 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [three people on stage set with barabara, ice floes on painted backdrop, chairs piled in front of stage]
.1747.7 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [male on stage with boat and two pokes, ice floes on painted backdrop, chairs piled in front of stage]
.1747.8 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [male and female dancers and drummers on stage, ice floes on painted backdrop, chairs piled in front of stage, drummers’ shirts read “Nome, Alaska”]
.1747.9 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [three women dancers in fur parkas posed for photograph, ice floes on painted backdrop; at AFN 2013, identified as King Island dancers Clara Silook, Ursala Ellanna, and wife of Sammy Mogg, Sr. In 2014, Margie Ellana said that the squirrel skin parkas being worn by the women were made specifically for use at appearances; the geometric designs were unique to each woman but did not otherwise signify anything]
.1747.10 - (Eskimo Dancers, Anchorage High School Auditorium, 1951) [male drummer wearing Nome t-shirt preparing for show, ice floes on painted backdrop in background; at AFN 2013, identified as Frank Ellanna of King Island]
.1748.1 - (Gold Dust in Pan, taken in studio in 1951) [ore arranged in pans on platter; similar to .1718.2]
.1748.2 - (Gold Dust in Pan, taken in studio in 1951) [ore arranged in pans on platter]
.1748.3 - (Gold Dust in Pan, taken in studio in 1951) [ore arranged in pans on platter]
.1749.1 – Greetings [caption and line illustration of Santa Claus giving a thumbs-up for greeting card]
.1749.2 – Season’s greetings from hour house to your house [caption and line illustration of houses and trees for greeting card]
.1751 - D-72. (Eskimo Woman Chewing Thread) [studio portrait of woman in printed parka with fur ruff, chin tattooing; at AFN 2013, tentatively identified as St. Lawrence style tattooing]
.1752 - [studio portrait of two Alaska Native children in fur parkas and mukluks]
.1753 - #1 [musher with bib #19 (or 29) racing dog team down trail in winter, Chugach Mountains in background]
.1754 - (St. Paul’s Harbor, Kodiak) [boats anchored in cove at sunset]
.1755 - 72. Along the Alaska Railroad. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad train on wooden trestle with mountains in background]
.1756.1 - (ARR Depot, Anchorage, wide angle shot) [Alaska Railroad headquarters and depot in Anchorage. Camera tripod visible in foreground]
.1756.2 - (ARR Depot, Anchorage, wide angle shot) [Alaska Railroad headquarters and depot in Anchorage. Camera tripod visible in foreground]
.1757.1 - (Kenai Lake, Snug Harbor) [boat anchored in cove at sunset]
.1757.2 - (Kenai Lake, Snug Harbor) [boat anchored in cove at sunset]
.1757.3 - (Kenai Lake, Snug Harbor) [boat tied to tree on shore, cans and boxes on beach]
.1757.4 - (Kenai Lake, 1950)
.1757.5 - (Kenai Lake, 1950)
.1757.6 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [gravel road in foreground]
.1757.7 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [gravel road leading to lake in background]
.1757.8 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [gravel road and guardrail at right]
.1757.9 - (Kenai Lake, 1950)
.1757.10 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [has print]
.1757.11 - (Kenai Lake, 1950)
.1757.12 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [gravel road and guardrail at right]
.1757.13 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [low bridge in distance]
.1757.14 - (Kenai Lake, 1950)
.1757.15 - (Kenai Lake, 1950) [has print with handwritten caption “Trail Lake, Lu Liston”]
.1758.1 - (Ship Creek, summer scene)
.1758.2 - (Ship Creek, summer scene)
.1759.1 - (L St Apartments construction, 1951) [Anchorage apartment building with scaffolding. Has print]
.1759.2 - (L St Apartments construction, 1951) [Anchorage apartment building with scaffolding. Has parint]
.1759.3 - (L St Apartments construction, 1951) [Anchorage apartment building with scaffolding]
.1760 - [Fairbanks street scene, bird’s eye view of Cushman Street, with automobiles, pedestrians, and businesses including Burns Apartments, Cooperative Drugs, Empress Theater, [W?e]chter Meats, Lavery’s, Model Cafe, Fairbanks Cigar Store, and Wien Alaska Airlines]
.1761.1 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek, 1945)
.1761.2 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek, 1945) [has print with caption Gold Dredge at Ester Creek, Drag Line, 1945, Lu Liston Photo]
.1761.3 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek, 1945)
.1761.4 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek, 1945) [has print]
.1761.5 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek, 1945)
.1762.1 - (Mendenhall Glacier)
.1762.2 - (Mendenhall Glacier)
.1762.3 - [missing]
.1762.4 - (Mendenhall Glacier)
.1762.5 - (Mendenhall Glacier from the air)
.1762.6 - (Mendenhall Glacier from the air)
.1762.7 - (Mendenhall Glacier from the air)
.1763.1 - (Mendenhall Glacier scene, Auke Lake)
.1763.2 - (Mendenhall Glacier scene, Auke Lake)
.1764 - (Cows in Matanuska Valley Farm) [cattle laying in field in foreground, homestead roofs visible, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.1765.1 - (Arctic Valley Skiing, White Stag Races, Feb. 26, 1950)
.1765.2 - (Arctic Valley Skiing, White Stag Races, Feb. 26, 1950)
.1765.3 - (Arctic Valley Skiing, White Stag Races, Feb. 26, 1950) [view from top of slope looking west to Cook Inlet. Has print]
.1766.1 - (Juneau street scene, 1931) [Franklin St., with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including The Nugget Shop, Gastineau Hotel, The Baranof, and Guy Smith Drugs]
.1766.2 - (Juneau street scene, 1931) [Franklin St., with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including The Nugget Shop, Gastineau Hotel, The Baranof, Guy Smith Drugs, Bavard Bldg., California Grocery & Meats]
.1767 - [bird’s eye view of Palmer road with Matanuska Colony in middle distance, mountains in background. cf. 1731.4]
.1768 - (Turnagain Arm from Seward Highway) [bird’s eye view of road and Alaska Railroad tracks, looking north to Cook Inlet. Cf. .1786.2. Has prints with caption “MP 110 on Alaska Railroad”, and postcard with caption “Seward Hiway, Hewitt’s Photo”]
.1769.1 - (Sunset, Susitna) [sunset over Cook Inlet]
.1769.2 - (Sunset, Susitna) [sunset over Cook Inlet]
.1770 - [owl on ground. Has print signed by Lu Liston]
.1771.1 - (Portage Glacier) [river in foreground, with bridge over water in middle distance, snow-covered mountains in background. Has print with stamp of ADC Censor]
.1771.2 - (Portage Glacier) [lake in foreground with snow-covered mountains in background. Has print with stamp of ADC Censor]
.1771.3 - (Portage Glacier) [river in foreground, with bridge over water in middle distance, snow-covered mountains in background. Has print with stamp of ADC Censor]
.1771.4 - (Portage Glacier) [has prints. Has print with stamp of ADC Censor]
.1771.5 - (Portage Glacier) [lake in foreground with snow-covered mountains in background. Has print with stamp of ADC Censor]
.1772.1 - (Anchorage at night) [street scene, probably Fourth Avenue]
.1772.2 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view, probably from Government Hill overlooking Alaska Railroad yards and downtown beyond]
.1772.3 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view, probably from Government Hill overlooking Alaska Railroad yards and downtown beyond]
.1772.4 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view of long street with residential and business buildings]
.1772.5 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view of long street with residential and business buildings]
.1772.6 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view of long street with residential and business buildings]
.1772.7 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view of long street with residential and business buildings]
.1772.8 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view of long street with residential and business buildings. Has prints, one with stamp of Sidney Hamilton]
.1772.9 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view of long street with residential and business buildings. Has print dated 1948]
.1772.10 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view, possibly Alaska Railroad yards in foreground, Ship Creek in middle distance, downtown or Government Hill beyond?]
.1772.11 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view, possibly Alaska Railroad yards in foreground, Ship Creek in middle distance, downtown or Government Hill beyond?]
.1772.12 - (Anchorage at night) [bird’s eye view, probably from Government Hill overlooking Alaska Railroad yards and downtown beyond]
.1773.1 - (Juneau boat harbor) [fishing boats at dock, mountains in background]
.1773.2 - (Juneau) [docks at left, downtown in center, tank at far right, mountains behind]
.1773.3 - (Juneau) [view of town from Douglas Island]
.1773.4 - (Juneau boat harbor) [fishing boats at dock, mountains in background]
.1774 - (McKinley Apartments, Anchorage) [automobiles parked outside apartment building on Fourth Avenue and Cordova Street. Has print]
.1775.1 - (McKinley Apartments, Anchorage) [view down Fourth Avenue at Cordova Street looking east with apartment building on left, automobiles and woman on bicycle in street. Has print]
.1775.2 - Hewitt’s Photo [view down Fourth Avenue at Cordova Street looking east with apartment building on left, automobiles and woman on bicycle in street. copy neg. same as .1775.1]
.1776 - (McKinley Apartments, Anchorage) [automobiles parked outside apartment building on Fourth Avenue and Cordova Street. Has prints]
.1777 - (Federal Building, Anchorage) [pedestrians and automobiles outside Federal Building on Fourth Avenue in summer. Has print]
.1778 - (Central Office Building, Anchorage [automobiles parked outside building with signs for businesses including City Bank of Anchorage, Betty Faris Apparel, Title Guaranty Trust Co., Fuller Paints, The Yardstick, Grover & Grover Public Accountants. Has prints, one with stamp of Lu Liston]
.1779 - (Turnagain Arm Apartments, Anchorage) [street view with Alaska Sales and Service on corner, apartment building behind, automobiles on street. Has print]
.1781 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking west, with Mount Susitna visible at back right, automobiles on street passing businesses including Brass Rail, Starlite Lounge, D & D Bar & Cafe, Frisco Bar & Cafe, Mac’s Foto, Frontier Saloon, Sportland Rifle Range, Canteen Bar, Sam’s Liquor Store, Trade Wind Café. Has print]
.1782 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking east to McKinley Apartments, with automobiles and signs for businesses including Gateway Transportation Lines, Blue Moon Hotel, Dick’s Lounge, Aleutian Lanes Bowling, Aleutian Arcade, Monty’s. Has prints, one dated 1948]
.1783 - (Anchorage skyscraper) [L St. Apartments in distance. Has prints]
.1784 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking east to McKinley Apartments, with pedestrians, automobiles and signs for businesses including Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, 515 Club, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern]

.1785.1 - (Hinton’s Lodge, Russian River) [roadhouse]

.1786.1 - Seward Highway. Hewitt’s Photo [bird’s eye view of road and Alaska Railroad tracks, looking north to Cook Inlet. copy neg. cf. 1768]

.1786.2 - Seward Hi-way, Turnagain Arm. Hewitt’s Photo [bird’s eye view of road and Alaska Railroad tracks, looking north to Cook Inlet. copy neg. cf. 1768.]

.1787 – [missing]

.1788 - Anchorage Skyscrapers. Hewitt’s Photo [skyline view looking northeast, with L Street Apartments in foreground and McKinley Apartments in distance. copy neg]

.1789 - Lower 4th Ave, Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo [street scene of Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking west, with Mount Susitna visible at back right, automobiles on street passing businesses including Brass Rail, Starlite Lounge, D & D Bar & Cafe, Frisco Bar & Cafe, Mac’s Foto, Frontier Saloon, Sportland Rifle Range, Canteen Bar, Sam’s Liquor Store, Trade Wind Cafe. copy neg. same as .1781]

.1790 - Hinton’s Lodge, Russian River, Kenai Hiway. Hewitt’s Photo [roadhouse. copy neg. same as .1785.1]

.1791 - Alaskan Eskimos. Hewitt’s Photo [Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellanna and Theresa Kutungazoc (or Kutungazoe?) in Anchorage for Fur Rendezvous, Feb. 24, 1950. Studio portrait of man and women in fur parkas. copy neg. same as .1709]

.1792 - Denali School. Hewitt’s Photo [exterior, 1951. copy neg. same as .1745.3]

.1793 - Yukon River, Circle, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [pile of driftwood at right, pilot house of boat visible at shoreline. copy neg]

.1794 - Lake Spenard, Anchorage. Hewitt’s [view looking east to Chugach Mountains, with fire barrel in foreground on beach, sunbather on floating dock pulled on shore, boats and swimmers at dock, buildings at right. Has prints, one with no caption]

.1795 - Fire Station, Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw’s [exterior of building between Fourth and Fifth Avenues off F Street, with truck parked in garage, automobile and motorcycle with sidecar parked next to building. ca. 1920s]

.1796.1 - Anchorage Golf Course. Bragaw [view looking west, houses at right, Mount Susitna visible in background at right]

.1796.2 - Golf Links, Anchorage, Alaska [view looking east, houses at left, Chugach Mountains in background]

.1797 - (Early Picture of Hewitt’s Photo Shop and Bragaw’s, 1923) [winter scene, with truck parked next to building and man on roof of building with Pacific International Airways, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, and Bragaw’s, window display of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln portraits, scale on street corner. Has prints]

.1798.1 - Anchorage, Alaska [initials of photographer in left corner, ELJ? CLS? street scene of Fourth Avenue looking east, with automobiles parked outside of businesses including Pioneer Steam Laundry, taxi stand, Model Cafe, Richmond’s Ice Cream, Empress Theatre, A.
Frodenberg Groceries. Banner for Empress strung across street, American flags flying on rooftops on both sides of street. ca. 1917-1918?

.1798.2 - (Early Anchorage, Fourth Avenue and E Street) [street view of Fourth Avenue looking east to Chugach Mountains, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Bragaw’s, Kennedy’s, Borgen’s Grocery/Sundberg, The Novel Variety Store]

.1799.1 - Ocean dock, Anchorage, Alaska [view down pier along Alaska Railroad tracks, steamship docked at left, dock buildings at right with parked automobiles, including Hotel Anchorage bus]

.1799.2 - S.S. Alameda at Gov. dock, Anchorage, Alaska. / #37. S.S. Alameda at Gov. dock, Anchorage, Alaska. Logemann [view looking southwest, with steamship at right, dock buildings on left, two men walking down Alaska Railroad tracks towards dock. double caption; has print with caption Ocean Dock, Early Anchorage. Has print]

.1799.3 - Ocean dock, Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw [view looking over water to north with dock building, three automobiles visible. Has print]

.1800.1 - Auto Park, Lake Spenard, Anchorage, Alaska (Elks Picnic) [automobiles parked in clearing, with dirt road at right. circa 1920s. Has print with no caption]

.1800.2 - [Auto Park, Lake Spenard, Anchorage, Alaska. Elks Picnic. Automobiles parked in clearing, with dirt road at right. circa 1920s. copy neg. same as 1800.1]

.1802 - “Copper Center” Trading Post, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [Copper Center Roadhouse. copy neg. same as 1689.1]

.1803 - Cache, Palmer Highway [log cache in summer. copy neg]

.1804 - [sunset over Mount Susitna in Cook Inlet with picket fence in foreground. copy neg]

.1805 - Copper Center, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [Copper Center Roadhouse at end of gravel road, mountains in distance. copy neg]

.1806 - Eureka, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [Eureka Roadhouse, with Chevron gas pump. copy neg]

.1807 - Miller House, Steese [sic] Highway. Hewitt’s Photo (Miller House, Steese Highway, 126 miles north of Fairbanks) [homestead with log cabins. copy neg]

.1808 - [Hunting lodge at Lake Tustumena, moose standing in front of log building, two men near entrance looking at moose/camera. copy neg. cf. 1472. Has print]

.1809 - “King’s” Mountain, Chickaloon, Alaska [gravel road, probably Glenn Highway in foreground, King Mountain in background, winter. copy neg]

.1810 - “Glen Allen” Hi-way, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [unpaved Glenn Highway in winter, with snow-covered mountains in distance]

.1811.1 - Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s [street scene of Fourth Avenue looking east, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Northern Commercial Co., Bert’s Drugs, First National Bank, and 4th Avenue Theater. Chugach Mountains in distance. copy neg. same as .1347]

.1811.2 - Anchorage. Hewitt’s [street scene of Fourth Avenue looking east, with automobiles and businesses including Northern Commercial Co., Bert’s Drugs, First National Bank, and 4th Avenue Theater. Chugach Mountains in distance. copy neg; has prints, one dated 1945 with Hewitt’s stamp]

.1812 - Corner 4th and E, Anchorage. Hewitt’s [Fourth Avenue and E Street scene with pedestrians, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, lawn and fence in foreground with sign “Pick Up Military Personnel Here.” copy neg. cf. 1289, 1691.1]
.1813.1 - 4th Avenue, Anchorage. Hewitt’s [bird’s eye view, street scene of Fourth Avenue looking east to Chugach Mountains, with automobiles, pedestrians, and businesses including Crocker’s, First National Bank, and federal building. copy neg]
.1813.2 - 4th Avenue, Anchorage. Hewitt’s [bird’s eye view, street scene of Fourth Avenue looking east to Chugach Mountains, with automobiles, pedestrians, and businesses including Crocker’s, First National Bank, and federal building. copy neg. same as .1813.1]
.1814 - [hunter with six wolf carcasses hanging from pole, standing in front of airplane with tail number NC28_?, rifle and snowshoes propped in snow at left. copy neg]
.1815.1 - [Fourth Avenue street scene in Anchorage looking east to Chugach Mountains, with automobiles and businesses including First National Bank, Eckmann’s Furniture, 4th Avenue Theater, Reed Building with sign for Fotoshop & Studio, Masonic Temple and Oyster Loaf, street light in foreground. circa 1946. copy neg. Photographer Sidney Hamilton, same as B1976.082.37]
.1815.2 - Hewitts, Anchorage [Fourth Avenue street scene in Anchorage looking east to Chugach Mountains, with automobiles and businesses including First National Bank, Eckmann’s Furniture, 4th Avenue Theater, Reed Building with sign for Fotoshop & Studio, and Masonic Temple. copy neg]
.1816 - The Loop on Gov. R.R., Alaska. G.L. Johnson, Anchorage, Aaa. [bird’s eye view of Loop District, Alaska Railroad]
.1817.1 - Summit, Thompson Pass, Valdez Highway [unpaved Richardson Highway through mountains. copy neg]
.1817.2 - Summit, Thompson Pass, Valdez [unpaved Richardson Highway through mountains. copy neg]
.1818 - Keystone Canyon, Valdez, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [unpaved Richardson Highway through mountains. copy neg]
.1819 - Palmer Highway, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [unpaved Glenn Highway looking down hill to river valley, mountains in distance]
.1820 - The McKinley Park Route [scene along the Alaska Railroad, driftwood floating in lake in foreground, snow-covered mountain peaks in distance. has print]
.1821.1 - [metal holding tank with logo for Permanente Cement Company, Santa Clara, Portland, Cement. Anchorage, Ocean Dock Road, circa 1950]
.1821.2 - [metal holding tank with logo for Permanente Cement Company next to railroad tracks, Anchorage, Ocean Dock Road, circa 1950]
.1821.3 - [Permanente Cement Company plant, with cement trucks, building, and metal holding tank next to railroad tracks, Anchorage, Ocean Dock Road, circa 1950]
.1821.4 - [Permanente Cement Company plant, with cement trucks, building, and metal holding tank next to railroad tracks, Anchorage, Ocean Dock Road, circa 1950. Has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1821.5 - [Permanente Cement Company plant, with cement trucks, building, and metal holding tank next to railroad tracks, Anchorage, Ocean Dock Road, circa 1950]
.1822 - (Rainbow Trout, Skilak Lake) [fish laid out on ground next to creels]
.1823 - [fish wheel in river. Has prints with caption “Alaskan Fishwheel” signed by Lu Liston, with handwritten description “fish wheel, Copper Center, 1944”]
.1824 - Mt. Drum, Glen Highway [view down unpaved Glenn Highway to Mount Drum in distance. copy neg]
.1825 - Mt. Sanford, Mt. Drum from Glen Hiway, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [view down unpaved Glenn Highway to mountains in distance. copy neg]
.1826.1 - (Seward Highway, winter scenes) [trees and mountains with snow. Has print]
.1826.2 - (Seward Highway, winter scenes) [automobile parked on snowy road, with trees and mountains. Has print]
.1826.3 - (Seward Highway, winter scenes) [brush, trees and mountains with snow]
.1826.4 - (Seward Highway, winter scenes) [trees and mountains with snow]
.1826.5 - (Seward Highway, winter scenes) [four automobiles on snowy road through mountain valley]
.1826.6 - (Seward Highway, winter scenes) [summer sun and clouds with brush, trees and mountains in snow]
.1826.7 - (Seward Highway, winter scenes) [trees and mountains with snow. Lu Liston, photographer? Has print]
.1827 - (Ice in Cook Inlet, Anchorage) [view of inlet with Anchorage docks at right, S.S. Sackett’s Harbor at dock?]
.1828 - Wasila Lake. Hewitt’s [small boat on Wasilla Lake, foliage in foreground. copy neg]
.1829 - Lake Spenard, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s [trees in foreground, buildings visible on opposite shore]
.1830 - “Glen Hi-Way”, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [unpaved Glenn Highway in winter, with view to mountains in distance]
.1831 - Salmon fishing, Ship Creek, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [men, women, and children on riverbank fishing, with train on Alaska Railroad tracks and warehouse buildings in background, water tower and Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1832 - 10th Rescue, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo 1 [Sikorsky H-5 helicopter in flight, circa 1954-1955. copy neg of .2276]
.1833.1 - Mendenhall Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo 1 [terminus of glacier, with lake in foreground. copy neg]
.1833.2 - Mendenhall Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo 1 [three people climbing near foot of glacier. copy neg]
.1833.3 - Mendenhall Glacier [copy neg]
.1833.4 - (Mendenhall Glacier) [copy neg]
.1834 - Lake Eklutna. c. Hewitt’s Photo [has print]
.1835 - Juneau, Alaska. c. Hewitt’s Photo [bird’s eye view of lake, possibly Auke or Mendenhall. copy neg]
.1836 - Juneau, Alaska, from Douglas. Hewitt’s Photo [copy neg]
.1837 - Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [bird’s eye view of Palmer road with Matanuska Colony in middle distance, mountains in background. similar to .1767. has print with no caption]
.1838.1 - “Santa Claus Lodge,” Gulkana, Alaska. c. Hewitt’s Photo [Gulkana Roadhouse. copy neg. same as 1689.2. has print]
.1838.2 - (Santa Claus Lodge, Gulkana, Sept. 1946) [Gulkana Roadhouse]
.1839 - “Sourdough Roadhouse,” Richardson Highway. Hewitt’s Photo [log building on gravel road. copy neg]
1840 - Alaska Taxi Service. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man with dog team stopped on trail in winter, valley in distance, Matanuska Valley? Has postcard]
1841 - Mt. reflections, Knik River. Hewitt’s Photo [copy neg]
1842 - Hewitt’s, Anchorage [street scene of Fourth Avenue in Anchorage circa 1940s, with pedestrians, automobiles and taxi parked outside 4th Avenue Theater, Eckmann’s Furniture, and Reed Bldg. copy neg]
1843 - (Boat at Columbia Glacier) [copy neg]
1844 - After the Rain Old Town Anchorage. Laurence [Anchorage tent city with flooded street, men standing, Two Girls Waffle House, Young American Lodging House. copy neg; has print]
1845 - Grain, Matanuska Valley. Hewett’s [sic] Photo [hay stacks in field in foreground, homestead in back, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
1846 - Copper River fish wheel. Hewitt’s Photo [copy neg]
1847.1 - Hewitt’s Photos (Husky pup given away to newsboy) [dog portrait]
1847.2 - (Husky pup given away to newsboy) [dog portrait]
1848 - Alaskan trapper’s cache. Hewitt’s Photo [log cache in winter. copy neg]
1849 - Matanuska River. Hewitt’s Photo [bird’s eye view of Matanuska River Valley. copy neg]
1850 - [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad Loop District]
1851.1 - (Dog Malchiska of Kenai, Lu’s Dog, name means “Loving Little Boy,” Feb. 24, 1952) [dog portrait]
1851.2 - (Dog Malchiska of Kenai, Lu’s Dog, name means “Loving Little Boy,” Feb. 24, 1952) [dog portrait]
1851.3 - (Dog Malchiska of Kenai, Lu’s Dog, name means “Loving Little Boy,” Feb. 24, 1952) [dog portrait]
1851.4 - (Dog Malchiska of Kenai, Lu’s Dog, name means “Loving Little Boy,” Feb. 24, 1952) [dog portrait. copy neg of two images]
1852.1 – (Christmas Card neg) [hoar frost on trees]
1852.2 - (Christmas Card neg) [hoar frost on trees]
1852.3 - (Christmas Card neg) [hoar frost on trees]
1852.4 - (Christmas Card neg) [hoar frost on trees]
1853.1 - [homestead in winter, with house, fence, tracks in snow, hoar frost on trees. cf. .460, .1332.1]
1853.2 - [homestead in winter, with house, fence, tracks in snow, hoar frost on trees. same homestead as 1853.1, with more tracks on road]
1854 - [hoar frost on trees]
1855.1 - (Mountains from new Seward Highway)
1855.2 - (Mountains from new Seward Highway) [field in foreground, water in middle distance? snow-capped mountains in distance]
1855.3 - (Mountains from new Seward Highway) [field in foreground, water in middle distance? snow-capped mountains in distance]
1855.4 - (Mountains from new Seward Highway)
1855.5 - (Mountains from new Seward Highway) [field in foreground, water in middle distance? snow-capped mountains in distance. has print]
1855.6 - (Mountains from new Seward Highway) [field in foreground, water in middle distance? snow-capped mountains in distance]
.1856 – [missing]
.1857.1 - (ANMC Construction, Third and Gambell Street, 1951) [building exterior with scaffolding, Alaska Native Service Hospital, Anchorage. neg deteriorated]
.1857.2 - (ANMC Construction, Third and Gambell Street, 1951) [building exterior with scaffolding, Alaska Native Service Hospital, Anchorage]
.1857.3 - (ANMC Construction, Third and Gambell Street, 1951) [building exterior with scaffolding, Alaska Native Service Hospital, Anchorage]
.1857.4 - (ANMC Construction, Third and Gambell Street, 1951) [building exterior with scaffolding, Alaska Native Service Hospital, Anchorage]
.1857.5 - (ANMC Construction, Third and Gambell Street, 1951) [building exterior with scaffolding, Alaska Native Service Hospital, Anchorage]
.1857.6 - (ANMC Construction, Third and Gambell Street, 1951) [worker standing on building frame, Alaska Native Service Hospital, Anchorage]
.1857.7 - (ANMC Construction, Third and Gambell Street, 1951) [building frame, Alaska Native Service Hospital, Anchorage]
.1857.8 - (ANMC Construction, Third and Gambell Street, 1951) [worker standing on building frame, Alaska Native Service Hospital, Anchorage]
.1858.1 - (Alaska Railroad yards and oil storage tanks) [view looking northeast from waterfront along railroad tracks, with Port of Anchorage terminal storage tanks and buildings in distance]
.1858.2 - (Alaska Railroad yards and oil storage tanks) [view looking northeast from waterfront along railroad tracks, with Port of Anchorage terminal storage tanks and buildings in distance]
.1858.3 - (Alaska Railroad yards and oil storage tanks) [view looking northeast along railroad tracks, with tank cars on tracks and terminal storage tanks and buildings in distance]
.1859 - R.C.L., Alaska [homestead in winter]
.1860.1 - Midnight sun on the Yukon [time delayed multiple exposure. copy neg]
.1860.2 - Midnight sun on the Yukon [time delayed multiple exposure. copy neg. same as .1860.1]
.1861.1 - Mt. McKinley el. 20,300 ft. from Anchorage, Alaska, 152 miles. Bragaw’s [view over Knik Arm to Mount McKinley; cf. .1741]
.1861.2 - [unidentified glacier]
.1861.3 - [unidentified glacier]
.1862.2 - (Mount McKinley) [with Wonder Lake in foreground]
.1862.3 - Mt. McKinley. c. Bragaw [has print with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.1863 - Mt. McKinley and Alaska Range reflecting in Wonder Lake. Bragaw
.1864.1 - (Mt. McKinley) [positive transparency]
.1864.2 - (Mt. McKinley) [nitrate negative, warping]
.1865 - Eskimos and husky puppies, Lower Yukon. Hewitt’s, 39 [group of children in parkas on snow with dogs. copy neg]
.1866 - [three polar bear hides hanging outside Alaska Fur Factory on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with parking meter and two male pedestrians]
.1867.1 - No. 46. Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [Anchorage Post Office on Third Avenue in winter, with icicles. circa 1920s. has print]
.1867.2 - No. 47. Fourth Ave., Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [piles of snow and a 1920s automobile outside businesses including Wee Course, Koslosky’s, D. & D. Cafe, Frisco Cafe]

.1867.3 - No. 49. Fourth Ave., Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [winter street scene looking east to Chugach Mountains with snow, pedestrians, and automobile outside businesses including The Gitchell, Seidenverg’s, O.K. Barber Shop, Reed’s, Rexall Pharmacy, Kennedy’s. has print dated 1919 with Hewitt’s stamp]

.1867.4 - Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s 123 [winter street scene looking east to Chugach Mountains with snow banks and automobiles on street outside businesses including Seidenverg’s, Reed’s, Kennedy’s. has print dated 1920s]

.1868.1 - (Merrill Field, Early Days) [crewmen and Mirow Air Service airplane in deep snow, buildings visible on rise at right]

.1868.2 - Merrill Field. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [crowds gathered on field next to airplanes, possibly military planes, with communications tower and Chugach Mountains visible in distance. copy neg]

.1869.1 - Foto by Cameron (Anchorage Air Transport Travel Air 4000 C193, circa 1927, with load of furs) [airplane marked A.A.T. C193 Anchorage No. 2, with skis on snow at night. copy neg. has print]

.1869.2 - Foto by Cameron (Anchorage Air Transport Travel Air 4000 C193, circa 1927, with load of furs) [airplane marked C193, with loaded bundles and skis on snow at night, possibly hangar building behind. copy neg; has print]

.1869.3 - Foto by Cameron (Anchorage Air Transport Travel Air 4000 C193, circa 1927, with load of furs) [airplane marked A.A.T. C193 Anchorage No. 2, with loaded bundles and skis on snow at night. copy neg]

.1870.1a - (Eskimo man and seal) [man in hat with ear flaps, fur-trimmed parka and mukluks holding rope attached hook embedded in seal carcass, sled visible in foreground. color neg]

.1870.1b - (Eskimo man and seal, made from 35mm color slide) [man in hat with ear flaps, fur-trimmed parka and mukluks holding rope attached hook embedded in seal carcass, sled visible in foreground. copy neg. has print]

.1870.2a - (Eskimo girl) [woman in fur-trimmed parka standing outdoors holding dried salmon, snow on ground and house behind. color neg. At AFN 2015, location suggested as Bethel area]

.1870.2b - (Eskimo girl, made from 35mm color slide) [woman in fur-trimmed parka standing outdoors holding dried salmon, snow on ground and house behind. copy neg. has print]

.1870.3a - (Eskimo mother and two children) [woman and two children, all in fur-trimmed parkas, in kitchen in interior of house. color neg. At AFN, identified as Yupik women from Emmonak; at AFN 2016, woman identified as last name of Gregory]

.1870.3b - (Eskimo mother and two children, made from 35mm color slide) [woman and two children, all in fur-trimmed parkas, in kitchen in interior of house. copy neg. has print]

.1870.4a - (Eskimo boy) [young boy in fur-trimmed parka standing outdoors holding dried salmon, snow on ground and house behind. color neg. At AFN 2015, identified as Benny Uhl]

.1870.4b - Little Fish Eater. Hewitt’s (Eskimo boy, made from 35mm color slide) [young boy in fur-trimmed parka standing outdoors holding dried salmon, snow on ground and house behind. copy neg]
.1870.5a - (Group of Eskimo children) [five children in fur-trimmed parkas, one with Western-style brimmed hat, standing outdoors in winter, windmills? in background. color neg]
.1870.5b - Eskimo kids. Hewitt’s Drug (Group of Eskimo children) [five children in fur-trimmed parkas, one with Western-style brimmed hat, standing outdoors in winter, windmills? in background. copy neg]
.1871 - 3. A hot lunch in Alaska. Bragaw’s. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [reindeer calf nursing among herd on taiga. copy neg. cf. .2113. has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1872 - 53. Alaska Walrus. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [pod of walrus on ice floe. copy neg]
.1873.1 - Alaska Reindeer. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage. (#9) [nitrate negative, cracked]
.1873.2 - 10. Alaska Reindeer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [4 x 5 nitrate negative, warping; has print with caption “Alaska Reindeer” and stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.1874 - 13. Caribou fording river. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1875 - 18. Mountain sheep, McKinley National Park. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [has prints, one with caption: Mountain Sheep, McKinley National Park, Bragaw’s]
.1876 - Enlarged from a Kodak Film negative (Dogs in costume, Mr. and Mrs.)
.1877 - [view across Cook Inlet to Mount Susitna with brush in foreground, winter. copy neg]
.1878.1 - (Army paratroopers) [soldiers and equipment being dropped from Fairchild C-119 airplanes, with Sikorsky H-5 helicopter on ground, circa 1954-55, either Malamute Drop Zone at Elmendorf Air Force Base or Eielson AFB. copy neg]
.1878.2 - [Winter view of Hotel Anchorage looking north on E Street between Third and Fourth Avenues, Anchorage, Richter’s Bath House on left, with snow banks along street, Cook Inlet in distance]
.1879 - [moose in field]
.1880.1 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher and team passing Anchorage Hotel at corner of 4th and E Street]
.1880.2 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #2 and team passing corner of 4th and E Street, with spectators and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Hotel]
.1880.3 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher and team passing Anchorage Hotel at corner of 4th and E Street]
.1880.4 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #3 and team passing corner of 4th and E Street, with spectators and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Hotel. Has print]
.1880.5 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #7 and team passing corner of 4th and E Street, with spectators and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Hotel. Has print]
.1880.6 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher and team passing Anchorage Hotel at corner of 4th and E Street. Has print]
.1880.7 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #5 and team passing corner of 4th and E Street, with spectators and businesses including Lee’s Menswear,
Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Hotel. Has prints.

1880.8 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher and team passing Anchorage Hotel and Hewitt’s Drugs at corner of 4th and E Street]

1880.9 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #1 and team passing corner of 4th and E Street, with spectators and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Hotel]

1880.10 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #5 and team passing corner of 4th and E Street, with spectators and City Hall in background]

1880.11 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #7 and team on Fourth Avenue under banner reading “Alaska Sled Dog & Race [--] Start Finish,” with spectators and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Hotel]

1880.12 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [female musher with bib #12 and team passing City Hall on Fourth Avenue, with spectators lining street]

1880.13 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [winter street scene looking west with spectators outside businesses including Oyster Loaf, 4th Avenue Theater, Crocker’s, and federal building]

1880.14 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #10 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Dr. Hines Optometrist, Ship Creek Market, Lee’s Menswear, and The Gitchell]

1880.15 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #10 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Smart Shop and the federal building]

1880.16 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #16 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Dr. Hines Optometrist, Ship Creek Market, and Lee’s Menswear]

1880.17 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #12 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, Lee’s Menswear, and Ship Creek Market]

1880.18 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #25 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, Lee’s Menswear, and Ship Creek Market]

1880.19 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #6 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, Lee’s Menswear, and Ship Creek Market]

1880.20 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #9 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, and Dr. Hines Optometrist]

1880.21 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #19 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, Lee’s Menswear, and Ship Creek Market]

1880.22 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #4 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Ship Creek
Market, Lee’s Menswear, Anchorage Jewelers, Smart Shop, The Gitchell, and the federal building]
.1880.23 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Dr. Hines Optometrist, Ship Creek Market, Lee’s Menswear, and Anchorage Jewelers]
.1880.24 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #9 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Smart Shop, and the federal building]
.1880.25 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Dr. Hines Optometrist, Ship Creek Market, and Lee’s Menswear]
.1880.26 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [female musher at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, Lee’s Menswear, and Ship Creek Market]
.1880.27 - (Fur Rendezvous Dog Teams on Fourth Avenue, 1952) [musher with bib #16 at start line, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Smart Shop, The Gitchell, Anchorage Jewelers, Lee’s Menswear, and Ship Creek Market]
.1880.28 - (Dog musher on trail, 1952. FR) [musher with bib #4 traveling through wooded area, Chugach Mountains in background, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race. Has print]
.1880.29 - (Dog musher on trail, 1952. FR) [musher with bib #8 traveling through wooded area, Chugach Mountains in background, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.1880.30 - (Dog musher on trail, 1952. FR) [musher with bib #3 traveling through wooded area, Chugach Mountains in background, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.1880.31 - (Dog musher on trail, 1952. FR) [musher traveling through wooded area, Chugach Mountains in background, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race. Has print]
.1880.32 - (Dog musher on trail, 1952. FR) [musher with bib #9 traveling through wooded area, Chugach Mountains in background, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race. Has print]
.1880.33 - (Dog musher on trail, 1952. FR) [musher with bib #6 traveling through wooded area, Chugach Mountains in background, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race. Has print]
.1880.34 - (Dog musher on trail, 1952. FR) [musher with bib #7 traveling through wooded area, Chugach Mountains in background, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.1880.35 - (Fur Rendezvous, during dog races, 1952, Fourth Avenue) [street scene looking east to Chugach Mountains, with spectators lining street, man in foreground with camera standing on automobile, signs for businesses including Baby Shop, Carlquist’s Jewelry, Anchorage Grill, 4th Ave Men’s Shop, Rutherford Menswear, Kennedy Hardware, KFQD, Union Bank, Leonard’s, Tots to Teens, Alaska Treasure Shop, Norene Realtors]
.1880.36 - Brown bear. Hewitt’s Photo [two grizzly bears on tundra]
.1881.1 - (Fur Rendezvous, clowns at train) [two men dressed as Keystone Kops, one man dressed as robber, and train engineer acting out scene next to the Alaska Railroad Aurora train, locomotive 1050, with onlookers, 1952. Cf. 1924.1. has print]
.1881.2 - (Fur Rendezvous, trappers information) [Fish and Wildlife Service display, with

trophies, pelts, and sign “Trappers, Something New in Trapping Line, special design by Oscar E.

Fredrickson,” 1952?]

.1881.3 - (Fur Rendezvous, trappers information) [wolf head trophy on display,1952? Has

print]

.1881.4 - (Fur Rendezvous, trappers information) [wolf head trophy on display,1952? Has

print]

.1881.5 - (Fur Rendezvous, clowns in snow) [two male clowns on Fourth Avenue in front of City

Hall, one sitting on a dogsled, the other sitting in the snow, spectators and automobiles lining

street, 1952?]

.1881.6 - (Fur Rendezvous, clowns in snow) [two male clowns on Fourth Avenue in front of City

Hall, one sitting on a dogsled, the other being pulled through snow on big shoes, spectators,

truck, and trailer lining street, 1952? Has print]

.1881.7 - (Fur Rendezvous, clowns in snow) [male clown on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall,

1952?. Has print]

.1881.8 - (Fur Rendezvous, clowns in snow) [male clown pulling dogsled on Fourth Avenue in

front of Bill’s Electric, Hub Clothing Co., and Joe’s Bar, 1952? Has print]

.1881.9 - (Fur Rendezvous spectators) [woman and child in fur parkas, 1952?]

.1881.10 - 4th Ave., Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [street scene on Fourth Avenue looking

east to Chugach Mountains, with pedestrians, automobiles, bus, stoplights, and businesses

including Hewitt’s Drugs, Bevers & Pfeil Building, Cheechako Tavern, Logemann Bldg., Alaska

Airlines, Carlquist’s Jewelry, Anchorage Grill, Seeley Drugs, Anchorage Hardware, and D & D

Cafe]

.1882.1 - Fire Dept., Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [two fire trucks parked outside

firehouse, with 515 Club visible on Fourth Avenue in background, 1950 license plate on truck]

.1882.2 - Lomen Bros. / 38. Eskimo Crab Fishers, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [woman in parka

fishing in hole in ice. copy neg]

.1882.3 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [view from dock of boats on bay. neg deteriorated; has print]

.1882.4 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [men offloading fish, probably at Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery.

Has print]

.1882.5 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [interior of warehouse, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery.

Has print]

.1882.6 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [Libby, McNeill, & Libby sailboat #51 underway in bay, two men

at oars, buildings visible on shore. neg deteriorated; has print]

.1882.7 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [men on two Libby, McNeill, & Libby sailboats, one numbered 60.

Has print]

.1882.8 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [six sailboats at dock, including Libby, McNeill, & Libby boat

numbers 45, 75, 56. Has print]

.1882.9 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [fish on conveyor belt heading into cannery processing building,

probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery. Has print]

.1882.10 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [men lowering Libby, McNeill, & Libby boat 72 from dock into

bay]

.1882.11 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [men offloading fish at dock, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby

cannery]
.1882.12 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [interior of warehouse, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery]
.1882.13 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [cannery workers outside of warehouse, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery. Neg deteriorated]
.1882.14 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [three men, possibly cannery workers or fishermen from Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery, posed next to small canvas tent, with can of Pearl Oil. Neg deteriorated]
.1882.15 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [sailboats on bay. neg deteriorated]
.1882.16 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [cannery workers outside of warehouse, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery]
.1882.17 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [fishing boat Leona H meeting tender in bay. neg deteriorated]
.1882.18 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [cannery worker next to fish conveyor on dock, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery]
.1882.19 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [men offloading fish at dock, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery]
.1882.20 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [two girls on boardwalk next to building, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery]
.1882.21 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [hold full of fish, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery. neg deteriorated]
.1882.22 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [sailboats on bay]
.1882.23 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [cannery worker standing on dock next to sunken sailboat, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery. Neg deteriorated]
.1882.24 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [view of bay from shore]
.1882.25 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [cannery warehouse and dock, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery. Neg deteriorated]
.1886.26 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [dock or jetty under construction, probably near Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery]
.1882.27 - (Bristol Bay fishing) [view of boats in bay from dock, cannery warehouse at left, probably Libby, McNeill, & Libby cannery. Neg deteriorated]
.1883.1 - (Rendezvous Queen, 1952) [studio portrait of woman with fur parka and crown with ivory bear figurine]
.1883.2 - (Rendezvous Queen, 1952) [studio portrait of woman with fur parka and crown with ivory bear figurine. neg retouched; has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1883.3 - (Rendezvous Queen, 1952) [studio portrait of woman with fur parka and crown with ivory bear figurine. has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1883.4 - (Rendezvous Queen, 1952) [studio portrait of woman with fur parka and crown with ivory bear figurine. has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1883.5 - “Alaska is Wonderful.” Hewitt’s Photo (Matanuska Valley pigs) [four swine rooting in snow. copy neg]
.1883.6 - (Matanuska Valley pigs) [four swine rooting in snow. cf. 1883.5]
.1883.7 - (Matanuska Valley pigs) [four swine rooting in snow]
.1884.1 - (Rainbow trout, 27 inches) [fish set on table with ruler and backdrop]
.1884.2 - (Rainbow trout, 27 inches) [fish set on table with ruler and backdrop. neg previously creased]
.1884.3 - Alaskan rainbow, “Skilak Lake.” Hewitt’s Photo [still life with fish, rod, creel. copy neg. cf. 1822. Has print]
.1885 - Meekin’s Lodge, Mile 110 Glen Highway [log roadhouse on Glenn Highway. copy neg]
.1886.1 - Matanuska Glacier [copy neg; has print with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1886.2 - A.R.R. Depot, Anchorage, Alaska. c. Hewitt’s Photo [two automobiles parked outside Alaska Railroad headquarters and station at Anchorage. copy neg; has prints]
.1887 - Skyline en route to Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [aerial of mountain peaks and clouds. copy neg]
.1888 - Diomede Islands, Siberia in background. Hewitt’s Photo [aerial. copy neg]
.1889 - Juneau, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [town waterfront in distance with mountain behind. copy neg]
.1890 - Alaskan trapper’s cabin. Hewitt’s Photo [log cabin and log cache. copy neg]
.1891.1 - A. Simons [moose in field. name written backwards on neg]
.1891.2 - A. Simons [bull moose in trees]
.1891.3 - [moose beside small lake. probably by A. Simons]
.1891.4 - [moose in field in winter. probably by A. Simons]
.1892 - “Brownie” skulls. A. Simons [six brown bear skulls set on wooden bench with two rifles propped up between]
.1893 - Hurricane Gulch. Hewitt’s, Anchorage [Alaska Railroad train crossing Hurricane Gulch Bridge]
.1894.1 - Mt. McKinley Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [bird’s eye view of hotel complex]
.1894.2 - Mt. McKinnley Hotel. Hewitt’s Photo, Anchorage [Mt. McKinley Hotel in middle distance]
.1895.1 - Easter Greetings Alaska [mat for Christmas card]
.1895.2 - Easter Greetings Alaska [mat for Christmas card with photograph of Anchorage garden]
.1896 - Seward, Alaska. Bragaw’s [clear-cut trees in foreground, town in middle, mountains in distance. neg deteriorated; has copy print]
.1897 - (Anchorage home in snow) [hoar frost on trees and fence outside house; has print with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.1898 - 4th Ave, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo [street scene, bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue looking east to Chugach Mountains, McKinley Apartments, and Alaska Native Service Hospital, twilight, with neon signs, automobiles, businesses including Lois Beauty Shop, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern, Anchorage Grill, Seeley Drugs, D & D Cafe, Bill’s Electric, The Hub, Norene Realtors. copy neg]
.1899.1 - (Anchorage Fourth Avenue at dusk, Nov. 15, 1952) [bird’s eye view looking east to McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains]
.1899.2 - (Anchorage Fourth Avenue at dusk, Nov. 15, 1952) [bird’s eye view looking east to McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains. Has print]
.1899.3 - (Anchorage Fourth Avenue at dusk, Nov. 15, 1952) [bird’s eye view looking east to McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains. Has print]
.1899.4 - (Anchorage Fourth Avenue at dusk, Nov. 15, 1952) [bird’s eye view looking east to McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains]
.1899.5 - (Anchorage Fourth Avenue at dusk, Nov. 15, 1952) [bird’s eye view looking east to McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains. Has prints]
.1899.6 - (Anchorage Fourth Avenue at dusk, Nov. 15, 1952) [bird’s eye view looking east to McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains. Has print]
.1900.1 - (Pink mountains on Seward Highway)
.1900.2 - (Pink mountains on Seward Highway)
.1900.3 - (Seward Highway mountains)
.1900.4 - (Seward Highway mountains)
.1900.5 - (Seward Highway mountains)
.1900.6 - (Seward Highway mountains)
.1900.7 - (Seward Highway mountains and river)
.1900.8 - (Seward Highway mountains)
.1900.9 - (Seward Highway and mountains) [view down gravel highway in winter]
.1900.10 - (Seward Highway and mountains) [automobile parked on shoulder of gravel highway, mountains in distance]
.1900.11 - (Seward Highway and mountains) [bird’s eye view of unpaved highway and Alaska Railroad tracks along Turnagain Arm]
.1900.12 - (Seward Highway in summer) [family walking along bank of creek with fir trees and mountains in distance]
.1900.13 - (Seward Highway in summer) [view down paved road, mudflats of upper Turnagain Arm at right]
.1900.14 - (Seward Highway in summer) [view down paved road, mountains in distance]
.1900.15 - (Seward Highway in summer) [view down paved road, mudflats of upper Turnagain Arm at right]
.1901 - (ANS Hospital, 1952) [view from Government Hill looking east to Chugach Mountains, with Alaska Railroad yards in foreground, water tower and Alaska Native Service Hospital in distance. Has prints with Hewitt’s stamp]
.1902.1 - (Providence Hospital on 9th and L Street) [exterior]
.1902.2 - (Providence Hospital on 9th and L Street) [exterior with trees in foreground, woman walking on sidewalk]
.1903.1 - (Alaska dairy farmhouse) [man standing with cow in front of wood frame house, delivery truck from The Sheely Dairy parked alongside, Matanuska Valley]
.1903.2 - (Alaska dairy farmhouse) [cow in front of wood frame house, delivery truck from The Sheely Dairy parked alongside, Matanuska Valley]
.1903.3 - (Alaska dairy farmhouse) [cow in front of wood frame house, delivery truck from The Sheely Dairy parked alongside, Matanuska Valley]
.1903.4 - (Alaska dairy farmhouse) [cow in front of wood frame house, Matanuska Valley]
.1903.5 - (Alaska dairy, Palmer) [two-story wood frame house in residential neighborhood]
.1903.6 - (Dairy farm in Palmer) [man stands looking out over cows in pasture, log cabin in left foreground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.1903.7 - (Dairy cow and farmer)
.1903.8 - (Dairy cow and farmer)
.1903.9 - (Dairy cow and farmer)
.1903.10 - (Dairy cow)
.1903.11 - (Dairy herd) [cows coming down path from pasture, stopped at wooden fence, Matanuska Valley]
.1903.12 - (Dairy herd) [cows coming down path from pasture, stopped at wooden fence, Matanuska Valley]
.1903.13 - (Dairy herd) [cows in pasture in foreground and in fenced pen near utility pole, with farm outbuildings and mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley. Has print]
.1903.14 - (Dairy herd) [cow in pasture in foreground and in fenced pen, with farm outbuildings and mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.1903.15 - (Dairy herd) [man with cows in pasture in foreground and in fenced pen, with farm outbuildings and mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.1903.16 - (Dairy herd) [man with cows in pasture in foreground and in fenced pen, with farm outbuildings and mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.1904.1 - The Army Express. c. Geo. L. Johnson, Anchorage, Alaska [two men with sleds and dog teams stopped on trail in winter]
.1904.2 - The Army Express. c. Geo. L. Johnson, Anchorage, Alaska [man with sled and dog team stopped on trail in winter]
.1905 - Nenana Sunset, Tanana River, Alaska [signed with monogram, possibly Bragaw?]
.1906 - Night scene, Curry Hotel, Alaska R.R. Bragaw’s [Curry depot and hotel on Alaska Railroad. Has print]
.1907 - Seward, Alaska [view of town from Resurrection Bay]
.1908 - Scene along the Alaska R.R. Bragaw’s [mud flats with termination-dusted mountains in distance, Alaska Railroad route]
.1909.1 - Cape Hinchinbrook. Bragaw
.1909.2 - Chinese Hat, Inside Passage to Alaska
.1910 - (Alaska Railroad train through snow drifts) [view down railroad tracks in winter, with snow piled on each side and large plume of steam hovering over tracks. Neg deteriorated]
.1911.1 - (Alaska Railroad route to Anchorage, early air view) [aerial of railroad tracks in winter]
.1911.2 - (Alaska Railroad route to Anchorage, early air view) [aerial of railroad tracks in winter]
.1912.1 - Farthest north Elks Temple, No. 1351, Anchorage, Alaska. Geo. L. Johnson Photo [exterior with Cook Inlet in background]
.1912.2 - Interior view, Elks Building. Bragaw’s [lounge area]
.1913 - (Hurricane Gulch, Alaska Railroad) [railroad bridge]
.1914.1 - (Anchorage from Government Hill, Nov. 6, 1952) [view looking southeast to Chugach Mountains with Alaska Railroad yards in foreground, Alaska Native Service Hospital and McKinley Apartments in distance. Has print]
.1914.2 - (Anchorage from Government Hill, Nov. 6, 1952) [view looking southeast to Chugach Mountains with Alaska Railroad yards in foreground, Alaska Native Service Hospital and McKinley Apartments in distance. Has prints]
.1914.3 - (Anchorage from Government Hill, Nov. 6, 1952) [view looking southeast to Chugach Mountains with Alaska Railroad yards in foreground, Alaska Native Service Hospital and McKinley Apartments in distance]
1915.1 - N.G.B. (First ballgame in Anchorage) [Nellie Brown, photographer? copy neg; has print]
1915.2 - Bragaw (Port Althorp) [men standing on dock near warehouse, other buildings on piers behind, mountains in distance]
1916.1 - Here I am flat on my [sketch of Santa Claus on an ass] in Alaska, Merry Christmas [Christmas card template]
1916.2 - Merry Christmas from Alaska. Hewitt’s [sketch of man leaning against igloo with woman holding fish in entryway]
1916.3 - Another Merry Christmas, Alaska. c. Hewitt’s [sketch of man leaning against igloo, woman ice fishing, and three children]
1917.1 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cabin in winter, with photograph of trees covered with hoar frost along snowy road]
1917.2 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cache in winter, with photograph captioned “Madonna of the North”]
1917.3 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cabin in winter, with photograph captioned “Belated Harvest, Hewitt’s.” has print]
1917.4a - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cache in winter, with photograph of bull moose swimming. Has print]
1917.4b - Northland Greeting [Christmas card mat with sketch of caribou, with photograph of bull moose swimming]
1917.5 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cache in winter, with photograph of Palmer Road in summer]
1917.6 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cabin in winter, with photograph of log cache in summer. Has print]
1917.7 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cache in winter, with photograph of skiers at Arctic Valley. Has print]
1918.1 - Greeting from Anchorage [Christmas card with photograph of Fourth Avenue at E Street, looking east, winter, with Hewitt’s Drugs and Cheechako Tavern]
1918.2 - Alaskan Greetings [Christmas card with photograph of trees covered in hoar frost with Chugach Mountains in background]
1918.3 - From Anchorage, Alaska, comes a hearty Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of Cook Inlet and photograph of Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna in winter]
1918.4 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of skier in parka under Northern Lights, with photograph of Northern Lights over rooftop]
1918.5 - The Season’s Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cabin in winter, with photograph of snowy road in winter]
1918.6 - The Season’s Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cabin in winter, with photograph captioned “The Silver Trail, Anchorage, Alaska, c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage”]
1918.7 - From Anchorage, Alaska, comes a hearty Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of Cook Inlet and photograph of Fourth Avenue looking east, with 4th Avenue Theater]
1918.8 - Alaska, Northland Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of woods, with photograph of glacier ice]
.1918.9 - Season’s Greetings, Alaska, The Last Frontier [Christmas card mat with sketch of musher and dog team, with photograph of log cabin in winter]
.1918.10 - Alaska, Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of log cache and person tending fire, with photograph of glacier ice]
.1918.11 - Seasons Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of howling wolf and cabin in winter, with photograph captioned “Alaska’s Brown Bombers, c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.” has print]
.1918.12 - From Anchorage, Alaska, comes a hearty Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of Cook Inlet and photograph of person standing on mud flats of Turnagain Arm, mountains in distance]
.1919 - Greetings of Alaska [Christmas card with photograph of Turnagain Arm]
.1920 - Greetings [Christmas card with photograph of tree covered in hoar frost. Has print]
.1921.1 - Greetings [Christmas card with sketch of Santa giving thumbs-up and photograph of tree covered in hoar frost. Has print]
.1921.2 - Greetings [Christmas card with sketch of Santa giving thumbs-up and photograph of drive leading to homestead in winter, hoar frost on trees and tire tracks on drive. Has print]
.1922.1 - (Kachemak Bay and Spit) [bird’s eye view from hills outside of Homer down to spit and bay. Has print]
.1922.2 - (Kachemak Bay and Spit) [bird’s eye view from hills outside of Homer down to spit and bay]
.1922.3 - (Kachemak Bay and Spit) [bird’s eye view from hills outside of Homer down to spit and bay, buildings visible at right]
.1923 - Mt. McKinley National Park and Its Relation to the Alaska Railroad, 1924 [map. 5 x 7 nitrate negative. Cracked. Discarded after scanning]
.1924.1 - (Alaska Railroad Moose Gooser, Fur Rondy, 1952) [two men dressed as Keystone Kops, one man dressed as robber, and train engineer acting out scene next to the Alaska Railroad Aurora train, locomotive 1050, with onlookers, during Fur Rendezvous in Anchorage. Cf. 1881.1. has print]
.1924.2 - (Alaska Railroad Moose Gooser, Fur Rondy, 1952) [man dressed as robber and train engineer acting out scene next to the Alaska Railroad Aurora train, locomotive 1050, during Fur Rendezvous in Anchorage. has print]
.1924.3 - (Alaska Railroad Moose Gooser, Fur Rondy, 1952) [man dressed as robber being ejected from train while acting out scene on the Alaska Railroad Aurora train, locomotive 1050, during Fur Rendezvous in Anchorage. has print]
.1924.4 - (Alaska Railroad Moose Gooser, Fur Rondy, 1952) [man dressed as robber standing on tracks next to the Alaska Railroad Aurora train, with Club 25 and spectators along Fourth Avenue visible in background, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage]
.1924.5 - (Alaska Railroad Moose Gooser, Fur Rondy, 1952) [man dressed as robber choking a boy carrying ice skates while acting out scene near the Alaska Railroad Aurora train, spectators visible in background, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage. has print]
.1925.1 - (Fur Rondy 1952, snow dumping) [workmen with truck depositing snow for Fur Rendezvous on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage near E Street, with businesses including 515 Club, Gilman’s Bakery, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs]
.1925.2 - (Fur Rondy 1952, snow dumping) [truck depositing snow for Fur Rendezvous on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage near E Street, with businesses including Gilman’s Bakery, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern]

.1925.3 - (Fur Rondy 1952, snow dumping) [truck depositing snow on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage under Fur Rendezvous sign, with 4th Avenue Theater in background]

.1925.4 - (Fur Rondy 1952) [street scene on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage during Fur Rendezvous, with bus and automobiles passing median snow piles and businesses including Crocker’s, Smart Shop, The Gitchell, and the federal building]

.1926.1 - (Fur Rondy 1952) [street scene at corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, with spectators standing in front of Hewitt’s Drugs and “Anchorage Fur Rendezvous” banner on lamp post]

.1926.2 - (Fur Rondy 1952) [street scene at corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, with spectators standing in front of Hewitt’s Drugs and “Anchorage Fur Rendezvous” banner on lamp post]

.1926.3 - (Fur Rondy 1952) [woman sitting in sewing exhibit booth during Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]

.1926.4 - (Fur Rondy 1952) [fireman standing in Anchorage Fire Department exhibit booth during Fur Rendezvous]

.1926.5 - (Fur Rondy 1952) [Division of Engineering exhibit booth, Fur Rendezvous; Bureau of Land Management?]

.1927.1 - (Trudy Fritz, Fur Rondy Lions Queen, 1952) [studio portrait]

.1927.2 - (Trudy Fritz, Fur Rondy Lions Queen, 1952) [studio portrait]

.1928.1 - (Fur Rondy 1952, Carrying the blanket for blanket toss) [group of men in fur parkas carrying bundle]

.1928.2 - (Fur Rondy 1952, blanket toss) [blanket toss in middle of Fourth Avenue, with spectators lining street in front of federal building, Smart Shop, The Gitchell Hotel, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]

.1929.1 - (Fur Rondy 1950) [Fur Rendezvous parade float carrying woman, two people dressed as lions, and lion statue, with signs reading “Dodi Ziegler, only queen entry from Fort Richardson sponsored by Anchorage Lions Club” and “Lions Days of ‘98 Ambassador Club 9 tonite support Dodi Ziegler from Fort Richardson games refreshments door prizes”]

.1929.2 - (Fur Rondy 1950) [crowd of spectators watching drummers and dancers preparing to perform, baseball field on C Street in Anchorage, advertising signs and houses behind park, Chugach Mountains in distance, Fur Rendezvous]

.1929.3 - (Fur Rondy 1950) [crowd of spectators gathered in baseball field on C Street in Anchorage, advertising signs and houses behind park, Chugach Mountains in distance, Fur Rendezvous]

.1929.4 - (Fur Rondy 1950) [crowd of spectators watching drummers and dancers performing, baseball field on C Street in Anchorage, advertising signs and houses behind park, Chugach Mountains in distance, Fur Rendezvous]

.1929.5 - (Fur Rondy 1950) [crowd of spectators gathered in baseball field on C Street in Anchorage, advertising signs and houses behind park, Chugach Mountains in distance, Fur Rendezvous]
.1929.6 - (Fur Rondy 1950) [Fur Rendezvous parade float carrying woman and lion statue, with sign reading “Dodi”, passing The Hub and Bill’s Electric Supply on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, night]
.1929.7 - #11 (Fur Rondy 1950) [military color guard passing The Hub and Bill’s Electric Supply on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, Fur Rendezvous parade, night]
.1929.8 - 3 (Fur Rondy 1950) [Fur Rendezvous parade passing McVicker’s on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, night]
.1930 - (Sailboat on Lake Spenard) [bathers on beach next to shelter with sign prohibiting dogs and alcohol, people in water taking out sailboat, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1931 – [note dated 2/16/94: “No #1931”]
.1932 – (Mendenhall Glacier Reflections)
.1933.1 - (Winter windy streets, school guard, 1952) [school crossing guard with flag standing in blowing snow, buildings and utility poles in background, Chugach Mountains in distance. neg deteriorated. Has print]
.1933.2 - (Winter windy streets, school guard, 1952) [school crossing guard with flag standing in blowing snow, buildings and utility poles in background, Chugach Mountains in distance. neg deteriorated. Has print]
.1933.3 - (Winter windy streets, children crossing, 1952) [three children in swirling snow. neg deteriorated. Has prints]
.1933.4 - (Winter windy streets, 1952) [street scene with blowing snow, house in foreground, building in distance possibly McKinley Apartments. Has prints]
.1933.5 - (Winter windy streets, 1952) [street scene with automobiles in blowing snow, house in foreground, building in distance possibly McKinley Apartments. Has print]
.1933.6 - (Winter windy streets, Jan. 17, 1952) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner hanging across street, with automobiles, pedestrians, snow piles in front of businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern. Has print]
.1933.7 - (Winter windy streets, 1952) [street scene on Fourth Avenue with automobiles and snow piles in front of businesses including Lido Cafe and Aleutian Lanes Bowling, with McKinley Apartments in distance. has print]
.1933.8 - (Winter windy streets, 1952) [street scene on Fourth Avenue with automobiles and snow piles in front of businesses including Lido Cafe and Aleutian Lanes Bowling, with McKinley Apartments in distance. neg deteriorated. Has print]
.1934 - Farthest north college, Fairbanks, Alaska [building exterior]
.1935.1 - (L Street Apartments, Anchorage, Nov. 6, 1952) [building in middle distance, field in foreground]
.1935.2 - (L Street Apartments, Anchorage, Nov. 6, 1952) [building exterior with construction materials in parking lot]
.1935.3 - (L Street Apartments, Anchorage, Nov. 6, 1952) [building exterior with automobiles in parking lot. Has print with Hewitt’s stamp and stamp of Lu Liston, handwritten caption “One of the many large apt. houses in Anchorage,” identified on print as “McKinley Bldg, now McKay Bldg”]
.1935.4 - (L Street Apartments, Anchorage, Nov. 6, 1952) [building exterior with automobiles in parking lot]
.1935.5 - (L Street Apartments, Anchorage, Nov. 6, 1952) [building in middle distance, field in foreground]
.1935.6 - (L Street Apartments, Anchorage, Nov. 6, 1952) [building in middle distance, field in foreground]
.1936.1 - (Richardson Vista housing, Nov. 6, 1952) [pedestrian on sidewalk, children playing on grass in housing development]
.1936.2 - (Richardson Vista housing, Nov. 6, 1952) [pedestrian on sidewalk, children playing on grass in housing development. Has print Hewitt’s stamp, stamp of Lu Liston, and handwritten caption “Alaska housing as it is today in Anchorage”]
.1936.3 - (Richardson Vista housing, Nov. 6, 1952) [view looking east to Chugach Mountains, automobiles parked along sidewalk in housing development]
.1936.4 - (Richardson Vista housing, Nov. 6, 1952) [view looking east to Chugach Mountains, automobiles parked along sidewalk in housing development]
.1937.1 - #1 (Fur Rondy Ice Show, 1950) [woman skating, spectators on bleachers in background, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage]
.1937.2 - 6 (Fur Rondy Ice Show, 1950) [group of girls in costumes getting set to skate, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage]
.1937.3 - 8 (Fur Rondy Ice Show, 1950) [group of girls in costumes getting set to skate, spectators in background, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage]
.1937.4 - 7 (Fur Rondy Ice Show, 1950) [young boy and girl dressed as groom and bride getting set to skate, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage]
.1937.5 - 3 (Fur Rondy Ice Show, 1950) [woman skating, spectators on bleachers in background, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage]
.1937.6 - 9 (Fur Rondy Ice Show, 1950) [children dressed in wedding costumes skating, spectators in background, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage]
.1939.1 - Springcreek Lodge [automobiles parked outside log building, Spring Creek Lodge, Chugiak. Copy neg]
.1939.2 - Spring Creek Lodge [winter. copy neg]
.1939.3 - Spring Creek Lodge [automobiles parked outside roadhouse with outbuilding, Chugiak. Copy neg]
.1939.4 - Spring Creek Lodge [roadhouse sign in foreground reads “Spring Creek Lodge Home Made Pies Short Orders Steak Sandwiches,” log building in distance along curve in road. copy neg]
.1939.5 - Winter reflections (near Spring Creek Lodge) [four men walk along creek in winter, possibly carrying skis. copy neg]
.1940.1 - #1 (Fur Rondy, 1951) [worker with truck putting down snow on Fourth Avenue for Fur Rendezvous, with banner hanging over street, automobiles and businesses including The Hub, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.1940.2 - 18 (Fur Rondy, 1951) [blanket toss on Fourth Avenue during Fur Rendezvous, with spectators in front of federal building, The Gitchell, Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market]
1940.3 - #3 (Fur Rondy, 1951) [musher at start line for Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races, with dog handlers getting team ready, in front of spectators lined up outside Dr. Hines Optometrist, Ship Creek Market, and Lee’s Menswear]

1940.4 - 21 (Fur Rondy, 1951) [two women skiing down Fourth Avenue, with Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner hanging over street]

1940.5 - 19 (Fur Rondy, 1951) [street scene looking east at Fourth Avenue and E Street during Fur Rendezvous, with banner hanging across street and spectators in front of businesses including Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern, Anchorage Grill]

1940.6 - (Fur Rondy, 1951) [Fur Rendezvous parade float for the Northern Commercial Co., with “Malemute Emporium” with signs advertising the Trapper’s Ball]

1941.1 - (Alaska Railroad freight train to Portage, winter) [view down Seward Highway with railroad train on tracks at left, utility poles along road, mountains in distance]

1941.2 - (Alaska Railroad freight train to Portage, winter) [view down Seward Highway with railroad locomotive 1502 pulling train on tracks at left, utility poles along road, mountains in distance]

1941.3 - (Alaska Railroad freight train to Portage, winter) [view down Seward Highway with railroad locomotive 1502 pulling train on tracks at left, utility poles along road, mountains in distance]

1942 - (Seward Highway, deep snow in winter) [view down road with snow banks]

1943 - (Seward Highway, Knik Arm) [view down road in winter with snow banks alongside, looking north to Twentymile Glacier. Has print]

1944.1 - (Seward Highway, top of Johnson Pass, winter) [bird’s eye view of plowed road with mountains]

1944.2 - (Seward Highway, top of Johnson Pass, winter) [bird’s eye view of plowed road with mountains]

1945.1 - (Seward Highway, winter) [scenery with snow, trees, mountains]

1945.2 - (Seward Highway, winter) [scenery with snow, trees, mountains]

1946 - (Seward Highway, winter) [scenery with snow, trees, mountains]

1947.1 - (Seward Highway, winter) [scenery with snow, trees, mountains]

1947.2 - (Seward Highway, winter) [scenery with snow, trees, mountains]

1948 - (Seward Highway, winter) [scenery with snow, trees, mountains]

1949 - (Seward Highway, winter) [scenery with snow, trees, mountains]

1950 - (Snow scene) [winter scene with trees, mountains, Kenai Peninsula?]

1951 - (Winter scene) [scene with snow, trees, mountains, Kenai Peninsula?]

1952.1 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background. Has prints, one dated 1946]

1952.2 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail]

1952.3 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail]

1952.4 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background]

1952.5 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background]

1952.6 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background]
.1952.7 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background]
.1952.8 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background]
.1952.9 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background]
.1952.10 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail]
.1952.11 - (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background]
.1952.12 - Hewitt’s Photo (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background. copy neg]
.1952.13 - Hewitt’s Photo (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background. copy neg]
.1952.14 - Hewitt’s Photo (Dog team, Cliff Brandt) [man with sled and dog team on winter trail, mountains in background. copy neg]
.1953 - (Turnagain Arm) [winter view of Alaska Railroad tracks along Turnagain Arm looking west south west, automobiles visible on Seward Highway]
.1954.1 - (Anchorage High School Auditorium Fire, March 1953) [A very blurry photograph of firemen on the scene of fire]
.1954.2 - (Anchorage High School Auditorium Fire, March 1953) [A very blurry photograph of firemen on the scene of fire]
.1954.3 - (Anchorage High School Auditorium Fire, March 1953) [A very blurry copy photograph including wood frame showing firemen on the scene of fire, bystanders watching. Has print with caption Sydney Laurence Auditorium Fire]
.1955.1 - (Anchorage, 4th Ave, April 16, 1953) [street scene on Fourth Ave looking east towards the Chugach Mountains, with automobiles, businesses including 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner hanging over street]
.1955.2 - (Anchorage, 4th Ave, April 16, 1953) [bird’s eye view down Fourth Ave looking northeast towards the Chugach Mountains, with automobiles, businesses from Smart Shop east, McKinley Apartments, Alaska Native Service Hospital]
.1955.3 - (Anchorage, 4th Ave, April 16, 1953) [bird’s eye view down Fourth Ave looking northeast towards the Chugach Mountains, with automobiles, businesses from 515 Club east, McKinley Apartments, Alaska Native Service Hospital]
.1955.4 - (Anchorage, 4th Ave, April 16, 1953) [bird’s eye view down Fourth Ave looking northeast towards the Chugach Mountains, with automobiles, businesses, McKinley Apartments, Alaska Native Service Hospital]
.1955.5 - (Anchorage, 4th Ave) [bird’s eye view down Fourth Ave looking northeast towards the Chugach Mountains, with automobiles, businesses, McKinley Apartments, Alaska Native Service Hospital. Copy neg]
.1955.6 - (Anchorage, 4th Ave) [bird’s eye view down Fourth Ave looking northeast towards the Chugach Mountains, with automobiles, businesses, McKinley Apartments, Alaska Native Service Hospital. Copy neg]
.1955.7 - (Anchorage, 4th Ave) [bird’s eye view down Fourth Ave looking northeast towards the Chugach Mountains, with automobiles, businesses, McKinley Apartments, Alaska Native Service Hospital. Copy neg]
.1956.1 – (Ice Blocks, from Bootleggers Cove) [Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna, as seen from Bootleggers Cove, Anchorage]
.1956.2 - (Ice Blocks, from Bootleggers Cove) [Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna, as seen from Bootleggers Cove, Anchorage]
.1956.3 - (Ice Blocks, from Bootleggers Cove) [Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna, as seen from Bootleggers Cove, Anchorage]
.1956.4 - (Ice Blocks, from Bootleggers Cove) [Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna, as seen from Bootleggers Cove, Anchorage]
.1957 - (Moose, south of Girdwood) [three moose grazing in the winter or early spring near the Alaska Railroad]
.1958 - (Moose Trail Lodge, Mi 28 Seward Highway) [Moose Trail Lodge in the winter located in/near Moose Pass on Trail Lake]
.1959.1 - (2 moose fighting) [copy neg of a print in wood frame]
.1959.2 - (2 Moose fighting) [copy neg of a print in wood frame]
.1959.3 - (2 Moose fighting) [copy neg of a print in wood frame]
.1959.4 - (2 Moose fighting) [copy neg of a print in wood frame]
.1960.1 - (Bear Skins and hunters) [two men standing amongst a variety of furs and moose antlers with rifle]
.1960.2 - (Two bears) [diorama or painting of two grizzly bears with mountains in background. copy neg]
.1960.3 - [mother black bear nursing two cubs. copy neg]
.1961 - (Volcanic blackout, Anchorage, July 9, 1953) [view over Cook Inlet, with buildings in foreground, Mount Spurr eruption]
.1962.2 - [Fourth Avenue street scene with automobiles parked outside Bevers & Pfeil Building with Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern, Logemann Bldg. at right. Has print dated 1953]
.1962.3 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, interior, 1953) [customers shopping inside store, with counters and displays]
.1962.4 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, interior, 1953) [customers shopping inside store, with counters and displays]
.1962.5 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, interior, 1953) [customers shopping inside store, with counters and displays]
.1962.6 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, interior, 1953) [customers shopping inside store, with counters and displays]
.1962.7 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, interior, 1953) [customers shopping inside store, with counters and displays]
.1962.8 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, interior, 1953) [customers shopping inside store, with counters and displays]
.1962.9 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, interior, 1953) [with counters and displays. Has prints, one with stamp of Don Cutter]
.1962.10 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, interior, 1953) [with counters and displays. Has print with stamp of Don Cutter]
.1963 - (Ninilchik) [bird’s eye view of town, circa 1950s]
.1964.1 - (Whittier, city under one roof) [Buckner Building with mountains in background. copy neg]
.1964.2 - (Whittier, city under one roof) [Buckner Building with mountains in background. copy neg]
.1964.3 - (Workers in Whittier Building) [group portrait of men outside Buckner Building. copy neg]
.1965 - (Mt. Spurr volcano erupting, July 9, 1953) [aerial. copy neg; has print]
.1966.1 - (Winter frost in trees, Jan. 18, 1954)
.1966.2 - (Winter frost in trees, Jan. 18, 1954)
.1966.3 - (Winter frost in trees, Jan. 18, 1954)
.1966.4 - (Winter frost in trees, Jan. 18, 1954)
.1966.5 - (Winter frost in trees, Jan. 18, 1954)
.1966.6 - (Winter frost in trees, Jan. 18, 1954)
.1966.7 - (Cabin in frost, Jan. 18, 1954)
.1966.8 - (Winter sunset, Jan. 18, 1954) [snow scene with trees, clouds]
.1967.1 - 1 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [female musher with bib #1 and team at starting line on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.2 - 2 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [female musher with bib #2 and team at starting line on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.3 - 3 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [female musher with bib #7 and team at starting line on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.4 - 4 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [female musher with bib #4 and team at starting line on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.5 - 5 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [female musher with bib #5 and team at starting line on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.6 - 6 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [female musher with bib #6 and team at starting line on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.7 - (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [male musher with bib #7 and team at starting line on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.8 - 8 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [female musher and team at starting line on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.9 - (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [male musher with bib #8 and team at starting line on Fourth Avenue in front of City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.10 - 10 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street looking west, with spectators, musher with bib #5 and team getting ready, businesses including Rexall Drugs, Pacific Northern Airlines, 515 Club, Ship Creek Market, 4th Avenue Theater, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1967.11 - 11 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [musher and team on Fourth Avenue passing City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
1967.12 - 12 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [musher and team on Fourth Avenue passing City Hall, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]

1967.13 - 13 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [musher with bib #9 and team passing City Hall on Fourth Avenue, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]

1967.14 - 14 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [musher with bib #6 and team passing City Hall on Fourth Avenue, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]

1967.15 - 16 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [female musher with bib #13 and team passing City Hall on Fourth Avenue, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]

1967.16 – 17 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [Musher #5 with a 5 dog team racing by spectators on Fourth Avenue being chased by a small dog]

1967.17 – 18 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [Musher #11 with a 7 dog team racing by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.18 – 19 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [Musher #15 with a 7 dog team racing by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.19 – 20 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [Musher and dog team racing by spectators on Fifth Avenue, Kimball’s in background at right]

1967.20 – 21 (Fur Rondy, 1953, dog races) [Musher #8 with a 7 dog team racing by spectators on Fourth Avenue, passing businesses including Norene Realtors, Joe’s Bar, The Hub, Bill’s Electric]

1967.21 - 22 (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, 1953) [Fur Rondy Musher #1 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.22 - 23 (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, 1953) [Fur Rondy Musher #7 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.23 - 24 (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, 1953) [Fur Rondy Musher #6 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.24 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953 Saturday) [Fur Rondy Musher #1 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.25 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953 Saturday) [Fur Rondy Musher #1 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.26 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953 Saturday) [Fur Rondy Musher #2 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.27 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953 Saturday) [Fur Rondy Musher #2 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.28 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953 Saturday) [Fur Rondy Musher #3 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.29 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953 Saturday) [Fur Rondy Musher #4 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.30 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953) [Fur Rondy Musher #6 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.31 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, 1953) [Fur Rondy Musher #7 walks dogs past spectators on Fourth Avenue]

1967.32 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, 1953) [Fur Rondy Musher #9 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]
.1967.33 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy, 1953) [Fur Rondy Musher #10 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]
.1967.34 - (Lu Liston, Dog Races Fur Rondy Feb 21, 1953) [Fur Rondy Musher #7 races by spectators on Fourth Avenue]
.1967.35 - (Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953) [Fur Rondy Musher #12 with a 7 dog team racing by spectators on Fourth Avenue]
.1967.36 - (Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953)[Fur Rondy Musher #5 and dog team racing by spectators on Fourth Avenue]
.1967.37 - (Dog Races Fur Rondy, Feb 21, 1953) [Fur Rondy musher and dog team racing by spectators on Fourth Avenue]
.1968.1 – Alaskan Greetings (Christmas Cards, Alaska Greetings (cache)) [Log Cache in winter with “Alaskan Greetings” overlaid across the image]
.1968.2 – Alaskan Greetings. Hewitt’s (Christmas Cards, Alaska Greetings (cabin)) [Alaskan themed Christmas card of a cabin in winter situated at the base of Matanuska Peak in Palmer]
.1968.3 – Holiday Greetings (Christmas Cards, Holiday Greetings (cache)(copy 17a)) [Photograph of a log cache coupled with a pen and ink drawing of a wolf and cabin]
.1968.4 - Greetings from Alaska (Christmas Cards, Greetings from Alaska (mountain and trees) (copy)) [Christmas card with winter scene of mountains and trees]
.1968.5 - Greetings from Alaska (Christmas Cards, Greetings from Alaska (mountain and snow) (copy)) [Christmas card of the Portage valley with Mt. Maynard and Portage Glacier]
.1968.6 – Alaska (Christmas Cards, Alaska Greetings (husky) (copy)) [Alaskan themed greeting card with a husky and “Alaska”]
.1969.1 - Alaska - Season’s Greetings (Christmas Card, moose in water) [drawing of moose]
.1969.2 – Northland Greetings. Mt McKinley Glacier (Christmas Card, Northland Greetings (mountain and glacier)) [Greeting card showing the McKinley Glacier and surrounding mountains of the Alaska Range placed over a pen and ink drawing with a cabin]
.1969.3 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Card (cabin, trees, and mountain)) [Greeting card showing a snowy tree lined road with mountains in the background. This photograph is laid over a pen and ink drawing of a cabin and “Northland Greetings”]
.1969.4 - Alaska Greetings form the Northland (Christmas Card (2 huskies)) [Greeting Card with husky dogs and pen and ink drawing of cabin and mountains. Has print]
.1969.5 - Season’s Greetings. P-560 (Christmas Card, Season’s Greetings) (cabin and husky) [photograph of a log cabin with Matanuska Peak in the background superimposed over a drawing of a husky and dog house]
.1969.6 - Greetings from the Northland. Alaska’s brown bombers. c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Christmas Card, Greetings from the Northland) (bears and sheep) [Greeting card of sow with three cubs in the woods and a pen and ink drawing of Dall Sheep]
.1969.7 – Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Card, Greetings from the Northland) (glaciers and cabin) [Greeting card with photograph of snow covered mountain road and pen and ink drawing of a cabin in the mountains]
.1969.8 – Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Card, Greetings from the Northland) (cache) [Greeting card photograph of a cache in the woods]
1969.9 – Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Card, Greetings from the Northland) (sheep) [Christmas card mat with sketch of Dall sheep with photograph of Dall sheep]
1969.10 – Alaska, Greetings from the Northland. The Silver Trail, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Christmas Card, Greetings from the Northland) (dog team) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cabin in winter and holly leaves with photograph of dog team stopped on winter trail]
1969.11 – Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Card, Greetings from the Northland) (winter scene) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cabin in winter and holly leaves with photograph of Portage Glacier and Mt Maynard in winter. Has print]
1970 – Anchorage Alaska, Hewitt’s Photo (Hollywood Center, shopping) (89 degrees!!!) [Hollywood Shopping Center sign and temperature gauge registering 89 degrees]
1971 – Anchorage Waterfront. Hewitt’s Photo (Anchorage Waterfront; see also original negative 2180.2) [Alaska Railroad yards, Port of Anchorage and ship on the mud flats]
1972 – Kenai Lake from Cooper Landing. Hewitt’s Drug Store [view down gravel road, Sterling Highway just before passing over Kenai River at Cooper Landing. Copy neg]
1973 – Kenai Lake Bell’s Landing. Hewitt’s Drug Store [cache or observation tower on the shores of Kenai Lake with Chugach Mountains in the background]
1974 – “Schooner Bend” Bridge, Kenai River. Hewitt’s Drug Store [covered bridge over river]
1975 – Alaskan Cabbage, Hewitt’s Photo (Cabbage at Circle Hot Springs) [farmer showing a large cabbage. Has print]
1976.1 – (Chugach Power House, 1954) [exterior of Chugach Power House. Copy neg in wooden frame; has prints]
1976.2 – (Chugach Power House, 1954) [exterior of Chugach Power House. Copy neg in wooden frame; has prints]
1977 – (4th Ave and McKinley Apt building) [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east to McKinley Apartments, signs for businesses including D & D Café and Denali Theater. Copy neg in wooden frame]
1978 – (Seward Highway) [bird’s eye view of truck travelling south on the Seward Highway towards Girdwood, Turnagain Arm at right]
1979.1 – (Seward Highway, car parked, April 15, 1954) [bird’s eye view looking south of parked automobile on shoulder of Seward Highway, Alaska Railroad tracks at right along Turnagain Arm; has prints]
1979.2 – (Seward Highway, car parked, April 15, 1954) [bird’s eye view looking south of parked automobile on shoulder of Seward Highway, Alaska Railroad tracks at right along Turnagain Arm]
1980.1 – (Seward Highway) [bird’s eye view looking south along Seward Highway, with Alaska Railroad tracks and Turnagain Arm; has print]
1980.2 – (Seward Highway) [view of automobile travelling south along Seward Highway, with Alaska Railroad tracks and Turnagain Arm]
1981.1 – (Dog Races on Golf Course 1948) [Musher and dog team racing past large group of people, Chugach Mountains in background]
1981.2 – (Dog Races on Golf Course 1948) [dogs resting on the line]
.1982.1 - (Anchorage April 22, 1954 w/ wide angle lens) [aerial view of downtown Anchorage looking southwest to Cook Inlet, Alaska Range. Has print]
.1982.2 - (Anchorage April 22, 1954 w/ wide angle lens) [aerial view of downtown Anchorage looking southwest to Point Woronzof]
.1983 - (Government Hill Housing) [bird’s eye view looking north of Alaska Railroad yards and Government Hill. Has print]
.1984 – [missing]
.1985 – Alaska Native Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Drug Store [bird’s eye view of hospital and water tower, looking northwest to Chugach Mountains. neg missing; 8 x 10 print only]
.1986 - (Anchorage Cold Storage, April 22, 1954) [exterior of building, with Coca-Cola sign at right]
.1989 - Anchorage Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo (Anchorage April 22, 1954 6mm lens) [aerial view of downtown Anchorage looking southwest to Point Woronzof]
.1989.1 - (Anchorage International Airport, May 8, 1954) [Northwest Airlines and Cordova Airlines planes share the tarmac at the Anchorage International Airport, with control tower and Chugach Mountains]
.1989.2 - (Anchorage International Airport, May 8, 1954) [Northwest Airlines and Cordova Airlines planes share the tarmac at the Anchorage International Airport, with control tower and Chugach Mountains]
.1989.3 - (Anchorage International Airport, Inside Cloud Hoppers Cocktail Lounge, May 8, 1954) [has print]
.1989.5 - (Anchorage International Airport, Inside Cafe, May 8, 1954) [Interior of cafe showing one patron sitting at the bar]
.1989.6 - International Airport, Anchorage Alaska. Hewitt’s Drug Store Photo (Anchorage International Airport, May 8, 1954 copy) [Northwest Airlines and Cordova Airlines planes share the tarmac at the Anchorage International Airport, with control tower and Chugach Mountains]
.1992 - (Dog Team on the Trail) [sled dogs hitched to a sled waiting for a command. Copy neg]
.1993 – [missing]
2007.2 - Matanuska Valley Farm, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Drug & Photo (Matanuska Valley Farm, Palmer) [view down gravel road at left, cultivated field and homestead at right, mountains in distance]

2008.1 - (Portage Glacier) [detail photograph of small chunks of ice floating in Portage Lake]

2008.2 - Palmer, Alaska Hospital. Hewitt’s Drug-Photo (Palmer Hospital, July 1955) [exterior. Copy neg]

2008.3 – “Along the Trail.” c. Bornholdt. Hewitt’s Drug Photo (Dog Team) [Huskies on the line waiting to run]

2009.1 - (Alaskan Sawmill, Goat Creek, 1955) [lumber yard and automobile]

2009.2 - (Alaskan Sawmill, Goat Creek, 1955) [lumber yard]

2009.3 - (Alaskan Sawmill, Goat Creek, 1955) [lumber yard]

2009.4 - (Alaskan Sawmill, Goat Creek, 1955) [lumber yard]

2009.5 - Alaskan Sawmill Goat Creek, Alaska. Hewitt’s Drug-Photo (Alaskan Sawmill, Goat Creek, 1955) [copy neg]

2010.1 - (Portage Glacier) [detail photograph of small chunks of ice floating in Portage Lake]

2010.2 - (Palmer, from hill) [bird’s eye view with road at left, buildings and water tower in distance, mountains behind]

2010.3 – Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Drug & Photo [bird’s eye view with road at right, buildings and water tower in middle ground, mountains in distance]

2011.1 - (Portage Glacier) [Glacier ice on Portage Lake with Bard Peak and Burns Glacier in the background. Has prints with Hewitt’s stamp]

2011.2 - (Knik River Bridge 1955) [Knik Bridge]

2011.3 - (Knik River Bridge 1955) [Knik Bridge]

2011.4 - Knik River Bridge, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Drug Photo (1955) [Knik Bridge. copy photograph of image in frame]

2012.1 - (YMCA Anchorage, 1955) [exterior of building with signs for Armed Services YMCA and USO shown from street level with automobiles parked and driving past. Has prints]

2012.2 - Anchorage, Alaska Hewitt’s Drug Photo (YMCA and USO Anchorage, 1955 copy of 2012.1) [copy photograph of image in frame]

2012.3 - Visiting Old Russian Church, Eklutna Alaska (Tour Bus at Eklutna 1955) [Alaska Highway Tours Bus parked in front of the Eklutna Church]

2012.4 - Visiting Old Russian Church, Eklutna Alaska, Hewitt’s Drug Photo (Tour Bus at Eklutna 1955 copy of 2012.3)

2013 - (Central Lutheran Church 1955) (Anchorage 6th Avenue and F Street) [exterior with automobiles. Has prints, one dated 1948]

2014.1 - (Hewitt’s Corner 1955) [Hewitt’s Store at Fourth Avenue and E Street as seen from the street with automobiles parked in the front. Has print with Hewitt’s stamp]

2014.2 - 4th at E, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’ s Drug-Photo (Hewitt’s Corner 1955, copy of 2014.1)

2015 - (City Hall Anchorage 1955) [exterior in summer with flagpole. Has prints]

2016.1 - (Z. J. Loussac Public Library, Anchorage 1955) [exterior in summer. Has prints]

2016.2 - Anchorage Alaska, Hewitt’s Drug-Photo (Z.J. Loussac Public Library, Anchorage 1955) [copy of 2016.1]
.2017.1 - (Presbyterian Church, 5th Avenue and F Street Anchorage, 1955) [exterior in summer with automobiles, fire hydrant, street light. Has prints]
.2017.2 - (Presbyterian Church Anchorage) [exterior in summer with parishioners grouped outside]
.2018.1 - (L St Apartments from Romig Hill, Anchorage 1955) [view down paved road with guardrail at right, automobiles driving, apartment building in distance. Has print with captions Spenard Road and Boulevards in Anchorage, Credit Line Lu Liston]
.2018.2 - Romig Hill, Spenard, Alaska Hewitt’s Drug-Photo (L St Apartments from Romig Hill, Anchorage 1955) [view down paved road with guardrail at left, automobiles driving, apartment building in distance]
.2019 - Portage Glacier, Alaska, Hewitt’s Drug-Photo (Portage Glacier) [has print]
.2020 - Ice Bergs Portage Glacier, Alaska Hewitt’s Drug-Photo (Portage Glacier) [has print]
.2021.1 - (Ship Creek, Post Road Feb 1958) [Ship Creek in winter with ice coverage, flowing away from the Chugach Mountains]
.2021.2 - (Oblique of Fourth Avenue, 1959) [bird’s eye view looking east down Fourth Avenue towards McKinley Apartments and the Chugach Mountains, Anchorage All-America City banner over street, with signs for businesses including Ship Creek Market, 515 Club, Pacific Northern Airlines, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drug Store. Has prints]
.2021.3 - (Oblique of Fourth Avenue, 1959) [bird’s eye view looking east down Fourth Avenue towards McKinley Apartments and the Chugach Mountains, Anchorage All-America City banner over street, with signs for businesses including 515 Club, Pacific Northern Airlines, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drug Store, National Bank of Alaska. Has print with caption Anchorage 4th Ave (Today) Credit Lu Liston]
.2021.4 - (Oblique of Fourth Avenue, 1959) [bird’s eye view looking east down Fourth Avenue towards McKinley Apartments and the Chugach Mountains, Anchorage All-America City banner over street, with signs for businesses including 515 Club, Pacific Northern Airlines, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drug Store, National Bank of Alaska]
.2021.5 - (Anchorage, All America City) [street scene of Fourth Avenue at E Street looking east towards the Chugach Mountains, with Anchorage All American City banner hanging over the street, signs for businesses including Hewitt’s Drug Store, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern, Carquist Jewelers, Florsheim, D & D Cafe]
.2022 - (Portage Glacier, ice block) [Ice berg in Portage Lake]
.2023 - (Seward Highway, Winter) [snow covered highway with mountains]
.2024 - [missing]
.2025 - (Mt Susitna and Inlet) [sunset over Mount Susitna or Sleeping Lady as seen from Anchorage across Cook Inlet]
.2026 - (Pink Mt Susitna 1958) [sunset over Mount Susitna or Sleeping Lady as seen from Anchorage across Cook Inlet]
.2027 - Nellie Brown, Knik, 1911 (Old Knik, July 20, 1961) [riverfront community with people, boats, dock and buildings lining the shore. Copy neg]
.2028.1 - (Mt McKinley) [Denali and the upper Muldrow Glacier as seen from the north side. Copy neg]
.2028.2 - (Mt McKinley) [Denali and the upper Muldrow Glacier as seen from the north side. Copy neg]
.2029.1 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store, Oct 12, 1963) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street taken from City Hall lawn with automobiles, Anchorage All-America City banner hanging over the street]
.2029.2 - (Hewitt’s Drugstore, Oct 12, 1963) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street with automobiles, traffic light]
.2029.3 - (Hewitt’s Drugstore, Oct 12, 1963) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street with automobiles, traffic light]
.2029.4 - (Hewitt’s Drugstore, Oct 12, 1963) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street with automobiles]
.2030.1 - (Anchorage from air, 1958) [aerial view looking west to Cook Inlet, with Merrill Field and Point Woronzof. Has prints, some dated 1953]
.2030.2 - (Anchorage from air, 1958) [actually Eagle River; aerial view looking south, with Glenn Highway at left, forested land, cultivated land of Pippel farm. Has prints, some with handwritten caption “Pipples Farm Eagle River 1948”]
.2031.1 - (Anchorage, Fourth Avenue, 1958) [bird’s eye view looking east to McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains, with Anchorage All-America City banner hanging over street and signs for businesses including 515 Club, Hewitt’s Drugs, National Bank of Alaska]
.2031.2 - (Anchorage, Fourth Avenue, 1958) [bird’s eye view looking east to McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains, with Anchorage All-America City banner hanging over street and signs for businesses including 515 Club, Hewitt’s Drugs, National Bank of Alaska]
.2031.3 - Hewitt’s Photo (Anchorage, Fourth Avenue, 1958) [bird’s eye view looking east to McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains, with Anchorage All-America City banner hanging over street and signs for businesses including 515 Club, Hewitt’s Drugs, National Bank of Alaska. copy neg]
.2031.4 - (Anchorage, Fourth Avenue, 1958) [bird’s eye view looking east down Fourth Avenue towards McKinley Apartments and the Chugach Mountains, Anchorage All-America City banner over street, with signs for businesses including Ship Creek Market, 515 Club, Pacific Northern Airlines, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drug Store, National Bank of Alaska]
.2031.5 - (Anchorage, Fourth Avenue, 1958) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street, with Anchorage All-America City banner, street lights, automobiles, pedestrians, signs for Hewitt’s Drugs, Bevers & Pfeil Building, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern]
.2031.6 - (Anchorage, Fourth Avenue, 1958) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street, with Anchorage All-America City banner, street lights, automobiles, signs for businesses including Hewitt’s Drugs, Bevers & Pfeil Building, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern, Carlquist Jewelers, Anchorage Grill]
.2032 - (Fred Henton and world record bear) [hunter with rifle and brown bear, water and mountains in background. copy neg; has postcard]
.2033.1 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [three men posed next to floats of Pacific International Airways airplane. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.2 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [man posed holding fish next to floats of Pacific International Airways airplane. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.3 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [airplane with tail number NC5364 near sandy shore, two men in rowboat on water. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929. neg deteriorated]
.2033.4 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [four crewmen next to Pacific International Airways airplane with tail number NC5364 near sandy shore, mountains in background. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.5 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [man, possibly Hubbard, dipping cup into water hole or creek. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.6 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [man picking rifle up from sandy ground. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.7 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [man wearing hat and lace-up boots with rifle sitting on rock outcropping. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.8 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [two men testing ground near fumarole. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.9 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [man holding rifle standing next to caribou carcass. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.10 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [three men walking down hill covered in ash following line of tracks. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.11 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [smoking fumarole. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.12 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [distant view of two men standing on edge of smoking fumarole. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.13 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [view looking up to two men standing on edge of smoking fumarole. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929]
.2033.14 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [four men next to tent, one tending to stove or equipment, mountains in background. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929. copy neg]
.2033.15 - (Father Hubbard’s trek to Valley of 10,000 Smokes) [man wearing lace-up boots holding hat and rifle sitting on rock outcropping. Bernard Hubbard expedition, circa 1929. copy neg]
.2033.16 - (Holy Cross School, with students and nun) [group portrait outside of school building. circa 1929?]
.2033.17 - [Alaska Native man and group of young boys gathered around chess board. Holy Cross? ca. 1929? copy neg]
.2034.1 - Photo by M. Cramer (A hot lunch in Alaska. Goats, Morris Cramer’s photo) [mountain goats with kid nursing. copy neg]
.2034.2 - (A hot lunch in Alaska. Goats, Morris Cramer’s photo) [mountain goats with kid nursing. copy neg]
.2034.3 - (A hot lunch in Alaska. Goats, Morris Cramer’s photo) [mountain goats with kid nursing. copy neg]
.2035.1 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [stone marker with metal plaque, “This tablet is erected by the Alaska Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution to commemorate the opening of the Anchorage-Matanuska Highway, 1935”]
.2035.2 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [stone marker with metal plaque, “This tablet is erected by the Alaska Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution to commemorate the opening of the Anchorage-Matanuska Highway, 1935”]
.2035.3 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [stone marker next to road, Eagle River valley and mountains in distance, Highland Mountain at right]
.2035.4 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [stone marker next to road, mountains in distance, similar to .2035.3]
.2035.5 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [two men standing next to stone marker, one wearing sweater and bow tie, other wearing three-piece suit and fedora]
.2035.6 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [man wearing three-piece suit and fedora with woman, presumably from the Daughters of the American Revolution, standing next to stone marker]
.2035.7 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [man wearing three-piece suit and fedora with woman, presumably from the Daughters of the American Revolution, standing next to stone marker]
.2035.8 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [man wearing three-piece suit and fedora with woman, presumably from the Daughters of the American Revolution, standing next to stone marker]
.2035.9 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [man wearing three-piece suit and fedora with three women, presumably from the Daughters of the American Revolution, standing next to stone marker]
.2035.10 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [five women standing next to stone marker, with American flag, Alaska flag, and Daughters of the American Revolution flag. Women identified on envelope as Mrs. Edmonds, Mrs. Romig, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. McCrosky, Mrs. Olson]
.2035.11 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [five women standing next to stone marker, with American flag, Alaska flag, and Daughters of the American Revolution flag. Women identified on envelope as Mrs. Edmonds, Mrs. Romig, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. McCrosky, Mrs. Olson]
.2035.12 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [five women standing next to stone marker, with American flag, Alaska flag, and Daughters of the American Revolution flag. Women identified on envelope as Mrs. Edmonds, Mrs. Romig, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. McCrosky, Mrs. Olson]
.2035.13 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [five women standing next to stone marker, with American flag, Alaska flag, and Daughters of the American Revolution flag. Women identified on envelope as Mrs. Edmonds, Mrs. Romig, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. McCrosky, Mrs. Olson]
.2035.14 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [five women standing next to stone marker, with American flag, Alaska flag, and Daughters of the American Revolution flag. Women identified on envelope as Mrs. Edmonds, Mrs. Romig, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. McCrosky, Mrs. Olson]
.2035.15 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [five women standing next to stone marker, with American flag, Alaska flag, and Daughters of the American Revolution flag. Women identified on envelope as Mrs. Edmonds, Mrs. Romig, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. McCrosky, Mrs. Olson]
.2035.16 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [five women standing next to stone marker. Women identified on envelope as Mrs. Edmonds, Mrs. Romig, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. McCrosky, Mrs. Olson]
.2035.17 - (Monument, Anchorage-Palmer Highway) [five women standing next to stone marker. Women identified on envelope as Mrs. Edmonds, Mrs. Romig, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. McCrosky, Mrs. Olson]
.2035.18 - [man in suit standing in field next to hay stack, Matanuska Colony?]
.2036.1 - [text of anonymous poem, “Hell!”, with first line “Just what is meant by this word ‘Hell?’” Number 371 in lower left corner of page. Has postcard]
.2036.2 - [text of poem, “Kodiak” written by Isaacson, Radio Man First Class, U.S. Coast Guard, with illustration of large steamship. Has postcard]
.2036.3 - [text of poem, “It’s the Freight” written by T. V. Walker. Has postcard]
.2037.1 - (Walt’s Transfer Co.) [trucks with logo for Walt’s Transfer Company parked outside Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska, house in distance, Anchorage]
.2037.2 - (Walt’s Transfer Co.) [exterior of Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska with sign for Dutch Boy Paints, Anchorage]
.2037.3 - (Walt’s Transfer Co.) [trucks with logo for Walt’s Transfer Company parked outside Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska, Anchorage]
.2037.4 - (Walt’s Transfer Co.) [two trucks parked outside Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska, Anchorage]
.2037.5 - (Walt’s Transfer Co.) [drivers standing next to trucks with logo for Walt’s Transfer Company parked outside Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska, Anchorage]
.2037.6 - (Walt’s Transfer Co.) [exterior of Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska with sign for Dutch Boy Paints, Anchorage]
.2037.7 - (Walt’s Transfer Co.) [trucks with logo for Walt’s Transfer Company parked outside Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska, house in distance, Anchorage]
.2037.8 - (Walt’s Transfer Co.) [two men and young boy posed next to General Motors truck parked outside Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska, Anchorage]
.2038 - (Elmendorf, July 8, 1940, another view) [aerial of Elmendorf Field on Fort Richardson, with rows of tents, Alaska Railroad train tracks at bottom of image]
.2039.1 - (Elmendorf, 1940) [man in Army uniform and woman in fur parka looking at poster, “Let’s All Back the Attack! 4th War Loan,” with painting by Rusty Heurlin. Has print with handwritten caption “Sgt. Jimmy Ramsey and Ingrid Bergman, Juneau, 1941”]
.2039.2 - [group portrait of men inside hall or banquet room, some wearing black tie, some in suits, some in military uniforms. Has print]
.2039.3 - [two men in military uniforms with cable or rope in wooded area in winter]
.2039.4 - [brown bear carcass on rocky beach]
.2041.1 - [text of advertisement, “Da-Lite Beaded Screens for movies slides $995 30x40 on stand.” Has prints]
.2041.2 - [text of advertisement, “Da-Lite Beaded Screens for movies slides $995 30x40 on stand”]
.2042 - “At the Depot.” Presented as a souvenir of the Chicago Railroad Fair, July 20 [unsigned cartoon. Same as .2118. copy neg]
.2043 - [exterior of Yes Sir! Anchorage Liquor Store with sign “Free! Trip to Peoria, tickets with each purchase,” displays in window, sign next door for hotel, rooms for rent]
.2044.1 - (Sydney Laurence pictures of Natives) [studio portrait of woman in fur parka and mittens holding end of one snowshoe. copy of print in oval embossed mat]
.2044.2 – (Sydney Laurence pictures of Natives) [studio portrait of three Alaska Native children in fur parkas and mukluks. 5 x 7 nitrate negative]
.2044.3 - (Sydney Laurence pictures of Natives) [studio portrait of two Alaska Native children in fur parkas. 5 x 7 nitrate negative]
.2044.4 - (Sydney Laurence pictures of Natives) [studio portrait of Alaska Native youth in fur parka and mukluks. double exposure with studio portrait of man. 5 x 7 nitrate negative]
.2044.5 - (Sydney Laurence pictures of Natives) [studio portrait of two Alaska Native children in fur parkas. not same as .2044.3. copy negative]
.2044.6 - (Sydney Laurence pictures of Natives) [studio portrait of two Alaska Native children in fur parkas. same as .2044.5. copy negative]
.2045.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (“Seaska” airmail non-stop flight, June 20, 1936, powered with Plymouth car engine seized by U.S. Marshal, Juneau, for non-payment of gas bill in Cordova. 1985, still stored in Juneau) [two women holding bottle, ready to break on airplane wheel strut, group of men at right, Fahlin SF-2 Plymocoupe airplane parked in gymnasium, writing on plane reads in part “Seattle-Alaska Last Airmail Frontier Trail Blazed by the Seattle Washingtonians.” Has print]
.2045.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (“Seaska” airmail non-stop flight, June 20, 1936, powered with Plymouth car engine seized by U.S. Marshal, Juneau, for non-payment of gas bill in Cordova. 1985, still stored in Juneau) [group portrait of men and women standing in front of Fahlin SF-2 Plymocoupe airplane parked in gymnasium, writing on plane reads in part “Seattle-Alaska Last Airmail Frontier Trail Blazed by the Seattle Washingtonians.” Has print]
.2045.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (“Seaska” airmail non-stop flight, June 20, 1936, powered with Plymouth car engine seized by U.S. Marshal, Juneau, for non-payment of gas bill in Cordova. 1985, still stored in Juneau) [bird’s eye view of crowd gathered next to Fahlin SF-2 Plymocoupe airplane parked in gymnasium, writing on plane reads in part “Seattle-Alaska Last Airmail Frontier Trail Blazed by the Seattle Washingtonians”]
.2045.4 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (“Seaska” airmail non-stop flight, June 20, 1936, powered with Plymouth car engine seized by U.S. Marshal, Juneau, for non-payment of gas bill in Cordova. 1985, still stored in Juneau) [group portrait of men and women standing in front of Fahlin SF-2 Plymocoupe airplane parked in gymnasium, writing on plane reads in part “Seattle-Alaska Last Airmail Frontier Trail Blazed by the Seattle Washingtonians.” Has print]
.2046.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [two women, one in fur coat and one in blanket coat, standing in front of McGee Airways airplane in winter]
.2046.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [woman in fur coat standing in front of McGee Airways airplane, Stinson with tail number NC 478-M, in winter]
.2046.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [three men wearing driving caps and high lace-up boots standing in front of airplane on field in winter; in 2014, Ted Spencer identified as: McGee Airways SM8A fleet pilots Kenneth Neese, Johnny Moore, Oscar Winchell]

.2046.4 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [woman wearing aviator’s cap and goggles waving from cockpit of small airplane; in 2014, Ted Spencer identified woman as Irene Irvine Ryan, probably 1932. Cf. .1562]

.2046.5 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [man in fur parka standing in front of airplane in winter; in 2014, identified by Ted Spencer as Joe Barrows in front of Star Airways Bellanca; identified by John Bagoy as Jack Waterworth]

.2046.6 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [man in fur hat, caribou fur parka and Athabascan beaded mittens standing in front of airplane in winter; in 2014, Ted Spencer identified man as Oscar Winchell]

.2046.7 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [man in fur hat and fur parka standing in front of airplane in winter; in 2014, identified by Ted Spencer as Steve Mills]

.2046.8 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [man wearing leather mittens and fur parka with geometric decoration standing in front of Pacific International Airways CH-300 Pacemaker NC-259M, called “Aquila” circa 1930-1932, possibly at Merrill Field in Anchorage in winter; in 2014, identified by Ted Spencer as Joe Barrows; identified by John Bagoy as Jack Waterworth]

.2046.9 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [woman holding on to two furs, pelts probably hanging off airplane]

.2046.10 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [men in canoe in water near site of airplane crash, Douglas C-124C Globemaster II, Mount Susitna in background, spectators gathered on shore]

.2046.11 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Early Alaska Pilots, McGee and Star Airways) [amphibious airplane with markings “U.S. Navy 41-P-1” in water, with bluff in background, PBY Catalina?]

.2047.1 - (US Air Force airplane down in Cook Inlet, January 30, 1957) [bird’s eye view of airplane crash, Douglas C-124C Globemaster II, Mount Susitna in background, spectators gathered on shore]

.2047.2 - (US Air Force airplane down in Cook Inlet, January 30, 1957) [amphibious airplane near site of airplane crash, Douglas C-124C Globemaster II. 35mm neg]

.2047.3.1 - (US Air Force airplane down in Cook Inlet, January 30, 1957) [men in canoe in water in water. 35mm negs]

.2047.3.11 - (US Air Force airplane down in Cook Inlet, January 30, 1957) [Douglas C-124C Globemaster II on mudflats, heavy equipment at right. color 35mm slide]
.2048.1 - [musher with bib #8 racing 9-dog team along snowy trail, basket with advertisement for Surechamp Feed and Alaskan Kennels, Chugach Mountains in background, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous?]
.2048.2 - #35 [musher racing 11-dog team along snowy trail, Chugach Mountains in background, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous? copy neg; has print]
.2049 - (Ben Johnson mail team) [musher with large dog team on snowy tundra, part of building visible at extreme right. copy neg]
.2050.1 - (Building, Berger’s Boats, prior to duck hunting) [exterior of two-story shingled building in winter, barrels lined up outside]
.2050.2 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [boat beached on mud flats, dead ducks and geese piled on pilot house, bluff in background, Cook Inlet? cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.3 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [three men and retriever posed with dead ducks and geese on pilot house of boat, bluff in background, Cook Inlet? cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.4 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [three men and retriever posed with dead ducks and geese on pilot house of boat, bluff in background, Cook Inlet? photographer’s shadow in foreground. cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.5 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [two men and retriever posed with dead ducks and geese on pilot house of boat, Cook Inlet mud flats? cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.6 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [two men and retriever posed with dead ducks and geese on pilot house of boat, Cook Inlet mud flats? cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.7 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [three men and retriever posed with dead ducks and geese on pilot house of boat, bluff in background, Cook Inlet? cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.8 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [three men and retriever posed with dead ducks and geese on pilot house of boat, bluff in background, Cook Inlet? cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.9 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [man with rifle and two men in pilot house of boat covered with dead ducks and geese, bluff in background, Cook Inlet? photographer’s shadow in foreground. cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.10 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [three men posed with dead ducks and geese on pilot house of boat, Cook Inlet mud flats? cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.11 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [two men and retriever posed with dead ducks and geese on pilot house of boat, Cook Inlet mud flats? cf. .1453, .1589]
.2050.12 - (Berger’s Boats, duck hunting) [two men and retriever posed with dead ducks and geese on pilot house of boat, Cook Inlet mud flats? photographer’s shadow in foreground. cf. .1453, .1589]
.2051 - [street scene at corner of Fourth Avenue and Gambell in Anchorage, with First National Bank and sign for J.H. Romig, Howard G. Romig, Physicians & Surgeons, Eckmann’s Furniture at left. cf. 1462, 1656]
.2052.1 - (Star Airlines Calendar picture) [airplane with tail number NC17082 in flight over glacier and mountains, Beech 17 Staggerwing? copy neg]
.2052.2 - (Star Airlines Calendar picture) [illustration of musher with dog team waving to Star Airlines Beech 17 Staggerwing in flight. horizontal. copy neg]
.2052.3 - (Star Airlines Calendar picture) [illustration of musher with dog team waving to Star Airlines Beech 17 Staggerwing in flight. vertical. copy neg]
.2052.4 - (Basset, P.A.A.) [man wearing fur mittens and fur parka with geometric decoration standing in front of the window at the Pacific Alaska Airways office, Clark Basset? circa 1934-35? Has print]
.2053.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 1) [young people on flatbed truck festooned with flags and banners, playing out restaurant scene with diners, waitress, chef]
.2053.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 2) [man driving flatbed truck festooned with flowers, carrying two young people dressed as flowers standing in large pot]
.2053.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 3) [girl dressed as Statue of Liberty and boy dressed as Uncle Sam standing next to automobile parked in front of house]
.2053.4 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 4) [flatbed truck draped with white sheets decorated with crosses, Red Cross or hospital float, people on back dressed in scrubs, houses in background]
.2053.5 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 5) [two women standing next to automobile festooned with banners and crepe, sign on front bumper for Hewitt’s Photo Shop, businesses in background, probably Fourth Avenue, Anchorage]
.2053.6 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 6) [Mothers Club float, flatbed truck festooned with flowers, flags and banners, young person with crown and staff on back, automobile with uniformed men following]
.2053.7 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932) [costumed pair in foreground, possibly ice worm costume, automobile and houses in background]
.2053.8 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 8) [three men in open automobile festooned with American flags and painted with slogans “B.I.,” “Use other door,” “Think of those you leave behind before you enter,” “Safety last”]
.2053.9 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 9) [man in motorized scooter or wheelchair festooned with two American flags and banner reading “Roosevelt’s New Deal,” building in background, possibly Anchorage Fire Department? Man tentatively identified as William Alfred Conrad “Lucky” Baldwin]
.2053.10 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 10) [man driving Dahl and Wansted flatbed truck festooned with American flags, with history-themed display, young man in toga on back of truck. Has print]
.2053.11 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 11) [two young men in Boy Scouts of America uniforms on flatbed truck festooned with American flags and banners, house in background]
.2053.12 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 12) [woman driving automobile painted to look like a chicken, with the name “Henry” painted on the door, bearing American flag and Alaska 1933 license plate 1525]
.2053.13 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 13) [two young girls wearing bathing suits and holding ice cream cones standing next to automobile festooned with banners and crepe, sign on front bumper for Hewitt’s Photo Shop, businesses in background, probably Fourth Avenue, Anchorage]
.2053.14 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 14) [people riding in horse-drawn wagon with shrubbery, American flags and banner reading “We had cows in
1776, we have them now but we had no pasteurized milk in 1776 but we have it now at Ohl’s Dairy”

.2053.15 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 15) [group of young girls in identical dresses and hats on back of flatbed truck festooned with flowers]

.2053.16 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 16) [man standing next to truck festooned with flags and banners, carrying sign for “Lucky’s Self Service [?] M. Delivery, [?] Depression”, buildings in background]

.2053.17 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932) [boy riding bicycle with side car carrying second boy, third boy stands nearby, bike festooned with crepe flowers and American flag, building in background and Ohl’s Dairy truck parked alongside]

.2053.18 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 18) [young people on flatbed truck festooned with flags and banners, playing out restaurant scene with diners, waitress, chef]

.2053.19 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 19) [young girl wearing bathing suit and holding ice cream cone sitting on fender of automobile festooned with banners and crepe, sign on front bumper for Hewitt’s Photo Shop, building in background]

.2053.20 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Fourth of July float, 1932, 20) [automobile festooned with banners and crepe, sign on front bumper for Hewitt’s Photo Shop, businesses in background, probably Fourth Avenue, Anchorage]

.2053.21 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [young man in open automobile flying American flag, with slogans “Peterson Open Air Taxi,” “You drive,” “You drive it system” written on exterior, carrying chalkboard advertising Peterson Open Air Taxi, building in background]

.2053.22 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [boy and girl in costumes riding bicycles festooned flags, second girl in costume carrying basket of flowers, buildings in background]

.2053.23 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [boy and girl in blackface, boy wearing tuxedo and bowler, girl wearing headscarf and apron and holding feather duster, buildings in background]

.2053.24 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [woman driving automobile festooned with floral decorations and banner “Emard Salmon Especial,” two dark-skinned cannery workers in rubber boots, one wearing rain gear, standing next to automobile, building with sign for Hotel in background]

.2053.25 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [man wearing fur hat, fur trimmed parka, and sunglasses driving automobile with snowshoes tied to fenders, rifle mounted near door, and furs dangling from windscreen, buildings in background]

.2053.26 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [man driving automobile with American flags and banner with slogan “Not a lazy drop in a drum full!!” with barrel and pump [?] in back of truck, other automobiles in background]

.2053.27 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [man driving automobile with American flags and banners advertising New Nash Convertible Models]

.2053.28 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [flatbed truck festooned with banners, one reading “Signing of the Declaration of Independence,” man dressed as Uncle Sam and woman dressed as Statue of Liberty on running boards, group in powdered wigs with table on back of truck]

.2053.29 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [Anchorage Fire Department truck with uniformed firemen]
.2053.30 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [three women in 1920s-era clothing sitting on hood of automobile being driven by female, automobile festooned with flags and banners, Peterson Open Air Taxi following, building in background]

.2053.31 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [parade on Fourth Avenue, passing signs for businesses including The Gitchell, Seidenverg’s, U. G. Crocker, Tent Factory, Gordon’s Cantilever Shoes, and Alaska Game Commission [window at left], floats include 4-H Club and Emard’s Cannery]

.2053.32 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [parade on Fourth Avenue, passing signs for businesses including The Gitchell, Seidenverg’s, U. G. Crocker, Tent Factory, and Gordon’s Cantilever Shoes]

.2053.33 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [Alaska Railroad Fire Department truck with uniformed firemen]

.2053.34 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [Mothers Club float, flatbed truck festooned with boughs, flags and banners, young people dressed in powdered wigs on back of truck]

.2053.35 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [parade on Fourth Avenue, passing signs for businesses including The Gitchell, Seidenverg’s, U. G. Crocker, and Tent Factory]

.2053.36 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [flatbed truck festooned with banners and flags, women in colonial dress on back of truck]

.2053.37 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [parade on Fourth Avenue, passing signs for businesses including The Gitchell, Seidenverg’s, U. G. Crocker, Tent Factory, Gordon’s Cantilever Shoes, and Alaska Game Commission [window at left]]

.2053.38 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [4-H Club float covered in foliage, with young women in bathing suits, holding golf clubs, or with rod and reel and creel, building in background]

.2053.39 - (Fourth of July float, 1932) [4-H Club float decorated with club logos, with young women in bathing suits on back of truck, building in background]

.2053.40 - (Fourth of July, 1932) [men lined up for start of foot race on Fourth Avenue in front of City Cash Grocery]

.2054.1 - 1-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [float with elk head, bald eagle, American flag, pocket watch, and banner with “1351” parked next to building, house and automobile in background, Elks lodge B.P.O.E. 1351?]

.2054.2 - 2-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [color guard and marching band assembled on street with buildings in background, possibly V.F.W. post]

.2054.3 - 3-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [float with elk head, bald eagle, American flag, pocket watch, and banner with “1351” passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street, Elks lodge B.P.O.E. 1351?]

.2054.4 - 4-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [baseball players in uniforms with moose logo passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street]

.2054.5 - 5-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [clown on bicycle passing spectators, some in military uniform, on Fourth Avenue]

.2054.6 - 6-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [float on large flatbed trailer with woman dressed as Statue of Liberty next to eagle with spread wings, building in background]

.2054.7 - 7-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Loyal Order of Moose float with children on flatbed trailer next to panel decorated in crepe reading “Moose”]

.2054.8 - 8-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Baby Shop float with stork pulling sled]
.2054.9a - 9-40 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [automobile covered in balloons, with sign reading “Hoyts Make Your Car Troubles Far Lighter Than Bubbles,” parked in front of Hoyt Motor Co.]
.2054.9b - 9-40 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [automobile covered in balloons, with sign reading “Hoyts Make Your Car Troubles Far Lighter Than Bubbles,” passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street. same neg number as .2054.9a]
.2054.10 - 10-40 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [young person wearing colonial dress, powdered wig, and tricorn hat walking on Fourth Avenue past businesses including Lois Beauty Salon]
.2054.11 - 11-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [flatbed truck filled with young girls, buildings in background]
.2054.12 - 12-40 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [V.F.W. military color guard with flag reading in part “Denali Post No.” passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street]
.2054.13 - 13-40 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [V.F.W. military color guard with flags reading in part “Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States” and “American Legion” on Fourth Avenue at E Street passing businesses including Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, Star Air Lines, North Pole Bakery, Piggly Wiggly. same group as in .2054.12]
.2054.14 - 14-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [military truck carrying Army soldiers and pulling heavy artillery passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street]
.2054.15 - 15-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [young women on back of flatbed truck with banner “Rainbow Girls,” each girl wearing sash with single word, e.g. Patriotism, Service, Love, Religion, float passing spectators in front of federal building on Fourth Avenue, clown following float]
.2054.16 - 16-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [floats passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street]
.2054.17 - 17-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Anchorage Girl Scouts float passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street, truck festooned with foliage, girls in uniforms following]
.2054.18 - 18-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Loyal Order of Moose float with children on flatbed trailer with panel decorated in crepe reading “Moose”, float passing The Gitchell Hotel on Fourth Avenue]
.2054.19 - 19-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [young boys holding banner for 4-H Club Anchorage Young Farmers passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street]
.2054.20 - 20-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [truck covered with crepe and banners reading “God Bless America” and “Liberty and Justice for All” passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street, women dressed as Statue of Liberty and Justice riding in back of truck with man in suit]
.2054.21 - 21-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [young boy leading dog and pulling wagon with sign for Black Dog Transfer past Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street, second person wrapped entirely in black fabric]
2054.22 - 22-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [children in costume walking past Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street, costumes include pirate, bunny, Little Bo Peep, Mickey Mouse?]
2054.23 - 23-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [floats and groups lined up on gravel road for parade, Girl Scouts in front, followed by 4-H Club and Elks, buildings in background]
2054.24 - 24-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Travis Dancing float with children on flatbed trailer, float passing The Gitchell Hotel on Fourth Avenue]
2054.25 - 25-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Drum & Bugle Corps of the Alaska Defense Force, military marching band wearing crossed white belts and white spats, carrying flags with cross insignia, buildings in background]
2054.26 - 26-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [floats and groups lined up on gravel road for parade, Girl Scouts in front, followed by 4-H Club and Elks, buildings in background]
2054.27 - 27-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [truck with Paddock Paint Shop logo on door festooned with flags and banners, boy, dog, and dollhouse in back of truck]
2054.28 - 28-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [young women on back of flatbed truck with banner “Rainbow Girls,” each girl wearing sash with single word, e.g. Patriotism, Service, Love, Religion, woman dressed as clown standing next to float]
2054.29 - 29-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Boy Scout troop in uniform and in formation on dirt road, buildings in background]
2054.30 - 30-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [flatbed truck covered with crepe and banners reading “God Bless America” and “Liberty and Justice for All” passing buildings, women dressed as Statue of Liberty and Justice riding in back of truck with man in suit]
2054.31 - 31-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [truck covered with crepe and banners reading “God Bless America” and “Liberty and Justice for All” passing businesses on Fourth Avenue near E Street, women dressed as Statue of Liberty and Justice riding in back of truck with man in suit]
2054.32 - 32-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Army soldiers in uniform marching past Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street]
2054.33 - 33-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [marching band and majorette passing Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street]
2054.34 - 34-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Army marching band wearing crossed white belts and white spats passing Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue at E Street]
2054.35 - 35-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [Army unit in uniform marching past federal building on Fourth Avenue, U.G. Crocker in distance]
2054.36 - 36-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [truck with Paddock Paint Shop logo on door festooned with flags and banners, boy, dog, and dollhouse in back of truck, buildings in background]
2054.37 - 37-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [convoy of military vehicles]
2054.38 - 38-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [man driving tractor pulling float on large flatbed trailer with woman dressed as Statue of Liberty next to eagle with spread wings, building in background]
.2054.39 - 39-1940 (Fourth of July Parade, 1940) [color guard and men wearing lapel ribbons passing J. Vic Brown and Sons, Lois Beauty Salon, and Rexall Drugs on Fourth Avenue near E Street, V.F.W.?]
.2054.40 - 40-40 (July 4, 1940) [policemen directing people away from fire in business on Fourth Avenue, signs in foreground for Panhandle, Shoe Shine, Bakery, Star, Lunch Room]
.2055.1 - #1 (July 4, 1938, parade) [Matanuska Maid float]
.2055.2 - #2 (July 4, 1938, parade) [4-H Club float, young people on flatbed truck with signs for 4H Anchorage and Scissor Snips]
.2055.3 - 3 (July 4, 1938, parade) [baby in carriage decorated with foliage and banner reading Mistress Mary]
.2055.4 - 4 (July 4, 1938, parade) [clown on bicycle near wooden stands filled with spectators]
.2055.5 - 5 (July 4, 1938, parade) [baby in carriage decorated with foliage and banner reading Mistress Mary, clown on bicycle near wooden stands filled with spectators]
.2055.6 - 6 (July 4, 1938, parade) [bear cub on log pile]
.2055.7 - 7 (July 4, 1938, parade) [men on horseback, horse-drawn wagon, and truck carrying logs assembled on field, possibly baseball field, with advertisements along back wall, truck with banner advertising a sawmill]
.2055.8 - 8 (July 4, 1938, parade) [young boy holding dog pulled miniature wagon with young girl inside, spectators along wooden fence in background]
.2055.9 - 9 (July 4, 1938, parade) [men on horseback in parking lot, with parked automobiles in background, man at right in polo outfit, three men with cowboy hats, boy on pony with painted face, possibly rodeo clown]
.2055.10 - 10 (July 4, 1938, parade) [automobile festooned with crepe and banner for Anchorage Woman’s Club]
.2055.11 - 11 (July 4, 1938, parade) [young man driving automobile festooned with crepe and flags]
.2055.12 - 12 (July 4, 1938, parade) [girl sitting in chair on float decorated with crepe, banners, elk head, pocket watch, sign for B.P.O.E.]
.2055.13 - 13 (July 4, 1938, parade) [man driving General Motors flatbed truck festooned with banners and flags, pine trees on back of truck]
.2055.14 - 14 (July 4, 1938, parade) [boxcar festooned with flags and banners for American Legion, “Voiture Loc[al] 1098 Anchorage, 40/8 Alaska” written on car]
.2055.15 - 15 (July 4, 1938, parade) [flatbed truck festooned with crepe and flag, men at back arranging pine trees and foliage]
.2055.16 - 16 (July 4, 1938, parade) [man driving General Motors flatbed truck festooned with banners and non-American flag, name R. V. Loughead painted on door, women and pine trees on back of truck]
.2055.17 - 17 (July 4, 1938, parade) [man driving flatbed truck festooned with crepe and flags, “Star Wood Phone 273R Bob Graham” painted on door, model of United States Post Office on back of truck with sign for Carpenters Local 2182]
.2055.18 - 18 (July 4, 1938, parade) [young woman riding on American Legion float, automobile festooned with crepe, flags, and banners reading “Fun, Fellowship and Service” and “8/40”, passing building with sign for Carpenter Shop]
.2055.19 - 19 (July 4, 1938, parade) [General Motors flatbed truck festooned with crepe and flags, Northern Transfer painted on door, children on back of truck on swing set and seesaw, one boy holding basketball, banner reading “Bond Anchorage Youth Preferred J.C.C. Playground”]
.2055.20 - 20 (July 4, 1938, parade) [young boy riding Caterpillar tractor festooned with American flags]
.2055.21 - 21 (July 4, 1938, parade) [man driving truck with B.P.O.E. banner on door, festooned with American flags and bunting]
.2055.22 - 22 (July 4, 1938, parade) [baseball team in uniforms]
.2055.23 - 23 (July 4, 1938, parade) [marching band in uniforms with instruments, man standing with horse, houses visible in background]
.2055.24 - 24 (July 4, 1938, parade) [drum majorette and color guard with flags, houses visible in background]
.2055.25 - 25 (July 4, 1938, parade) [color guard with flags standing next to three-story wood frame building, possibly V.F.W., drum majorette behind]
.2055.26 - 26 (July 4, 1938, parade) [drum majorette and color guard with flags]
.2055.27 - 27 (July 4, 1938, parade) [three women on Alaska Transfer Co. truck festooned with flags and bunting, baseball team in uniform behind, buildings visible in background]
.2055.28 - 28 (July 4, 1938, parade) [The Baby Shop float, buildings visible in background]
.2055.29 - 29 (July 4, 1938, parade) [Matanuska Maid float, buildings visible in background]
.2055.30 - 30 (July 4, 1938, parade) [two men riding Allis-Chalmers tractor pulling farming equipment, buildings visible in background]
.2055.31 - 31 (July 4, 1938, parade) [Alaska Sawmill Corp. float, General Motors truck loaded with lumber, man standing on top, second truck loaded with brush following, man standing next to Walt’s Transfer truck parked on street, buildings visible in background]
.2055.32 - 32 (July 4, 1938, parade) [Alaska Transfer Co. truck festooned with bunting and carrying model church building, children following, buildings visible in background]
.2055.33 - 33 (July 4, 1938, parade) [Alaska Sawmill Corp. float, General Motors truck loaded with lumber, man standing on top, spectators crowded around]
.2055.34 - 34 (July 4, 1938, parade) [Anchorage 4-H Club float, General Motors flatbed truck festooned with banners and carrying children, buildings visible in background]
.2055.35 - 35 (July 4, 1938, parade) [floats lined up for parade, parked trucks festooned with banners and flags, buildings visible in background]
.2055.36 - 36 (July 4, 1938, parade) [floats lined up for parade including Matanuska Maid, The Baby Shop, and Anchorage Women’s Club, parked trucks festooned with banners and flags including trucks from Northern Transfer and Alaska Transfer Co., buildings visible in background]
.2055.37 - 37 (July 4, 1938, parade) [floats lined up for parade including Anchorage 4-H Club, parked trucks festooned with banners and flags including truck from Alaska Transfer Co., buildings visible in background]
.2055.38 - 38 (July 4, 1938, parade) [Scissor Snips float, man riding in truck with flatbed holding small fir trees and children dressed in costumes]
.2055.39 - 39 (July 4, 1938, parade) [three women with swords and boat on Alaska Transfer Co. truck festooned with flags and bunting, truck parked in baseball field with advertisements on boards visible in background, parked next to The Baby Shop float. cf. 2055.27]

.2055.40 - 40 (July 4, 1938, parade) [boy in costume riding horse, woman in costume, float in background]

.2055.41 - 41 (July 4, 1938, parade) [Alaska Sawmill Corp. float, General Motors truck loaded with lumber, man standing on top]

.2055.42 - 42 (July 4, 1938, parade) [automobile with sign “Fun Fellowship & Service” on roof and wings with “8/40” on front hood, American flags and streamers]

.2055.43 - 43 (July 4, 1938, parade) [Scissor Snips float? truck with flatbed holding small fir trees and children dressed in costumes. cf. 2055.38]

.2055.44 - 44 (July 4, 1938, parade) [boy in costume riding horse, Anchorage 4-H Club float in background]

.2056.1 - (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit with snowshoes) [men in uniform standing in formation outside Sno White Laundry, Anchorage, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.2 - Hewitt’s 2 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army band) [military marching band standing in formation with instruments on Anchorage street, buildings in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.3 - Hewitt’s 3 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army band) [military marching band standing in formation with instruments on Anchorage street, Linder Rooms and other buildings in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.4 - Hewitt’s 4 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit with flags) [military unit standing in formation with flags on Anchorage street, Linder Rooms and Sno White Laundry in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.5 - Hewitt’s 5 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, informal gathering) [soldiers in furs coats and hats, one carrying snowshoes, buildings in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.6 - Hewitt’s 6 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit with skis) [men in uniform standing in formation outside Sno White Laundry, Anchorage, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.7 - Hewitt’s 7 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit with rifles) [men in uniform standing in formation outside Chop Suey, Cook Inlet in background, Anchorage, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.8 - Hewitt’s 8 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit with snowshoes) [men in uniform standing in formation outside Reynolds Rooms, Anchorage, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.9 - Hewitt’s 9 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army) [soldiers in furs coats and hats talking to man in civilian clothing, Linder Rooms in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.10 - Hewitt’s 10 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army band) [military marching band standing in formation with instruments on Anchorage street, buildings in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.11 - Hewitt’s 11 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit with skis) [men in uniform standing in formation on Anchorage street, buildings in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.12 - Hewitt’s 12 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit with skis) [men in uniform marching in formation on Fourth Avenue west of E Street, passing J. Vic Brown & Son and Anchorage Hotel, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.13 - Hewitt’s 13 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit with flags) [men in uniform marching in formation on Fourth Avenue west of E Street, passing J. Vic Brown & Son, Sears Roebuck & Co., and Anchorage Hotel, Fur Rendezvous]
.2056.14 - Hewitt’s 14 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit band) [men in uniform marching with musical instruments on Fourth Avenue at E Street, passing Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern, Star Air Lines, North Pole Bakery, Anchorage Grill, and Piggly Wiggly, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.15 - Hewitt’s 15 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army color guard) [men in uniform marching with flags on Fourth Avenue west of E Street, passing Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, and Sears Roebuck & Co., Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.16 - Hewitt’s 16 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit at attention) [men in fur coats and hats standing on Anchorage street, Hotel Lane in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.17 - Hewitt’s 17 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army marching) [men in uniform marching on Fourth Avenue passing federal building, lead soldier saluting, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.18 - Hewitt’s 18 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army in parkas) [men in fur coats and hats standing on Anchorage street, Hotel Lane in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.19 - Hewitt’s 19 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army unit band) [automobile with license plate U.S.A. W 205784 leading Army band in parade on Fourth Avenue at E Street, passing Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern, Star Air Lines, North Pole Bakery, Anchorage Grill, and Piggly Wiggly, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.20 - Hewitt’s 20 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army band) [men in uniform marching with musical instruments on Fourth Avenue west of E Street, passing Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Sears Roebuck & Co., and Anchorage Hotel, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.21 - Hewitt’s 21 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army marching) [men in uniform marching on Fourth Avenue passing federal building, lead soldier saluting, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.22 - Hewitt’s 22 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, men in parkas) [soldiers in fur coats and hats standing next to gun, spectators and federal building in background, Fur Rendezvous]

.2056.23 - Hewitt’s 23 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army truck) [soldiers in truck pulling heavy gun in Fur Rendezvous parade, passing spectators and Fourth Avenue businesses including New Method Cleaners and Richmond’s Restaurant]

.2056.24 - Hewitt’s 24 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army gun) [two soldiers sitting on heavy gun in Fur Rendezvous parade, passing spectators and Fourth Avenue businesses including Ship Creek Meat Co.]

.2056.25 - Hewitt’s 25 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army gun) [soldiers gathered around heavy gun in Fur Rendezvous parade, in front of spectators and Fourth Avenue businesses including J. Vic Brown & Son]

.2056.26 - Hewitt’s 26 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army gun) [soldiers and children gathered around heavy gun in Fur Rendezvous parade, in front of spectators, the federal building, and Fourth Avenue businesses including The Gitchell]

.2056.27 - Hewitt’s 27 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army gun) [soldiers gathered around heavy gun in Fur Rendezvous parade, spectators and federal building in background]

.2056.28 - Hewitt’s 28 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army plow) [heavy equipment with sign “32nd Eng Grader Snow Plow” in Fur Rendezvous parade, passing spectators and federal building]

.2056.29 - Hewitt’s 29 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army truck) [soldiers gathered around heavy gun in Fur Rendezvous parade, passing spectators, the federal building, and Fourth Avenue businesses including The Gitchell]
.2056.30 - Hewitt’s 30 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army truck) [soldiers gathered around heavy gun in Fur Rendezvous parade, passing spectators and the federal building]
.2056.31 - Hewitt’s 31 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army truck) [military automobiles, trucks, and heavy gun in Fur Rendezvous parade headed west on Fourth Avenue, passing spectators and businesses including Northern Commercial Co., U.G. Crocker, Alaska Storage, Richmond’s Restaurant]
.2056.32 - Hewitt’s 32 (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Army truck) [military trucks and heavy equipment in Fur Rendezvous parade headed west on Fourth Avenue, passing spectators, federal building, and U.G. Crocker]
.2056.33 - (1941 Fur Rondy parade, KFQD Radio) [children on KFQD float, Fur Rendezvous parade, with decoration reading “We Are Ice Worms, Are You? 3000 ft straight down”]
.2056.34 - (1941 Fur Rondy parade, Alaska Home Products) [man and dog on Alaska Home Products float, Fur Rendezvous parade]
.2057.1 - Seasons Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of dog, kennel, bowl, and bone, with photograph of sled dog team on winter trail. copy neg]
.2057.2 - Seasons Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of fir tree and holly leaves, with photograph of mountain goat. copy neg]
.2057.3 - Christmas Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of holly leaves, with photograph of sled bear cub asleep with baby bottle. copy neg]
.2057.4 - Seasons Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of dog, kennel, bowl, and bone, with photograph captioned “M-34. Harvest in Alaska, Palmer, Alaska, Hewitt’s Photo Shop.” copy neg]
.2057.5 - Seasons Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of holly leaves, with Sydney Laurence painting of creek in winter. copy neg]
.2057.6 - Alaska, A Merry Christmas (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of man with boat and cache, with photograph of sunset over water. Copy neg]
.2057.7 - Merry Christmas (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of dog, kennel, bowl, and bone, with photograph of homestead in winter, with fence and road. copy neg]
.2057.8 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and holly leaves, with photograph of Matanuska Colony homestead and fields. copy neg]
.2057.9 - Merry Christmas (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter creek and crescent moon, with painting of winter creek, probably Sydney Laurence. copy neg]
.2057.10 - Seasons Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of man pulling sled with child and Christmas tree, with photograph of homestead in winter. copy neg]
.2057.11 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph captioned “P-407 Knik Glacier, Anchorage, Alaska, Hewitt’s Photo Shop.” copy neg]
.2057.12 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph captioned “P-407 Knik Glacier, Anchorage, Alaska, Hewitt’s Photo Shop.” copy neg]
.2057.13 - Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter woods and holly leaves, with photograph of two men with sled and dog team stopped on winter trail. copy neg]
.2057.14 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of two moose crossing snowy road. copy neg]
.2057.15 - Merry Christmas, Happy New Year (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of wolf and cabin in winter, with photograph of creek in winter. copy neg]
.2057.16 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph captioned “Mt. McKinley Region.” copy neg]
.2057.17 - Alaska, from America’s Last Frontier comes a very Merry Christmas (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cabin under Northern Lights, with photograph of musher with dog team stopped on winter trail. copy neg]
.2057.18 - Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of holly leaves, with photograph of snowy road. copy neg]
.2057.19 - Merry Christmas (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of creek in winter, with photograph of musher and dog team stopped on winter trail. copy neg]
.2057.20 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of hay stacks captioned “P-522 9/22/36 Hewitt’s Photo.” copy neg]
.2057.21 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and holly leaves, with photograph captioned “P-429 Pioneer Peak, Palmer, Alaska.” copy neg]
.2057.22 - Alaska, Northland Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of musher with dog team, with photograph captioned “P-401 Palmer, Alaska, Aug. 1936, Hewitt’s Photo Shop.” copy neg]
.2057.23 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph captioned “P-528, 9/22/36, Hewitt’s Photo.” copy neg]
.2057.24 - Holiday Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of skier under Northern Lights, with photograph of woman ice fishing. copy neg]
.2057.25 - Merry Christmas (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of creek in winter, with photograph captioned “Wegaruk, copyright 1905 by Lomen Bros., Nome, #17.” copy neg]
.2057.26 - Northland Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of caribou, with photograph captioned “An Eskimo ivory carver, Bragaw’s 45.” copy neg]
.2057.27 - Northland Greetings (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of caribou, with photograph of Alaska Native woman chewing mukluk sole. copy neg]
.2057.28 - Merry Christmas (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of creek in winter, with photograph of Alaska Native woman chewing thread. cf. .1751. copy neg]
.2057.29 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Freeman (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of moose crossing snowy road. copy neg]
.2057.30 - Alaska, Merry Christmas, Mr. and Mrs. Delbert W. Hosler (Christmas Cards 1936-37) [Christmas card mat with sketch of man with boat and cache, with photograph of sun setting over water. copy neg]

.2058.1 - Holiday Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of skier under Northern Lights, with painting of Native boat under sail in sea. copy neg. red ink on neg]

.2058.2 - Alaska, Merry Christmas (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of men in kayak, bear, and holly leaves, with photograph of snowy road with hoar-frosted trees. copy neg]

.2058.3 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and holly leaves, with photograph of hay stacks covered in snow. copy neg]

.2058.4 - Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of dog with kennel, bowl, and bone, with painting of Mt. McKinley and river, likely Sydney Laurence. copy neg. red ink on neg]

.2058.5 - Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of wolf and cabin in winter, with photograph captioned “Alaska’s Brown Bombers, c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.” copy neg]

.2058.6 - Northland Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of caribou, with painting of cache and boat on river, probably Sydney Laurence. copy neg]

.2058.7 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of totem pole and holly leaves, with photograph of Alaska Native woman carrying baby. copy neg]

.2058.8 - Northland Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of caribou, with painting of Mt. McKinley, probably Sydney Laurence. copy neg. red ink on neg]

.2058.9 - Holiday Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of totem pole, with studio portrait photograph of Alaska Native child in fur parka. copy neg; has print]

.2058.10 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of snowy road. copy neg; has print]

.2058.11 - Holiday Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of skier under Northern Lights, with painting of cabin under Northern Lights. copy neg]

.2058.12 - Northland Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of caribou, with painting of person huddled near fire beside cache, probably Sydney Laurence. copy neg]

.2058.13 - Holiday Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of totem pole, with photograph of building buried under snow. copy neg]

.2058.14 - Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and holly leaves, with photograph of homestead in winter. copy neg]

.2058.15 - Northland Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of dogs and holly leaves, with painting of cache signed by Sydney Laurence. copy neg]

.2058.16 - Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of man with boat near cache, with photograph of musher and dog team stopped on winter trail. copy neg]

.2058.17 - Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of Alaska Native woman ice fishing. copy neg]
.2058.18 - Merry Christmas (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter creek, with photograph of log cache in summer. copy neg]
.2058.19 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of Palmer Butte gate and homestead. copy neg]
.2058.20 - Holiday Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of wolf and cabin in winter, with photograph captioned “Alaska’s Brown Bombers, c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage.” copy neg]
.2058.21 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of totem pole and holly leaves, with photograph of three Alaska Native children. copy neg]
.2058.22 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of buildings buried in snow. copy neg]
.2058.23 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of Dall sheep. copy neg]
.2058.24 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939, Mr. Lee) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and holly leaves, with photograph of man carving at workbench, Eklutna Vocational School. copy neg]
.2058.25 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Cards 1939, Mrs. Lee) [Christmas card mat with sketch of totem pole and holly leaves, with photograph of woman sewing mukluks, Eklutna Vocational School. copy neg]
.2058.26 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Cards 1939, Pass in McKinley Park) [Christmas card mat with sketch of totem pole and holly leaves, with photograph of gravel road through mountains. copy neg]
.2058.27 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and holly leaves, with photograph of student carving at workbench, Eklutna Vocational School. copy neg]
.2058.28 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of totem pole and holly leaves, with photograph of student sewing mukluks, Eklutna Vocational School. copy neg]
.2058.29 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of bull moose swimming. copy neg]
.2058.30 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of totem pole and holly leaves, with photograph of Palmer road in summer. copy neg]
.2058.31 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and holly leaves, with photograph of Providence Hospital. copy neg]
.2058.32 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939, Reflections at Green Lake) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of cabin on lake. copy neg]
.2058.33 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939, Eagle River Hill) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of road and mountains in winter. copy neg]
.2058.34 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939, Cabin at Bootlegger’s Cove) [Christmas card mat with sketch of dogs and holly leaves, with photograph of homestead in winter. copy neg]
.2058.35 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939, Fish Hook Inn) [Christmas card mat with sketch of dogs and holly leaves, with photograph of roadhouse. copy neg]
.2058.36 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939, Cabin at Bootlegger’s Cove and Mt. Susitna) [Christmas card mat with sketch of dogs and holly leaves, with photograph of homestead in winter. copy neg]
.2058.37 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves, with photograph of dead grasses in snow. copy neg]
.2058.38 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of Alaska Native mother carrying baby, with photograph of musher and dog team stopped on winter trail. copy neg]
.2058.39 - Alaska, Holiday Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of Alaska Native mother carrying baby, with painting of cache and man with boat, probably Sydney Laurence. copy neg]
.2058.40 - Alaska, Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of fir trees and holly leaves, with photograph of Providence Hospital. copy neg]
.2058.41 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of Alaska Native mother carrying baby, with painting of cache and man with boat, probably Sydney Laurence. copy neg]
.2058.42 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of mountains and pinecones, with painting of boat under sail at sea. copy neg]
.2058.43 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and holly leaves, with photograph of man carrying furs and three people with dog team next to building. copy neg]
.2058.44 - Alaska, Season’s Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and mountains, with photograph of man carrying load of furs. copy neg]
.2058.45 - Alaska, Northland Greetings (Christmas Cards 1939) [Christmas card mat with sketch of Alaska Native mother carrying baby, with photograph of man next to furs hanging on log cabin. copy neg]
.2059.1 - (All-America City Award, 1965, at Sydney Laurence Auditorium, Elmer Rasmuson, mayor, at left, Bob Bartlett at podium, Mary Louise Rasmuson right of podium)
.2059.2 - (All-America City Award, 1965, at Sydney Laurence Auditorium, Elmer Rasmuson, mayor, second from left, Mary Louise Rasmuson right of podium)
.2059.3 - (All-America City Award, 1965, at Sydney Laurence Auditorium, eleven people sitting on stage)
.2059.4 - (All-America City Award, 1965, at Sydney Laurence Auditorium) [man at podium and people sitting on stage]
.2059.5 - (All-America City Award, 1965, at Sydney Laurence Auditorium) [conferring of award at podium, people sitting on stage]
.2059.6 - (All-America City Award, 1965, at Sydney Laurence Auditorium) [conferring of award at podium]
.2060.1 - (Nellie and Jack Brown’s 50th Wedding Anniversary, May 1, 1962, Mayor George Sharrock and Jack and Nellie Brown)
.2060.2 - (Nellie and Jack Brown’s 50th Wedding Anniversary, May 1, 1962, Mayor George Sharrock, Governor William Egan, Jack and Nellie Brown)
.2060.3 - (Nellie and Jack Brown’s 50th Wedding Anniversary, May 1, 1962, Mayor George Sharrock, Governor William Egan, Jack and Nellie Brown)
.2061.1 - (Church photos taken for the Anchorage Daily Times) [unidentified church, with cross on tower and parking lot, Chugach Mountains in distance; in 2014, identified as Anchorage First Assembly Of God church on C Street at 15th Avenue]
.2061.2 - (Church photos taken for the Anchorage Daily Times) [unidentified church, with cross on tower and parking lot, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2062 - Episcopal Church, Valdez, Alaska. Arthur M. Bunnell, architect [color architectural rendering. 1966? copy neg; has print]
.2063 - Harbormaster’s Building, Kodiak, Alaska. Arthur M. Bunnell, architect [color architectural rendering. 1966? copy neg; has print]
.2064.1 - (IBM at BSB 4/22) [two men in room with card sorting machines, early computing]
.2064.2 - (IBM at BSB 4/22) [two men in room with card sorting machines, early computing]
.2064.3 - (IBM at BSB 4/22) [two men in room with card sorting machines, early computing]
.2064.4 - (IBM at BSB 4/22) [two men in room with card sorting machines, early computing]
.2065.1 - (IBM offices, “Talk It Up, IBM6400”) [two men in office, one talking with uniformed man in doorway, early computing. circa 1962]
.2065.2 - (IBM offices, “Talk It Up, IBM6400”) [man writing on pad at front of room filled with session attendees, early computing. circa 1962]
.2065.3 - (IBM offices, “Talk It Up, IBM6400”) [man writing on pad at front of room filled with session attendees, early computing. circa 1962]
.2065.4 - (IBM offices, “Talk It Up, IBM6400”) [woman and man in office, with desks and filing cabinets, early computing. circa 1962]
.2065.5 - (IBM offices, “Talk It Up, IBM6400”) [women and man in office, with desks, telephones, office equipment, and filing cabinets, early computing. circa 1962]
.2065.6 - (IBM offices, “Talk It Up, IBM6400”) [woman and man in office, with desks and filing cabinets, early computing. circa 1962]
.2066.1 - (Gottstein warehouse) [man on pallet lift amidst rows of shelving holding goods including Purina Dog Chow, Friskies, Cold Water All, and Tide]
.2066.2 - (Gottstein warehouse) [rows of shelving holding goods including Carnation Evaporated Milk, Special Morning Evaporated Milk, C and H Powdered Sugar, and Tide]
.2066.3 - (Gottstein warehouse) [rows of shelving holding goods including Carnation Evaporated Milk, Special Morning Evaporated Milk, C and H Powdered Sugar, and Tide]
.2066.4 - (Gottstein warehouse) [man on pallet lift amidst rows of shelving holding goods including Purina Dog Chow, Friskies, Cold Water All, and Tide]
.2067.1 - (Color Art Printing under construction, 1965, 430 W 7th Ave.) [view of construction site, with pedestrian walkway and signs for Color Art Printing Co. and Locher Construction Company, automobile parked at right]
.2067.2 - (Color Art Printing under construction, 1965, 430 W 7th Ave.) [man cutting lumber on construction site, with automobiles parked at left, RCA building visible in background. Has print]

.2067.3 - (Color Art Printing under construction, 1965, 430 W 7th Ave.) [street scene at E Street and 7th Avenue, with view of construction site, pedestrian walkway and signs for Color Art Printing Co. and Locher Construction Company, automobiles parked along curbs, Chugach Mountains in distance]

.2067.4 - (Color Art Printing under construction, 1965, 430 W 7th Ave.) [view of construction site, with workman, truck, equipment, and lumber pile, buildings and houses in background. Has print]

.2068.1 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [large group of people gathered around a table in a large hall, several boys wearing Cub Scout uniforms, two adults at mid-table holding up a decorated sheet cake]

.2068.2 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [two women standing with young boys in Cub Scout uniforms in front of man at microphone wearing Native American Indian-style dress, in large hall during ceremony]

.2068.3 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [adults standing with young boys in Cub Scout uniforms in front of man at microphone wearing Native American Indian-style dress, in large hall during ceremony]

.2068.4 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [man and woman standing with young boy in Cub Scout uniform in front of man at microphone wearing Native American Indian-style dress, in large hall during ceremony]

.2068.5 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [adults standing with young boys in Cub Scout uniforms in front of man at microphone wearing Native American Indian-style dress, in large hall during ceremony]

.2068.6 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [adults standing with young boy in Cub Scout uniforms in front of man at microphone wearing Native American Indian-style dress, in large hall during ceremony]

.2068.7 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [woman standing with young boy in Cub Scout uniforms in front of man at microphone wearing Native American Indian-style dress, in large hall during ceremony]

.2068.8 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [adults standing with young boys in Cub Scout uniforms in front of uniformed man and man wearing Native American Indian-style dress, in large hall during ceremony]

.2068.9 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [man and woman walk over ceremonial bridge towards young boys and scout master in uniforms, pull-down screen on wall behind, in large hall during ceremony]

.2068.10 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [young boy in uniform walks over ceremonial bridge towards woman, young boys and scout master in uniforms, pull-down screen on wall behind, in large hall during ceremony]

.2068.11 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [group portrait with adults, young boys in Cub Scout uniforms, man wearing Native American Indian-style dress, in large hall for ceremony]

.2068.12 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [people and Cub Scouts at tables in a large hall, banquet ceremony]
.2068.13 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [people and Cub Scouts at tables in a large hall, banquet ceremony]
.2068.14 - (Cub Scouts, 9/19/??) [people and Cub Scouts at tables in a large hall, banquet ceremony. possible double exposure; boy in motion in foreground]
.2069.1 - (IBM at City Hall, 2-4-65, keypunchers, card sorter, and computer room) [six women working at computers, fire extinguisher on wall, early computing]
.2069.2 - (IBM at City Hall, 2-4-65, card sorter) [woman standing in front of IBM machine, card file cabinet at left, early computing]
.2069.3 - (IBM at City Hall, 2-4-65, card sorter) [woman standing in front of IBM machine, card file cabinet at left, early computing]
.2069.4 - (IBM at City Hall, 2-4-65, keypunchers) [six women working at computers, fire extinguisher on wall, early computing]
.2069.5 - (IBM at City Hall, 2-4-65, computer room) [woman standing next to computers holding circuit board, IBM 403 at left, other equipment and filing cabinets visible, “Think” sign on wall, early computing]
.2069.6 - (IBM at City Hall, 2-4-65, computer room) [woman standing next to computers holding circuit board, IBM 403 at left, other equipment and filing cabinets visible, “Think” sign on wall, early computing]
.2070.1 - [painting of Mt. Susitna signed by Ina Connaway, 1964. color copy neg; has print]
.2070.2 - [still life painting with vase of flowers and madonna, signed by Ina Connaway, 1963. color copy neg; has print]
.2070.3 - [still life painting with vase of flowers and madonna, signed by Ina Connaway, 1963. color copy neg; has print]
.2070.4 - [still life painting with vase of flowers and madonna, signed by Ina Connaway, 1963. color copy neg; has print]
.2071.1 - (IBM, 4/19/?? - appears to be celebration of arrival of first IBM salesman in the area, Jim, banquet in Anchorage Westward) [four men stand next to sign reading “Manpower Planning: Seattle, 1 salesman per 8 blocks, Los Angeles, 1 salesman per 6.4 blocks, San Francisco, 1 salesman per 5.7 blocks, Anchorage, 1 salesman per 95,166 sq miles,” early computing]
.2071.2 - (IBM, 4/19/?? - appears to be celebration of arrival of first IBM salesman in the area, Jim, banquet in Anchorage Westward) [four men stand next to sign reading “Manpower Planning: Seattle, 1 salesman per 8 blocks, Los Angeles, 1 salesman per 6.4 blocks, San Francisco, 1 salesman per 5.7 blocks, Anchorage, 1 salesman per 95,166 sq miles,” early computing]
.2071.3 - (IBM, 4/19/?? - appears to be celebration of arrival of first IBM salesman in the area, Jim, banquet in Anchorage Westward) [two men shaking hands in front of cartoon with text bubble “Jim, you’re welcome to anything that’s left,” early computing]
.2071.4 - (IBM, 4/19/?? - appears to be celebration of arrival of first IBM salesman in the area, Jim, banquet in Anchorage Westward) [two men shaking hands in front of cartoon with text bubble “Jim, you’re welcome to anything that’s left,” early computing]
.2071.5 - (IBM, 4/19/?? - appears to be celebration of arrival of first IBM salesman in the area, Jim, banquet in Anchorage Westward) [people seated at several tables in banquet hall, early computing]
.2071.6 - (IBM, 4/19/?? - appears to be celebration of arrival of first IBM salesman in the area, Jim, banquet in Anchorage Westward) [people seated at several tables in banquet hall, early computing]

.2072.1 - (IBM installation of sorter 1240 baud data processing system, 1960s) [man looking down through hole in floor to machinery on floor below, early computing]

.2072.2 - (IBM installation of sorter 1240 baud data processing system, 1960s) [man looking down through hole in floor to machinery on floor below, early computing]

.2072.3 - (IBM installation of sorter 1240 baud data processing system, 1960s) [two men working on large machine, early computing]

.2072.4 - (IBM installation of sorter 1240 baud data processing system, 1960s) [two men working on large machine, early computing]

.2072.5 - (IBM installation of sorter 1240 baud data processing system, 1960s) [man looking at machine, office equipment in background, early computing]

.2072.6 - (IBM installation of sorter 1240 baud data processing system, 1960s) [man looking at machine, office equipment in background, early computing]

.2073.1 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [two-story wood-frame home, winter; in 2014, location]

.2073.2 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, Columbia and Stanford) [automobile in driveway of single level wood-frame home, winter, with fire hydrant and street signs for Columbia and Stanford]

.2073.3 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, Yale and Stanford) [two-story wood-frame home, winter, with fire hydrant and street signs for Stanford and Yale]

.2073.4 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S Street) [two-story wood-frame home, winter, with picnic table and slide in yard, skis leaning up against house wall; in 2014, identified as 1219 U Street, Blueberry Hills]

.2073.5 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S Street) [two-story wood-frame home, winter, with picnic table and slide in yard, skis leaning up against house wall]

.2073.6 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [single level wood-frame home, winter]

.2073.7 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [single level wood-frame home, winter, with trailer parked at left; in 2014, identified as 1001 and 1011 West 12th Street]

.2073.8 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [single level wood-frame home, winter]

.2073.9 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [automobile parked in driveway of single level wood and brick home, winter; in 2014, location identified as Stanford Street]

.2073.10 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [single level wood-frame home, winter, with sign at door reading “Dice [?] residence”, Knik Avenue?]

.2073.11 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [two-story wood-frame home, winter, with sign at door reading “The Hatches [?]”]
'2073.12 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [single level wood frame home, winter, with chain-link fence in foreground and Cook Inlet in background]

'2073.13 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [single level wood frame home, winter, with chain-link fence in foreground and Cook Inlet in background]

'2073.14 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [single level wood frame home, winter, with two automobiles in driveway and Cook Inlet in background]

'2073.15 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S, Yale and Stanford, Columbia and Stanford, Oxford and Cambridge) [single level wood frame home, winter, with two automobiles in driveway and Cook Inlet in background]

'2073.16 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S Street) [single level home, winter, with fence along street, street signs]

'2073.17 - (Anchorage Houses, Nov. 1964, 12th and S Street) [single level home, winter, with fence along street, street signs]

'2074.1 - 1-A (Opening Day, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [group gathered outside City Hall, spectators leaning out of windows in background]

'2074.2 - (Opening Day, Fur Rendezvous, 1954, 2A) [crowd gathered to watch blanket toss, man jumping with seal poke. Copy neg]

'2074.3 - 3-A (Opening Day, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [dog team in harness along Fourth Avenue near F Street during World Championship Sled Dog Races, with spectators lining street, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner hanging in background]

'2074.4 - 1 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [road grader smoothing out snow on Fourth Avenue at E Street for dog races, in front of businesses including Anchorage Hotel, Pacific Northern Airlines, Lois Beauty Salon, J. Vic Brown & Sons, and Ship Creek Market]

'2074.5 - 2 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #3 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

'2074.6 - (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954, #2a) [musher with bib #8 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L.W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, and Reed’s]

'2074.7 - 3 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #4 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Crocker’s, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

'2074.8 - (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954, #3a) [musher with bib #9 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L.W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, and Reed’s]

'2074.9 - 4. 4 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #8 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Crocker’s, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines. double numbered]
.2074.10 - (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954, #4a) [musher with bib #12, sponsored by Muntz TV, driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L.W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, and Reed’s]

.2074.11 - 5. 5 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #9 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Crocker’s, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines. double numbered]

.2074.12 - 6 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #12 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Crocker’s, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2074.13 - 7 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #13 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2074.14 - (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954, #7a) [musher with bib #15 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club]

.2074.15 - 8 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #14 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Crocker’s, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2074.16 - (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954, #8a) [musher with bib #16 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club]

.2074.17 - 9 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #15 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2074.18 - 10 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #16 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Crocker’s, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2074.19 - (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954, #10a) [musher with bib #18 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club]

.2074.20 - 11 (Five Mile Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1954) [musher with bib #17 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Crocker’s, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2075.1 - 17 (Fur Rendezvous, Obstacle Race, 6 Teams, 1954) [female musher driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including 4th Avenue Theater, Crocker’s,
Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon

.2075.2 - 18 (Fur Rendezvous, Obstacle Race, 6 Teams, 1954) [musher driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines, Rexall Drugs]

.2075.3 - 19 (Fur Rendezvous, Obstacle Race, 6 Teams, 1954) [musher driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including 515 Club]

.2075.4 - 20 (Fur Rendezvous, Obstacle Race, 6 Teams, 1954) [musher driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Crocker’s, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2075.5 - 21 (Fur Rendezvous, Obstacle Race, 6 Teams, 1954) [musher driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2075.6 - 22 (Fur Rendezvous, Obstacle Race, 6 Teams, 1954) [musher driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.1 - 23 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #1 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.2 – 24 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #1 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.3 - 25 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #11 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.4 - 26 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #10 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.5 - 27 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #2 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.6 - 28 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #8 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]
.2076.7 - 29 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #7 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.8 - 30 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #6 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.9 - 31 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #5 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.10 - 32 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #4 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2076.11 - 33 (Fur Rendezvous, First Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #3 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including 4th Avenue Theater, Crocker’s, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines]

.2077.1 - 34 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #6 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, L. W. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers]

.2077.2 - 35 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #7 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]

.2077.3 - 36 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #10 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall, 4th Avenue Theater in background]

.2077.4 - 37 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #11 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]

.2077.5 - 38 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #1 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]

.2077.6 - 39 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #2 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]

.2077.7 - 40 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #3 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]

.2077.8 - 41 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher with bib #4 driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]

.2077.9 - 42 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [musher driving team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]

.2077.10 - 43 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [young boy driving three-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]

.2077.11 - 44 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [young man with three-dog team on Fourth Avenue, with spectators in front of City Hall]
.2077.12 - 45 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [young boy with bib #4 driving three-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]
.2077.13 - 46 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [female musher with bib #5 driving three-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]
.2077.14 - 47 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [young boy driving three-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]
.2077.15 - 48 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [young boy driving single-dog sled down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall, KENI and 4th Avenue Theater in background]
.2077.16 - 49 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [young boy driving single-dog sled down Fourth Avenue past spectators, sign for Bill’s Electric in background]
.2077.17 - 50 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [young girl driving single-dog sled down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of City Hall]
.2077.18 - 51 (Fur Rendezvous, Last Day of Big Races, 1954) [young girl driving single-dog sled down Fourth Avenue past spectators in front of trailer with sign for Rondavoo Coffee and Chili Parlor]
.2078.1 - 2 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military marching band on Fourth Avenue passing spectators and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern, Carlquist Jewelers]
.2078.2 - 3 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military unit marching down Fourth Avenue passing spectators and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern, Carlquist Jewelers]
.2078.3 - 4 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military unit marching down Fourth Avenue passing spectators and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern, Carlquist Jewelers]
.2078.4 - 5 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military unit in white polar uniforms marching down Fourth Avenue passing spectators and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern]
.2078.5 - 6 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military color guard in white polar uniforms marching down Fourth Avenue passing spectators and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern]
.2078.6 - 7 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military unit marching down Fourth Avenue passing spectators and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern]
.2078.7 - 8 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military unit marching down Fourth Avenue passing spectators and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern]
.2078.8 - 9 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military tank on Fourth Avenue passing spectators in front of Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drugs]
.2078.9 - 10 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military tanks on Fourth Avenue passing spectators in front of Rexall Drugs and Hewitt’s Drugs]
.2078.10 - 12 (Fur Rendezvous Parade, 2-22-58) [military marching band on Fourth Avenue passing spectators and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio]
.2079.1 – [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.2 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility and dock area]
.2079.3 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility and dock area]
.2079.4 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.5 - [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.6 - [aerial of Cook Inlet]
.2079.7 - [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.8 - [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.9 - [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.10 - [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.11 - [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.12 - [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.13 - [aerial with Merrill Field in foreground, Anchorage buildings in distance]
.2079.14 - [Merrill Field in foreground, Anchorage buildings in distance]
.2079.15 - [Merrill Field in foreground, Anchorage buildings in distance]
.2079.16 - [aerial of oil drilling site?]
.2079.17 - [aerial of oil drilling site?]
.2079.18 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.19 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.20 - [aerial view of Anchorage?]
.2079.21 - [aerial view of Anchorage?]
.2079.22 - [aerial view of Anchorage?]
.2079.23 - [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.24 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.25 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.26 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.27 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.28 - [aerial view of Anchorage]
.2079.29 - [aerial view of Anchorage]
.2079.30 - [aerial view of Anchorage]
.2079.31 - [aerial view of Anchorage]
.2079.32 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.33 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.34 - [aerial of oil tanks at storage facility]
.2079.35 - [aerial of oil rig in Cook Inlet]
.2079.36 - [aerial view of Anchorage; in 2014, identified as Elmendorf Hospital on Elmendorf Air Force Base, looking east to Chugach Mountains]
.2079.37 - [aerial view of Anchorage?]
.2079.38 - [aerial view of Anchorage?]
.2079.39 - [aerial view of Anchorage?]
.2080.1 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963)
.2080.2 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963)
.2080.3 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963)
.2080.4 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963) [cars passing Alaska Sales and Service]
.2080.37 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963) [cars passing Alaska Sales and Service]
.2080.38 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963) [cars passing Alaska Sales and Service]
.2080.39 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963) [cars passing Alaska Sales and Service]
.2080.40 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963) [cars passing Alaska Sales and Service]
.2080.41 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963) [cars passing Alaska Sales and Service]
.2080.42 - (Sportscar Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, 1963) [cars passing Gilded Cage]
.2081.1 - .2081.20 - (Sportscar, Gymkhana) [auto racing; 1963?]
.2082.1 - Kodiak “Brownie.” A. Simons. [brown bear carcass. written on edge of negative: “Killed at Cohoe Bay, Ala.” Has print]
.2082.2 - Brown Bear. A. Simons [two hunters in field with six brown bear pelts and skulls. Has print]
.2082.3 - World record brown bear skull, 19 7/8” long. A. Simons [skull set on bench outdoors. Has print]
.2083.1 - (Fourth of July Parade, Anchorage, 1935) [spectators watching automobiles with floats pass on Fourth Avenue near E Street, with banners hanging over road and signs for businesses including Seidenverg’s, Hotel Gitchell, U.G. Crocker]
.2083.2 - (Fourth of July Parade, Anchorage, 1935) [spectators watching automobiles with floats pass on Fourth Avenue near E Street, with banners hanging over road]
.2083.3 - (Fourth of July Parade, Anchorage, 1935) [spectators watching automobiles with floats pass on Fourth Avenue near E Street, with banners hanging over road]
.2083.4 - (Fourth of July Parade, Anchorage, 1935) [spectators lined up along Fourth Avenue near E Street, with automobile in foreground and signs for businesses including Walt’s Transfer, Bragaw’s, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Kennedy’s, and Logemann Bldg.]
.2083.5 - (Fourth of July Parade, Anchorage, 1935) [spectators watching Alaska Railroad float pass on Fourth Avenue near F Street, with banners hanging over road and signs for businesses including Hotel Gitchell, Ship Creek Meat Co.]
.2083.6 - (Fourth of July Parade, Anchorage, 1935) [spectators watching automobiles with floats pass on Fourth Avenue near E Street, with signs for businesses including Bragaw’s, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Kennedy’s, Logemann Bldg., North Pole Bakery, Sultan Bldg.]
.2084.1 - (Pauline Reed wedding) [bride and groom cutting cake]
.2084.2 - (Pauline Reed wedding) [bride and groom with flower girl]
.2084.3 - (Pauline Reed wedding) [bride and groom with flower girl]
.2084.4 - (Pauline Reed wedding) [bride and groom with flower girl]
.2084.5 - (Pauline Reed wedding) [bride and groom kissing]
.2084.6 - (Pauline Reed wedding) [bride and groom]
.2085.1 - (Snow crevasses) [winter scenic with mountains]
.2085.2 - (Snow crevasses) [winter scenic]
.2086 - Turnagain Arm, Cook Inlet, Alaska. Fritschen [two men in sailboat with snowy mountains in background, 1930s?]
.2087 - Indian Creek, Alaska. Fritschen [winter scene, with man standing near buildings, utility pole at left, 1930s?]
.2088 - 45. Eskimo lancing a bowhead whale. c. Thomas. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [hunter in parka and mukluks thrusting harpoon into whale in water next to ice floe, 1930s? copy neg]
.2089 - Native totems, Alaska. Thomas Kodagraph, Anchorage [two totem poles near fence and boardwalk, clothesline behind, Presbyterian church in background, southeast Alaska, 1930s?]
.2090 - [two moose in winter near body of water. black-and-white interpositive with photographer’s note “T50, ST P.9, faint sun, 12.4”]
.2091 - Lots of Hills to Prospect in Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Inc., Anchorage, Alaska [postcard design with sketch of man ogling woman]
.2092.1 - Easter Greetings Alaska [greeting card mat with sketch of totem pole and photograph of Fourth Avenue street scene]
.2092.2 - Easter Greetings Alaska [greeting card mat with sketch of totem pole and photograph of Anchorage garden]
.2092.3 - Easter Greetings Alaska [greeting card mat with sketch of totem pole and photograph of pansies]
.2092.4 - Easter Greetings Alaska [greeting card mat with sketch of totem pole and photograph of roses]
.2092.5 - Easter Greetings [iris in field. copy neg]
.2092.6 - Easter Greetings [iris in field. copy neg]
.2093.1 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter cache and photograph of woman and boy in fur parkas. cf. 1300.1]
.2093.2 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter cache and photograph of husky dog]
.2093.3 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter cache and photograph of winter scene with open water and mountain. Has print]
.2093.4 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of cabin in winter and photograph of skiers. Has print]
.2093.5 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter cache and studio portrait photograph of young boy in fur parka with large grass basket. Has print]
.2093.6 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter cache and photograph of woman chewing thread; cf. 1751 and 2057.28]
.2093.7 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of cabin in winter and photograph of summer cache]
.2093.8 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter cache and studio portrait photograph of young girl in fur parka]
.2093.9 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of cabin in winter and photograph of skier on plowed road though pass. Has print]
.2093.10 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of cabin in winter and aerial photograph of snowy mountains]
.2093.11 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter cache and photograph of rock outcropping on Hatcher Pass Road]
.2093.12 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of winter cache and photograph of Alaska Native woman in printed parka carrying baby. Has print]
.2094.1 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves and painting by Sydney Laurence]
.2094.2 - Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of holly leaves and creek in winter with Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2094.3 - Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of holly leaves and creek in winter with Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley and river]
.2094.4 - Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of holly leaves and creek in winter with Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2094.5 - Seasons Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of holly leaves and two dogs’ heads with Sydney Laurence painting of Northern Lights]
.2094.6 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of moose and holly leaves with Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2094.7 - Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of holly leaves and creek in winter with Sydney Laurence painting of man at campfire near cache]
.2094.8 - Alaska, Wishing you a very Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and Sydney Laurence painting of boat and totem pole on riverbank]
.2094.9 - Alaska, Northland Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of woman carrying baby with Sydney Laurence painting of boat and totem pole on riverbank]
.2094.10 - Alaska, Holiday Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of woman carrying baby with Sydney Laurence painting of man pulling sled towards cabin]
.2096 - (Dog Team on Goose Lake) [musher driving team across frozen lake, passenger in basket, Chugach Mountains in background]
.2097 - Inside Passage by Moonlight [fishing boat on water, with snow-capped mountains in distance]
.2098.1 - [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage, with traffic light and automobiles outside Bevers & Pfeil Building and Logemann Bldg., with businesses including Hewitt’s Drug Store, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern]
.2098.2 - [night street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage, with automobile outside Hewitt’s Drug Store, with neon sign and window display, 1949?] 
.2098.3 - [night street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage, with automobile outside Hewitt’s Drug Store, with neon sign and window display, 1949?] 
.2098.4 - [night street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage, with automobile outside Hewitt’s Drug Store, with neon sign and window display, 1949?] 
.2098.5 - [night street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage, with neon signs for Hewitt’s Drug Store, with Cheechako Tavern, 1949?] 
.2098.6 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store Interior, 1949?) [with lunch counter and displays] 
.2098.7 - (Hewitt’s Drug Store Interior, 1949?) [with lunch counter and displays]
.2099 - (Nome?) [two Caucasian men and Caucasian woman all wearing mukluks standing next to wood-frame house with snow up to window frames, other buildings visible in distance]
.2100 - D-77 [cabin buried in snow drift; has print with handwritten caption “Snow drift around cabin at Nome”]
.2101 - Portage Glacier. Hewitt’s Drug Photo [copy neg]
.2102 - Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitt’s Drug Photo [Alaska Railroad depot, Engine #1 display, automobiles and pedestrians. copy neg]
.2103.1 - (Clark Anderson & Co.) [Clark Andresen? man standing next to foliage by wall of log cabin]
.2103.2 - (Clark Anderson & Co.) [Clark Andresen? two men standing outside store with window advertisement for Old Mr. Boston Sloe Gin; in 2014, man on left tentatively identified as Clark Andresen]
.2103.3 - (Clark Anderson & Co.) [Clark Andresen? two men standing outside store with window advertisement for Old Mr. Boston Sloe Gin]
.2104 - Arctic Prince / No. 9. Arctic Prince. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [husky dog. double caption. copy neg]
.2105 - Where Big Trout Play. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [summer creek]
.2106 - Alaska, Greetings [greeting card mat with sketch of Dall sheep and photograph of Dall sheep on ridge. Has print]
.2107.1 - (Truck building Raspberry Road, 1948)
.2107.2 - (Truck building Raspberry Road, 1948) [looking east down gravel road to Chugach Mountains]
.2108 - (Romig’s cottages, Anchorage) [log cabin and outbuilding in winter. Has print]
.2109 - (Meekin’s, mile 110 Glenn Highway, 1961) [exterior of Meekin’s Roadhouse, with totem pole in front, mountains in background. copy neg. has print with handwritten caption “Meekins, about 1960, mile 110 Glen Hi-way”]
.2110 - (Hewitt’s Sept. 1956) [street scene at Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage, with traffic light and automobiles outside Bevers & Pfeil Building and Logemann Bldg., with businesses including Hewitt’s Drug Store, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern, Alaska Airlines, Carlquist Jewelers]
.2111 - (Cecil V. Abbott Agency, Sept. 1956) [Anchorage E Street view with Coca-Cola truck parked next to building with signs for Cecil V. Abbott Agency, Real Estate Insurance, and Dr. C.O. Risch Chiropractic Physician]
.2112 - [photograph of unsigned painting of moose]
.2113 - A hot lunch in Alaska [reindeer calf nursing among herd on taiga. photo by Bragaw. interpositive. cf. .1871]
.2114 - (Suntrana Coal Company) [bird’s eye view of mining complex at Suntrana. copy neg; has hand-colored print with handwritten caption “Suntrana Mine near Healy circa 1937, formerly the Lathrop Mine, opened circa 1920, an underground mine for sub-bituminous coal from circa 1920 until circa 1961”]
.2115 - (Palmer High School) [school building with snow-dusted mountains in background, Matanuska Colony]
.2116 - Hewitt’s 4 (Miss Alaska, Fur Rendezvous 1950, Carnival Series #4) [young girl in fur parka]
.2117 - Moose tracks, Pipple Farm [winter scene with snow on hay stacks in foreground, buildings in middle ground, Mt. Susitna in distance, Pippel homestead, Eagle River. Copy neg]
.2118 - (Country Railroad Station) [unsigned cartoon. Same as .2042. copy neg]
.2119 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Ben Eielson’s casket on boat at Seward to go to Seattle, March 1930) [group of men gathered around flag-draped casket with flowers. Has copy print]
.2120.1 - A shipment of Schlitz Beer via Star Air Lines, Inc. Anchorage to Ophir, 280 air miles (maybe Bailey Covey) [beer cases piled in snow next to airplane with tail number 709Y. has copy print]
.2120.2 - A shipment of Schlitz Beer via Star Air Lines, Inc. Anchorage to Ophir, 280 air miles (maybe Bailey Covey) [two men standing by beer cases piled in snow next to airplane]
.2120.3 - A shipment of Schlitz Beer via Star Air Lines, Inc. Anchorage to Ophir, 280 air miles (maybe Bailey Covey) [two men standing by beer cases piled in snow next to airplane]
.2121 - A shipment of Schlitz Beer via Star Air Lines, Inc. Anchorage to Ophir, 280 air miles (maybe Bailey Covey) [truck offloading beer cases next to airplane. Has copy print]
.2122.1 - [scenic with sunrise/sunset from unidentified beach with trees, probably Cook Inlet]
.2122.2 - [scenic with sunrise/sunset from unidentified beach with trees, probably Cook Inlet]
.2123.1 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction; in 2014, identified as St. Anthony’s Catholic Church on Mountain View Drive]
.2123.2 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2123.3 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2123.4 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2123.5 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2123.6 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2123.7 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2123.8 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2123.9 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2123.10 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2123.11 - (Catholic Church, Mountain View, 4-2-58) [exterior of church under construction]
.2124.1 - Catholic Church, Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo [Holy Family Cathedral. copy neg; has print]
.2124.2 - Anchorage High School. Hewitt’s Drug Photo [exterior of West High School neg]
.2125.1 - Hewitt’s 18 (Early Fur Rendezvous Queens) [two women in fur parkas wearing sashes, Miss Yukon and Miss Dawson]
.2125.2 - Hewitt’s 23 (Early Fur Rendezvous Queens) [two women and one young girl in fur parkas sitting on thrones, left to right: Miss Yukon, Miss Alaska, and Miss Dawson]
.2126 - 37. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eskimo Village) [group of barabaras along coastline, with boat frames on racks at left]
.2127.1 - Eskimo woman and baby. Thomas Kodagraph, Anchorage [woman in fur parka and mukluks standing on boardwalk, carrying child on her shoulders, Nome?]
.2127.2 - 46. Esquimo mukluk worker. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [girl in printed parka carrying baby and chewing mukluk sole, with two other young children. copy neg]
.2127.3 - 47. Esquimo ivory carver. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [man using mouth drill. copy neg]
.2127.4 - 48. Esquimo seal hunter. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [man in bow of boat holding harpoon, wearing fur parka and smoking pipe. copy neg]

.2128.1 - (Bowden and Bowden, Feb. 22, 1962) [studio portrait of performers, two men in vests and bowties holding bowler hats]

.2128.2 - (Bowden and Bowden, Feb. 22, 1962) [studio portrait of performers, two men in vests and bowties holding bowler hats]

.2128.3 - (Bowden and Bowden and ?, Feb. 22, 1962) [studio portrait of performers, three men in vests and bowties holding bowler hats]

.2128.4 - (Bowden and Bowden and ?, Feb. 22, 1962) [studio portrait of performers, three men in vests and bowties holding bowler hats]

.2128.5 - (Bowden and Bowden and ?, Feb. 22, 1962) [studio portrait of performers, three men in vests and bowties holding bowler hats]

.2128.6 - (Bowden and Bowden and ?, Feb. 22, 1962) [studio portrait of performers, three men in vests and bowties holding bowler hats]

.2128.7 - (Bowden and Bowden and ?, Feb. 22, 1962) [studio portrait of performers, three men in vests and bowties holding bowler hats; in 2014, man on left identified as Wayne Bowden]

.2129.1 - (Pioneer Woman) [studio portrait of woman in evening dress with cat’s eye glasses, pearl jewelry; Nellie Brown? Has print]

.2129.2 - (Pioneer Woman) [studio portrait of woman in evening dress with cat’s eye glasses, pearl jewelry; Nellie Brown? Has print]

.2129.3 - (Pioneer Woman) [studio portrait of woman in evening dress with cat’s eye glasses, pearl jewelry; Nellie Brown? Has print]

.2129.4 - (Pioneer Woman) [studio portrait of woman in evening dress with cat’s eye glasses, pearl jewelry; Nellie Brown?]

.2130.1 - (Pioneer Man) [studio portrait of man in suit coat and tie]

.2130.2 - (Pioneer Man) [studio portrait of man in suit coat and tie]

.2130.3 - (Pioneer Man) [studio portrait of man in suit coat and tie]

.2130.4 - (Pioneer Man) [studio portrait of man in suit coat and tie]

.2130.5 - (Pioneer Man) [studio portrait of man in suit coat and tie]

.2131.1 - (Anchorage railroad depot) [aerial view of Alaska Railroad headquarters and yards, looking northeast]

.2131.2 - (Anchorage waterfront, freight yards, July 13, 1964) [bird’s eye view of railroad yard with trailers on flatbed cars, Port of Anchorage in distance with freighters at dock in Cook Inlet]

.2131.3 - (Anchorage harbor, top of Westward, July 28, 1964) [bird’s eye view from Anchorage Westward Hotel roof of railroad yards and Port of Anchorage with cannery buildings, ships, Cook Inlet in distance]

.2131.4 - (Anchorage 1960s) [aerial view, from Fourth Avenue looking southeast, with Dykes Building in foreground. circa 1965?]

.2132.1 - (Fourth Avenue after earthquake, 1967) [aerial view of empty lots on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, looking east, with McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains in distance]

.2132.2 - (Fourth Avenue after earthquake, before teardown, April 30, 1964) [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue looking east from F Street, with barricade at E Street, automobiles, pedestrians, and signs for businesses including Mode O’Day, Stewart’s Photo, J. Vic Brown &
Sons, 515 Club, Esquire Shop, Hewitt’s Drugs, National Bank of Alaska, Cheechako Tavern, with McKinley Apartments and Chugach Mountains in background]
.2133.1 - (The Big Snow, December 1955) [automobile buried in snow, with house and multi-story building in background, Anchorage]
.2133.2 - (The Big Snow, December 1955) [automobiles buried in snow, with Anchorage Hotel in background, E Street parking lot. Copy neg]
.2133.3 - (The Big Snow, December 1955) [automobiles parked at curb on E Street buried in snow, with Anchorage Hotel. copy neg]
.2134.1 - Hewitt’s 21 (Fur Rendezvous, Miss Alaska 1940) [woman in fur parka with sash and tiara outdoors, with other women in background]
.2134.2 - Hewitt’s 22 (Fur Rendezvous, Miss Alaska 1940) [woman in fur parka with sash and tiara outdoors]
.2135 - (Fourth Avenue, March 22, 1957) [street scene looking east, with “Anchorage All-America City” sign over road, parked automobiles, pedestrians, and signs for businesses including Pacific Northern Airlines, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Zenith Radio, Cheechako Tavern, Alaska Airlines, Carquist Jewelers, Anchorage Grill, Florsheim Shoes, D & D Cafe, Kennedy Hardware, The Hub, Stolt Electric, Ellen’s, National Bank of Alaska]
.2136.1 - (Francis Bowden and family, Nov. 12, 1955) [studio portrait]
.2136.2 - (Francis Bowden and family, Nov. 12, 1955) [studio portrait]
.2136.3 - (Francis Bowden and family, Nov. 12, 1955) [studio portrait]
.2137 - (Sydney Laurence painting, man dragging Christmas tree on sled, neg for cards #1)
.2138.1 - Seasons Greetings (Sydney Laurence painting, man with canoe and cache, neg for cards #2)
.2138.2 - (Sydney Laurence painting, cache, 1919, neg for cards #3)
.2138.3 - Seasons Greetings. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. Sydney Laurence 155 (Sydney Laurence painting, man with campfire and cache, neg for cards #4)
.2138.4 - Alaska (Sydney Laurence painting, cache with canoe and antlers, neg for cards #5)
.2138.5 - Seasons Greetings (Sydney Laurence painting, man at campfire with Mt. McKinley, neg for cards #6)
.2138.6 - Greetings from the Northland (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley and river, neg for cards #7)
.2138.7 - Seasons Greetings (Sydney Laurence painting, Mt. McKinley, neg for cards #8)
.2138.8 - Northern Lights (Sydney Laurence painting, neg for cards #9)
.2138.9 - Alaska Northland (Sydney Laurence painting, Northern Lights, neg for cards #10)
.2139.1 - (Native hieroglyphics, neg for cards #11) [pictorial writing system. same as .2141.24]
.2139.2 - (Neg for cards #12) [still life with trout, creel, rod. same as .413]
.2139.3 - Fire Lake, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Neg for cards #13)
.2139.4 - (Neg for cards #14) [scenic of lake with lily pads in foreground, reeds and trees on far shore]
.2139.5 - Otter Lake, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Neg for cards #15. cf. .1507) [view down gravel road to cabin on lake shore]
.2139.6 - (Neg for cards #16) [winter scene with creek]
.2139.7 - (Neg for cards #17) [winter scene with creek]
.2139.8 - (Neg for cards #18) [winter scene with creek]
.2139.9 - (Neg for cards #19) [view down gravel road to mountains in distance]
.2139.10 - (Neg for cards #20) [rock outcropping on Hatcher Pass Road]
.2139.11 - (Neg for cards #21) [view down tree-lined gravel road]
.2139.12 - (Neg for cards #22) [Summer scene with creek]
.2139.13 - 146. Palmer Hay Fields. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Neg for cards #23)
.2139.14 - 129. Valley Hay Fields, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Neg for cards #24)
.2139.15 - (Neg for cards #25) [Palmer Butte gate and homestead]
.2139.16 - (Neg for cards #26) [winter scene with homestead, tracks in snow along fence, hoar frost on trees. cf. .1835.1]
.2139.17 - (Neg for cards #27) [Palmer church, log building with cross]
.2139.18 - (Neg for cards #28) [Palmer school]
.2139.19 - (Neg for cards #29) [McKinley Park Hotel]
.2139.20 - (Neg for cards #30) [Matanuska Colony barn]
.2139.21 - (Neg for cards #31) [ice chunks on mud flats in Cook Inlet]
.2139.22 - (Neg for cards #32) [winter scene with trees and frozen creek]
.2139.23 - (Neg for cards #33) [winter scene with log cabin, gate, hoar frost on trees]
.2139.24 - Anchorage Winter Vista (Neg for cards #34) [trees in foreground, Cook Inlet in background]
.2139.25 - Seasons Greetings (Neg for cards #35) [winter scene with trees in foreground, building in middle ground, mountains in distance]
.2139.26 - Alaska Seasons Greetings (Neg for cards #36) [winter scene with trees]
.2139.27 - Greetings, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hain (Neg for cards #37) [winter scene with road, trees]
.2139.28 - Alaska Seasons Greetings (Neg for cards #38) [winter scene with road, trees]
.2139.29 - Alaska A Merry Christmas (Neg for cards #39) [scenic with trees in foreground, lake in background]
.2139.30 - Sunset on Cook Inlet (Neg for cards #40)
.2139.31 - Holliday [sic] Greetings (Neg for cards #41) [sunset over Cook Inlet]
.2139.32 - [...]s Inc. [wishes you -- (Neg for cards #42) [three brown bears. cf. 1222]
.2139.33 - Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska (Neg for cards #43) [bull moose in water]
.2139.34 - Christmas Day at Anchorage (Neg for cards #44) [dog team stopped on trail in snowy woods]
.2139.35 - (Neg for cards #45) [dog team stopped on winter trail]
.2139.36 - Bragaw’s Studio, Anchorage, Alaska. Season’s Greetings (Neg for cards #46) [dog team stopped on trail in snowy woods. Has prints, one with caption “The Arctic Limited, Bragaw”, one with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2139.37 - (Neg for cards #47) [Palmer Road in summer, with Pioneer Peak]
.2139.38 - (Neg for cards #48) [winter scene with trees and mountains, painting?]
.2139.39 - “North of 56.” Alaska. Mr. and Mrs. R. Nielsen (Neg for cards #49) [winter scene with homestead, tracks in snow along fence, hoar frost on trees. cf. .1835.1]
.2139.40 - Seasons Greetings, Kenneth Mc. Clarty (Neg for cards #50) [winter road with trees]
.2139.41 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. Alaska. (Neg for cards #51) [winter road with trees]
.2140.1 – (D series) [two men in snow trying to free Mirow Air Service Lockheed airplane with tail number NC-162-W, buildings in background, Merrill Field?]
.2140.2 – (D series) [child in parka with fur trim standing near fence or electric utility lines in winter, with two buildings visible]
.2140.3 - (D series) [musher with sled and four-dog team stopped on winter trail]
.2140.4 - (D series) [child in fur parka and mittens]
.2140.5 - (D series) [log cabin in winter]
.2140.6 - (D series) [two people pulling loaded sled through snowy woods, hauling goods including section of pipe and snowshoes]
.2140.7 - (D series) [young girl in skin parka and boots standing on boardwalk. copy neg]
.2140.8 - [woman in fur parka and mukluks standing outside sod house, wash basin on ground, second dwelling or cache in background, mountains in distance]
.2141.1 - D-1 (Village scene from river) [blurry view of people gathered along frozen river, with village buildings along rise behind, possibly taken from taxiing airplane? Has print with typed description: “Children and grown-ups waving ‘goodbye’ to visitors leaving Noorvik by plane.”]
.2141.2 - D-2 [man in parka and mukluks holding two sled dogs in harness]
.2141.3 - D-3 [human skull in snow]
.2141.4 - D-4. Ribs of Eskimo showing through break in grave box. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.2141.5 - D-5 [person in sunglasses and fur parka, hat, and mukluks standing next to wood coffin elevated off snow, with Christian cross]
.2141.6 - D-6 [man and woman in fur parkas standing outside dwelling made of snow blocks, sled visible at right. Has print with typed description: “The wall if [sic] snow blocks help to keep the snow from again burying the window and door of this cabin.”]
.2141.7 - D-7 (Native fur trader) [man holding rifle and wearing fur parka, standing in front of three hanging wolf pelts. Has print with typed description: “Archie Ferguson, trader at Selawik with skins of wolves which he claims to have shot from an airplane piloted by Maurice King.”]
.2141.8 - D-8. A spring day north of Arctic Circle, Noatak, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [snow, dwellings, and drying racks, with mountains in distance. Has print with typed description: “A rping day at Noatak north of the Arctic Circle.”]
.2141.9 - D-9 (Native fur trader) [man holding rifle and wearing fur parka, standing next to building with hanging wolf pelts. Has print with typed description: “Archie Ferguson of Selawik with skins of wolves which he reported having shot from an airplane.”]
.2141.11 - D-11 [aerial view of village and frozen ocean, Kotzebue. circa 1930s? Photo number written on emulsion side of neg. Has print with typed description: “Aerial view of Kotzebue.”]
.2141.13 - D-13 [man standing on short ladder outside log cabin, snow on ground, drying rack and second cabin in background, Noatak. Has print with typed description: “Spring carpenter at work at Noatak. Note the skins of reindeer legs drying on the rack in the background. These will later be used for the legs of mukluks.”]
.2141.14 - D-14 [students lined up outside school building with snowshoes, each wearing skin parka with different emblem or symbol. Has print with typed description: “School boys at Shungnak showing the snowshoes which they have made under the instruction of one of the old men of the village who is an expert in making snowshoes.”]
.2141.15 - D-15 [children gathered on large snow pile outside building with sign “Government School and U.S. Post Office, Wales,” with church bell tower visible at left]
.2141.16 - D-16. An Eskimo’s warehouse. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [drying rack in winter with antlers, rope, small boat (possibly a model) and other items. Has print with typed description: “Reindeer head, boat, sled, nets, all stored out of the reach of harm on an open cache.”]
.2141.17 - D-17. Friendly greetings along the Artic [sic] Highway. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [sled dog teams stopped on tundra, with six men in parkas and four sleds visible. Has prints, one with typed description: “Greeting along the trail. About forty dogs present.”]
.2141.18 - D-18. Frozen salmon is the sled dog’s food. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man in parka and mukluks feeding dogs in a yard on the tundra, houses and frozen ocean in distance. Has print with typed description: “Feeding the dogs, Kotzebue.”]
.2141.19 - D-19 [man and woman in parkas and mukluks standing in dog yard on tundra, houses and frozen ocean in background. Has print with typed description: “Feeding the dogs is a daily chore. Frozen fish or a mixture of reindeer fat and corn meal is often used.”]
.2141.20 - D-20 [Native family standing next to log house, with mother in print parka carrying young boy and father in parka and mukluks holding little girl in print parka, oil barrels behind, frozen waterway in background]
.2141.21 - D-21 [aerial view of village in winter, with pine trees, possibly along bank of frozen river. Has print with typed description: “Aerial view of Shungnak. The group in the foreground are waving ‘goodbye’ to visitors who are departing in the plane from which the picture was taken.”]
.2141.22 - D-23 [Alaska Native woman sitting indoors, sewing skin. Has print with typed description: “An Eskimo woman’s sewing is never done, Noatak.”]
.2141.23 - D-25 [village in winter, with low scrub brush and view to unbroken horizon. Has print with typed description: “A typical Arctic village. Koyuk at the head of Norton Bay.”]
.2141.24 - D-26 (Native hieroglyphics) [photograph of sheet of paper with pictorial writing tacked to a wall]
.2141.25 - D-29 [group posed outdoors, with utility pole and lines overhead, woman in fur parka holding camera, young man in fur parka and mittens with hands on shoulders of young boy wearing seal skin parka and goggles and carrying camera case, young girl wearing kuspuk and knitted cap]
.2141.26 - D-30. Three little Eskimos. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two young boys in fur parkas and small girl in printed parka standing outdoors next to log cabin and cache. Has print with typed description: “Three little Eskimo pals.”]
.2141.27 - D-33 [woman wearing parka and covered in blanket ice fishing for tomcod, short brush behind her, Koyuk]
.2141.28 - D-34 Eskimo fishing tom cod, Koyuk, Alaska [woman wearing parka and covered in blanket ice fishing for tomcod, short brush behind her, snow piled into walls around her, pile of fish on ice. Has print with typed description: “Tom cod fishing, Koyuk.”]
.2141.29 - D-35. Wolverine. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [men gathered indoors, one squatting down and holding a wolverine in a trap, bowls set on floor nearby. Has print with typed description: “A proud trapper with the wolverine which he has just brought in.”]

.2141.30 - D-37. Arctic snowbound. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [log cabin buried in snow, antlers visible on roof, second building in background. Has print with typed description: “Medicine man’s cabin at Koyukuk. The caribou horns are a special mark of distinction.”]

.2141.31 - D-39 [dog lying in snow, buildings behind]

.2141.32 - D-40 (Culim’s cache) [log cache at left with sled frame suspended underneath, log cabin at right and another up a slight rise, dogs in yard. Has print with typed description: “Cache and cabins at Koyuk.”]

.2141.33 - D-43 [woman in fur parka standing outdoors next to log cabin. Has print with typed description: “An unusually beautiful parka border, White Mountain.”]

.2141.34 - D-44. Tom cod fishing, Koyuk, Alaska [two people sitting on ice near holes, two others walking nearby. Has print with typed description: “Tom-cod fishing at Koyuk. It is about ten below zero and a cold wind blowing.”]

.2141.35 - D-46 [group of villagers gathered around a Cessna airplane landed on a frozen lake or waterway, with trees on ridge behind, person at right holding snowshoes. Has print with typed description: “Curious friendly Eskimos out to greet visitors arriving by plane at Elim. Not more than two or three planes a year land at this town.”]

.2141.36 - D-49. Eskimo choir. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group of men and women standing indoors, one woman carrying a baby, woman playing piano at left, woman on rocker holding child on her lap at left. cf. 307. identified in 2013 as (top row, left to right): Frank Oksotaruk, Sam Alexine, Andrew Napouk, Mrs. Johnson, Mary Lincoln, Nora Ahwinona (bottom row, l to r): Mrs. Anaruk, Mrs. Apok, Mrs. Mary Aschenfelter, Mrs. Kowchee, Mrs. Agloinga, Mrs. Alexine, Mrs. Yacoff, Mrs. Lena Panuk, Mrs. Egilak; White Mountain, circa 1920s]

.2141.37 - D-50 [portrait of woman in fur parka. Has print with typed description: “Eskimo school girl.”]

.2141.38 - D-52 [woman wearing kuspuk seated indoors]


.2141.40 - D-54 [portrait of woman sitting in chair indoors. Has print with typed description: “An Eskimo school girl.”]

.2141.41 - D-55 [woman sewing by lantern light. Has prints, one with typed description: “Tanana Indian woman sewing mukluks.”]

.2141.42 - D-57 [portrait of woman in fur parka. Has print with typed description: “White woman of Fairbanks wearing an unusually fine parka.”]

.2141.43 - D-58 [portrait of woman in fur parka, same woman as .2141.42. Has print with typed description: “White woman of Fairbanks wearing an unusually fine parka.”]

.2141.44 - D-60. White Mt. Eskimo babies. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [two young children in fur parkas, White Mountain]

.2141.46 - D-64 [villagers posed for group portrait outside log cabin, most wearing Western style clothing, some men wearing mukluks, man at left with splint on finger. Has print with typed description: “This group at Koyukuk are enjoying a joke at the photographer’s expense.”]
.2141.47 - D-65 [dog with litter of puppies in ice cave]
.2141.48 - D-66 [group portrait of four women and three children in fur parkas standing on tundra, with snow patches on grass]
.2141.49 - D-67 [group portrait of four women and three children in fur parkas standing on tundra, with snow patches on grass, two men visible in background; same group as in .2141.48]
.2141.50 - D-68 (Parka back) [fur parkas with geometric decoration laid out to show backs. Has print with typed description: “Group of parkas showing variety in border design.”]
.2141.51 - D-69 [woman in fur parka with geometric decoration standing next to large building. Has print with typed description: “Short sport style parka made of commercially tanned rabbit skin with polar cub ruff. Modelled by Territorial teacher at Nome. All of these coats belong to the girls who are modelling them. Such garments are very popular in Interior.”]
.2141.52 - D-70 [man in light-colored fur parka with geometric decoration holding seal skin parka with geometric decoration, standing in front of large building. Has print with typed description: “Aviators jacket of commercially tanned hair seal with fawn skin lining and wolf head. The white parka is of rabbit skin. Both garments are tailored by Eskimo women.”]
.2141.53 - D-71 (Native thermos and spear) [interior still life with thermos or bottle wrapped in fur pouch, spear propped against wall shelf holding clock reading 11:15. Has print with typed description: “The old and the new in hunting equipment. Many Eskimos carry a thermos bottle of hot coffee when seal hunting but continue to use the primitive ivory tipped spear. Few cabins are without alarm clocks and modern cooking utensils. Picture taken at Solomon, Alaska.]"
.2141.54 - (D-72?) [man wearing snowshoes, gloves, and knitted cap standing outside Arctic entry to log cabin in winter, mountains in distance]
.2141.55 - (D-73?) [winter street scene, with two men on tractor clearing snow, one man shoveling driveway, one man on ladder clearing building roof, signs for businesses Seattle Rooming House and Pioneer Stables, Fairbanks? circa 1900-1910?]
.2141.56 - (D-74?) [man wearing snowshoes, gloves, and knitted cap standing outside Arctic entry to log cabin in winter, mountains in distance. cf. 2141.54]
.2141.57 - D-75 [umiak frame on boat rack in winter, blowing snow obscuring buildings in background. Has print with typed description: “Oomiak (skin boat) frame, made of driftwood, lashed with seal skin, Cape Prince of Wales. Alaska Road Commission dog barn in left background. Note how snow is drifting along ground.”]
.2141.58 - D-76 [four umiaks on boat racks in winter, building in background]
.2141.59 - D-78 [woman in fabric or skin parka and fur mittens squatting in snow next to hide staked out for drying, buildings visible in background. Has print with typed description: “Fresh seal skin pegged out on the snow to freeze and dry as part of tanning process. Nome Native village.”]
.2141.60 - (D-79?) [aerial view of winter mountain ranges]
.2141.61 - D-80 [woman in printed parka with fur trim standing in doorway to traditional dwelling, with whale bones as supports, entrance mostly buried in snow] [has print, handwritten note on print: “Eskimo girl framed in whale bone and snow. She is looking out from the door of her igloo. The door frame is made of whale ribs. There is a twenty foot tunnell between this door and the entrance to the room where the family lives.”]

.2141.62 - D-81 [woman wearing gloves and fur parka with geometric decoration standing outside large building in winter. Has print with typed description: “More parka designs”]

.2141.63 - D-82 [woman wearing mittens and fur parka with geometric decoration standing outdoors in winter. Has print with typed description: “No. 3. Popular style of native made parka. Fur is choice July fawn skin trimmed with wolverine and wolf ruff and hood. The design around the bottom is made in black and white calf skin. The garment is fitted with a full length zipper which makes it unnecessary to pull it over the head in putting it on or removing it. The stirthing is all done with sinew and the garment is tailored entirely by natives. This parka modeled by a Territorial school teacher at Nome. See No. 4 [i.e. .2141.64] for back view.”]

.2141.64 - D-83 [woman wearing fur parka with geometric decoration standing outdoors in winter, back to camera. same parka as in .2141.63. Has print with typed description: “No. 4. Back view of same parka shown in No. 3. Note how the lining of the hood forms a high ‘stand-up’ collar when the hood is thrown back. These garments can be ordered from the natives through the Office of Indian Affairs.”]

.2141.65 - D-84 [woman wearing fur parka with geometric decoration standing outdoors in winter. Has print with typed description: “Another parka showing how the hood may be worn in cold weather. Modelled by Territorial school teacher at Nome.”]

.2141.66 - D-85 [man wearing fur hat, fur parka with geometric decoration, and tall lace-up boots standing outdoors in winter near buildings]

.2141.67 - (D-86?) [winter street scene with child pulling another child on sled in foreground, pedestrians, utility poles, buildings, and church, Nome or Kotzebue? circa 1900-1910?]

.2141.68 - (D-87?) [group of women, probably female students, sewing and cutting hides at table in large classroom with pictures of American presidents on the walls and notes about sense of smell and sense of taste on chalkboard. Cf. .242]

.2141.69 - (D-88?) [children playing outdoors in winter, in yard or street between buildings, Nome or Kotzebue?]

.2141.70 - (D-89?) [three mushers with sleds and dog teams stopped next to two tar-papered buildings in winter, rise or mountain in background, mining complex?]

.2141.71 - (D-91?) [winter street scene, with two mushers with dog teams arriving in front of spectators, possibly sled dog racing, with banners strung over street, utility poles and buildings lining street; Nome or Kotzebue? circa 1910?]

.2141.72 - (D-92?) [man standing in entrance to dwelling completely buried in snow, hand out to offer something to a dog sitting nearby, Solomon? Cf. .3028]

.2141.73 - (D-93? Kotzebue) [man and woman, possibly missionaries, standing outside church in winter]

.2141.74 - (D-94? Kotzebue) [winter scene of town buildings, church, utility poles]

.2141.75 - (D-95?) [two men and woman standing on snow on roof of building in winter, with sign for Kotzebue Post Office, other buildings visible in background]
.2142.1 - P-288. Hewitt’s (Canned Fruit Display) [woman standing near table with canned produce and pressure cooker, Matanuska Colony? copy neg; has print]
.2142.2 - P-303. Hewitt’s (Palmer children) [young girl holding small container of berries, with large bucket of berries on ground, Matanuska Colony. Has print with stamp of Lu Liston. Note on print: “Iris Ring?”]
.2142.3 - P-312. Hewitt’s (Health Display, Fair) [bedroom interior, with man and woman holding baby seated on bed, nurse or midwife changing baby on table with baby scale, Matanuska Colony? copy neg; has print with stamp of Lu Liston. Note on print: “Porterfields?”]
.2142.4 - P-370 (Palmer children) [girl standing next to tree in clear-cut field with calf, Matanuska Colony? Has print with stamp of Lu Liston]
.2142.5 - P-512 (Anderson’s Paddy) [young boy in cap, sweater, and pants standing outside in dirt lot, buildings and water tower in background, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony? photographer’s number written on emulsion side of neg]
.2142.6 - P-513, 9/22/36 [man standing next to truck in field, truck marked A.R.R.C. 32, Alaska Rural Rehabilitation Corporation, Matanuska Colony]
.2142.7 - P-516, 9/22/36. Hewitt’s Photo (Lobby of Dormitory) [interior of seating area with fireplace, sofas, tables, Matanuska Colony]
.2142.8 - P-538, 9/22/36 (Mr. Jacobs) [portrait of man, Matanuska Colony?]
.2142.9 - P-538B, 9/22/36 (Mr. Jacobs) [portrait of man, Matanuska Colony?]
.2142.10 - P-538C, 9/22/36 (Mr. Jacobs) [portrait of man, Matanuska Colony?]
.2143.1 - 5. Colonist Street, Matanuska Valley Project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view down long row of walled tents in field, mountains in background. portion of emulsion missing in lower right corner]
.2143.2 - 6. R.R. station, Matanuska, gateway to colonist project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [automobiles parked outside of Alaska Railroad station at Palmer. emulsion missing in lower right corner]
.2143.3 - 7. “All aboard” for Palmer! Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [train with passenger and freight cars on tracks outside of Alaska Railroad station at Palmer. emulsion missing in lower right corner]
.2143.4 - 8. “S.E.R.A. Transients” Camp, Matanuska Project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view down long line of walled tents, mountains in distance, State Emergency Relief Agency, Matanuska Colony]
.2143.6 - 10. “Old Reliable” Power, Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two draft horses pulling cart next to wooden fence outside buildings. emulsion missing in lower right corner]
.2143.8 - 15. Colonists making themselves “to home,” Matanuska Valley Project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view down row of walled tents, young girl on tricycle, people unloading crates of goods, tree line in background]
16. First Commissary, A.R.R. & C. Colonization Project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [one man standing outside and man and two children standing inside commissary tent at Matanuska Colony, with sign “Comissary” [sic] and stacked boxes]
17. Warton, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [exterior of building with sign “Post Office and Gen. Merchandise” in town later known as Palmer; Matanuska Colony]
18. Matanuska, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [street view with signs for General Merchandise, Post Office, O.O. Krogh, and Hotel Allen. emulsion missing in lower right corner]
19. Main Street, Palmer, Alaska [view down line of walled tents, lumber piled in foreground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
20. Awaiting arrival of Matanuska Valley colonists at Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [large crowd gathered on platform next to tracks at Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage]
21. Welcoming the Valley colonists at Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [large crowd gathered on platform next to tracks at Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage, passenger train unloading, mountains in distance]
22. Anchorage turns out to welcome Matanuska Valley colonists. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [large crowd gathered on platform next to tracks at Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage, passenger train unloading, mountains in distance]
23. Anchorage residents await arrival of colonists. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [large crowd gathered on platform next to tracks at Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage]
24. Ready for S.E.R.A. at Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [bird’s eye view of staff filling coffee cups on tables on platform next to tracks at Alaska Railroad depot, automobiles parked at left, State Emergency Relief Agency]
25. “S.E.R.A. Transients” Camp, Matanuska Colony Project. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view from atop railroad cars of automobile on dirt road running past long line of walled tents, mountains in distance, State Emergency Relief Agency]
27. Anchorage citizens meet Wisconsin colonists. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [large crowd gathered on platform next to tracks at Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage, passenger train unloaded, some people getting into automobiles parked at right, Matanuska Colony]
28. Transportation awaiting arrival Wisconsin colonists at Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [three lines of automobiles parked alongside platform at Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage, Matanuska Colony]
29. Anchorage taxi service for the colonists. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [three lines of automobiles parked alongside platform at Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage, Matanuska Colony]
30. Wisconsin colonists en route to Matanuska Valley arrive at Anchorage. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [large crowd gathered on platform next to tracks at Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage, passenger train unloading, some people getting into automobiles parked at right, Matanuska Colony]
31. Corner monument, Palmer townsite. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [four-legged tripod of logs set up over hole in ground]
.2143.25 - 47. Beginning construction trading center, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view of building construction site with foundation frame and stacked lumber, Alaska Railroad tracks at left, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.2143.26 - 49. H’dqrs Medical Division, A.R.R.C., Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [utility poles and wood-frame building near dirt road in foreground, walled tents in background, flag pole at left, Matanuska Colony, Alaska Rural Rehabilitation Corporation]
.2143.28 - 54. Water supply, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [water tower, Matanuska Colony]
.2143.29 - 56. At Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two men working on construction of double-wide walled tent with “FIRE” painted on boards, water tower at left, man wearing coveralls and brimmed hat walking towards camera, fire station? Matanuska Colony]
.2143.30 - S.E.R.A. Camp, Palmer, Alaska. 57, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [walled tents and water tower next to dirt road, State Emergency Relief Agency, Matanuska Colony]
.2143.31 - 58. At Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [men and women, one woman dressed as nurse, standing next to automobiles parked by walled tents, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.2143.32 - 60. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Palmer Headquarters) [men and women, one woman dressed as nurse, standing next to automobiles parked by walled tents and log building flying American flag, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.2143.33 - 61. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Palmer Headquarters) [men and women, one woman dressed as nurse, standing next to automobiles parked by walled tents and log building flying American flag, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]
.2143.34 - U.S. Experimental Farm, Matanuska. 67, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [view of homestead with barn and silo at left, second house at right, mountains in distance]
.2143.35 - 71. Farm machinery at Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Alaska [equipment standing in field, possibly threshing or mowing machines]
.2143.36 - 76. Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Alaska [man loading supplies into wagon being pulled by horse team, woman and child sitting in wagon, another man looking on, outside building with sign for The Alaska Telegraph System, Signal Corps U.S. Army]
.2143.37 - 77. “They make the wheels go,” Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of men standing outside building with signs “Mr. Irwin,” “Mr. Lyng,” “Finance Office.” Matanuska Colony]
.2143.38 - 78. At Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [three young boys hanging around outside building with sign Isolation Ward Keep Out, Matanuska Colony]
.2143.39 - 80. Supplies for the Colony, Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [stack of cartons of rolls of metal, Type Reynolds Metallation, Matanuska Colony]
.2143.40 - 81. At Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Cat working at Palmer) [three men on tractor with caterpillar track carrying lumber across Alaska Railroad tracks, lumber piled at left, Matanuska Colony]
Construction at Colonist Project, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [two wood-frame buildings under construction with lumber in yard, trees in foreground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]

Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Steam shovel at Palmer) [steam shovel dropping gravel through screen into open rail car, piping on ground in foreground, Matanuska Colony]

Colonists home in the Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [house under construction, clear-cut field in foreground, timber piled in front of house, washing hung out on clothesline at right, Matanuska Colony]

Erecting home in Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [man working on house under construction, Matanuska Colony]

Colonist construction, Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [men working on house under construction, Matanuska Colony]

Home building in Matanuska Valley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [men working on house under construction, Matanuska Colony]

Building homes at Palmer, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [house under construction, Matanuska Colony]

Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Colonist’s Home) [log cabin in clear-cut area, with tree stumps and brush in yard, rolls of construction material in foreground]

Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Valley at Palmer) [dirt road at left in foreground running past cultivated field, homestead buildings in middle ground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Colony]

Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (New log home, Palmer) [log cabin with sod roof, Matanuska Colony]

Hospital at Palmer. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Hospital at A.R.R.C.) [dirt road in front of walled tents, one at right has sign with cross and “M. de Paris[?], Nurse,” rolled twine or wire on ground in foreground, Matanuska Colony]

#1 Wharves at Skagway (Old Klondike) [bird’s eye view of steamboats tied at docks in Skagway. copy neg. original by E.A. Hegg circa 1899]

#2 Street scene in Skagway, Alaska (Old Klondike) [crowd gathered next to dog team, sign for Skagway Bunk House in background. copy neg. original by E.A. Hegg circa 1899]

#2A. “Soapy” Smith’s Saloon. Jeff Smith. Larss & Duclos, 1898 (Old Klondike) [copy neg]

#3, 2109 (Old Klondike) [prospectors, horses, and tents in camp. copy neg]

#6. Last climb to the summit of Chilkoot Pass. Larss & Duclos, Dawson (Old Klondike) [copy neg]

Boundary line on Chilkoot Pass, Alaska. 189 (Old Klondike) [prospectors’ camp. copy neg printed backwards]

2383 / 698. Boat building at Lake Bennett (Old Klondike) [copy neg printed backwards. original photograph by Larss & Duclos?]

2198. #18. At the mouth of Stewart River. Copyright 1898 (Old Klondike) [prospectors’ camp. copy neg printed backwards]

#21. Portage between Lakes Lindeman and Bennett. Copyright 1898 (Old Klondike) [copy neg. original photograph by Larss & Duclos?]
.2144.10 - #30, 2167. Wrecked at White Horse Rapids and sinking half mile below the rapids (Old Klondike) [copy neg printed backwards]
.2144.11 - #31. Upper end of Miles Canyon. Copyright 1898. E.A. Hegg (Old Klondike) [two people in rowboat in foreground. copy neg printed backwards]
.2144.12 - #38, 2153. Fifty Mile River. Copyright 1898 (Old Klondike) [several boats of various types sailing on river. copy neg printed backwards]
.2144.13 - #39. Lake LeBarge. Copyright 1898. Larss & Duclos Pho., Dawson, Y.T. (Old Klondike) [boats of various types on lake. copy neg]
.2144.14 - 33. #40. (?) Larss & Duclos (Old Klondike) [miners at mining complex, standing on tramway, camp in background. original caption illegible. copy neg]
.2144.15 - #44, 2148. Tagish Post Custom House. Copyright 1898. Larss & Duclos Photos., Dawson (Old Klondike) [boats and people along lakeshore. copy neg]
.2144.16 - #50. Chee-Chacos camping ground, Dawson City. Copyright 1898 (Old Klondike) [prospectors’ camp. original photo by E.A. Hegg. copy neg]
.2144.17 - #52 [Miners awaiting their turn to register claims, Dawson?] (Old Klondike) [men waiting outside log building. caption nearly illegible. copy neg]
.2144.18 - Glimpse of the last Public Game at Dawson, 12 p.m. March 16th. 1901. Dominion Saloon. Larss & Duclos, Dawson, #59 (Old Klondike) [copy neg]
.2144.19 - Klondyke City, Y.T. #61, Hegg (Old Klondike) [bird’s eye view of town. copy neg]
.2144.20 - First Stores. Dawson. 1898. Hegg Ph., #62 (Old Klondike) [copy neg; has print]
.2144.21 - #64. Dawson city. (Old Klondike) [men standing in front of the Eldorado House. copy neg]
.2144.22 - Underground on #16 Eldorado. 66 (Old Klondike) [two miners with shovels and wheelbarrows. copy neg]
.2144.23 - 70. Front Street, Dawson, Y.T. #63, Larss & Duclos Photo (Old Klondike) [copy neg]
.2144.24 - 2402, #74. Mule train on the side of the Klondike River. Larss & Duclos Photo, Dawson (Old Klondike) [copy neg]
.2144.25 - #75 A “wash up” from 14 & 15 Eldorado consisting of 1/4 million.1900. Larss & Duclos Photos, Dawson (Old Klondike) [copy neg]
.2144.26 - #89. Mary’s Hotel No. 20 below on Bonanza. Hegg (Old Klondike) [copy neg]
.2144.27 - 2597, #98. Malamute Bill returning from a stampede, March 1, 1900. Lars and Duclos Photos, Dawson [copy neg]
.2144.28 - #109. Third St. looking east, Dawson Y.T. July 1900. Larss & Duclos Photos, Dawson (Old Klondike) [copy neg]
.2144.29 - A group of hard workers, Dawson Y.T. #111. Larss & Duclos Photos, Dawson (Old Klondike) [prostitutes outside row of buildings. copy neg; has print]
.2144.30 - Grand Forks Bonanza (Old Klondike, #115) [bird’s eye view of town. copy neg]
.2144.31 - #120. Bonanza Creek Mining Operation (Old Klondike) [copy neg]
.2144.32 - #130. Mastodon ivory (Old Klondike) [copy neg printed backwards]
.2144.33 - #131. One of the girls (Old Klondike) [studio portrait of prostitute. copy neg]
.2144.34 - #138, 2634. Bird’s eye view showing the mouths of the Klondyke and Bonanza emptying in the Yukon. Larss & Duclos Photos, Dawson, 1900 (Old Klondike) [copy neg]
.2144.35 - #141. Dawson from midnight dome looking south. Larss & Duclos Photo, Dawson [copy neg printed backwards]
.2144.36 - Chilkoot Pass, Alaska, 1898 (Old Klondike) [copy neg]
.2145.1 - 1 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.2 - 2 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.3 - 3 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.4 - 4 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables, possibly Bob Atwood seated at right]
.2145.5 - 5 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.6 - 6 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables, head table in front of fireplace]
.2145.7 - 7 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.8 - 8 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.9 - 9 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.10 - 10 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.11 - 11 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.12 - 12 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.13 - 13 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.14 - 14 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2145.15 - 15 (American Legion Banquet at the Idle Hour Country Club, Anchorage) [interior with people at tables]
.2146.1 - #1 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, Youth Shop Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [young girl on parade float passing Rexall Drugs at corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage]
.2146.2 - #2 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, Baby Shop Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [parade float passing federal building at corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street in Anchorage]
.2146.3 - #3 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [parade floats passing federal building at corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street in Anchorage, one float with banner of Anchorage Rainbow Girls]
.2146.4 - #4 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [parade floats passing Richmond’s Restaurant on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.5 - #5 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, American Legion Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [parade floats passing federal building and Alaska Transfer Co. near corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street in Anchorage]
.2146.6. - #6 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, American Legion Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [parade float passing federal building, Alaska Transfer Co., and Richmond’s Restaurant near corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street in Anchorage]
.2146.7. - #7 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, Baby Shop Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [children on parade float on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.8. - #8 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, Chamber of Commerce Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [parade float with banner “Anchorage The Hub of Alaska” passing New Method Cleaners on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.9. - #9 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, Anchorage Woman’s Club Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [women and Uncle Sam on parade float with banner “Watchful Waiting” passing Richmond’s Restaurant on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.10 - #10 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, American Legion Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [three women on parade float on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.11 - #11 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [two men and one woman on grandstand during parade in Anchorage, possibly reviewers]
.2146.12 - #12 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [group on horseback passing Alaska Transfer Co., New Method Cleaners, and Richmond’s Restaurant near corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street in Anchorage]
.2146.13 - #13 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [group on horseback stopped outside Rexall Drugs at corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage]
.2146.14 - #14 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [group on horseback with sign “North Pole Riding Academy” passing Alaska Transfer Co. and federal building near corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street in Anchorage]
.2146.15 - #15 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [group on horseback passing City Hall on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.16 - #16 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [spectators gathered outside of federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.17 - #17 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, Anchorage Rainbow Girls Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [parade floats passing federal building at corner of Fourth Avenue and G Street in Anchorage]
.2146.18 - #18 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941, Youth Shop Float. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [young girl on parade float passing The Club and Merchants Cafe on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.19 - #19 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [airplanes flying over Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with signs for businesses including Kennedy’s and Western Auto Supply Co.]
.2146.20 - #20 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [spectators gathered outside of Hewitt’s Photo Shop on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.21 - #21 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [military unit marching past federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.22 - #22 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [military unit and color guard marching past federal building and Alaska Transfer Co. on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.23 - #23 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [military unit marching past federal building and Alaska Transfer Co. on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.24 - #24 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [military unit marching past federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.25 - #25 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [military unit marching past federal building and Alaska Transfer Co. on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.26 - #26 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [military unit marching past federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.27 - #27 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [military unit marching past federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.28 - #28 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [military unit marching past federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2146.29 - #29 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [spectators gathered between City Hall and J. Vic Brown Jewelers on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, marching band with musical instruments waiting in foreground]
.2146.30 - #30 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [marching band with musical instruments on City Hall lawn, “American Legion Jack Henry Post No. 1 Anchorage Alaska” on drum]
.2146.31 - #31 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [spectators gathered around majorette in uniform and three horn players on City Hall lawn, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage]
.2146.32 - #32 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [majorette and marching band with musical instruments in front of City Hall, Anchorage]
.2146.33 - #33 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [majorette and marching band with musical instruments in front of City Hall, Anchorage]
.2146.34 - #34 (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by D.C. Hewitt) [military marching band passing federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage. neg masked with tape]
.2147.1 - No 1 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with couples dancing, Anchorage]
.2147.2 - No 2 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with band on stage, groups seated at tables, Anchorage]
.2147.3 - No 3 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with announcer in front of stage, groups seated at tables, man walking with sling in foreground, Anchorage]
.2147.4 - No 4 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with couples dancing, Anchorage]
.2147.5 - No 5 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with couples dancing, Anchorage]
.2147.6 - No 6 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior of bar area, Anchorage]
.2147.7 - No 7 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with couples dancing, Anchorage]
.2147.8 - No 8 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with couples dancing, Anchorage]
.2147.9 - No 9 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with accordion player in front of stage, group seated at table, Anchorage]
.2147.10 - No 10 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with couple dancing, Anchorage]
.2147.11 - No 11 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior of bar area, Anchorage]
.2147.12 - No 12 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with groups seated at tables, Anchorage]
.2147.13 - No 13 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with announcer in front of stage, groups seated at tables, Anchorage]
.2147.14 - No 14 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior of bar area, with bartender pouring drinks, Anchorage]
.2147.15 - No 15 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior of bar area, Anchorage]
.2147.16 - No 16 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior of bar area, Anchorage]
.2147.17 - No 17 (Opening night of the remodeled Ambassador Club. Photo by W. R. Dahms) [interior with couples dancing, Anchorage]
.2148.1 - #1B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of float and marchers on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage passing businesses including The Gitchell, Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, Alaska Jewelry Co., H. Seidenverg Clothier, Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist. Marchers include woman with sash reading “Pioneer,” man with pack dogs, drummers, man with snowshoes, two men in motorized carts accompanied by nurses. Photographer visible on top of Ship Creek Meat Co.]
.2148.2 - #2B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of floats at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, The Gitchell, Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, Alaska Jewelry Co., H. Seidenverg Clothier. Floats include I.O.O.M. and Pioneer Builders]
.2148.3 - #3B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking east, of automobiles in parade on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, passing businesses including Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, Montgomery Ward Order Office, J. Vic Brown, Sears Roebuck and Co., Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern, Star Air Lines, North Pole Bakery, Anchorage Grill, Piggly Wiggly, Western Auto Supply Co.]
.2148.4 - #4B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of Rotary float with banner “Service Before Self” at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including Suit Club, M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, The Gitchell]
.2148.5 - #5B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking east, of automobiles in parade on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, passing businesses including Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, Montgomery Ward Order Office, J. Vic Brown, Sears Roebuck and Co., Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern, Star Air Lines, North Pole Bakery, Anchorage Grill, Piggly Wiggly, Western Auto Supply Co.]
.2148.6 - #6B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of floats and marchers on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage passing businesses including Alaska Jewelry Co., Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, H. Seidenverg Clothier, Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist,
Montgomery Ward Order Office, J. Vic Brown, Sears Roebuck and Co., and Lois Beauty Salon. Floats include 1941 model Dodge sponsored by Jack Henry Post No. 1 pulling Liberty Bell. Marchers include children on bicycles and group on horseback.}

.2148.7 - #7B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking west, of floats and marchers on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including 1st National Bank, Bert’s Drugs, Northern Commercial Co., U.G. Crocker Economical Shopping Center, Alaska Transfer Co., Richmond’s Restaurant, Merchants Cafe, and The Club. Floats include Hoyt Motor Co.]

.2148.8 - #8B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of military unit and color guard marching at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, The Gitchell, Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, Alaska Jewelry Co., and H. Seidenverg Clothier]

.2148.9 - #9B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of automobile pulling American Legion float at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, The Gitchell, Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, Alaska Jewelry Co., and H. Seidenverg Clothier]

.2148.10 - #10B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking west, of floats and marchers on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including 1st National Bank, Bert’s Drugs, Northern Commercial Co., U.G. Crocker Economical Shopping Center, Alaska Transfer Co., Richmond’s Restaurant, Merchants Cafe, and The Club. Floats include Hoyt Motor Co.]}

.2148.11 - #11B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking east, of military unit marching on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage passing businesses including Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, Montgomery Ward Order Office, J. Vic Brown, Sears Roebuck and Co., Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern]

.2148.12 - #12B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of Anchorage Chamber of Commerce float with banner “Anchorage The Hub of Alaska” at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, The Gitchell, Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, and Alaska Jewelry Co.]

.2148.13 - #13B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of military unit marching at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, The Gitchell, Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, and Alaska Jewelry Co.]

.2148.14 - #14B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking east, of military marching band and units on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage passing businesses including Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, H. Seidenverg Clothier, Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, Montgomery Ward Order Office, J. Vic Brown, Sears Roebuck and Co., Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern]

.2148.15 - #15B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of two riders on horseback at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including Suit Club, M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, and The Gitchell. Building under construction at Third Avenue and F Street]
.2148.16 - #16B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of military unit marching at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including Suit Club, M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, The Gitchell, Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, and Alaska Jewelry Co.]

.2148.17 - #17B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of Anchorage Woman’s Club float with banner “Watchful Waiting” at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including Suit Club, M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, The Gitchell, and Alaska Jewelry Co.]

.2148.18 - #18B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of float and marchers on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage passing businesses including Alaska Jewelry Co., Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, H. Seidenverg Clothier, Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, Montgomery Ward Order Office, J. Vic Brown, Sears Roebuck and Co., and Lois Beauty Salon. Marchers include dog team and sled, pioneers]

.2148.19 - #19B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking west, of floats and marchers on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including 1st National Bank and U.G. Crocker Economical Shopping Center. Cook Inlet in distance. Marchers include groups on horseback]

.2148.20 - #20B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of military color guard marching on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage passing businesses including The Gitchell, Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, Alaska Jewelry Co., H. Seidenverg Clothier, Ship Creek Meat Co.]

.2148.21 - #21B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking east, of military units marching on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage passing businesses including Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, Montgomery Ward Order Office, J. Vic Brown, Sears Roebuck and Co., Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern]

.2148.22 - #22B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view of American Legion Jack Henry Post No. 1 marching band at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage passing businesses including Suit Club, M & M Lunch, Don’s Beauty Shop, White Top Taxi, The Gitchell, Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, and Alaska Jewelry Co.]

.2148.23 - #23B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking east, of floats and marchers on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage passing businesses including Alaska Jewelry Co., Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, H. Seidenverg Clothier, Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, Montgomery Ward Order Office, J. Vic Brown, Sears Roebuck and Co., Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern. Floats include Columbia Lumber float with banner “Build a Better America.” North Pole Riding Academy group on horseback]

.2148.24 - #23B (Fourth of July Parade, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [bird’s eye view, looking east, of 4-H Club marchers on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage passing businesses including Alaska Jewelry Co., Sunfreeze Ice Cream Shop, H. Seidenverg Clothier, Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, Montgomery Ward Order Office, J. Vic Brown, and Sears Roebuck and Co.]

.2149.1 - R-3, #25B (Rodeo on the Fourth of July, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [one man being thrown by steer, three men on horseback in field]
.2149.2 - R-4, #26B (Rodeo on the Fourth of July, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [crowd gathered in field]
.2149.3 - R-1, #27B (Rodeo on the Fourth of July, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [crowd gathered in field to watch man on bucking bronco]
.2149.4 - R-2, #28B (Rodeo on the Fourth of July, 1941. Photo by William Dahms) [horseback riders in field, spectators and bus in background]
.2150.1 - Alaska, Merry Christmas. Thomas Kodagraph Shop, Anchorage [greeting card with sketch of bear and photograph of musher with dog team. copy neg]
.2150.2 - Alaska, Merry Christmas [greeting card with sketch of polar bear and kayak with photograph of ice chunks in Cook Inlet. copy neg]
.2150.3 - Alaska, Merry Christmas, Jewell and Eddie Richmond. Thomas Kodagraph Shop, Anchorage [greeting card with drawing of bear and photograph of Mt. McKinley. copy neg]
.2150.4 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland. Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Winters and Junior [greeting card with sketch of totem pole and holly with Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley. copy neg, card clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.5 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings [greeting card with sketch of bear cubs and holly with photograph of dog team stopped on winter trail. copy neg, card clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.6 - Alaska, Northland Greetings [greeting card mock-up with sketch of mountain goat with Sydney Laurence painting of winter cache. copy neg, mock-up clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.7 - Alaska, Northland Greetings [greeting card mock-up with sketch of mountain goat with Sydney Laurence painting of cache on lake. copy neg, mock-up clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.8 - Alaska, Northland Greetings [greeting card with sketch of dog team and holly with photograph of Mt. McKinley. copy neg, card clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.9 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings [greeting card with sketch of bear cubs and holly with photograph of summer cache. copy neg, card clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.10 - Alaska, Northland Greetings, Myntia King. Thomas Kodagraph Shop, Anchorage [greeting card mock-up with sketch of bear with photograph of dog team on winter trail. copy neg, mock-up clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.11 - Northland Greetings [greeting card with sketch of dog team and holly with photograph captioned “Arctic Igloo.” copy neg, card clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.12 - Alaska, Merry Christmas, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph F. Wells and Charles. Thomas Kodagraph Shop, Anchorage [greeting card mock-up with sketch of bear with photograph of glacier and terminal lake. copy neg, mock-up clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.13 - Holiday Greetings [greeting card with sketch of candles and holly with Sydney Laurence painting of Northern Lights. copy neg, card clipped to copy stand with clothespins]
.2150.14 - Holiday Greetings. Thomas Fotoshop [greeting card with sketch of man at campfire near cache and Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley. copy neg]
.2150.15 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [greeting card with sketch of totem pole and holly with Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley. copy neg]
.2151.2 - Eskimos at Nome / Eskimo family. Kodagraph [woman and two children in fur parkas on boardwalk, tents on beach in background. double caption. copy neg; has print with second caption only]
.2151.3 - Copyright 1904 by B.B. Dobbs, 192 (Nome) [portrait of Eskimo youth with braided hair, chin tattooing, beaded necklace and fur parka. Has prints]
.2151.4 - Lunch. Thomas Foto Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [woman breast-feeding two children. copy neg]
.2151.5 - [studio portrait of young boy in fur parka and mukluks with geometric decoration]
.2151.6 - [studio portrait of man in fur parka]
.2152.1 - [two brown bears at garbage pile. copy neg]
.2152.2 - [two brown bears on tundra. copy neg]
.2152.3 - Alaska Brown Bear / Alaska Brown Bear. Bragaw’s. [bear on beach. double caption. copy neg]
.2152.4 - [two brown bears in gravel river bed, mountains in distance]
.2152.5 - [bear cub asleep on table with baby bottle, grass basket, two small totem poles, and printed tablecloth]
.2153 - [small herd of deer, possibly Sitka deer]
.2154.1 - (Dall sheep) [copy neg]
.2154.2 - Mountain sheep, McKinley Pk. Alaska. Fritschen [sheep on hillside in Mount McKinley National Park]
.2155.1 - (Dall sheep) [single sheep on ridge]
.2155.2 - (Dall sheep) [copy neg]
.2156 - The Trail to Point Barrow, Alaska. Thomas Kodagraph [man leading two reindeer pulling loaded sled. copy neg. caption written on copy neg]
.2157 - Alaska salmon. Thomas Kodagraph, Anchorage [fishermen in barge loaded with fish. copy neg. caption written on copy neg]
.2158 - Sperm whale, Akutan. Thomas Foto Shop, Anchorage [crew butchering whale at whaling station, with dock and ship in background. copy neg. “Thomas Foto Shop, Anchorage” written on copy neg]
.2159 - Alaska wolverine. Thomas Foto Shop, Anchorage [wolverine in winter woods. copy neg. caption written on copy neg]
.2160.1 - [three antlered moose in brush]
.2160.2 - [three antlered moose in brush]
.2160.3 - [two moose in brush]
.2160.4 - Alaska moose. Thomas Foto Shop, Anchorage [antlered moose in woods. copy neg. caption written on copy neg]
.2161 - [Sydney Laurence painting of Northern Lights. copy neg]
.2162 - [Sydney Laurence painting of cache. copy neg]
.2163 - [aerial view of mountain range. copy neg]
.2164 - [aerial view of smoking volcano. copy neg]
.2165 - [Northern lights. copy neg]
.2167 - Lobby Mt. McKinley National Park Hotel. Thomas Foto Shop, Anchorage [interior with registration counter, seating. copy neg. caption written on copy neg]
.2168.1 - [view down Palmer Road in winter, with ground fog partially obscuring Knik Bridge in background, mountains in distance]
.2168.2 - Matanuska Valley, Alaska. Fritschen [cattle in winter pasture]
.2168.3 - Matanuska Valley, Alaska. Fritschen [hay stacks in field in foreground, homestead in middle ground, mountains in distance]
.2168.4 - [Matanuska Valley homestead, with fields, house, barn, and mountains in background]
.2168.5 - Farming along Alaska Railroad. Fritschen [fields with homestead in middle ground and mountains in distance]
.2169 - Along Alaska Railroad. Fritschen [winter scene with mountains]
.2170 - (House in the woods) [home in winter woods. neg very underexposed]
.2171 - Arctic igloo. Thomas Foto Shop [two snow houses. copy neg. caption written on copy neg]
.2172 - Merrill Field, Anchorage, Alaska. Thomas Kodagraph Shop (Bomber on Merrill Field) [spectators and line of Martin B-10 bombers, with tower and hangars including PIA hangar in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2173 - Eskimo games, Anchorage, Alaska. Thomas Foto-shop, Anchorage [blanket toss on baseball field. copy neg. caption written on copy neg]
.2174 - Mt. McKinley, viewed from the Hotel Parsons, Anchorage, Alaska. Hewitts Photo Shop #7 [copy neg]
.2175 - Sitka, Alaska [view of town from point across water. copy neg]
.2176.1 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [sled dogs in harness resting on snow along street, automobiles parked along curbs, one sled partially visible, Chugach Mountains in distance, Fur Rendezvous?. Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.2 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [parked automobiles, groups of spectators, Chugach Mountains in distance, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.3 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [parked automobiles, groups of spectators, Chugach Mountains in distance, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.4 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [parked automobiles, groups of spectators, Chugach Mountains in distance, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.5 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [parked automobiles, groups of spectators, Chugach Mountains in distance, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.6 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [sled dogs in harness resting on snow along street, automobiles parked along curb, Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.7 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [musher with seven-dog team racing past spectators, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.8 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [musher and handler with small dog team starting out in front of spectators, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.9 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [musher with five-dog team racing past spectators, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.10 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [musher with five-dog team racing past spectators, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.11 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [young boy with one-dog sled racing past spectators, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2176.12 - (Sid’s dog races and dogs, 1948) [young boy leading dog on leash and pulling young girl on toboggan past spectators, Anchorage Park Strip? Fur Rendezvous? Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2177.1 - #1 (Parade) [night, man pushing woman in wheelbarrow with Anchorage Sand & Gravel (A S & G) banner past businesses including Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.2 - 2 (Parade) [night, group being pulled in sleights past businesses including The Hub, Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.3 - 5 (Parade) [night, woman riding on Lions International float, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.4 - 7 (Parade) [night, woman riding in automobile with “K” banner, Boy Scout walking alongside, past businesses including The Hub, Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.5 - 8 (Parade) [night, truck with banner “Kitty’s Kitchen Band” carrying musicians past businesses including The Hub, Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.6 - 9 (Parade) [night, American Legion Jack Henry Post No. 1 float with banner “We Serve” passing businesses including Bill’s Electric Supply, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.7 - 10 (Parade) [float carrying woman, two people dressed as lions, and lion statue, with signs reading “Dodi Ziegler, only queen entry from Fort Richardson sponsored by Anchorage Lions Club” and “Lions Days of ‘98 Ambassador Club 9 tonite support Dodi Ziegler from Fort Richardson games refreshments door prizes”, passing Fourth Avenue businesses including Dr. Hines Optometrist and Reed’s, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.8 - #12 (Parade) [night, Northern Transfer truck carrying Anchorage Retail Liquor Dealers Association float past businesses including The Hub, Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous? Photographer’s number written on emulsion side of neg]
.2177.9 - #13 (Parade) [night, Anchorage Ski Club float passing businesses including Symposium, The Hub, Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous? Photographer’s number written on emulsion side of neg]
.2177.10 - #14 (Parade) [night, 57th Maintenance Squadron float passing businesses including The Hub, Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.11 - #15 (Parade) [night, women, probably candidates for Rondy Queen, outdoors in front of spectators, 1950 Fur Rendezvous? Photographer’s number written on emulsion side of neg]
.2177.12 - #16 (Parade) [night, Central Labor Council float passing businesses including The Hub, Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.13 - #17 (Parade) [night, automobile with American Red Cross banner passing businesses including Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2177.14 - #18 (Parade) [night, clown in pony-drawn chariot with sign “Pioneer” passing businesses including The Hub, Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s, Fourth Avenue, 1950 Fur Rendezvous? Photographer’s number written on emulsion side of neg]
.2177.15 - #19 (Parade) [night, woman, probably Rondy Queen, carrying bouquet of flowers outdoors in front of spectators, 1950 Fur Rendezvous?]
.2178 - (Schooner Bend Bridge) [covered bridge over river]
.2179.1 - [scenic with marsh, pine trees, mountains. Has print with handwritten caption “Trail Lake”]
.2179.2 - [view across Cook Inlet to Mount Susitna, summer]
.2180.1 - [view along Cook Inlet, Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground along mud flats, Port of Anchorage docks with ships, cannery, and oil tanks, bluff over Knik Arm in distance]
.2180.2 - [view at mouth of Ship Creek in Cook Inlet, Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground with open freight cars, Port of Anchorage docks with ships and cannery buildings in middle ground, bluff over Knik Arm in distance]
.2181.1 - (Emard Property, House Exterior) [Anchorage home. copy neg]
.2181.2 - (Emard Property, House Exterior) [Anchorage home. copy neg]
.2181.3 - (Emard Property, Living room) [Anchorage home, large portrait of woman on wall. copy neg]
.2181.4 - (Emard Property, Living room) [Anchorage home with couch and two portraits on wall. copy neg]
.2181.5 - (Emard Property, Living room) [Anchorage home with piano and chairs. copy neg]
.2181.6 - (Emard Property, Dining room) [Anchorage home. copy neg]
.2181.7 - (Emard Property, Lounge) [Anchorage home with bed, recliner, television trays, patterned wallpaper, Sydney Laurence painting of Mount McKinley. copy neg]
.2181.8 - (Emard Property, Bedroom) [Anchorage home with bed, chairs, dressing table, patterned wallpaper. copy neg]
.2181.9 - (Emard Property) [Anchorage home, living room with couch, chairs, lamps, mirror. original print dark, torn. copy neg]
.2182.1 - (Jan. 22, 1952) [woman and two men with snowshoes and packs, probably at Merrill Field, two airplanes, hangar, and Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2182.2 - (Jan. 22, 1952) [woman and two men with snowshoes and packs, probably at Merrill Field, two airplanes, hangar, and Chugach Mountains in distance; in 2014, woman identified as Gertrude Fritz, Fur Rendezvous Queen candidate]
.2182.3 - (Jan. 22, 1952) [woman in fur parka carrying snowshoes and pack, probably at Merrill Field, airplanes, hangar, and Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2182.4 - (Jan. 22, 1952) [woman and two men with snowshoes and packs standing next to Sikorsky H-5 helicopter marked Rescue, probably 10th Air Rescue Group at Merrill Field]
.2182.5 - (Jan. 22, 1952) [woman and two men with snowshoes and packs standing next to Sikorsky H-5 helicopter marked Rescue, probably 10th Air Rescue Group at Merrill Field]
.2182.6 - (Jan. 22, 1952) [two men with snowshoes and packs, one carrying woman on his shoulders, standing next to Sikorsky H-5 helicopter marked Rescue, probably 10th Air Rescue Group at Merrill Field]
.2182.7 - (Jan. 22, 1952) [two men with snowshoes and packs, one carrying woman on his shoulders, standing next to Sikorsky H-5 helicopter marked Rescue, probably 10th Air Rescue Group at Merrill Field]
.2182.8 - [woman in fur bikini standing near sail on U.S. Air Force boat marked A-1-31; Fur Rendezvous Queen candidate?]
.2182.9 - [woman in fur bikini and mukluks standing near sail on U.S. Air Force boat A-1-31]
.2182.10 - [woman in fur bikini and mukluks standing near sail on U.S. Air Force boat A-1-31]
.2182.11 - [woman in fur bikini and mukluks seated near sail on U.S. Air Force boat marked A-1-31]
.2183.1 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #1 leading nine-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]
.2183.2 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #2 leading eleven-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]
.2183.3 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #3 leading ten-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]
.2183.4 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #4 leading eight-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]
.2183.5 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #5 leading eight-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]
.2183.6 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #6 leading ten-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]
.2183.7 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #7 leading six-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]
.2183.8 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher leading seven-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]
(Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #9 leading six-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]

(Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #10 leading seven-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]

(Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #11 leading nine-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]

(Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #12 leading nine-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]

(Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #13 leading nine-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]

(Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #14 leading nine-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]

(Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #15 leading six-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]

(Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #16 leading seven-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]

(Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [musher with bib #17 leading five-dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators, Fur Rendezvous banners and businesses including Smart Shop, Anchorage Jewelers, The Gitchell, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Reed’s, 515 Club, Lois Beauty Salon]

(bird’s eye view looking west of spectators lined up along Fourth Avenue at E Street, with Anchorage Fur Rendezvous street signs, City Hall, and 4th Avenue Theater)

(bird’s eye view looking west of spectators lined up along Fourth Avenue at E Street, with Anchorage Fur Rendezvous street signs, City Hall)

(bird’s eye of musher with seven-dog team on Fourth Avenue at E Street, passing spectators and businesses including Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s)

(bird’s eye of musher with six-dog team on Fourth Avenue at E Street, passing spectators and businesses including Bill’s Electric Supply and McVicker’s)
.2183.21 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [bird’s eye view looking east to Chugach Mountains, with spectators lined up along Fourth Avenue in front of businesses including Marita Bar, Vaara Varieties, Airways Office, KFQD, Kennedy Hardware, Airline Tickets, City Bus Terminal, Rutherford’s, Gooschin Jewelry]
.2183.22 - (Dog races, Fur Rondy 1952) [bird’s eye view looking west of spectators lined up along Fourth Avenue at E Street, with Anchorage Fur Rendezvous street signs, 4th Avenue Theater, and sign for Hewitt’s Drugs]
.2184.1 - 12. (Dog races, 1955) [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, female musher with bib #2 leading seven-dog team down Fourth Avenue at E Street past spectators, police car in background]
.2184.2 - 13. (Dog races, 1955) [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, musher with bib #3 leading nine-dog team, possibly on Cordova near Fourth Avenue, with spectators, police car in background]
.2184.3 - 14. (Dog races, 1955) [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, musher with bib #5 leading nine-dog team, possibly on Cordova near Fourth Avenue, with spectators, police car in background]
.2184.4 - 15. (Dog races, 1955) [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, musher with bib #8 leading six-dog team, possibly on Cordova near Fourth Avenue, with spectators, police car in background]
.2184.5 - 16. (Dog races, 1955) [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, musher with bib #6 leading eight-dog team, possibly on Cordova near Fourth Avenue]
.2184.6 - 17. (Dog races, 1955) [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, musher with bib #9 leading seven-dog team, possibly on Cordova near Fourth Avenue, with spectators, police car in background]
.2184.7 - 18. (Dog races, 1955) [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, musher with bib #10 leading nine-dog team, possibly on Cordova near Fourth Avenue, with spectators, police car in background]
.2184.8 - 19. (Dog races, 1955) [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, musher with bib #11 leading nine-dog team, possibly on Cordova near Fourth Avenue, with spectators, police car in background]
.2185.1 - 2. (Ice Carnival, 1957) [two men and woman in costumes skating in front of spectators under electric light, night, outdoors]
.2185.2 - 4. (Ice Carnival, 1957) [two men and woman in costumes skating in front of spectators under electric light, night, outdoors]
.2185.3 - 5. (Ice Carnival, 1957) [two men and woman in costumes skating in front of spectators under electric light, night, outdoors]
.2185.4 - 6. (Ice Carnival, 1957) [man and woman in costumes skating in front of spectators under electric light, night, outdoors]
.2185.5 - 7. (Ice Carnival, 1957) [two men in costumes skating under electric light, night, outdoors]
.2186.1 - (Sid’s Dog Racing, Feb. 28, 1967) [musher leading seven-dog team down Anchorage street past spectators, some people standing in trees along street, Fur Rendezvous sled dog races. Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2186.2 - (Sid’s Dog Racing, Feb. 28, 1967) [musher leading six-dog team down Anchorage street past spectators, some people standing in trees along street, Fur Rendezvous sled dog races. Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2186.3 - (Sid’s Dog Racing, Feb. 28, 1967) [female musher leading dog team down Anchorage street past spectators, some people standing in trees along street, Fur Rendezvous sled dog races. Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2186.4 - (Sid’s Dog Racing, Feb. 28, 1967) [musher leading seven-dog team down Anchorage street past spectators, some people standing in trees along street, Fur Rendezvous sled dog races. Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2186.5 - (Sid’s Dog Racing, Feb. 28, 1967) [musher leading five-dog team down Anchorage street past spectators, some people standing in trees along street, Fur Rendezvous sled dog races. Photo by Sidney Hamilton]
.2187.1 - Lomen Bros. [portrait of Native child in fur parka and mukluks. Copy neg]
.2187.2 - Lomen Bros. Nome #19 [Native woman wearing Western-style skirt and boots and parka with fur trim and geometric decoration, with braided hair and loop earrings, carrying small child on her back in a hide bag]
.2187.3 - “Everybody works but Father, he sits ‘round all day, etc.” Lomen Bros. Nome #33 [Native family, woman and two children with washtub outside of white tent, clothing hanging on line in background. Woman wearing printed parka, young girl with braided hair and Western-style dress. copy neg]
.2187.4 - Copyright 1903. Lomen Bros. Nome #13 [four Native women in fur parkas, mukluks and printed skirts on beach near boats. Parkas are Bering Sea or Norton Sound style. copy neg]
.2187.5 - Copyright 1903. Lomen Bros. Nome #20 [studio portrait of Native man in fur parka, identified in other sources as being resident of Kotzebue. copy neg]
.2188.1 - Lomen Bros. [street scene on Front Street in Juneau, with signs for businesses including Juneau Liquor Co., Montana, and Alaska Grill, circa 1900. copy neg]
.2188.2 - Lomen Bros. Nome [street scene in Juneau, with railroad or streetcar tracks running down street, pedestrians, children on bicycles, and signs for businesses including Pacific Coast Steamship Co., Alaska Curio Co., E.H. Richter Gold & Silversmith, circa 1900. copy neg]
.2189 - The Cliff Dwellers of Bering Sea, Eskimo Settlement, King Island, Alaska. c. Lomen Bros. Nome #907 [close-up view of homes on hillside in King Island. copy neg]
.2190 - [photograph of print advertisement, “National Bank of Alaska on November First becomes National Bank of Alaska in Anchorage”...]
.2191 - [photograph of certificate for incorporation of Bank of Alaska at Skagway, dated March 25, 1916, issued by Territorial Banking Board]
.2192 - [photograph of receipt for six hundred dollars received by W.J. Rowe Transfer from Phil Holland for the two horse team lost in lagoon at Port Safety, Alaska, on October 28th, 1914]
.2193 - [photograph of two-page statement of U.S. Deputy Marshal Phil Holland in re the two horse team lost in lagoon at Port Safety, Alaska, on October 28th, 1914]
.2194 - [photograph of letter from U.S. Marshal E.R. Jordan to the U.S. Attorney-General in re U.S. Deputy Marshal Philip Holland and the loss of a two horse team in lagoon at Port Safety, Alaska, on October 28th, 1914]
.2195 - [photograph of letter from the Assistant U.S. Attorney-General to U.S. Marshal E.R. Jordan in re U.S. Deputy Marshal Philip Holland and the loss of a two horse team in lagoon at Port Safety, Alaska, on October 28th, 1914]
.2196.1 - [group of men and one woman laying on top of log cabin roof, with gold pan and other equipment hanging from cabin wall next to door. copy neg; has prints, one with handwritten caption “Sunday, Nome gold fields”]
.2196.2 - [group of men and dogs outside log cabin, with gold pan and possibly lanterns hanging from cabin wall, wash basins and other supplies in yard. copy neg; has print]
.2197.1 - (Nome from a distance) [bird’s eye view of city. copy neg]
.2197.2 - (Nome buildings) [bird’s eye view of tents packed along the beach at Nome, with large wooden platform under construction at the water line at right. copy neg]
.2197.3 - Lomen Bros. #874 [Overview of Ruby along riverbank, showing buildings, docks, mill, and riverboats. Copy neg]
.2197.4 - The snow scraper, Front St., Nome, Alaska. Lomen Bros #1126 [Pair of horses pulls a plow along snow-covered city street between buildings; Nome Fire Dept. building on left; Sheldon Hotel on right. copy neg, original caption cropped from image]
.2197.5 - (Nome coast with ice and snow) [chunks of ice heaved onto shore, large buildings visible in distance. copy neg]
.2197.6 - Lomen Bros. Nome #1124 [Steadman Avenue, Nome, two children leaning on snowbank along snow covered street. Icicles hang from buildings. copy neg]
.2197.7 - Lomen Bros. Nome #926 [Front Street, Nome, winter, with horses pulling sleds past buildings, signs for businesses including California Grocery]
.2197.8 - (Nome Front Street) [street scene with men on boardwalks in front of businesses including M.D. Samuels Clothing and T.I. Nestor Wines Liquors & Cigars. Sign for “Hose” on utility pole. copy neg]
.2197.9 - The parade, Nome, Alaska, July 4th 1918. [automobile filled with flag-waving children passing U.S. Coast Guard boathouse, Miners and Merchants Bank, and Merchants Cafe. Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg, original caption cropped out of image]
.2197.10 - (Parade, Nome) [marching band passing A.J. Mueller Jeweler, Miners and Merchants Bank and Merchants Cafe. Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg]
.2197.12 - [distant view of Council City and the Niukluk Valley. Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg; has prints]
.2197.13 - Looking up Ophir Creek [Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg, original caption cropped out of image. Has prints]
.2197.14 - [interior of log cabin with table, chairs, chandelier, fireplace. copy neg?]
.2197.15 – Lomen Bros., Nome [interior of cabin with table loaded with mining pans filled with rocks, hats on nearby chair, issue of the Nome Nugget tacked to wall next to telephone. copy neg; has print with handwritten caption “Amalgamate, retorted gold, one day clean up”]
.2197.16 - Among the ice floes, Bering Sea. c. Lomen Bros. Nome #1004 [umiak under sail. copy neg]
.2197.17 - [Interior view of party goers gathered in Eagle Hall during F.O.E. (Fraternal Order of Eagles) ball, Nome, with band on stage and spectators seated in mezzanine. copy neg]
.2198.1 - Lomen Bros. [Dredge No. 7 on creek, Nome or Ophir Creek? copy neg, original caption cropped from image; has reversed prints]
.2198.2 - Lomen Bros. [three men standing on dredge, Nome? copy neg, original caption cropped from image. Has print]
.2198.3 - Lomen Bros. Nome #697 [man standing on dredge, Nome? copy neg, original caption cropped from image. Has print]
0.2198.4 - Lomen Bros. Nome #921 [five men at hydraulic mining operation, Glacier Creek? Nome? copy neg, original caption cropped from image]
0.2198.5 - (Gold mining, Nome) [man standing in hydraulic mining operation. Probably Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg]
0.2198.6 - Lomen Bros. Nome #1014 [three men in hydraulic mining operation, one working hose, another panning, Nome. copy neg; has print with handwritten caption “3rd Beach Line, hydraulic lift, gold”]
0.2198.7 - Lomen Bros. Nome [four men in a hydraulic mining operation, Council area? copy neg; has print]
0.2198.8 - Lomen Bros. Nome #878 [hydraulic mining on Snow Gulch, Pioneer Mining Co., miners, tents, man on horseback. copy neg, original caption cropped from image]
0.2198.9 - Lomen Bros. Nome [two men standing in hole at hydraulic mining operation, Nome. copy neg, original caption cropped from image; has print with handwritten caption “Hydraulic lift, Nome, 3rd Bench”]
0.2198.10 - (Gold mining, Nome) [bird’s eye view of mining operation, with several large piles of earth, buildings and walled tents, lumber and other supplies. Probably Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg; has print with handwritten caption “3rd Bench Line, Bessie Bench, Nome”]
0.2198.11 - (Gold mining, Nome) [bird’s eye view of mining operation, with several large piles of earth, buildings and supplies. Probably Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg]
0.2198.12 - (Gold mining, Nome) [hydraulic mining operation, with men working on large pile of earth. Probably Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg; has print with handwritten caption “Spring clean up, Nome”]
0.2198.13 - Lomen Bros. Nome #1138 [The break up of Snake River, Nome, 1916. people gathered on beach near buildings and boats, ice chunks being pushed onto shore. copy neg]
0.2198.14 - Freight (?) [two-horse team pulling flatbed rail car loaded with cases of supplies, four men on car and two walking alongside. Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg, caption cropped on image; has print with handwritten caption “Seward Pens Narrow Gauge Railroad”]
0.2198.15 - [three miners posed at mining operation, one with pan, one with pick, one with shovel. Probably Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg]
0.2198.16 - (Gold mining, Nome) [two miners and tram car on tracks in mine, one miner holding pick. Probably Lomen Bros. photographers. copy neg]
0.2199.1 - Lomen Bros. Nome #983 [man wearing fur-trimmed coat, fur hat, and tall lace-up boots standing in entry to house, path shoveled out of deep snow. copy neg, original caption cropped from image]
0.2199.2 - The Storm. Lomen Bros. Nome, Alaska. #73 [Small sail boat, caught in waves breaking along the shore. copy neg]
0.2199.3 - U.S.R.C. “Bear” and S.S. “Corwin”.- Roadstead, Nome, Alaska. c. Lomen Bros, Nome, #996 [Ice and snow in foreground]
0.2199.4 - [Small sailboat, caught in waves breaking along the shore. Possibly same vessel as in Lomen Bros. #73. copy neg; has print]
0.2199.5 - Lomen Bros.#884 [lightering passengers to shore at Nome, many people standing on barge and on docks, rocking chair on barge, buildings on shore, barge labeled NCL Co. copy neg]
.2200 - Passenger and Freight Teams meeting the S.S. “Corwin.”- Roadstead, Nome, Alaska, June lst 1914 11:00 P.M. Lomen Bros. Nome #1001 [dogs in harness and several sled frames on ice next to ship. copy neg]
.2201 - Actual size of Alaska’s largest nugget, found by Pioneer Mining Co. on No. 5. Bench Off Discovery Anvil Wt. 182 oz. Value $3276.00 Nome Sep 8, 03. Lomen Bros. Nome #767 [copy neg]
.2202 - Lomen Bros. Nome #384 [group portrait of 15 men and one woman on steps of building. copy neg]
.2204 - The “Giants” at Work, Miocene Ditch Co.’s Operations on Glacier Creek, Alaska, Aug. 7th, 1910. Lomen Bros. #741 [hydraulic mining, miners and two women in lower left of image. copy neg]
.2205 - Record dump of Seward Peninsula. Pioneer Mining Co. dump on winter fraction. Nome, Alaska April 21st, 1910. 50.356-1/2 yd buckets, height 98 feet. Lomen Bros. [copy neg, original caption cropped on image; has print with caption Winter Dump Largest in Nome Area, 3rd Bench Line [also 3rd Beach Line]]
.2206.1 - World record brownie. c. Reeve 1948 [Bob Reeve with dead brown bear. copy neg]
.2206.2 - World record brownie. c. Reeve 1948 [Bob Reeve with dead brown bear. copy neg]
.2206.3 - c. Reeve 1948 [Bob Reeve lying on ground next to large bear skin. copy neg]
.2206.4 - c. Reeve 1948 [Bob Reeve lying on ground next to large bear skin. copy neg. same as .2206.3]
.2207 - [house with street number 512 in winter, Anchorage?]
.2208.1 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [small room with desk, three chairs, maps of Cook Inlet on wall, key rack, patterned wallpaper. Has print]
.2208.2 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [small room with bare bulb in ceiling, hair dryer, mirror, trophy, and other household goods. Has print]
.2208.3 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [bedroom with bed, side table, mirror, bare bulb. Has print]
.2208.4 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [kitchen with table, chairs, pantry shelves, doors to dumb waiter or chute. Has print]
.2208.5 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [mostly empty room with curtained window, small table. Has print]
.2208.6 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [room with table, cupboard, window with blinds, bags of Leslie Salt. Has print]
.2208.7 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [living room, with small desk, chairs, side tables. Has print]
.2208.8 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [kitchen with table, chairs, stove, door, curtained window. Has print]
.2208.9 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [living room, with piano, easy chairs, ottoman. Has print]
.2208.10 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [room with chair, side table, bureau, curtained window. Has print]
.2208.11 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [living room, with couch, tables, lamp, folded room screen propped at left, curtained window. Has print]
.2208.12 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [room with chair, tables door, possibly heater in upper left corner, patterned wallpaper. Has print]
.2208.13 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [bedroom with bed, chair, mirrored dressing table, small table holding telephone, liquor bottle, and radio. Has print]
.2208.14 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [room with table, chairs, window with blinds, bags of Leslie Salt. Has print]
.2208.15 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [bedroom with bed, chair, table, lamp, bureau, curtained window. Has print]
.2208.16 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [room with table, chairs, sideboard, window with blinds. Has print]
.2208.17 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [bedroom with bed, chair, table, lamp, bureau, curtained window. Has print]
.2208.18 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [bedroom with bed, chair, bureau, lamp, clothes and book “Caricature: the wit and humor of a nation in picture, song, and story” lying on bed. Has print]
.2208.19 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [bedroom with bed, chair, chifforobe, table holding small animal cage. Has print]
.2208.20 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [small room with desk, chairs, map of Kenai-Homer area on wall, bookshelves, view down hallway. Has print]
.2208.21 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [living room, with piano, easy chairs, ottoman. Has print]
.2208.22 - (Emard’s House, interior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [room with draped closet, table, patterned wallpaper. Has print]
.2208.23 - (Emard’s House, exterior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [automobile parked on street, signs for Cheechako Rear Entrance and Bernice’s Cafe at right]
.2208.24 - (Emard’s House, exterior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [automobiles parked on street and in lot at right, One Way street sign and fire hydrant]
.2208.25 - (Emard’s House, exterior, 3rd and E SE corner, taken for court trial, March 24, 1964) [side view of building, with Anchorage Hotel across street, two dumpsters in foreground]
.2209.1 - #1. Anchorage-Fairbanks hockey game, Feb. 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [game in progress at outdoor rink, spectators in stands, houses and utility poles visible]
.2209.2 - #2. Fairbanks ice hockey team, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [portrait of team in uniforms, striped leggings and sweaters with bear logo, posed on ice at outdoor rink, Anchorage]
.2209.3 - #3. Hockey team, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [portrait of Anchorage Aces team in uniforms, striped leggings and sweaters with pair of aces logo, posed on ice at outdoor rink, Anchorage]

.2209.4 - #4. Hockey team, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [portrait of Anchorage Aces team in uniforms, striped leggings and sweaters with pair of aces logo, posed on ice at outdoor rink, Anchorage; in 2014, man in front row left identified as last name Nelson; in 2015 man second right back tentatively identified as Johnny Nelson]

.2210.1 - E-10 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [group portrait of men and women in parkas standing outdoors, mountains in distance, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.2 - E-21 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [group seated on ground outdoors watching two drummers and two dancers, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.3 - E-22 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [woman in fur parka and feather headdress dancing outdoors, two men in feather headdresses with box drum at right, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.4 - E-24 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [man wearing glasses at Eklutna School display of Native arts and crafts including ivory carvings, mukluks, dolls; Eklutna Vocational School student or teacher; cf. .2210.5]

.2210.5 - E-25 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [man and women in Eklutna exhibit booth with displays of Native arts and crafts including ivory carvings, mukluks, dolls, and clothing, sign for Flying Needles Club; Eklutna Vocational School students. Has print]

.2210.6 - E-26. Eklutna School Display, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [woman wearing fur parka standing in display of Native arts and crafts including dolls and clothing, sign for Flying Needles Club; Eklutna Vocational School student or teacher]

.2210.7 - E-27. Eskimo Ivory Carver using old bow drill. Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [man wearing fur parka standing in display of Native arts and crafts demonstrating the use of the ivory bow drill; Eklutna Vocational School student or teacher]

.2210.8 - E-28 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in fur parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, with box drum suspended from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students. Has print]

.2210.9 - E-28-B (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in fur parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, with box drum suspended from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.10 - E-29 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [group seated on ground outdoors with two drummers and two dancers, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.11 - E-29B (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [group seated on ground outdoors with two drummers and two dancers, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.12 - E-29-C (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [group seated on ground outdoors with two drummers and two dancers, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.13 - E-30 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, with box drum suspended from rope,
Eklutna Vocational School students. Identified by Chris Wooley as Kalukaq or Messenger Feast. Has print."

.2210.14 - E-31 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.15 - E-32 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.16 - E-33 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [group seated on ground outdoors with two drummers and two dancers, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.17 - E-34 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.18 - E-35 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.19 - E-36 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas, kuspuks, and mukluks dancing outdoors, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.20 - E-37 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas, kuspuks, and mukluks dancing outdoors, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.21 - E-38 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, drummers seated on ground, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.22 - E-39 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, drummers seated on ground, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.23 - E-40 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [group portrait of women and men in parkas and feather headdresses outdoors, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.24 - E-41 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, drummers seated on ground, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.25 - E-42 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, drummers seated on ground, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, female dancers holding sticks, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.26 - E-43 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, drummers seated on ground, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, female dancers holding sticks, Eklutna Vocational School students]

.2210.27 - E-44 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [women and men in parkas and feather headdresses dancing outdoors, drummers seated on ground, with box drum suspended by rope from tree branch, female dancers holding sticks, Eklutna Vocational School students]
.2210.28 - E-45 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [two men in fur parkas, one wearing fur mukluks and skin gloves, the other Western-style pants and shoes, standing outdoors]
.2210.29 - E-46 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [young man in fur hat, kuspuk, skin gloves and mukluks, standing outdoors]
.2210.30 - E-47 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [young man in fur parka and mukluks, holding skin gloves, standing outdoors]
.2210.31 - E-48 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [two women in fur parkas and mukluks, holding skin drum, standing outdoors]
.2210.32 - E-49 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [woman in fur parka, kuspuk, and mukluks, standing outdoors]
.2210.33 - E-50B (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [woman in fur parka with geometric decoration and mukluks, standing outdoors]
.2210.34 - E-50-C (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [woman in fur parka with geometric decoration, headdress, and mukluks, holding skin drum, standing outdoors]
.2210.35 - E-52 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [woman in fur-trimmed parka and mukluks, standing outdoors]
.2210.36 - E-53. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska, E-53 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [group portrait of four women: two women in fur-trimmed parkas and mukluks, two women in fur parkas and mukluks, all wearing feather headdresses, standing outdoors]
.2210.37 - E-55 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [man and woman in parkas on gravel beach, operating a camera]
.2210.38 - E-56 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [three men in parkas on gravel beach, operating a camera]
.2210.39 - E-58 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [two men in fur parkas and Western-style pants and shoes outside, mountains in background]
.2210.40 - E-60 (Queen Ruthie Johnson) [woman in evening dress, cape, and tiara, holding wand, Eklutna? 1937?]
.2210.41 - E-61-a (Queen Ruthie Johnson and attendants) [woman in evening dress, cape, and tiara, holding wand, standing on building steps with five young women in printed dresses, Eklutna? 1937?]
.2210.42 - E-64 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [two women, one wearing printed parka with fur trim, the other wearing a fur parka with geometric decoration, standing outside, mountains in background]
.2210.43 - E-65 (Queen Ruthie Johnson and attendants) [woman in evening dress, cape, and tiara, holding wand, standing on building steps with five young women in printed dresses, Eklutna? 1937?]
.2210.44 - E-66 (Queen Ruthie Johnson) [woman in evening dress, cape, and tiara, holding wand, Eklutna? 1937?]
.2210.45 - E-67 (Queen Ruthie Johnson) [woman in evening dress, cape, and tiara, holding wand, Eklutna? 1937?]
.2210.46 - E-68 (Queen Ruthie Johnson) [woman in evening dress, cape, and tiara, holding wand, Eklutna? 1937?]
.2210.47 - E-69 (Queen Ruthie Johnson) [woman in evening dress, cape, and tiara, holding wand, Eklutna? 1937?]
.2210.48 - E-71 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [group portrait of ten men and women in parkas standing outside, mountains in background]
.2210.49 - E-72 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [two women, one wearing printed parka with fur trim, the other wearing a fur parka with geometric decoration, standing outside, mountains in background]
.2210.50 - E-73 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [man and woman, woman wearing printed parka with fur trim, man wearing a fur parka and Western-style pants and shoes, standing outside, mountains in background]
.2210.51 - E-74 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [two women, one wearing printed parka with fur trim, the other wearing a fur parka with geometric decoration, standing outside, mountains in background]
.2210.52 - E-75 (Queen Ruthie Johnson and attendants) [woman in evening dress, cape, and tiara, holding wand, standing on building steps with five young women in printed dresses, Eklutna? 1937?]
.2210.53 - E-57 (Mrs. King) [portrait of woman standing outdoors, wearing headscarf, leather gloves, work pants, light jacket]
.2210.54 - E-63 (Mr. King) [portrait of man standing outdoors, wearing suit and tie; Robert King, Superintendent at Eklutna?]
.2210.55 - E-59 (Mrs. Bjornson) [portrait of woman standing outdoors, wearing knitted cap with reindeer design, light jacket; Mrs. Bjornson owned a farm in Eklutna]
.2210.56 - E-62 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [two men in fur parkas and Western-style pants and shoes standing outside, Mrs. Bjornson in middle, mountains in background]
.2210.57 - E-61 (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [two men in fur parkas and Western-style pants and shoes standing outside, Mrs. Bjornson in middle, mountains in background. neg deteriorated]
.2210.58 - (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [woman in fur-trimmed printed parka and mukluks, standing outdoors]
.2210.59 - (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [woman in fur-trimmed printed parka and mukluks, standing outdoors]
.2210.60 - (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [woman in fur parka with geometric design and mukluks, standing outdoors]
.2210.61 - (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [man wearing glasses and white fur parka with dark hood roots, geometric design and fur trim along bottom, standing outdoors]
.2210.62 - (Eklutna School, Eskimo Dances, Seal, Wolf Dance, 9/15/37) [two women in parkas, one fur, one printed with fur trim, standing outside, Mrs. Bjornson? in middle, mountains in background]
.2210.63 - P-72, Road near Palmer. Hewitt’s [view down gravel, tree-lined road to snow-capped mountains in distance]
.2210.64 - P-67. Hewitt’s [scenic with cultivated fields in foreground, man leading horse team visible at left, snow-capped mountains in distance; Matanuska Valley]

.2211.1 - [Sydney Laurence painting of skiff on river bank with Mt. McKinley in background. copy neg]
.2211.2 - [Sydney Laurence painting of skiff on river bank with Mt. McKinley in background. copy neg]
.2211.3 - [Sydney Laurence painting of skiff on river bank with Mt. McKinley in background. copy neg]

.2212.1 - (Carlquist Cache) [photograph of a Sydney Laurence painting of a man at a camp fire with boat on shore and cache in background. copy neg]
.2212.2 - (Carlquist Cache) [photograph of a Sydney Laurence painting of a man at a camp fire with boat on shore and cache in background. copy neg]

.2213 - (Sydney Laurence, McKinley with eagle, 1920 per Jones) [photograph of painting. copy neg]

.2214.1 - [Sydney Laurence painting of cabin, stream, and birch trees in winter. copy neg]
.2214.2 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache in winter with Sydney Laurence painting of cabin, stream, and birch trees in winter; cf. .2214.1. copy neg]

.2215 - [photograph of a Sydney Laurence painting of a seascape]

.2216 - [photograph of a Sydney Laurence painting of a cabin and boat on a shoreline, mountains in background]

.2217 - (Surf Cache) [photograph of a Sydney Laurence painting of a man at a camp fire with boat on shore, cache above, and surf on beach. copy neg]

.2218 - Sydney Laurence, 1920. 156 [photograph of Sydney Laurence painting of cabin in winter. copy neg]

.2219 - [Sydney Laurence painting of cabin on bluff overlooking river valley, mountains in distance. copy neg]

.2220 - [Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley, bowl, and clouds. copy neg]

.2221 - [Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley, sun on bowl. copy neg]

.2222.1 - (Sydney Laurence, The Vanishing Race, or, Laurence Totem, #49) [photograph of framed painting propped on chair. copy neg]

.2222.2 - Sydney Laurence, Nugget Shop, Juneau (Sydney Laurence, The Vanishing Race, or, Laurence Totem, #49) [photograph of framed painting propped on chair. copy neg]

.2223 - Alaska, Seasons Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of musher and dog team on winter trail with Sydney Laurence painting of cabin, stream, and birch trees in winter; cf. .2214.1. copy neg]

.2224 - Alaska, Greetings from the Northland [Christmas card mat with sketch of totem pole and holly leaves with photograph of dog. copy neg]

.2225 - Alaska, Northland Greetings [Christmas card mat with sketch of caribou in winter with photograph of dog team on trail; cf. .2214.1. copy neg]

.2226 - Alaska, Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year [Christmas card mat with sketch of trees and holly leaves with photograph of two sleds outside roadhouse. copy neg]

.2227.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eklutna Industrial School, No. 3L, #12) [two wood-frame buildings and boardwalk]
.2227.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eklutna Industrial School, No. 3L, #13) [two wood-frame buildings and boardwalk]
.2227.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eklutna Industrial School, No. 3L, #14) [two multi-story wood-frame buildings and boardwalk, mountains in background]
.2227.4 - (Eklutna Industrial School, No. 3L, #1, General view of dining room) [interior of dining area, tables set, group of girls dressed in aprons and hats standing at right, back]
.2227.5 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eklutna Industrial School, No. 3L, #2, dining room) [interior of dining area with children eating at large tables]
.2227.6 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eklutna Industrial School, No. 3L, #5, Visiting Teachers & Faculty) [group portrait, men and women standing outdoors near small garden near school buildings and utility poles, mountains in background]
.2227.7 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eklutna Industrial School, No. 3L, #4, Visiting Teachers & Faculty) [group portrait, men and women standing outdoors near small garden near school buildings and utility poles, mountains in background]
.2227.8 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Eklutna Industrial School, No. 3L, #3, Visiting Teachers & Faculty) [group portrait, men and women standing outdoors near small garden near school buildings and utility poles, mountains in background]
.2227.9 - (Eklutna Industrial School) [two wood-frame buildings and boardwalk with mountains in background]
.2227.10 - (Eklutna Industrial School) [two multi-story wood-frame buildings and boardwalk, two children sitting on boardwalk at left near clothesline, mountains in background]
.2227.11 - (Eklutna Industrial School) [building complex with road in center, small animal hutch at left, clothesline at center, mountains at left]
.2227.12 - (Eklutna Industrial School) [two story building with mountains in background, wood pile at left]
.2227.13a - (Eklutna Industrial School) [rear view of three-story building, clothesline at right, small boy playing in yard]
.2227.13b - (Eklutna Industrial School) [two story building with mountains in background, wood pile at left]
.2227.14 - (Eklutna Industrial School) [three-story building, mountains in background. neg damaged]
.2227.15 - (Eklutna Railway Station) [Alaska Railroad depot at Eklutna, with train on tracks and men offloading sacks, building at right, flagpole at left]
.2227.16 - (Eklutna Railway Station) [Alaska Railroad depot at Eklutna, with train on tracks and passengers on platform]
.2227.17 - (Eklutna Railway Station) [Alaska Railroad depot at Eklutna, with train on tracks and men offloading sacks, passengers on platform. Has copy print]
.2228.1 - Anchorage Signal Corps Ball Team, August 1936. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of baseball team in striped uniforms]
.2228.2 - Anchorage Signal Corps Ball Team, August 1936. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of baseball team in striped uniforms]
.2229.1 - (Fairbanks Hockey Team, 1936) [group portrait of hockey team, not in uniform, on ice]
.2229.2 - (Fairbanks Hockey Team, 1936) [group portrait of hockey team, not in uniform, on ice]
.2230.1 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Anchorage Hockey League, 1936, Rod Johnson, George Karabelinkov, Joe Morino) [group portrait of hockey team with striped socks and sweaters labeled “Anchorage” on outdoor ice rink, advertisements on boards in background, Chugach Mountains in distance; in 2014, man in second row second from left identified as Vic Selmer]
.2230.2 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Anchorage Hockey League, 1936, Rod Johnson, George Karabelinkov, Joe Morino) [group portrait of hockey team with striped socks and sweaters labeled “Anchorage” on outdoor ice rink, advertisements on boards in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2230.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Anchorage Hockey League, 1936, Rod Johnson, George Karabelinkov, Joe Morino) [group portrait of hockey team with striped socks and sweaters labeled “Anchorage” on outdoor ice rink, advertisements on boards in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2230.4 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Anchorage Hockey League, 1936, Rod Johnson, George Karabelinkov, Joe Morino) [group portrait of hockey team with striped socks and sweaters labeled “Anchorage” on outdoor ice rink, advertisements on boards in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2230.5 - (Anchorage Hockey League, 1936, Rod Johnson, George Karabelinkov, Joe Morino) [group portrait of hockey team with striped socks and sweaters labeled “Anchorage” on outdoor ice rink]
.2230.6 - (Anchorage Hockey League, 1936, Rod Johnson, George Karabelinkov, Joe Morino) [group portrait of hockey team with striped socks and sweaters labeled “Anchorage” on outdoor ice rink]
.2231 - [photograph of textile with image of dog team on winter trail]
.2232 - (The Wonder, by Magnus Colcord “Rusty” Heurlin) [photograph of painting of Eskimos in Barrow sighting the airship Norge]
.2233 - [woman in fur parka with geometric decoration. copy neg]
.2234 - [young woman with headscarf, pierced nose, and beaded labret. Copy neg]
.2235 - [Alaska Native woman with headdress, beaded necklaces, parka with fur ruff. Copy neg. cf. .1455.3]
.2236.1 - (Francis Bowden, Mayor of Anchorage, 1946-1947) [studio portrait]
.2236.2 - (Francis Bowden, Mayor of Anchorage, 1946-1947) [studio portrait]
.2236.3 - (Francis Bowden, Mayor of Anchorage, 1946-1947) [studio portrait]
.2237 - 55. Ptarmigan. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [two ptarmigan on top of a snow pile. Cf. .2977]
.2238 - Craftsmen’s Guild, 6, c. 1942 [studio portrait of two bare-breasted women, one holding telephone receiver, the other preparing to cut the telephone cord with scissors. copy neg]
.2239.1 - (Fourth of July 1934) [man and woman in automobile sporting two American flags and a hand-lettered banner, passing spectators and houses, Anchorage]
.2239.2 - (Fourth of July 1934) [soldier in uniform riding Caterpillar tractor, passing spectators and houses, Anchorage]
.2239.3 - (Fourth of July 1934) [parade float, A.A. Shonbeck flatbed truck carrying trees and man holding shovel, buildings in background, Anchorage]
.2239.4 - (Fourth of July 1934) [parade floats, Daughters of the American Revolution riding in truck with flags and banners, Mothers Club float behind, buildings in background, Anchorage]
.2239.5 - (Fourth of July 1934) [Alaska Railroad Fire Department engine with four men aboard, buildings in background, Anchorage]
.2239.6 - (Fourth of July 1934) [man and children in automobile sporting two American flags and a hand-lettered banner, bicycle rider dressed as Uncle Sam behind, followed by two automobiles, Anchorage]
.2239.7 - (Fourth of July 1934) [parade float, man, woman, and child in colonial dress riding in flatbed truck festooned with garlands, Anchorage]
.2239.8 - (Fourth of July 1934) [Hewitt’s Photo Shop float, young girl riding on front bumper of automobile covered in banners and crepe, presidential portraits on door and hood buildings in background, Anchorage]
.2239.9 - (Fourth of July 1934) [Hewitt’s Photo Shop float, young girl riding on front bumper of automobile covered in banners and crepe, presidential portraits on door and hood buildings in background, Anchorage]
.2239.10 - (Fourth of July 1934) [Kustatan Packing Co. float, automobile covered in banners and boughs, spectators and house in background, Anchorage]
.2240.1 - (Fourth of July 1934) [parade float, children riding in flatbed truck festooned with boughs and banner reading “Best Alaskan Product, ‘Kids’” Anchorage]
.2240.2 - (Fourth of July 1934) [group of children on bicycles, buildings in background, Anchorage]
.2241 - (Fourth of July 1934) [Anchorage Fire Department engine with six men aboard, buildings in background, Anchorage]
.2242.1 - (City Building, August 1, 1936) [exterior of Anchorage City Hall under construction, with workmen and piles of lumber, two signs on building: “Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, Docket No. 1002-R,” “E. Ellsworth Sedille, Architect”]
.2242.2 - (City Building, August 1, 1936) [exterior of Anchorage City Hall under construction, looking east to Chugach Mountains]
.2242.3 - (City Building, August 1, 1936) [exterior of Anchorage City Hall under construction, looking east to Chugach Mountains]
.2242.4 - (City Building, August 1, 1936) [exterior of Anchorage City Hall under construction, with workmen on roof and supplies in yard]
.2242.5 - (City Building, August 1, 1936) [exterior of Anchorage City Hall under construction, with supplies in yard]
.2243.1 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in light-colored fur parka with dark hood roots and fur hat]
.2243.2 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in light-colored fur parka with dark hood roots]
.2243.3 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in light-colored fur parka with dark hood roots and geometric decoration]
.2243.4 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in light-colored fur parka with dark hood roots]
.2243.5 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in mukluks, fur hat, and light-colored fur parka with dark hood roots and geometric decoration]
.2243.6 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in light-colored fur parka with dark hood roots]
.2443.7 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in spotted fur parka and fur mittens]
.2243.8 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in light-colored fur parka with dark hood roots standing next to airplane]
.2243.9 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in light-colored fur parka with dark hood roots]
.2243.10 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in fur hat, fur mittens, and light-colored fur parka with dark hood roots and geometric decoration]
.2243.11 - (Star Air Service, pilots/inspectors, Hugh Brewster, CAA; Burris Smith, mechanic; M.J. Valley, pilot) [names not individually associated with negs. Portrait of man in spotted fur parka and fur mittens]
.2244.1 - (Golf course building, September 1951) [exterior with trees and automobiles, Anchorage. has print with handwritten caption “Club house, Lingo’s Golf Course (Forest Park Golf Course)”]
.2244.2 - (Golf course, September 1951) [players at hole #5 with Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna in distance, Anchorage]
.2244.3 - (Golf course, September 1951) [players on green, Anchorage. has prints, one with Hewitt’s stamp and stamp of Lu Liston, with handwritten caption “Anchorage, Forest Park Golf Course”]
.2244.4 - (Golf course, September 1951) [players at hole #5 with Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna in distance, Anchorage. neg deteriorated]
.2244.5 - (Golf course, September 1951) [players on green, Cook Inlet in distance, Anchorage. has print with handwritten caption “Golf course (Atwood), Forest Park Golf Course”]
.2244.6 - (Golf course, September 1951) [players on green, Anchorage. neg deteriorated]
.2244.7 - (Golf course, September 1951) [golf green, Cook Inlet in distance, Anchorage. neg deteriorated]
.2245.1 - (Palmer Hockey Team, 1936) [group portrait of hockey team on outdoor ice rink, three men with ribbons on shirts, one man wearing sweatshirt reading “Butchers Chittlin”]
.2245.2 - Palmer, Alaska, Hockey Team, 1936. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of hockey team on outdoor ice rink, three men with ribbons on shirts, one man wearing sweatshirt reading “Butchers Chittlin”]
.2245.3 - (Palmer Hockey Team, 1936) [group portrait of hockey team on outdoor ice rink, three men with ribbons on shirts, one man wearing sweatshirt reading “Butchers Chittlin”]
.2245.4 - Palmer, Alaska, Hockey Team, 1936. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of hockey team on outdoor ice rink, three men with ribbons on shirts, one man wearing sweatshirt reading “Butchers Chittlin”]
.2246.1 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed military units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Kennedy Hardware, KFQD, Dykes Building, The Hub, Symposium; Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2246.2 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed Navy units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including KFQD, Dykes Building, The Hub, Bill’s Electric]
.2246.3 - (Parade, 1950) [people in open automobile parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Dykes Building, Symposium, The Hub, Bill’s Electric, McVicker’s]
.2246.4 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed military units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Anchorage Grill, KFQD, Dykes Building, The Hub, Symposium; Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2246.5 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed military units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including KFQD, Dykes Building, The Hub, Bill’s Electric; Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2246.6 - (Parade, 1950) [military trucks parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Carlquist Jewelry, Anchorage Grill, City Bus Terminal, Kennedy Hardware, KFQD, Dykes Building; Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2246.7 - (Parade, 1950) [spectators outside Hewitt’s Drug Store in Bevers & Pfeil Building, Fourth Avenue and E Street, Anchorage. neg deteriorated]
.2246.8 - (Parade, 1950) [heavy equipment and automobiles parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Dykes Building, Symposium, The Hub; Chugach Mountains in distance. neg deteriorated]
.2246.9 - (Parade, 1950) [military color guard parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including City Bus Terminal, KFQD, Dykes Building, The Hub, Bill’s Electric; Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2246.10 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed military units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including KFQD, Dykes Building, The Hub, Bill’s Electric]
.2246.11 - (Parade, 1950) [spectators watching military trucks parading down Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing businesses including 4th Avenue Theater, Rexall Drugs, Gilman’s Bakery, 515 Club, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Ship Creek Meat Market. neg deteriorating]
.2246.12 - (Parade, 1950) [spectators watching military trucks parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing City Hall. Has print]
.2246.13 - (Parade, 1950) [military color guard parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Bill’s Electric]
.2246.14 - (Parade, 1950) [spectators watching military trucks parading down Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing businesses including Cheechako Tavern, Alaska Airlines, Baby Shop, Carlquist’s Jewelry, Anchorage Grill, KFQD, Marita Bar; Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2246.15 - (Parade, 1950) [spectators and man on bicycle outside Hewitt’s Drug Store and Cheechako Tavern in Bevers & Pfeil Building, Fourth Avenue and E Street, Anchorage. neg deteriorated]
.2246.16 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed military units and V.F.W. post members parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Dykes Building, The Hub, Bill’s Electric. neg deteriorated]
.2246.17 - (Parade, 1950) [spectators watching airplane flyover and uniformed military units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Carlquist’s Jewelry, Anchorage Grill, City Bus Terminal, KFQD, Marita Bar; Chugach Mountains in distance. Has print]
.2246.18 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed military units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including The Hub; Chugach Mountains in background]
.2246.19 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed military units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including KFQD, Dykes Building, Symposium, The Hub; Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2246.20 - (Parade, 1950) [spectators outside Hewitt’s Drug Store in Bevers & Pfeil Building, Fourth Avenue and E Street, Anchorage, with signs for businesses including Cheechako Tavern, Carlquist’s Jewelry, Anchorage Grill]
.2246.21 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed military units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including KFQD, Dykes Building, The Hub, Symposium, Bill’s Electric. neg deteriorated]
.2246.22 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed military units parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including KFQD, Dykes Building, Symposium, The Hub; Chugach Mountains in distance. neg deteriorated]
.2246.23 - (Parade, 1950) [uniformed female military unit parading down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including KFQD, Dykes Building, The Hub, Bill’s Electric; Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2247 - [man holding two wolf carcasses standing next to Christensen Air Service airplane with skis in winter. cf. 1721.1]
.2248.1 - (Lu’s Hewitt’s garbage, March 25, 1949)
.2248.2 - (Lu’s Hewitt’s garbage, March 25, 1949) [man standing next to garbage outside building]
.2249.1 - [homestead with barn, stable, house, trees, mountains in background, Matanuska Colony?]
.2249.2 - [two goats atop compost pile next to log barn, Matanuska Colony?]
.2250 - [Merrill Field in winter, with tower and hangars at left, parked airplanes, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2251.1 - [log cabin in winter, with mountains in background]
.2251.2 - [log cabin in winter, with mountains in background]
.2252 - [musher racing dog team near Anchorage, Chugach Mountains in distance, Fur Rendezvous?]
.2253 - [fishing boats Alasco 3 and Susitna 31D816 dry docked for winter, Anchorage docks in background]
.2254.1 - (Mac’s Foto Service store window, April 28, 1953) [window display with photographs and cameras, signs for Stereo Realist Cameras and Mirrolike Photo Service, sign on door for McCutcheon and Nesbett Law Offices Notary Public]
.2254.2 - (Mac’s Foto Service store window, April 28, 1953) [window display with photographs and cameras, signs for Stereo Realist Cameras and Mirrolike Photo Service, sign on door for McCutcheon and Nesbett Law Offices Notary Public]
.2255 - [cabbage]
.2256 - [farmer in field holding celery, Matanuska Valley?]
.2257 - [two propeller tail dragger airplane, no markings, on field near hangar]
.2258.1a - (First Presbyterian Church on 5th Avenue and F Street, Anchorage) [exterior in winter]
.2258.1b - (First Presbyterian Church on 5th Avenue and F Street, Anchorage) [exterior in winter]
.2258.2a - (Anchorage Log Cabin Visitors Center in winter)
.2258.2b - (First Presbyterian Church on 5th Avenue and F Street, Anchorage) [steeple]
.2258.3a - (Anchorage Log Cabin Visitors Center in winter)
.2258.3b - (Anchorage Log Cabin Visitors Center in winter)
.2258.4a - (Anchorage Log Cabin Visitors Center in winter)
.2258.4b - (Anchorage Log Cabin Visitors Center in winter)
.2258.5a - [street scene with pedestrians and automobiles outside federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2258.5b - (Anchorage Log Cabin Visitors Center in winter) [with snow piled against wooden fence, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous sign, and City Hall in background]
.2258.6a - (First Presbyterian Church on 5th Avenue and F Street, Anchorage) [steeple]
.2258.6b - [street scene in winter with street light, pedestrians passing Anchorage Log Cabin Visitors Center and City Hall]
.2259.1 - (Lions Club members with brooms, April 28, 1953) [four men standing in street next to street sweater, Anchorage]
.2259.2 - (Lions Club members with brooms, April 28, 1953) [four men standing in street next to street sweater, Anchorage]
.2259.3 - (Lions Club members with brooms, April 28, 1953) [group portrait of men standing in street next to street sweater, one man handing another a dollar bill, Anchorage; in 2014, man 8th from left identified as Mortimer “Moose” Moore]
.2259.4 - (Lions Club members with brooms, April 28, 1953) [group portrait of men standing in street next to street sweater, Anchorage]
.2259.5 - (Lions Club members with brooms, April 28, 1953) [group portrait of men standing in street next to street sweater, one man handing another a dollar bill, Anchorage]
.2259.6 - (Lions Club members with brooms, April 28, 1953) [group portrait of men standing in street next to street sweater, one man handing another a dollar bill, Anchorage]
.2259.7 - (Lions Club members with brooms, April 28, 1953) [group portrait of men standing in street next to street sweater, one man handing another a dollar bill, Anchorage]
.2260.1 - (Air Show at Merrill Field, 1949) [airplanes and spectators outside hangars, one with sign “Elevation 197 ft., Transient Aircraft,” Chugach Mountains in distance]
Air Show at Merrill Field, 1949 [airplanes and spectators outside hangars, one with sign “Elevation 197 ft., Transient Aircraft,” Chugach Mountains in distance]

Air Show at Merrill Field, 1949 [airplanes and spectators outside hangars, young people in front row with model airplanes, Chugach Mountains in distance. has print]

Air Show at Merrill Field, 1949 [airplanes in flight over field]

Air Show at Merrill Field, 1949 [airplanes in flight over field]

Air Show at Merrill Field, 1949 [airplane coming in for landing, Chugach Mountains in background]

Air Show at Merrill Field, 1949 [airplane coming in for landing, Chugach Mountains in background]

Air Show at Merrill Field, 1949 [airplane coming in for landing, Chugach Mountains in background]

Group portrait of Tlingit Natives in ceremonial dress, including Chilkat robes, headdresses, masks and beaded tunics. positive transparency. Copy; has prints with stamp of Frank Wright Jr. and handwritten caption “Hoonah, July 4, 1939.” Also has identifications: man standing at left are Moses Smith and Mark Williams; man at back with nose ring is Johnnie B. Fawcett, standing to left of Fawcett is Leslie Johnson, seated in front of him is John K. Smith, Pete Fawcett with frog hat

Group portrait of Tlingit Natives in ceremonial dress, including Chilkat robes, headdresses, masks and beaded tunics. positive transparency. Copy. Has print with stamp of Frank Wright Jr. and handwritten caption “Hoonah, July 4, 1939.” Also has two identifications: woman at left is last name Mills, man standing second from left is Mark William

Group portrait of Tlingit Natives in ceremonial dress, including Chilkat robes, headdresses, masks and beaded tunics. In 2014, identified by Harold Jacobs as front row left-right: Moses Smith wearing “One-Ringed Hat”, Pete Fawcett (Shx’eik) wearing Frog Hat, John K. Smith (L’oon Éesh) wearing Sculpin Hat, Mark Williams (Sx’eiyyaa Éesh) wearing Whale Hat; back row left-right: John B. Fawcett, James Houston, Leslie Johnson, Willie Horton. positive transparency. copy

Group portrait of four Tlingit men in ceremonial dress, including Chilkat robes, headdresses, and beaded tunics. In 2014, identified by Harold Jacobs as left-right: Unknown, James Houston, John B. Fawcett, Willie Horton. positive transparency. Copy; has print with stamp of Frank Wright Jr. and handwritten caption “Hoonah, July 4, 1939.” Also has identifications l-r: Leslie Johnson, James Houston, Johnnie B. Fawcett, Bill Horton

Winter street scene of Fourth Avenue at E Street, looking east to Chugach Mountains, with automobiles and pedestrians passing businesses including Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, North Pole Bakery, Anchorage Grill, The Hub, Dykes Building, KFQD, Kennedy Hardware, Rutherford’s

Close-up of ropes tied around mooring post on dock

Close-up of glass floats on fishing boat

View from deck of ship across water to snow-dusted mountains, ship’s bell in foreground

View out porthole of ship across water to snow-dusted mountains

[view of Alaska-Juneau Mine, or A-J Mine, from docks]
.2264.2 - [mine cars on tramway at A-J Mine, with mine buildings in background]
.2265.1 - [Juneau waterfront scene, with floatplane taxiing in at lower right, two large ships at Alaska Steamship Co. docks, and A-J Mine at left, buildings in distance]
.2265.2 - [crashing waves on rocky coast]
.2265.3 - [passenger ship North Sea at dock in fog]
.2265.4 - [passenger ship North Sea at dock in fog]
.2265.5 - [view from deck of ship across water to snow-dusted mountains, ship’s rigging in foreground]
.2266.1 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [view past airplane wing to sundog and airplane shadow on clouds]
.2266.2 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [scenery]
.2266.3 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [scenery]
.2266.4 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [scenery]
.2266.5 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [scenery]
.2266.6 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [clouds]
.2266.7 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [scenery]
.2266.8 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [scenery]
.2266.9 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [coastline]
.2266.10 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [scenery]
.2266.11 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [clouds]
.2266.12 - (Air shots, Juneau to Anchorage, October 1, 1945) [coastline]
.2267.1a - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [house and outbuilding with sign “Saxton, Alaska, Matthews Howell”, mountains in background]
.2267.1b - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [house and outbuilding with sign “Saxton, Alaska, Matthews Howell”, mountains in background]
.2267.2a - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [road through mountain pass]
.2267.2b - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [VW Beetle with Alaska plates parked on road through mountain pass]
.2267.3a - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [scenic with frozen lake and mountains]
.2267.3b - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [scenic with frozen lake and mountains]
.2267.4a - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [scenic with trees and mountains]
.2267.4b - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [scenic with trees and mountains]
.2267.5a - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [scenic with trees and mountains]
.2267.5b - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [scenic with trees and mountains]
.2267.6a - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [scenic with trees and mountains]
.2267.6b - (Johnson Pass, winter 1956) [scenic with trees and mountains]
.2268.1 - (Iron lung, 10/6/50) [group portrait of men standing next to Northwest Airlines airplane as iron lung is being unloaded]
.2268.2 - (Iron lung, 10/6/50) [group portrait of men standing next to Northwest Airlines airplane as iron lung is being unloaded]
.2268.3 - (Iron lung, 10/6/50) [group portrait of three men and nun standing next to iron lung in hospital, probably Providence Hospital, Anchorage]
.2268.4 - (Iron lung, 10/6/50) [group portrait of three men and nun standing next to iron lung in hospital, probably Providence Hospital, Anchorage]
.2269.1 - 7 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [uniformed military units marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store and Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner over street]

.2269.2 - 14 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [military color guard marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing spectators and businesses including Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines, and Rexall Drugs]

.2269.3 - 4 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [uniformed military units marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store and Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner over street]

.2269.4 - 1 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [uniformed law enforcement officers marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing spectators and businesses including Pacific Northern Airlines and Rexall Drugs]

.2269.5 - 6 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [uniformed military units marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store and Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner over street]

.2269.6 - 12 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [military color guard marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing spectators and businesses including Pacific Northern Airlines and Rexall Drugs]

.2269.7 - 5 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [uniformed military units marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store and Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner over street]

.2269.8 - 11 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [military color guard marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing spectators and businesses including Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines and Rexall Drugs]

.2269.9 - 3 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [uniformed military units marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store and Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner over street]

.2269.10 - 10 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [military tank “KOJE” on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing spectators and businesses including Lois Beauty Salon, Pacific Northern Airlines and Rexall Drugs]

.2269.11 - 2 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [uniformed military marching band on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store and Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner over street]

.2269.12 - 8 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [uniformed military units marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store and Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner over street]

.2269.13 - 9 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [uniformed military units marching on Fourth Avenue at E Street in Anchorage, passing Hewitt’s Drug Store and Rexall Drugs, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner over street]

.2269.14 - 13 (Parade, May 16, 1953) [Shriners in uniform with arm patch “Alaska Patrol,” marching on Fourth Avenue in front of businesses including Ship Creek Market, Lee’s Menswear, The Gitchell]

.2270.1 - (Road construction) [distant view of heavy equipment on large cleared parcel]

.2270.2 - (Road construction) [loading trucks with gravel]
.2270.3 - (Road construction) [gravel loader with conveyor belt, mountains in distance]
.2270.4 - (Road construction) [loading trucks with gravel]
.2270.5 - (Road construction) [loading trucks with gravel]
.2270.6 - (Road construction) [two men working on gravel loader with conveyor belt]
.2270.7 - (Road construction) [heavy equipment, bulldozer and grader?]
.2270.8 - (Road construction) [workmen near truck dumping gravel or other surfacing material, bulldozer or spreader behind truck]
.2270.9 - (Road construction) [workmen near truck dumping gravel or other surfacing material, second dump truck and roller behind truck]
.2270.10 - (Road construction) [workmen near truck dumping gravel or other surfacing material, bulldozer or spreader behind truck]
.2270.11 - (Road construction) [workmen near truck dumping gravel or other surfacing material, bulldozer or spreader behind truck]
.2270.12 - (Road construction) [workmen with gravel truck]
.2270.13 - (Road construction, housing) [workman walking over boardwalk to small building, clothesline with laundry at left, Lylte and Green trailer at right]
.2270.14 - (Road construction, housing) [series of trailers with wooden Arctic entries and wooden walkways, bicycle in front of one trailer]
.2270.15 - (Road construction, kitchen) [industrial kitchen, woman checking rolls in oven, man reaching into cupboards]
.2271.1 - (American Institute of Mining Engineers banquet, February 24, 1950) [group portrait of men and women standing behind table, KENI microphone on stand in front]
.2271.2 - (American Institute of Mining Engineers banquet, February 24, 1950) [ceremony underway, KENI microphone on stand at left]
.2271.3 - (American Institute of Mining Engineers banquet, February 24, 1950) [group portrait of men standing behind table]
.2271.4 - (American Institute of Mining Engineers banquet, February 24, 1950) [group portrait of men standing behind table, KENI microphone on stand at left]
.2271.5 - (American Institute of Mining Engineers banquet, February 24, 1950) [group portrait of men and women standing behind table, KENI microphone on stand in front]
.2271.6 - (American Institute of Mining Engineers banquet, February 24, 1950) [ceremony underway, KENI microphone on stand at left]
.2271.7 - (American Institute of Mining Engineers banquet, February 24, 1950) [group portrait of men standing behind table]
.2272 - (Barnett’s house) [Anchorage residence in winter. photographer’s shadow visible in foreground]
.2273.1 - (Dog team, rear view) [musher and team on winter trail. Has print]
.2273.2 - (Dog team, rear view) [musher and team on winter trail. Has print]
.2274.1 - [Hewitt’s Drugs, corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, Anchorage, summer, with pedestrians, automobiles, and street light]
.2274.2 - (April 18, 1951) [Hewitt’s Drugs, corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, Anchorage, summer, with pedestrians, automobiles, and street light]
.2275.1 - (Lions meeting, October 16, 1950) [three men and two children dressed in firefighter hats and holding axes at a banquet table, banner on wall for Lions Club, Anchorage, Alaska]
2275.2 - (Lions meeting, October 16, 1950) [man presenting envelope to U.S. Air Force Senior Airman, with second senior airman and technical sergeant on left and man in suit on right with two other men in uniforms, banner on wall for Lions Club, Anchorage, Alaska]

2275.3 - (Lions meeting, October 16, 1950) [three men and two children dressed in firefighter hats and holding axes at a banquet table, banner on wall for Lions Club, Anchorage, Alaska]

2276 - [10th Rescue Squadron, Anchorage, Sikorsky H-5 helicopter in flight, circa 1954-1955. cf. 1832]

2277 - (BPOE 1951) [Elks ceremony, one man handing another an envelope in front of a table with equipment on it, two hand-lettered placards reading “BPOE 1351, Anchorage, Alaska” and “Iron lung party”; in 2014, man at right identified as Fred Axford; in 2015, man at right tentatively identified as Dr. August S. Walkowski]

2278 - [moose and cat in yard. copy neg]

2279.1 - [Hewitt’s Drugs, Bevers & Pfeil building, corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, Anchorage, summer, with pedestrians, automobiles, and street light, signs for businesses including Cheechako Tavern, Anchorage Chamber of Commerce and Cecil V. Abbott Insurance]

2279.2 - [Hewitt’s Drugs, Bevers & Pfeil building, corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, Anchorage, summer, with pedestrians, automobiles, and street light]

2280.1 - [Alaska Sales and Service, exterior in summer, birch tree in foreground, 76 gasoline pumps in front of business]

2280.2 - [Alaska Sales and Service, exterior in summer, oblique view, automobile on showroom floor visible through windows at right]

2281.1.1-.37 - (Alyeska Olympic National Ski event, April 5, 1963. Section 1) [National Alpine Ski Championship & Olympic Tryouts; 35mm film, 37 exposures]

2281.2.1-.36 - (Alyeska Olympic National Ski event, April 5, 1963. Section 2) [National Alpine Ski Championship & Olympic Tryouts; 35mm film, 36 exposures]

2281.3.1-.36 - (Alyeska Olympic National Ski event, April 5, 1963. Section 4) [National Alpine Ski Championship & Olympic Tryouts; 35mm film, 36 exposures]

2281.4.1-.34 - (Alyeska Olympic National Ski event, April 5, 1963. Section 4) [National Alpine Ski Championship & Olympic Tryouts; 35mm film, 34 exposures]

2281.1a - [Z. J. Loussac Public Library, exterior, summer]

2281.2a - [Z. J. Loussac Public Library, exterior, summer, with automobiles and street light]

2282.1 - (Mount Susitna from Anchorage) [bird’s eye view across Cook Inlet, with Alaska Railroad yards, bridge over Ship Creek, and small boat harbor in foreground]

2282.2 - (Mount Susitna from Anchorage) [bird’s eye view across Cook Inlet, with Alaska Railroad yards, bridge over Ship Creek, and small boat harbor in foreground]

2283.1 - [street scene on Fourth Avenue, winter, night, with automobiles parked along street and neon signs for businesses including Winn Liquors, Firestone, City Mike’s [?] Cocktail Lounge, 4th Avenue Theater, D & D Cafe, and Lido Cafe]

2283.2 - [street scene on Fourth Avenue, winter, night, with automobiles parked along street and neon signs for businesses including Winn Liquors, Firestone, City Mike’s [?] Cocktail Lounge, 4th Avenue Theater, D & D Cafe, and Lido Cafe]

2284 - [4th Avenue Theater, exterior, “Francis Joins the WACS” on the marquee, with signs for Fourth Avenue businesses including Players Cafe, 1st National Bank, Empress Theatre, 1954]
.2285.1 - (Empress Theatre, October 16, 1951) [exterior, with automobiles parked out front on Fourth Avenue]
.2285.2 - (Empress Theatre, October 16, 1951) [exterior, with automobiles parked out front on Fourth Avenue]
.2286.1 - (Bob Reeve and plane) [man in suspenders and brimmed hat standing next to airplane propeller, mountains in distance]
.2286.2 - (Bob Reeve and plane) [man in suspenders and brimmed hat standing next to nose of airplane, mountains in distance]
.2286.3 - (Bob Reeve and plane) [man in suspenders and brimmed hat standing next to nose of airplane, mountains in distance]
.2286.4 - (Bob Reeve and plane) [man leaning out airplane cockpit window]
.2286.5 - (Bob Reeve and plane) [man leaning out airplane cockpit window]
.2287 - [log building with sign for Alaska Road Commission on dirt road]
.2288 - [view down dirt highway in winter, with mountains]
.2289 - [First Presbyterian Church on Fifth Avenue, summer, with parked automobiles, light pole, fire hydrant, street signs]
.2290 - (Glenn Highway near Glennallen, Mt. Drum in distance?) [view down dirt highway in winter, with mountains]
.2291.1 - Alaska, Wishing you a very Merry Christmas [Christmas card mat with sketch of cache and holly leaves with Sydney Laurence painting of Venetian boat. copy neg]
.2291.2 - Greetings from Alaska [Christmas card mat with sketch of skier under Northern Lights]
.2292 - [view down paved and painted highway in summer, with mountains in distance]
.2293.1 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, exterior, renovation March 7, 1950) [with parked automobiles]
.2293.2 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, exterior, renovation March 7, 1950) [with parked automobiles]
.2293.3 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of main hall, renovation March 7, 1950)
.2293.4 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of main hall, renovation March 7, 1950)
.2293.5 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of main hall, renovation March 7, 1950)
.2293.6 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of lounge, renovation March 7, 1950)
.2293.7 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of lounge, renovation March 7, 1950)
.2293.8 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of bar, renovation March 7, 1950)
.2293.9 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of main hall, renovation March 7, 1950)
.2293.10 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior, hallway and stairs, renovation March 7, 1950)
.2293.11 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior, hallway, renovation March 7, 1950)
.2294.1 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, exterior, construction August 1950) [bird’s eye view from scaffolding, buildings in distance]
.2294.2 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of main hall, August 1950)
.2294.3 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of main hall, August 1950)
.2294.4 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of main hall, August 1950) [vignette]
.2294.5 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of main hall, August 1950) [vignette]
.2294.6 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of main hall, August 1950) [vignette]
.2294.7 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of front hall, August 1950)
.2294.8 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of front hall, August 1950)
.2294.9 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior, hallway and stairs, August 1950)
.2294.10 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior, hallway and stairs, August 1950)
.2294.11 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of bar, August 1950)
.2294.12 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of bar, August 1950)
.2294.13 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of bar, August 1950)
.2294.14 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of lounge with jukebox, August 1950)
.2294.15 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of lounge with jukebox, August 1950)
.2294.16 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of lounge with jukebox, August 1950)
.2294.17 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of lounge with jukebox, August 1950)
.2294.18 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of lounge with jukebox, August 1950)
.2294.19 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of dining room, August 1950)
.2294.20 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of dining room, August 1950)
.2294.21 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of dining room, August 1950)
.2294.22 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of reception room?, August 1950)
.2294.23 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of reception room?, August 1950)
.2294.24 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of reception room?, August 1950)
.2294.25 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of reception room?, August 1950)
.2294.26 - (Elks’ Lodge, Anchorage, interior of reception room?, August 1950)
.2295.1 - (Scenes along Glenn Highway, March 19, 1946) [trees and mountains in winter]
.2295.2 - (Scenes along Glenn Highway, March 19, 1946) [plowed road, trees, and mountains in winter]
.2295.3 - (Scenes along Glenn Highway, March 19, 1946) [birch trees and mountains in winter]
.2295.4 - (Scenes along Glenn Highway, March 19, 1946) [frozen lake, cottonwood trees, and mountains in winter]
.2295.5 - (Scenes along Glenn Highway, March 19, 1946) [frozen lake, cottonwood trees, and mountains in winter]
.2296.1 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek near Fairbanks, July 1945)
.2296.2 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek near Fairbanks, July 1945) [double exposure]
.2296.3 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek near Fairbanks, July 1945)
.2296.4 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek near Fairbanks, July 1945)
.2296.5 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek near Fairbanks, July 1945)
.2296.6 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek near Fairbanks, July 1945)
.2296.7 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek near Fairbanks, July 1945) [with workman at trough]
.2296.8 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek near Fairbanks, July 1945) [view down stretch of track or conveyor]
.2296.9 - (Gold dredge, Ester Creek near Fairbanks, July 1945) [view down stretch of track or conveyor]
.2297.1 - (Harry and cabbage) [man in cultivated field looking at large cabbage, Matanuska Valley?]
.2297.2 - (Harry and cabbage) [man in cultivated field looking at large cabbage, Matanuska Valley?]
.2297.3 - (Harry and cabbage) [man in cultivated field looking at large cabbage, homestead in background, Matanuska Valley?]
.2297.4 - (Harry and cabbage) [man in cultivated field looking at large cabbage, buildings in background, Matanuska Valley?] 
.2297.5 - (Harry and cabbage) [man in cultivated field with cabbage, homestead in background, Matanuska Valley?] 
.2298.1 - (Chitina, road into town, Cash store, exterior) [view down gravel road to small bridge and buildings with hill in background] 
.2298.2 - (Chitina, store, interior) [person standing inside general store, with counter and shelves full of goods] 
.2298.3 - (Chitina, store, interior) [patrons standing at counter inside general store, with window and shelves full of goods] 
.2298.4 - (Chitina) [abandoned log cabin with sod roof next to lake, mountains in distance] 
.2298.5 - (Chitina) [pile of lumber in foreground, possibly with saddles sitting atop, abandoned log buildings in background] 
.2298.6 - (Chitina) [rear of buildings, including barn or storage shed] 
.2298.7 - (Chitina) [abandoned railroad tracks and equipment] 
.2298.8 - (Chitina) [lake with lily pads, mountains in distance] 
.2298.9 - (Chitina) [house and greenhouse] 
.2298.10 - (Chitina) [old store with faded signs for Post Office and “Curios Kodaks Drugs Stationery Magazines Candies and Cigars,” truck parked outside building] 
.2298.11 - (Chitina) [old store with faded signs for Post Office and “Curios Kodaks Drugs Stationery Magazines Candies and Cigars,” truck parked outside building] 
.2298.12 - (Chitina) [old store with faded signs for Pool Room and Olympia Beer, sign for “Chitina Townsite, Lots Sold on Easy Terms,” truck with 1943 license plate parked outside building] 
.2298.13 - (Chitina) [two men repairing a tire outside a garage, truck parked in foreground with “Are You Saved?” painted on the side] 
.2298.14 - (Chitina) [interior of building, with wood stove, couch, chair, wall clock, ceiling light fixture] 
.2298.15 - (Chitina) [old building with faded signs for Hotel Iowa and Commercial Hotel, truck parked outside building] 
.2298.16 - (Chitina) [interior of building, with bed, chair, door, possibly a hotel?] 
.2298.17 - (Chitina) [interior of building, hallway with sink and brooms, possibly a hotel?] 
.2298.18 - (Chitina) [interior of building, hallway with stairs and wooden folding chair, possibly a hotel?] 
.2298.19 - (Chitina) [frame of abandoned building, wagon wheels in foreground] 
.2298.20 - (Chitina) [frame of abandoned building, wagon wheels in foreground] 
.2298.21 - (Chitina) [field and wagon wheels in foreground, abandoned buildings in middle, mountains in distance] 
.2298.22 - (Chitina) [field and wagon wheels in foreground, abandoned buildings in middle, mountains in distance] 
.2298.23 - (Chitina) [old building with faded signs for Hotel Iowa and Commercial Hotel, wheels at left] 
.2298.24 - (Chitina) [airplane fuselage upside down in foreground, railroad car and small outbuilding in middle, abandoned building in background]
.2299.1 - (Merrill Field Tower) [several airplanes on ground, some covered, hangars at left, winter, Chugach Mountains in background]
.2299.2 - (Merrill Field searchlight) [bird’s eye view of airfield, with hangars and parked airplanes at left and runway at right, beacon light in foreground, Chugach Mountains in background]
.2299.3 - (Merrill Field searchlight) [bird’s eye view of airfield, with hangars and parked airplanes at left and runway at right, Chugach Mountains in background]
.2299.4 - (Merrill Field) [several airplanes parked outside of hangars including Star Airlines hangar, Chugach Mountains in background, spring?]
.2300.1 - (Spa in Anchorage, exterior) [1720 F St., circa 1952-1964? cf. .1987]
.2300.2 - (Spa in Anchorage, exterior) [1720 F St., circa 1952-1964?]
.2300.3 - (Spa in Anchorage, exterior) [1720 F St., circa 1952-1964?]
.2300.4 - (Spa in Anchorage, exterior) [1720 F St., circa 1952-1964?]
.2301 - [view down tracks to Alaska Railroad train at Anchorage depot, photographer’s shadow in foreground]
.2302.1 - [aerial view of town on water in mountainous area; Juneau?]
.2302.2 - [aerial of mountain range and unidentified glacier]
.2302.3 - [aerial of mountain range along body of water]
.2303 - (Anchorage Grocery Meat Market, view of store window, March 19, 1946) [window display with Coca-Cola and 7-Up soda bottles]
.2304.1 - (Mountain scenery along Cook Inlet) [view of Turnagain Arm, with Seward Highway at left]
.2304.2 - (Mountain scenery along Cook Inlet) [view of Turnagain Arm, with Seward Highway at left]
.2304.3 - (Mountain scenery along Cook Inlet) [Alaska Railroad train traveling along Turnagain Arm]
.2304.4 - (Mountain scenery along Cook Inlet) [Alaska Railroad train traveling along Turnagain Arm, view from top of train car?]
.2304.5 - (Mountain scenery along Cook Inlet) [Alaska Railroad train traveling along Turnagain Arm]
.2304.6 - (Mountain scenery along Cook Inlet) [Alaska Railroad train tracks and Seward Highway at right, Alaska Range in distance]
.2305 - [exterior of Federal Building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, summer, pedestrians and Jeep parked outside building]
.2306.1.1 - (Hewitt’s) [store window displays]
.2306.1.2 - (Hewitt’s) [store window displays]
.2306.1.3 - (Hewitt’s) [store window displays, Christmas display]
.2306.2.1 - (Hewitt’s) [interior with display cases, jewelry]
.2306.2.2 - (Hewitt’s) [interior with saleswoman helping female patron, View Master display at left]
.2306.2.3 - (Hewitt’s) [interior with saleswoman helping female patron, View Master display at left]
.2306.2.4 - (Hewitt’s) [interior view down aisle with goods]
.2306.2.5 - (Hewitt’s) [interior with magazine racks and paintings on display]
.2306.3 - (Hewitt’s) [interior with display cases]
.2306.4 - (Hewitt’s) [interior with saleswoman helping female patron at cosmetics counter. cf. 2306.2]
.2307.1.1 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue at night, automobiles and pedestrians on street, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner above]
.2307.1.2 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue at night, automobiles on street, neon signs for businesses including Polar Bar and Anchorage Grill]
.2307.2 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue at E Street at night, Hewitt’s windows at left, looking east]
.2307.3 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue at E Street at night, looking east, with automobiles and business signs]
.2307.4 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue at E Street at night, looking east, with automobiles and signs for businesses including Anchorage Grill and Coffey Simpson Insurance]
.2307.5 - [street scene of Fourth Avenue at E Street at night, looking southwest, with signs for businesses including Rexall Drugs and 4th Avenue Theater]
.2308 - (APU Grant Hall) [exterior of Grant Hall in winter, with flagpole, Alaska Methodist University. Color transparency]
.2309 - [Anchorage International Airport with control tower, Cordova Airlines airplane on tarmac, Chugach Mountains in distance. Pre-1964. color transparency]
.2310.1 - [bird’s eye view of Anchorage looking northwest at sunset, water tower in distance at right]
.2310.2 - [bird’s eye view of Anchorage looking east to Chugach Mountains at sunset?]
.2311.1 - (City of Juneau, view from roof top, September 23, 1941) [A-J Mine in distance at right]
.2311.2 - (City of Juneau, Broadway Cab with mountain and lake in scene, September 23, 1941)
.2312.1 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, exterior of office, May 9, 1951) [business with loading dock area next to Alaska Railroad tracks, garage area at right, automobile parked outside]
.2312.2 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, exterior of office, May 9, 1951) [rear of business next to Alaska Railroad tracks, buildings on bluff above]
.2312.3 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, exterior of office, May 9, 1951) [business with loading dock area, truck parked in bay]
.2312.4 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, exterior of office, May 9, 1951) [business with loading dock area]
.2312.5 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, exterior of office, May 9, 1951) [business with loading dock area, truck parked in bay]
.2312.6 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, exterior of warehouse, May 9, 1951) [long warehouse building between two sets of Alaska Railroad tracks, crane at right, automobiles parked outside building]
.2312.7 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, exterior of warehouse, May 9, 1951) [railroad and equipment yard, Ship Creek area, Anchorage]
.2312.8 – [missing]
2312.9 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, exterior of office, May 9, 1951) [business with loading dock area next to Alaska Railroad tracks, garage area at right, automobiles parked outside, buildings on bluff above]
2312.10 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, interior of office, May 9, 1951) [women sitting at desks with office equipment]
2312.11 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, interior of office, May 9, 1951) [women sitting at desks with office equipment]
2312.12 - (Alaskan Merchandisers, interior of office, May 9, 1951) [woman sitting at desk sorting cards, with telephone at left and typewriter next to filing cabinets at right]
2313 - (Native masks) [still life with two masks set on table]
2314 - (Copper Center Lodge) [view down gravel road to roadhouse at Copper Center, mountains in distance]
2315 - (Alaska Railroad, end of train) [four-car train on tracks through brush, including tank car and open car carrying gravel]
2316.1 - (Bob Hall’s planes) [modern copy neg of album page holding six photographs including two labeled Star Air Service Plane and Dorbrandt’s Plane]
2316.2 - (Bob Hall’s planes) [modern copy neg of album page holding six photographs of airplanes and ships labeled “The U.S.S. Gannet and Two Amphibian Planes by Bob Hall Moose Pass” and “1929 Surveyed the Tongass Forest”]
2317.1 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock]
2317.2 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock]
2317.3 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock. Has print]
2317.4 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock]
2317.5 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, cafeteria area]
2317.6 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, three men at microphone, one wearing bowling shirt with “Bill” on pocket and shoulder patch reading “League [?] 1951”]
2317.7 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, cafeteria area. Has print]
2317.8 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock. Has print]
2317.9 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock. Has print]
2317.10 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, sign, temperature 83) [has print]
2317.11 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, sign, temperature 83) [two automobiles, one pulling trailer, near sign]
2317.12 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, sign, temperature 83)
2317.13 - (Hollywood Shopping Center, Anchor Bowling Alley, Ed Suddach, interior) [i.e. Edwin Suddock]
.2318.1 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, boiler or furnace machinery]
.2318.2 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, shelving and conveyor belt holding boxes of goods and food including Lipton Tea Bags, Post’s Raisin Bran, King Oscar Sardines, Lipton Noodle Soup Mix, Cream of Rice, Quick Quaker Oats, yellow corn meal]
.2318.3 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, looking out of truck interior along ramp moving boxes of goods into warehouse, including Stokely’s Bartlett Pears]
.2318.4 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, conveyor belt moving boxes of goods and food down from loading area into warehouse, including cartons of Sweetex, Baker’s Coconut, and Stokely’s Catsup]
.2318.5 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, conveyor belt moving boxes of goods and food down from loading area into warehouse, including cartons of Sweetex, Baker’s Coconut, and Stokely’s Catsup]
.2318.6 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, boxes of goods and food on conveyor belt and in piles, including cartons of Wesson Oil and Red Heart Dog Food]
.2318.7 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, men standing next to boxes of goods and food on conveyor belt and in piles, including cartons of Libby’s Tomato Juice, Stokely’s Apple Sauce, Wesson Oil, and Mazola Refined Corn Oil]
.2318.8 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, men standing next to boxes of goods and food on conveyor belt and in piles, including cartons of Libby’s Tomato Juice, Stokely’s Apple Sauce, Wesson Oil, and Mazola Refined Corn Oil]
.2318.9 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, boxes of goods and food on conveyor belt and in piles, including cartons of Wesson Oil and Red Heart Dog Food]
.2318.10 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, looking out of truck interior along ramp moving boxes of goods into warehouse, including Stokely’s Bartlett Pears]
.2318.11 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, conveyor belt moving boxes of goods and food down from loading area into warehouse, including cartons of Stokely’s Firestone Peaches and Purex]
.2318.12 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, man standing next to boxes of goods and food in piles in loading bay area, including cartons of Crisco, Albers Quick Oats, and Friskies Dog Food]
.2318.13 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, truck parked in loading dock area]
.2318.14 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, boxes of goods and food on conveyor belt and in piles, including cartons of Campbell’s Soups]
.2318.15 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, shelving and conveyor belt holding boxes of goods and food including Lipton Tea Bags, Post’s Raisin Bran, King Oscar Sardines, Lipton Noodle Soup Mix, Cream of Rice, Quick Quaker Oats, yellow corn meal]
.2318.16 - (Ed Suddach’s Warehouse, interior, April 25, 1951) [i.e. Edwin Suddock, man standing next to boxes of goods and food in piles in loading bay area, including cartons of Crisco, Albers Quick Oats, and Friskies Dog Food]
.2319 - (Spenard Road, Anchorage) [automobiles driving on street, with guardrail at left and city buildings in background]
.2320 - [bird’s eye view of the Alaska Railroad Headquarters and depot at Anchorage, looking northwest to Chugach Mountains, automobiles parked in lot near station. Has prints]
.2321.1 - (Boats in water near cannery) [small vessels including the Putter at dock in small boat harbor, houses and town buildings on bluff in background. Has print]
.2321.2 - (Boats in water near cannery) [small vessels tied near shore, dock at left, reeds in foreground, commercial buildings and utility poles in background. Has print]
.2321.3 - (Boats in water near cannery) [small vessels tied near shore, dock at left, dry dock (?) in foreground, commercial buildings in background. Has print]
.2321.4 - (Boats in water near cannery) [small vessels at dock in small boat harbor, commercial buildings in background. Has print]
.2321.5 - (View from cannery of shore) [bird’s eye view of small boat harbor with commercial buildings on dock and freighters anchored further out. Has print]
.2321.6 - (View from cannery of shore) [bird’s eye view of small boat harbor with commercial buildings on dock and freighters anchored further out. Has print]
.2321.7 - (Boats and cabin near shore) [dory pulled onto grassy shore next to building, docks and bluff in background. Has prints]
.2321.8 - (Sunset view near cannery) [has print]
.2321.9 - (Sunset view near cannery) [has print]
.2321.10 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Boats in water near cannery) [steamship at dock near building, two people walking on breakwater, bluff in background. modern copy neg]
.2322 - [twin-propeller taildragger airplane on field, automobile parked nearby, another airplane visible at right. cf. 2286]
.2323 - (Scenery, mountains from air) [bird’s eye view of valley from snowy ridgeline]
.2324 - Hewitt. Rev. Dermot O’Flanagan (Bishop O’Flanagan) [color transparency; has prints]
.2325.1 - (Construction of Minnesota Bypass at Spenard Road, 1966) [intersection of dirt roads, with stop light, utility poles, gas stations on both sides of street. Has print]
.2325.2 - (Construction of Minnesota Bypass at Spenard Road, 1966, Hewitt’s New Store) [automobiles parked outside of brick building along road and sidewalk under construction, ha print]
.2325.3 - (Construction of Minnesota Bypass at Spenard Road, 1966) [view down road lined with buildings and utility poles, stop sign in foreground. Has print]
.2325.4 - (Construction of Minnesota Bypass at Spenard Road, 1966, Hewitt’s Bus) [Volkswagen bus parked outside of new Hewitt’s store along road and sidewalk under construction, houses visible across street. Has print]
.2325.5 - (Construction of Minnesota Bypass at Spenard Road, 1966, Hewitt’s New Store) [man inside store under construction; in 2014, man identified as Lu Liston]
.2325.6 - (New Hewitt’s Store at corner Minnesota Bypass and Spenard Road, 1966, Sam McClain and Edna Liston in Hewitt’s Drug) [man and woman at counter in store. Has print]
.2325.7 - (Construction of Minnesota Bypass at Spenard Road, 1966) [automobiles at intersection of dirt roads, with stop light, Chevron gas station. Has print]
.2325.8 - (Construction of Minnesota Bypass at Spenard Road, 1966, Hewitt’s New Store) [automobiles parked outside of brick building with signs for Hewitt’s Drugs and Hobby Lobby, road under construction. Has print]
.2326 - [husky dog portrait]
.2327 - [husky dog portrait]
.2328 - [husky dog portrait]
.2329 - [husky dog portrait]
.2330.1 - Kobuk Dog [portrait of husky, vignette]
.2330.2 - [portrait of husky, vignette. copy neg. cf. 2330.1]
.2331 - [painting of Alaska Native man in parka with beaded ties. copy neg]
.2332 - (Alyeska, winter road and mountain, 69-8) [color transparency]
.2333 - (Lake Spenard, 1940s) [sunbathers and swimmers in Lake Spenard, with Chugach Mountains in background. color transparency]
.2334.1 - (Recreational fishing for tourists out of Seward) [view of glacier from water. color 35mm neg]
.2334.2 - (Recreational fishing for tourists out of Seward) [fishing boat in Resurrection Bay. color 35mm neg]
.2334.3 - (Recreational fishing for tourists out of Seward) [fishing boat in Resurrection Bay. color 35mm neg]
.2335.1 - [street scene, Fourth Avenue at F Street looking east, military truck parked at right, automobiles and pedestrians passing businesses including Friedman’s Jewelers, H. Seidenverg Clothier, Ship Creek Meat Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Rexall Drugs. circa 1942?]
.2335.2 - [military truck parked outside Anchorage City Hall, Fourth Avenue. circa 1942?]
.2336.1 - [street scene, Fourth Avenue at F Street looking west, military truck parked at left, automobiles and pedestrians passing businesses including Friedman’s Jewelers, The Gitchell, and the federal building. circa 1942?]
.2336.2 - [man standing in doorway of business on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with signs for KFQD and Ray Peterson’s Flying Service]
.2338 - Camped in the dead forest under the crater of Katmai Volcano. c. Roy Gilley, Guide, Kodiak, Alaska [deteriorated nitrate negative. Has copy print]
.2342 - Fumaroles on the side of Novarupta, Valley of 10,000 Smokes. c. Roy Gilley, Guide, Kodiak, Alaska [deteriorated nitrate negative. Has copy print]
.2348.1 - (Alaska Railroad) [view down side of train crossing wooden trestle in winter. mounted color transparency]
.2348.2 - (Alaska Railroad) [view of wooden trestle mountainous area in winter. mounted color transparency]
.2349 – [missing]

[8 x 10 negatives]
.2350 – (First National Bank, Anchorage) [interior]
.2351 - (First National Bank, Anchorage) [interior. Has print dated November 1935]
.2352 - (First National Bank, Anchorage) [exterior. Has print dated “probably 1935”]
.2355 - Alaska’s brown bombers. c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Johnson #8) [three brown bears in woods]
.2356 – (Alaska’s brown bombers, vertical. Johnson #1) [three brown bears in woods. Transparency]
.2357 – (Alaska’s brown bombers, vertical. Johnson #1) [three brown bears in woods. Horizontal. Transparency]
.2358 - Alaska brown bear. Bragaw’s 66. [bear on beach]
.2359 - A hot lunch in Alaska. Bragaw’s [reindeer calf nursing, surrounded by herd. neg deteriorated]
.2360 - The Boss of the herd. Bragaw’s [bull reindeer, surrounded by herd. neg deteriorated]
.2361 - Alaska sled reindeer. [reindeer in harness on trail. neg deteriorated; has print]
.2362 – (Bragaw 104) [moose in lake near reeds. Cf. 203]
.2363 – (Bragaw 104) [moose in lake near reeds. Not same as .2362. has print]
.2364 – “A Denali Ram,” Joseph S. Dixon 1926 [Dall sheep]
.2365 – (Star Airways, airplane with furs - Seattle Fur Exchange, L13) [Bellanca CH-300 Pacemaker airplane with tail number NC690E and Star Airlines logo draped with furs, snowshoes, bundles, and box labeled “Seattle Fur Exch Seattle Wn” in front of airplane. Has copy print]
.2366 - (Star Airways, airplane with furs - Seattle Fur Exchange, L13) [Bellanca CH-300 Pacemaker airplane with tail number NC690E and Star Airlines logo draped with furs,
snowshoes, bundles, and box labeled “Seattle Fur Exch Seattle Wn” in front of airplane. Has copy print.

.2367 - [Star Airways model airplane suspended over newspapers. Has copy print]


.2369 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska (Aviation, Pacific Alaska Airways, L4) [man wearing fur parka, pants, and mittens standing in front of airplane on skis with tail number NC-9745, possibly Fairchild 71, in winter]

.2370 – (Pacific Alaska Airways) [priest, man wearing parka with fur ruff, and man wearing fur parka and pants standing in front of airplane, probably same plane as in .2369; in 2014, man at left tentatively identified as Bishop Robert Dermot O’Flanagan, airplane as Fairchild 71]

.2371 - (Pacific Alaska Airways) [man wearing parka with fur ruff, and man wearing fur parka and pants standing in front of airplane, same plane as in .2369]

.2372 – (Pacific Alaska Airways, U.S. mail planes at Lake Hood, L6) [three Pacific International Airways floatplanes with PIA logo parked on shoreline, nearest one with tail number NC-259]

.2373 - (Pacific Alaska Airways, U.S. mail planes at Lake Hood with crew, L9) [three Pacific International Airways floatplanes with PIA logo parked on shoreline, nearest one with tail number NC-259, seven people standing on floats]

.2374 – (Pacific Alaska Airways) [four men standing on skis of airplane marked “Fleetster,” winter, two of the men possibly Jack Morton and Ollie Ames]

.2375 – (Pacific Alaska Airways, at Lake Hood, Mat (?) Flanigan, Charlie Goldstein, Juneau furrier, L9) [two men standing on floats of airplane with PIA logo marked “U.S. Mail”]

.2376 – (Pacific Alaska Airways, single plane) [rear view of airplane with number NC750V at Merrill Field in winter, Chugach Mountains in distance. cf. 2378, 2384]

.2377 – Hewitt’s, Washburn Photo. (Pacific Alaska Airways) [seven people posed on floats of airplane. caption on edge of neg]

.2378 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop (Pacific Alaska Airways, single plane) [front view of airplane with number NC750V at Merrill Field in winter, Chugach Mountains in distance. Cf. 2376, 2384]

.2379 – (Pacific Alaska Airways, single plane with crew) [11 people posed in front of airplane parked in front of hangar. Has copy print]

.2380 – (Pacific Alaska Airways, pilot Harry Blunt in parka) [formal portrait]

.2381 – (Pacific Alaska Airways, pilot Harry Blunt in suit) [formal portrait]

.2382 - (Pacific Alaska Airways, pilot Harry Blunt in suit) [formal portrait]

.2383 – (Pacific Alaska Airways, planes at Merrill Field, Fairchild 71s) [five airplanes parked on field, winter, Chugach Mountains in distance. cf. 2385]

.2384 – (Pacific Alaska Airways, Consolidated Fleetster) [rear view of airplane with number NC750V at Merrill Field in winter, Chugach Mountains in distance. cf. 2376, 2378]

.2385 - (Pacific Alaska Airways, planes at Merrill Field, Consolidated Fleetsters) [five airplanes parked on field, winter, Chugach Mountains in distance. cf. 2383]
.2386 – (Pacific Alaska Airways, Consolidated Fleetster, L7 PAA3) [airplane on skis with tail number NC750V at Merrill Field in winter, Chugach Mountains in background]
.2387 – (Aviation, Pacific Alaska Airways, single plane with crew) [eight men standing in front of an airplane, winter. Cf. 2368]
.2388 – (McGee Airways with Koslosky’s Furs, L15) [side view of airplane draped with furs, hangar behind]
.2389 – (McGee Airways with Koslosky’s Furs, L15) [oblique rear view of airplane draped with furs, hangar behind]
.2390 – (McGee Airways with Koslosky’s Furs, L15) [side view of airplane draped with furs, hangar behind]
.2391 – (Merrill Field, L3) [airplanes and hangars in winter, tracks in snow in foreground, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.2392 – (Merrill Field, L3) [distant view of airplanes and hangars in winter]
.2393 – (Eielson/Crosson Air Group, Noel Wien pilot, searching for Ben Eielson, 1929, L11) [man wearing fur parka, pants, and mittens standing next to airplane with logo “Yukon”]
.2394 – [missing]
.2395 - Christmas Day at Anchorage. G.L.J. 157 (Sled dog team on Romig Hill) [cf. .2400, .2958]
.2396 - [Sled dog team on Romig Hill?]
.2397 - Alaska Malamute Team. Geo. L. Johnson (Sled dog team on Romig Hill)
.2398 - [Sled dog team on Romig Hill?]
.2399 - Alaska Wilds. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Sled dog team on Romig Hill? Has print with no caption]
.2401 – [dog team stopped on winter trail. Copy neg]
.2402 – “Mush On.” Bragaw [sled dog team]
.2403 - [Sled dog team. Cf. 2401]
.2405 - Trappers Cabin. c. Hewitt’s Photo Shop Anchorage [dog team and couple outside cabin. has print with no caption]
.2406 – [Sled dog team. Johnson or Bragaw? Cf #8G Malamute Chorus]
.2407 - Anchorage Frost. Geo. L. Johnson [road in winter. Has print with no caption and stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2408 - Anchorage Frost. Geo. L. Johnson [trees in winter]
.2409 - [Trees in frost. Probably George L. Johnson. Damaged negative]
.2410 - Anchorage Frost. Geo. L. Johnson [trees in winter]
.2411 - The Arctic Highway. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, #8 [trees in frost]
.2412 - [Ship Creek in winter]
.2413.1 – (Aerial of Knik Glacier and Mt. Washburn. Washburn, 1938) [has prints, one with caption: Matanuska Valley, McKinley, Russel, Foraker, Washburn Photo #1. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska.
.2413.2 – (Aerial of Knik Glacier and Mt. Washburn. Washburn, 1938, 2)
.2417 – 6. (Aerial of Knik Glacier. Washburn, 1938)
.2418 – 7. (Aerial of Mt. Washburn. Washburn, 1938)
.2419 – 10. (Aerial of Knik Glacier and Mt. Washburn. Washburn, 1938)
.2420 – Hewitt’s Anchorage. 11 (Aerial of Knik Glacier and Mt. Washburn. Washburn, 1938)
.2421 – Hewitt’s. Washburn (Aerial of Knik Glacier and Lake George. Washburn, 1938)
.2422 – Hewitt’s. Washburn (Aerial of Mt. Washburn. Washburn, 1938) [has print]
.2423 – (Aerial of Knik Glacier and Mt. Washburn. Washburn, 1938) [has print labeled Photo By Brad Washburn]
.2424 - 116 (Weber home, summer) [house with log fence. Has print]
.2425 – 117 (Weber home, summer) [house with log fence]
.2526.1 - Mt. McKinley. Hewitt’s Photo Shop Anchorage. [lake in foreground]
.2526.2 - [Mt. McKinley, lake in foreground]
.2526.3 - [Mt. McKinley, lake in foreground]
.2527 - Mt. McKinley from the Alaska R.R. Geo. L. Johnson [view down tracks, utility poles at left]
.2528 - [Mt. McKinley, lake in foreground, vignette]
.2529 - Mt. McKinley, Alaska 20,300 ft. c. Johnson, Anchorage [negative damaged]
.2530 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop Anchorage (Aerial of Mt. McKinley) [negative damaged]
.2531.1 - Mt. McKinley - 20,300 ft. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage
.2531.2 - Mt. McKinley. c. Bragaw’s 126 [has print with caption Mt. McKinley, c. Bragaw’s]
.2531.3 - Mt. McKinley - 20,300 ft. 167 [Bragaw’s]
.2532.1 - Mt. Foraker, Alaska 17,100 ft. c. G.L. Johnson [negative brittle and cracking]
.2532.2 - Mt. Foraker, Mt. McKinley - Elv. 20,380 ft. Bragaw [aerial]
.2533 - Mt. Blackburn - 225 - Aero 2 [?] - f4.5 (August 1938) [caption on edge of neg]
.2535.1 - An Alaskan beauty. Bragaw’s 43 [girl in parka]
.2535.2 - A Sunflower of the North. Bragaw’s. [similar to .2335.1]
.2536 – [missing]
.2537 - A rose of the Northland. Bragaw’s 34. [girl in parka]
.2538.1 - Yukon Princess. Geo. L. Johnson. [girl in parka standing outdoors]
.2539 - [Girl in parka]
.2540 - An Eskimo mother’s pride. Hewitt’s Photo Shop Anchorage. [mother and child wearing fur parkas posed in studio, grass basket at right]
.2541 - Madonna of the North. Bragaw’s [Alaska Native woman in fur parka carrying baby. negative damaged; has print]
.2542 - An Eskimo family. Bragaw’s [group portrait in studio. Cf. 2540, 2544, 2547]
.2543 – [missing]
.2544 - An Eskimo mother’s pride. Hewitt’s Photo Shop Anchorage. [Small child in parka near grass basket. Neg deteriorated]
.2545 - An Arctic cherub. Bragaw’s 47 [Cf. 2544]
.2546 - An Eskimo mother. Bragaw’s 38. [formal portrait of woman in fur parka]
.2547 - Eskimo family. Bragaw’s 41. [cf. 2542]
.2548 - An Eskimo mother and babies. Bragaw’s 46. [cf. 2542, 2547]
.2549 – [missing]
.2550 – [missing]
.2551 - An Arctic kewpie. Bragaw’s 48. [Small child in parka near grass basket. Cf. 2544]
.2552 - [full-length portrait of woman in parka and mukluks standing indoors]
.2553 – [missing]
.2554.1 – (Off to the potlatch, by Sydney Laurence)
.2554.2 - (Off to the potlatch, by Sydney Laurence)
.2554.3 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop Anchorage (Off to the potlatch, by Sydney Laurence)
.2554.4 - (Off to the potlatch, by Sydney Laurence)
.2555.1 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop Anchorage (Cache, by Sydney Laurence)
.2556 – Sydney Laurence [painting of cache]
.2557.1 - Sydney Laurence [painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2557.2 - Sydney Laurence [painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2557.3 - Sydney Laurence [painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2557.4 - Sydney Laurence [painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2557.5 - Sydney Laurence, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2558 - Sydney Laurence [painting of man near fire and cache on water]
.2559 - Sydney Laurence [painting of man near fire and cache with mountains]
.2560.1 – [Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2560.2 - [Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2561 – 139 [painting of pine and birch tree]
.2562.1 – By Sydney Laurence [painting of man near fire and cache on water]
.2562.2 – 4. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage. By Sydney Laurence [painting of man near fire and cache on water]
.2563.1 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2563.2 - [Sydney Laurence painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2564 – [painting of cabin on winter creek]
.2565 – Sydney Laurence [painting of cabin on winter creek]
.2566 - [painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2567 - [painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2568.1 – By Geo. L. Johnson [painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2568.2 - By Geo. L. Johnson [painting of Mt. McKinley]
.2569 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (#16 General View Campus) [Eklutna Industrial School complex]
.2570 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (6, dining table, teachers) [group gathered for meal at table in dining room, Eklutna Industrial School]
.2571 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (9, Demonstration class) [interior of classroom at Eklutna Industrial School, with teacher standing near table of students in front of blackboard, other students at desks, clock and portrait of George Washington on wall]
.2572 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (10, Demonstration class & observers) [interior of classroom at Eklutna Industrial School, with adults sitting at desks in back rows, students in other desks]
.2573 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (11, Demonstration class & observers) [interior of classroom at Eklutna Industrial School, with adults sitting at desks in back rows, students in other desks, windows at right]
.2574 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (8, Interior dormitory room) [interior with two single beds, one chair, radiator, window, Eklutna Industrial School]
.2575 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (7, Interior tent) [interior of walled tent with two single beds, table, mirror, Eklutna Industrial School]
.2576 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [Cook Inlet sunset]
.2578 - Sunset Land - Anchorage, Alaska. c. Geo. L. Johnson, Anchorage, Alaska, 107 [freighter passing by. Has print with no caption and stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2579 - Anchorage sunset, Alaska. c. G.L. Johnson, Anchorage, Alaska, 108 [neg deteriorated; has print with no caption]
.2580 - Mt. Edgecumbe, Sitka, Alaska, 152. [Damaged negative; has print]
.2581 – (City girls’ basketball team, 1936-37, Sally’s Sweet Shoppe) [group portrait of team in uniform with coach]
.2582 – (City girls’ basketball team, 1936-37, Sally’s Sweet Shoppe) [group portrait of team in uniform with coach]
.2583 – (Elks bowling teams, 1937, Anchorage – Juneau) [group portrait of 13 men with bowling ball and two pins]
.2584 – (Elks bowling teams, 1937, Anchorage – Juneau) [group portrait of 13 men with bowling ball and two pins]
.2585 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Wasilla women’s basketball team, Feb. 1937) [group portrait of team in uniform with coach]
.2586 - Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage (Wasilla men’s basketball team, 1937) [group portrait of team in uniform with coaches]
.2587 – Fairbanks Brown Bears – 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of men’s basketball team in uniform with coach]
.2588 - Fairbanks Brown Bears – 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of men’s basketball team in uniform with coach]
.2589 - Fairbanks High School basketball team - 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of team in uniform with coach]
.2590 - Fairbanks High School basketball team - 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [group portrait of team in uniform with coach]
.2591 – (Viola Davis) [studio portrait]
.2592.1a – (June Irving) [studio portrait]
.2592.1b - (June Irving) [studio portrait]
.2592.2a - (June Irving) [studio portrait]
.2592.2b - (June Irving) [studio portrait]

Print Photographs
8 x 10 Prints of negatives
B1: 1-1673
B2: 1687-2599
8 × 10 Prints without negatives
[missing numbers assigned to prints for which negatives were located]
.2614 – [Anchorage aerial looking west to Cook Inlet, dated 1953 on verso]
.2615 – Alaska Railroad, Anchorage freight yards. Photo by Hewitt’s Drug Store Studio, Anchorage, Alaska. Credit line Lu Liston [man hanging off ladder on Mt. McKinley Route car]
.2616 – Alaska R.R. depot at Anchorage, WWII. Lu Liston [passengers on platform next to Alaska Railroad headquarters building, automobiles in parking lot]
.2619 – Lu Liston Photo 1946 [exterior of Hewitt’s Drug Store in Bevers & Pfeil Building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, signs for businesses including Anchorage Appliance, Cheechako Tavern, Alaska Airlines]
.2623 – Hewitt’s Drug Store 1948 [interior of store with magazine racks. Photo by Lu Liston]
.2627 – [exterior of National Bank of Alaska, with automobiles on street in foreground]
.2628 – [exterior of Hill Building, with automobiles on street in foreground]
.2629 – [exterior of First National Bank, corner of 5th Avenue and G Street, scaffolding on building under construction]
.2632 – [exterior of Anchorage Hotel on E Street, dandelions on hill in foreground]
.2636 – Church in Anchorage. Photo by Hewitt’s Drug Store Studio, Anchorage, Alaska. Credit line Lu Liston [people walking up steps of Holy Family Cathedral]
.2637 – Christmas Eve, Holy Family Church, church interior. Photo by Hewitt’s Drug Store Studio, Anchorage, Alaska. Credit line Lu Liston [bird’s eye view of congregation]
.2639 – Public school interior in Anchorage. Photo by Hewitt’s Drug Store Studio, Anchorage, Alaska. Credit line Lu Liston [Government Hill school classroom with students at desks, teacher at desk in back]
.2641 – Lu Liston Photo [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east to McKinley Apartments, signs for businesses including D & D Café and Denali Theater. cf,.1977]
.2642 – [same as .2641]
.2640 – 1957 Rendezvous crowd, 4th at E St. Lu Liston [bird’s eye view of Fur Rendezvous spectators on City Hall lawn, KENI-TV cameraman on top of truck at left, view looking east down Fourth Avenue to McKinley Apartments]
.2648 – Lido Café fire [winter street scene looking east down Fourth Avenue to McKinley Apartments, smoke plume over street, signs for businesses including Hofbrau, Kennedy Hardware, D & D Café. Cf. 2650]
.2650.1 – Lido Café fire [clouds of smoke]
.2650.2 – “Lido” Café fire [spectators gathered outside building with smoke pouring out of windows, man at left with camera]
2650.3 – [Lido Café fire? Three firemen with hoses on snowbank outside of building]
2650.4 – Lido Café fire. Lu Liston Photo [blurry image of firemen outside building]
2651 – Lido Café fire, Au. 1949 [three firemen with hoses, possibly on roof]
2652.1 – Army/Navy Surplus fire. Lu Liston Photo [three firemen with hoses, one putting on mask, outside building in winter]
.2652.2 – Army/Navy Surplus fire [firemen with hoses in snow]
.2657 – Sunset Motors [six mechanics and six vehicles on lift in automotive garage]
.2658 – Oil storage tanks in Anchorage. Photo by Hewitt’s Drug Store Studio, Anchorage, Alaska. Credit line Lu Liston [close-up of tanks]
.2660 – Lu Liston Photo [view of ship wake from stern with American flag, mountains in distance]
.2661 – Low tide on Cook’s Inlet means treacherous mud flats, Ship Creek. Lu Liston Photo [wooden piers at end of dock at mouth of Ship Creek]
.2664 – [sailboat at anchor off stone breakwall. Color print; print date Sep 73]
.2666 – First crane on city dock [men walking behind load of lumber being lifted by hoisting machinery at Port of Anchorage]
.2667 – First crane on city dock [hoisting machinery at Port of Anchorage]
.2668 – Hewitt’s Photos, Anchorage, Alaska [three men assisting another man in getting into diving suit]
.2669 – Hewitt’s Photos, Anchorage, Alaska [diver being lowered into water from dock]
.2670 – [Ford truck with 1949 Alaska license plate and “L & G 1265” stenciled on door]
.2671 – [view through piers to Port of Anchorage sign, tops of cranes, and American flag pole]
.2672 – Lu Liston Photo [docks and cannery buildings at mouth of Ship Creek at low tide, with fishing boats including Giant II tied at dock, Cook Inlet in distance. dated “1944?” on verso. Cf. 2673]
.2673 – Boats unloading during low tide in Anchorage, note small channel, at Emard’s Cannery. Lu Liston Photo [similar to .2672]
.2674 – Cannery at Anchorage on Cook’s Inlet, notice fish nets being redipped & drying. Lu Liston Photo [cannery buildings at left, one with sign for General Fish Co., nets hanging at right]
.2675 – [Alagco crane at dock with ship Kevalaska in foreground]
.2676 – [cannery buildings, storage tanks, and cranes at docks, Port of Anchorage?]
.2677 – [view from one dock across to another with Port of Anchorage sign on building, cranes on dock at left, barge out of Pasco, Wash., tied to dock]
.2678 – [hoisting machinery at Port of Anchorage. cf. .2667]
.2679 – [hoisting machinery at Port of Anchorage. cf. 2677]
.2680 – Sterling Diesel tractor and lowe bed trailer transporting a cat on the Alaska Highway. This picture has been censored and released for publication. Photo by Lu Liston, Juneau, Alaska [circa 1943]
.2681 – The Baranof at Seward. Sidney Hamilton, Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [steamship at dock]
.2682 – [close-up of top of utility pole]
.2683 – [hand-colored portrait of dog]
.2684 – Bull moose, cow and calf crossing Tustumena Lake, distance across 5 miles, Fall 1929. Ted Hershey [three moose swimming in Tustumena Lake]
.2688 – [dog team pulling female musher and female passenger in sled basket along winter trail in Anchorage, Chugach Mountains in distance]
2691 – [dog on chain outdoors in winter]
2692 – “Ruff.” Lu Liston [dog portrait]
2692.1 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop [bear cub in pot on grassy beach with water in background. Cf. 1363]
2692.2 – Alaska brown bear cubs, 6 months old [two bear cubs wearing collars playing on sandbags on beach with water in background]
2729 – Lu Liston Photo [buildings in Hatcher Pass in winter]
2733 – Governor’s mansion, 1940 [exterior]
2735 – Bob Reeve (right), General ? (middle) [three men posed with bear pelt and measuring stick. Cf. 2206]
2736 – Ptarmigan hunting above the timberline, Chugach Mt. Ken Hinchey (mayor). Lu Liston Photo [man holding rifle and two dead birds]
2737 – GI engineer, ARR [Alaska Railroad engineer in car]
2740 – School youths during Fire Prev. Week. Lee Field. Photo by Hewitt’s Drug Store Studio, credit line Lu Liston [three young men in Boy Scouts uniforms and hard hats standing atop fire truck]
2742 – N.W. Air Transport crew, Westward Lobby Hotel, Aug. 28, 1945. Photo by Lu Liston, Juneau, Alaska [woman and several men in uniform in hotel lobby, some smoking cigarettes]
2743 – Lee Field [two young men in Boy Scouts uniforms at desk in office]
2744 – Jack Barrette at Liberty Falls [man fishing at falls along Richardson Highway, Jack Barrett]
2746 – [Elmer Rasmuson seated at desk]
2747 – Judge Ed Davis [studio portrait]
2748 – “1959’ers” arrive Anchorage [crowd gathered around men at microphones, three people with cameras at left. Clipping with definition of “Fifty-Niner” pasted to verso: homesteaders who came to Alaska at statehood]
2749 – [studio portrait of unidentified man with long sideburns]
2750 – [studio portrait of unidentified man with full beard]
2752 – Fall harvest in Matanuska Valley, Chugach Mt. in background. Lu Liston Photo [hay stacks in field in foreground, homestead buildings in background, mountains in distance]
2753 – Portage Valley [several families fishing or walking along creek, mountains in background]
2754 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop [Mount McKinley]
2755 – Alaska Highway. Lu Liston Photo [view down gravel road in winter to curve, mountains in background]
2756 – [Knik Bridge with trees on slope in background, automobile on road]
2758 – Seward Hi-way Trail Lake [view down gravel road with lake at left, mountains in distance, Seward Highway]
2759 – Trail Lake, Moose Pass, AK [bird’s eye view of lake and treed slopes]
.2763 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop [bird’s eye view of valley with steaming fumaroles. Note on verso: “Katmai? Father Hubbard”]
.2764 – [same as .2763]
.2765 – Valley 10 Thousand Smokes, Father Hubbard picture. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [steaming fumarole in Valley of 10,000 Smokes, Katmai]
.2766 – [scenic with lake, small pine tree in foreground, snow on mountains in distance]
.2767 – Winter highways in Alaska, near Portage, Alaska. Photo by Hewitt’s Drug Store Studio, credit line Lu Liston [view down snowy road in flat area, mountains in distance, Seward Highway?]
.2769 – Portage Glacier Road [view down gravel road to mountains and glacier, Volkswagen Beetle on road]
.2772 – Matanuska Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
.2773 – [same as .2772]
.2775 – Matanuska Glacier. Hewitt’s Photo Shop
.2777 – Lions Club party. Lu Liston, Anchorage, AK [man in Army uniform talking with woman next to sign reading “Yard Limit”]
.2778 – Lions Club dance [couples dancing, men in Army uniforms]
.2779 – Lions Club, entertaining the troops, ARR depot, 1944 [crowd gathered around two men in Army uniforms standing at microphone, large plaque and American flag on wall, sign for “Dining Car” at right, “Derail” at left]
.2781 – Ingrid Bergman and Harry Lucus, Mayor of Juneau, WWII, 1941. Lu Liston, Anchorage, AK [Bergman in short fur parka receiving small carved totem from mayor]
.2782 – Ingrid Bergman with the troops in Juneau, WWII. (Wally Wallenstein was in charge of the port.) Lu Liston, Anchorage, AK [Bergman sitting at table with men in Army uniforms, cups, plates, and pitchers on table]
.2783 – [man in Army uniform sweeping floor, benches along wall, sign on wall for “Running Cinder Dump,” Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage? cf. 2788]
.2784 – Miss Harriet Herning of New York, U.S.O. troop shows playing gin rummy in one of the orderly rooms after her performance at a relay station along the highway. Photo by Lu Liston, Juneau [man and woman playing cards at desk]
.2785 – Bond drive, 1944, at ARR depot, Anchorage [women and men in Army uniforms sitting around table the plates and soda bottles, chair with stencil of B.P.O.E.]
.2786 – Lions Club dance at ARR depot, WWII [crowds and couples dancing in Alaska Railroad depot in Anchorage, flags and bunting on walls, signs reading “Dining Car” and “Slow 15 mi per hr”]
.2787 – Lions Club entertaining the troops at ARR depot, Anchorage, 1944 [women and men in Army uniforms at small tables, waiters wearing white jackets, one waiter carrying tray of soda bottles, stack of Coca-Cola against wall at right]
.2788 – Clean up after the bond drive, ARR depot, 1994 [man in Army uniform sweeping floor, second man sitting on bench. cf. 2783]
.2789 – Troops coming in from Seward, 1944 [men in uniform inside railroad car]
.2790 – [same as .2789]
.2791 – First troops in Juneau passing review stand, 1941 [men in uniform parading past Nance 5-10-25 Store, Front Street]
.2792 – [two black bears playing in clearing]
.2793 – Al Chapin’s stage to Red Cross Ball, Iditarod, Alaska [horse-drawn sleigh with Lars and Elsie Ostnes, Al Shaplen, John Beaton, and others bundled under a fur blanket. Basil Clemons photographer. Copy print]
.2796 – [winter street scene, Fourth Avenue and E Street in Anchorage, snowy pine tree in foreground, Anchorage All-America City sign over street, Hewitt’s Drug Store in background]
.2798 – [Anchorage City Hall, exterior, winter]
.2799 – Bob Hall cabin on the Kenai. Lu Liston [log cabin with mountains in background]
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.2800 – Jack Barrett’s home, 3rd and F St. Hewitt’s Photo Shop, Anchorage, Alaska [house exterior in winter, night]
.2801 – Hewitt’s Photos, Anchorage, Alaska [Anchorage house exterior in winter, night]
.2804 – [close-up of metal girders in building construction]
.2805 – 49th [star], Kodiak, Alaska. Lu Liston [gravestone of an unknown solder with small American flag in grass]
.2806 – [close-up of top of totem pole, possibly Thunderbird totem]
.2809 – Hoonah 1939. Frank Wright Jr. photographer. He was cannery supt. [two Tlingit men in regalia, identified as Mark Williams (left) and Moses Smith (right). cf. 2261]
.2812 – [two rowboats and small sailboat marked “96” tied at dock, low hills across water in distance]
.2813 – [dock scene, fishing nets in foreground, fishing boats tied along dock at left, low hills across water in distance]
.2819 – Site for air base, June 13, 1940 [smoke from fires, clearing land for right-of-way or air strip in wooded area, Elmendorf Air Field?]
.2821 – Glenn Hi-way, Eagle River hill. Lu Liston Photo [view down steep grade on road to short bridge and curve beyond, mountains in distance, actually Glenn Highway crossing Peters Creek]
.2822 – [bird’s eye view of homestead in valley, buildings in middle ground, mountains in distance. “Eagle River farm” partially erased on verso]
.2823 – Kenai Lake, 1950, at “our point of view.” Hewitt’s Photos, Anchorage, Alaska [view down gravel road with lake on right, mountains in distance]
.2824 – [scenic with lake, trees, low clouds obscuring mountains in distance]
.2826 – [view down gravel road through trees, mountain in distance]
.2827 – [scenic with lake, fireweed in foreground, trees and mountains across water in distance]
.2831 – [ski tracks in snow on hillside, mountain in distance, Arctic Valley? cf. 1639]
.2833 – [aerial of mountain range]
.2834 – [two people in snow in flat area at base of mountain]
.2835 – [scenic with snow on mountain]
.2836 – [winter scenic with fir trees, mountains in distance]
.2838 – [winter scenic with open water on lake, log cabin on far shore, snow on mountains in distance]
.2839 – [four men in costumes standing next to Alaska Railroad locomotive 1050, holding up sign reading “Moose Gooser”]
.2840 – Hewitt’s Photo Shop [photograph of Sydney Laurence painting of man hauling sled towards log cabin. cf. 2137]
.2841 – [ice chunks floating in Portage Lake, with Portage Glacier and Mount Maynard. Oversize print]

8 x 10 Portrait prints
Bartlett, Bob
Dunkle, Earl Wesley
Gruening, Ernest
Hedberg, Moosemeat John. Photo taken by Sidney Hamilton
Manders, John. Sidney Hamilton Photo
Spencer, Kenneth, basso
Wade, Hugh
[Unidentified portraits, 17 men]

5 x 7 and smaller prints of negatives
B1: 1-1899
B2: 1900-2580

5 x 7 and smaller prints without negatives
B2
.2842 – [aerial of Anchorage looking west to Cook Inlet, mouth of Chester Creek]
.2843 – [aerial of Anchorage looking east from mouth of Chester Creek, smoke from brush fire in distance]
.2844 – Anchorage, Alaska #3 [aerial looking east from Cook Inlet, smoke from brush fire in distance. photographer’s name abraded on print]
.2845 – Anchorage, Alaska #4 [aerial looking west to Cook Inlet, mouth of Chester Creek at upper right. stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2846 – Anchorage, Alaska #2 [aerial looking west to Cook Inlet, mouth of Chester Creek at center]
.2847 – Alaska Railroad yards, Anchorage, Alaska #6 [aerial of railroad yards and Government Hill, 1930s?]  
.2848 – [aerial of Alaska Railroad yards and Ship Creek]
.2849 – [Hewitt’s Drugs, corner of Fourth Avenue and E Street, Anchorage, summer, with pedestrians, automobiles, and street light. Cf. 2274.1. Two copies]
.2850 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east from E Street to McKinley Apartments with Anchorage All-America City sign, automobiles passing businesses including Pacific Northern Airlines, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Alaska Airlines, Carlquist Jeweler, Florsheim Shoes, D & D Bar & Café, after 1951]
.2851 – [Fourth Avenue street scene, night, with neon signs for businesses including D & D Bar & Café, KFQD. 2 copies]
.2852 – [Fourth Avenue street scene, night, with neon signs for businesses including D & D Bar & Café, Union Club, Gooschin Jewelry]
.2853 – Anchorage looking east, 1938 [Fourth Avenue street scene, two men on sidewalk at right, signs for businesses including Ship Creek Meat Co., J. Vic Brown, Anchorage Drug Co., Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs]
.2854 – Anchorage, Alaska [Fourth Avenue street scene, sign for Empress Theater strung across street, signs for businesses including Pioneer Steam Laundry, Acme Paint Shop, Anchorage Bakery, Tent Factory, and Anchorage Grocery Co. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2855 - [street scene on Fourth Avenue looking east to Chugach Mountains, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Brown & Hawkins Corporation, Kennedy’s, Anchorage Fur Co., Peyser’s Dry Goods, Ship Creek Meat Market, Model Exchange 2nd Hand Store, Alaska Pool Room, 1920s?]
.2856 – [Anchorage City Hall, bird’s eye view looking east to Chugach Mountains, winter, automobiles in parking lot, sign for Fire Station on west end of building. 2 copies]
.2857 – Depot, Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw’s [exterior of Alaska Railroad station in winter, car on track at left, icicles on building eaves, Chugach Mountains in distance, 1930s?] 
.2858 – Chamber of Commerce, Anchorage, Alaska [Fourth Avenue, small wooden building with large windows and signs for “Bureau of Information” and “Chamber of Commerce,” building with tall tower in background, probably Anchorage Fire Department hose-drying tower]

B3
.2859 - #52. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [interior of kitchen with sink, cabinets, Anchorage City Hall? Cf. .535]
.2860 - #53. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [interior of kitchen, similar to. 2859]
.2861 – [interior of bathroom, with dual sinks, shelves, mirrors, Anchorage City Hall? Cf. .535]
.2862 - #55. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [interior stairwell with metal steps and railing, Anchorage City Hall? Cf. .535]
.2863 - #56. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [view down interior stairwell, similar to .2862]
.2864 - #57. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [interior with barred holding cells, Anchorage City Jail? Printed upside down]
.2865 - #58. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [view into barred holding cell, with bunks, sink and toilet, Anchorage City Jail?]
.2866 - #59. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [view into barred holding cell, with bunks, sink and toilet, similar to .2865]
.2867 - #60. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [interior with machinery, possibly boiler?]
.2868 - #64. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [two men standing at top of interior stairwell with metal steps and railing, Anchorage City Hall? Cf. .2862]
.2869 - #61. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [interior with Iron Fireman automatic coal burner. Cf. 1109]
.2870 - #62. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [interior with Iron Fireman automatic coal burner, similar to .2869]
.2871 - #70. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [interior with tiled floor, patterned ceiling, and windows, Anchorage City Hall? Cf. .535]
.2872 – [1952 Fur Rendezvous, two men dressed as Keystone Kops chasing man dressed as robber down Alaska Railroad tracks in Anchorage. cf. .1924]
.2873 – Turnagain, 3/27/64 [damaged homes in Turnagain, Cook Inlet in distance, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2874 – Lu Liston’s backyard, 3/27/64 [damaged homes in Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2875 – Bob Atwood’s house, 3/27/64 [damaged homes in Turnagain, Cook Inlet in distance, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2876 – Fourth Avenue, 3/27/64. Lu Liston, Anchorage, AK [street scene of Fourth Avenue, with damage to Sportsman’s Club, Frisco Bar & Café, BJ’s Billiards, Mac’s Foto, Pawn Shop Loans, Scandinavian Club & Bar, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2877 – Anchorage Grill, 3/27/64 [damage to building and to The Highland Fling, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2878 – Anchorage Grill, 3/27/64 [similar to .2877]
.2879 – Mac’s Foto, 3/27/64 [actually station wagon for McLain’s Camera Center and fissure outside of building, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2880 – Lu Liston’s Porsche behind Dr. Walkoski’s on 4th Ave., after the earthquake [automobile and wood-sided wagon on fissure behind building with No Parking sign, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2881 – [soldiers and passers-by looking at damage to J. C. Penney parking garage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2882 – [bird’s eye view from top of Anchorage Westward Hotel showing damage to J. C. Penney parking garage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2883 – [bird’s eye view from top of Anchorage Westward Hotel looking east down Third Avenue, parking area in foreground, McKinley Apartments and Alaska Native Hospital in distance. 2 copies]
.2884 – [demolition of Fourth Avenue businesses after 1964 Alaska Earthquake, Anchorage Westward Hotel in distance]
.2885 – [similar to .2884]
.2886 – [demolition of Fourth Avenue businesses after 1964 Alaska Earthquake, looking east on Fourth with cranes and automobile
.2887-.2889 – [closer views of scene in .2886]
.2890 – [demolition of Fourth Avenue businesses after 1964 Alaska Earthquake, man in hard hat standing next to Chris Berg Contractors crane next to sign for Yukon Office Supply]
.2891 – [demolition of Fourth Avenue businesses after 1964 Alaska Earthquake, Chris Berg Contractors tank truck parked next to debris]
.2892 – Hewitt’s after the quake [interior with store shelves, goods fallen onto floor, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2893 – Hewitt’s basement, 3/27/64 [interior with toppled cabinets, things on floor, 1964 Alaska Earthquake]
.2894 – Old store picture, May 20, 1966, 11 P.M. [interior of Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue before move to new location, storage area with photo prints spilling out of boxes on floor and shelves. Polaroid]
.2895 – Old store picture, May 20, 1966, 11 P.M. [interior of Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue before move to new location, basement area with pipes, Frigidaire Flowing Cold. Polaroid]
.2896 – Old store picture, May 20, 1966, 11 P.M. [similar to .2895]
.2897 – Old store picture, May 20, 1966, 11 P.M. [interior of Hewitt’s Drug Store on Fourth Avenue before move to new location, retail space with lunch counter at right]
.2898 – Mt. Susitna, Anchorage, Alaska. Bragaw’s [view of Mt. Susitna and Cook Inlet in winter. Cf. .1190.5]
.2899 – Susitna [sunset over Mt. Susitna and Cook Inlet]
.2900 – [sunset over Cook Inlet, with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2901 – P-43. Hewitt’s [identified on verso as Pippel Boys, two boys wearing bib overalls standing with dog outside house, Eagle River?]
.2902 – P-62. Hewitt’s [“Fuel by Shonbeck’s” written on verso. Two metal storage tanks atop wooden platform, mountains in distance]
.2903 – P-92. Hewitt’s [wood frame building with small power station behind chain-link fence with sign “Danger High Voltage”]
.2904 – P-102. Hewitt’s [interior of bar or restaurant with stools at counter, cash register, mirror]
.2905 – P-103. Hewitt’s [woman standing behind counter at restaurant with stools at counter, banner reading “Welcome”]
.2906 – P-112. Hewitt’s [two men sitting near shed, construction machinery at right, outside home in Matanuska Colony; digging well? Cf. .1567.7]
.2907 – P-155. Hewitt’s [men working with mechanized saw cutting lumber outdoors, Matanuska Colony. Cf. .1567.6]
.2908 – P-158. Hewitt’s [men working with mechanized saw cutting lumber outdoors, Matanuska Colony. Cf. .1567.6]
.2909 – P-282. Hewitt’s [man wearing hip waders and bib overalls standing next to automobile, identified on verso as “Joe Flachne [sic] by truck fishing at Knik”]
.2910 – P-291. Hewitt’s [fish rack near small wooden pier, building on bluff above, identified on verso as Knik]
.2911 – P-297. Hewitt’s [canned goods and canning pot with pressure gauge on table covered with tablecloth in interior, Matanuska Colony?]
.2912 – P-304. Hewitt’s [group of children seated on ground next to bucket full of berries, Matanuska Colony. Cf. .1062]
.2913 – P-309. Hewitt’s [American Red Cross nurse in uniform holding young child, Matanuska Colony?]
.2914 – P-320. Hewitt’s [men and boy on beach holding fish, identified on verso as “Bub Ring, young Scheely, Joe Flachne, Bill Bouwens, ?, Frank Ring? at Knik”]
.2915 – P-320B. Hewitt’s [similar to .2914]
.2916 – P-321. Hewitt’s [same people as in .2914 standing with small boat filled with fish]
.2917 – P-325. Hewitt’s [two men on Hyster Caterpillar Diesel, Matanuska Colony?]
.2918 – P-326. Hewitt’s [men cutting lumber on saw horses outdoors, large storage tank in background, Matanuska Colony?]
.2919 – P-335. Hewitt’s [four men sitting by heavy machinery outdoors, Matanuska Colony?]
.2920 – P-336. Hewitt’s [same men as in .2919 with fifth man standing next to machinery, water tank in background, Matanuska Colony?]
.2921 – PB-1. Hewitt’s [baseball game, Palmer batter in stance, with Anchorage catcher and umpire, spectators in background, identified on verso as Palmer]
.2922 – PB-4. Hewitt’s [spectators watching baseball game, buildings and mountains in distance, identified on verso as Palmer]
.2923 – PB-6. Hewitt’s [similar to. 2921]
.2924 – PB-9 [pitcher throwing ball from mound at baseball diamond, advertisements on outfield wall in background, Anchorage]
.2925 – PB-12 [baseball player preparing to throw ball, player with CVFD jersey at right, viewing stands in background, Anchorage]
.2926 – PB-15. Hewitt’s [group portrait of baseball team with CVFD jerseys, identified on verso as Palmer Colony Volunteer Fire Department baseball team]
.2927 – M-2 [two young girls in field, identified on verso as Karen and Marianne Bryant, circa 1936-37]
.2929 – M-10. The Bearcats, 1937. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [group portrait of youth baseball team taken on field in Palmer]
.2930 – M-27 [man sitting at desk with tabulating machine at left, calendar on wall, identified on verso as A.R.R.C. employee at Palmer]
.2932 – [men climbing steel support beams on Knik Bridge. Postcard]
.2933 - Potato farm on the Alaska Railroad. Bragaw’s [two men working cultivated field along Alaska Railroad, Matanuska Colony? Cf. 281]
.2934 – Matanuska Valley Cabbage, Alaska R.R. Bragaw’s [cabbage]
.2935 – Barley, Matanuska Valley [field of grain]
.2936 – Matanuska Valley corn, Alaska Railroad belt [man standing next to corn plants in field. 2 copies, one with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2937 – Field peas, Matanuska Valley, Alaska [field with pea plants, mountains in distance]
.2938 – Matanuska Valley, Alaska [field of grain. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2939 – Alaska birch [trees in field. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2940 – Apple tree in blossom, Anchorage, Alaska [small tree near wooden fence]
.2941 – Alaska lilac. Bragaw [small lilac tree, gardens in background]
.2942 – Alaska lilac bush (60 blossoms) [similar to .2941]
.2943 – Alaska honeysuckle [small bush in house yard]
.2944 – Alaska sunflower. Bragaw’s
.2945 – Alaska bluebells [wildflower in field]
.2947 – Alaska flower garden [garden in front of house in Anchorage]
Alaska flowers [small wildflower growing between rocks]

Alaska Jap Rose [small rose plant]

Strawberry plants, Anchorage, Alaska [cultivated field in foreground, houses in background]

58. A full basket. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [fish laid out on beach with rod and creel. 2 prints and one postcard. One print has caption “A full basket. Bragaw’s”]

[ six men standing on shore holding fish, fish, rods and reels on ground at their feet]

[barefoot boy wearing baseball cap and holding fish, lake and mountains in background]

Kenai Lake. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [fish hanging from strings in wooded area, rod propped against log]

[log cabin or lodge in birch trees, automobile parked on road]

Alaska cache. Bragaw’s [log cache in summer]

[musher and dog team stopped on winter trail]

[musher and dog team stopped on winter trail. Same team as in .2395. George L. Johnson photographer?]

[musher and dog team stopped on winter trail. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio. Same team as in .2395. George L. Johnson photographer?]

[dog portrait. Cf. .80.4]

[dog portrait. Cf. .647.2, .651]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

[dog portrait. Same dog as .2961. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

“Yukon” [dog portrait]

(Puppies in sacks) [dogs hanging in socks on clothesline outside house]

[dog portrait, dog posed on box of Tiny-Tim Utility Powder. 2 copies]

Alaska ptarmigan. Bragaw’s [two birds in winter. Cf. .2237]

Wonder Lake and Mt. McKinley. Hewitt’s, 4 [cf. .1199.2]

Highway, Mt. McKinley Nat. Park. Hewitt’s, 2[?] [caption trimmed off print]

A-5. Mt. McKinley, Alaska. Hewitt’s Photo Shop [aerial]

Mt. McKinley National Park [mixed wildflowers in field. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]

Mt. McKinley National Park. Bragaw [wildflowers in field]

[view across river valley to Mt. McKinley. With Hewitt’s stamp]
.2984 – Wonder Lake, McKinley Park. Bragaw [rowboat on shore in foreground, Mt. McKinley in distance]
.2985 – Fox ranch, McKinley Park [log cabin and walled tent with fox pens in fenced enclosure. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.2986 – Camp Savage, McKinley National Park [walled tents with mountains in distance]
.2987 – Indian cache, Toklat River, Mt. McKinley National Park. Bragaw [log cache in summer]
.2988 – Savage River Canyon, Mt. McKinley National Park
.2989 – Along the “McKinley Park Route.” Bragaw’s [scenic with sunrise/sunset over lake with stunted fir trees]
.2990 – Mt. McKinley, el. 20,300 ft. from Anchorage, Alaska (152 miles) c. Bragaw’s [view across Knik Arm to Mt. McKinley. Composite image; cf. .1741]
.2991 – [scenic with riverbed in foreground, Mt. McKinley in distance]
.2992 – “Mt. McKinley thru the clouds.” c. Bragaw’s [river in foreground, Mt. McKinley in distance]
.2993 – [scenic with lake in foreground, Mt. McKinley in distance]
.2994 – [scenic with lake in foreground, Mt. McKinley in distance]
.2995 – McKinley from Alaska Railroad. Bragaw [scenic with trees in foreground, Mt. McKinley in distance]
.2996 – Mt. McKinley from Alaska Railroad
.2997 – Sunrise on Mt. McKinley. Bragaw’s [scenic with trees in foreground, Mt. McKinley in distance]
.2998 – Mt. McKinley, elev. 20,300 ft. c. Bragaw’s [winter scenic with trees in foreground, Mt. McKinley in distance]
.2999 – Mt. McKinley, alt. 20,300 ft. [with stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.3000 – McKinley Park [scenic with lake, forested hillside, mountain in distance]
.3001 – Majestic McKinley, elev. 20,300 ft. c. Bragaw’s [cf. .1862.1]
.3002 – [scenic with lake, fir trees, mountains in distance]
.3003 – [creek in narrow mountain pass, entrance to tunnel at right, probably railroad tunnel]
.3004 – [scenic with lake and hills. With Hewitt’s stamp]
.3005 – [scenic with lake or broad river, mountains in distance]
.3006 – [scenic with river in foreground, mountains in distance]
.3007 – Scene on the Alaska Railroad [scenic with pass between two steep hills. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.3008 – Winter scene, the Alaska R.R. Bragaw’s [scenic with snowy hillside at left, fir trees at right, mountains in distance]
.3009 – [winter scenic, with snow, fir trees, mountains in distance]
.3010 – [winter scenic with snowy hillside at right, fir trees at right, mountains in distance]
.3011 – McKinley Park Route [similar to .3010]
.3012 – [aerial of smoking volcano]
.3013 – [aerial of smoking volcano]
.3014 – [aerial of smoking volcano]
.3015 – [aerial of smoking volcano]
.3016 – [aerial of smoking volcano]
.3017 – [aerial of two volcanoes near coast, one smoking]
.3018 – [closer view of volcanoes in .3017]
.3019 – [chunk of ice floating in water]
.3020 – Bartlett Glacier, Alaska RR [glacier terminus near Alaska Railroad track, utility poles in foreground]
.3021 – Spencer Glacier, Alaska R.R.
.3022 – [distant view of glacier terminus, utility poles and small buildings in valley, Bartlett Glacier near Alaska Railroad track?]
.3023 – [Mendenhall Glacier terminus]
.3024 – [trees covered in hoar frost]
.3025 – [view down road in winter, trees covered in hoar frost. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.3026 – [trees covered in hoar frost]
.3027 – Trappers coming down Nushagak River after breakup. Photo by H.W. Griffin [Alaska Native man and woman and two white men in two small boats tied to shore, several dogs in boats, man at right holding puppy]
.3028 - [man standing outside cabin, entrance buried in snow. Typed description on back: “Dale coming out of an igloo at Solomon. Rather you would not use this picture for any commercial purpose. Of no particular interest.” Cf. .2141.72]
.3029 – [seagulls in water near shore, Bristol Bay. Cf. .1882]
.3030 – [view out window to winter scene with trees, mountains. Was filed with Tazlina Glacier Lodge images, cf. .288]
.3031 – [winter street scene with signs for Norene Realtor, Meats & Grocery, Gas-Oils- Restaurant-Rooms-Café, Café, Kenai?]
.3032 - [winter street scene with sign for Kenai Terminal Garage, Kenai?]n
.3033 – [dump truck at gravel pit or road construction area]
.3034 – Depot, Seward, Alaska. Bragaw’s [Alaska Railroad station in winter]
.3035 – Harbor, Seward, Alaska. Bragaw’s [bird’s eye view of docks and town, Resurrection Bay and mountains in distance]
.3036 – [rock outcropping in ocean]
.3038 – Mt. Wrangell (14,100), Mt. Blackburn (16,140), Wrangell Range from Willow Lake via Valdez Transportation Co. & C.R. & N.W. Ry. H.W. Steward [scenic with lake in foreground, mountains in distance]
.3042 – Childs Glacier. H.W. Steward, c. 1926 [glacier terminus]
.3043 – [two Alaska Native men wearing Western style dress and snowshoes with dog hauling sled carrying tree trunk through sparsely forested area in winter]
.3044 – [Book signing for *Son of the Smoky Sea* by Nutchuk, Simeon Oliver seated at table near bookshelves, several women looking on, male spectator identified on verso as Lloyd C. Olson]
.3045 – [Alaska Railroad locomotive M-107 in winter]
.3046 – [two men standing near Travel Air C-194 airplane on floats on lake, “Anchorage No. 1” partially painted over]
.3047 – [interior of walled tent with two twin beds, mirror, folding table, pitcher and basin with towel, and Alaska tourism brochures. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.3048 – [interior of walled tent with large America flag on wall and two long tables set for dining, with plates, cups, folded napkins, and centerpieces. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.3049 – Fox ranch [enclosures in yard near trees]
.3050 – [small studio diorama with models of log cabin and cache, American flag on flagpole, saw and sawhorses, sled. With stamp of Bragaw’s Studio]
.3051 – [interior of store with shelves stocked with health and beauty products]
.3052 – [interior of store with man at right, cold cases at left, goods stack in aisle]
.3053 – [interior of store with customers, hanging banners for S & W Grapefruit Juice and other S & W canned food products, goods stacked in aisles]
.3054 – Fashion show, USO 1944 T. Lu Liston, Anchorage, AK [woman walking down runway wearing dress, gloves, and hat, spectators lining wall, interior of log building]
.3055 – [advertisement for Hewitt’s Drug Store, Christmas Value Color Prints]

**35mm Slides**
.3056 – 122A [aerial of volcano]
.3057 – 144 [view down road in winter, with log cabin and buildings of homestead on left of curve, mountains in distance]
.3058 – 158 [top portion of totem pole with eagle totem at top, possibly Tlingit]
.3059 – 172A [fishing boat in cove at sunset]
.3060 – 175A [glacier terminus, Spencer Glacier?]
.3061 – 176A [automobiles on paved highway passing gas station on curve, Chugiak?]
.3062 – 188A [caribou calf]
.3063 – 189H [flowers]
.3064 – 204A [squirrel on branch in winter]
.3065 – 225A [bird’s eye view of narrow river gorge with dirt road alongside river]
.3066 – 244 [Northern Commercial Company, Anchorage, exterior]
.3067 – 244A [similar to .3066]
.3068 – 250A [Fourth Avenue street scene, night, summer, looking east to McKinley Apartments, with businesses including D & D Bar & Café, Mac’s Foto, Sam’s Liquor Store, Denali Theater, pre-1964]
.3069 – 255A [sunset over lake]
.3070 – 266A [people gathered around whale being butchered on ice]
.3071 – 279 [Alaska Highway Tours bus at Eklutna cemetery]
.3072 – 289A [view down paved highway in autumn, mountains in distance]
.3073 – 294 [whaling crew standing next to skin umiak on ice, flying flag with two white squares and two green squares]
.3074 – 502 [single-hole kayak with Bering Sea-style bow on rack]
.3075 – 503 [single-hole kayaks with Bering Sea-style bow on racks, village buildings in background]
.3076 – 510 [two Alaska Native women with child indoors, one woman weaving grass]
.3077 – 514 [Alaska Native woman in bed indoors]
.3078 – 517 [Alaska Native woman wearing print parka with fur ruff cooking pancakes on stove indoors]
.3079 – 523 [Alaska Native woman wearing print parka with fur ruff holding dead hare and two dead ptarmigans standing outdoors, village buildings in background]
.3080 – 524 [Alaska Native woman and child wearing print parkas with fur ruffs posed outdoors, building buried in snow in background]
.3081 – 544 [rainbow over Wiley Post memorial, Barrow]
.3082 – 559 [Volkswagen Beetle stopped at Canadian Customs house on Alaska-Canada border]
.3083 – NBA 1964 [exterior of National Bank of Alaska on Fourth Avenue and E Street; print date Oct 64]
.3084 – NBA 1964 [exterior of National Bank of Alaska on Fourth Avenue and E Street; print date Oct 64]
.3085 – NBA 1964 [exterior of National Bank of Alaska on Fourth Avenue and E Street; print date Oct 64]
.3086 – NBA 1964 [exterior of National Bank of Alaska on Fourth Avenue and E Street; print date Oct 64]
.3087 – [exterior of Anchorage City Hall on Fourth Avenue; print date Oct 64]
.3088 – [exterior of Loussac Library in downtown Anchorage; print date Oct 64]
.3089 – [exterior of National Bank of Alaska on Fourth Avenue and E Street at sunset; print date Oct 64]
.3090 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east at sunset, empty lots on north side of street after post-earthquake demolition, with signs for businesses including Alaska Treasure Shop, D & D Bar & Café, Kennedy Hardware; print date Oct 64]
.3091 – [Ranch House Lodge sign and exterior, log building on Glenn Highway, automobiles parked in lot, Budweiser sign]
.3092 – [Grizzly Gift Shop, small log building, Copper Center]
.3093 – [two automobiles parked outside Copper Center Roadhouse]
.3094 – [scenic with river and mountain. Per Selena Orega-Chiolero, identified as Castle Mountain and Matanuska River]
.3095 – [similar to .3094. Per Selena Orega-Chiolero, identified as Castle Mountain and Matanuska River]
.3096 – [scenic of river valley, Copper River?]
.3097 – [view down road to exterior of Copper Center Roadhouse]
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